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A caveat to the reader 

Today, when environmentalism is under assault by Republican reaction
aries in the United States, Tory reactionaries in Britain, and apologists for 
corporate interests everywhere, I wish to reiterate my emphatic support 
for all environmentalist tendencies that seek to preserve biotic diversity, 
clean air and water, chemically untainted foods, and wilderness areas. 
Much of my life - some forty yeats as a writer, iecrurer, and activist in 
various movements - has been and remains assiduously conunined to 
these environmental goals. It would be gross demagoguery for antihu
manists, misanthropes, and primivitists - who in my view are seriously 
damaging the cnvirollllcntal cause - to identify their own regressive 
ideas with ecology as sHeh and to challenge any criticism of them as an 
endeavor to subvert the ecology movement. 

I find it necessary to make this statement to the reader because some 
years ago, a leading light in the deep ecology tendency scandalously 
accused me in The Progressive of capitulating to reactionaries in the 
United States after I criticized his ecomyscical views as deleterious to the 
environmental movement. Nor is he the only one who has done so over 
the years in olle way or another. 

I have encountered such cynical behavior only once before in my life
time - during the 1930s, when devotees of Stalin's version of 
Communism designated all of their critics as 'fascists' and worse for 
daring to challenge their policies. Such behavior should be severely 
reproved as cynical and demagogic if environmentalists are not to surren
der the moral integrity that they claim for themselves and their ideas. 
What is at stake in such rhetorical charges is whether dissenting views 
within the ecology movement (which should be encouraged if the 
movement is to advance) are even possible or whether criticisms that 
concern the welfare of that movement can be intelligently explored on 
their own terms. 

Having expressed this concern, it would be foolhardy to ignore the 
tendency of antihuman.ism (particularly trends like sociobiology, 
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Malthusianism, and deep ecology) to feed into the politically charged 
social Darwinism trut is very much abroad today. The animaliz.ation of 
humanity that I believe these trends foster, their regressive absorption of 
major social concerns into biology - be they expressed in temu of genet
ics, demographics, or biocentrism - is now being stridently echoed by 
reactionary legislators who use zoological reductionism as an ideological 
weapon for waging: war on the poor, the underprivileged. and the help
less. Thus in debatcs in the US Congress on reducing welf:are benefits to 
the needy, a legislator from Aoricb who opposes such aid is reponed to 
have held up a sign that said 'Do Not Feed the Alligators' and noted, 'We 
post these warni"b'5 because unnatural [sic!1 feeding and anificia.l [sidl 
care creates dependency'. A legislator from Wyoming is reported to have 
drawn 'a similar parallel with wolves' (Robin Toner, Resolved: no more 
bleeding hearts, Nelli York Timn, 'Week in Review' section, July 16. 
1995). 

In my view, this kind of 'natural law' mentality, directcd ovcr
whelmingly �gainst the poor and underprivileged who dcspcrately need 
matcrial assistance, c;ln very e;lsily be derived from idcologiews that 
reduce human attibutes to the interplay of genes, to a dcmographics 
based on the behaviour of fruit flies, and to a biocentrism trut renders 
human beings interchangable with alligators and wolves in temu of their 
'intrinsic worth'. How precariously close these variants of ;lntihumanism 
are to the lethal social ideologies trut swept through Europe and America 
in the 1920s and 1930s, I shall leave it to the infonned rcader to judge. 
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Prologue 

This hook deals with one of the most troubling conditions that afflicts 
society at the present time: a sweeping failure of nerve. I am speaking of 
a deep-scated cultural malaise that reflects a waning belief in our species' 
creative abilities. In a very real sense, we seem to be afraid of ourselves � 
of our uniquely human attributes. WI; seem to be suffering from a 
decline in human self-confidence and in our ability to create ethically 
meaningful lives that enrich humanity and the nOli-human world. 

Tins decline in human self-confidence, to he sure, is not new. The 
ancient Mediterranean world fell into a period of declining moral 
stamina and self-worth that contributed to the onset of the so-called 
'Dark Ages' in Europe. Medieval Europe. particularly in the fourteenth 
century and after, was tom apart spiritually and materially by dislocatioll5 
so fonnidable that, as Fr:m�ois Villon, France's b'Teatest poet, lamented, 
roaming wolves from the countryside 'ate wind' in the dangerous and 
famine-stricken streets of Paris. 

Yet in both of these periods, a sense of hope still lingered on in the 
human spirit, a belief in the moral and social redemption of humanity. 
Leprous as the human condition seemed to men and women in those 
demoralizing times, they shared a belief that our species was capable of 
achieving a better moral and social dispensation. Early Christianity, as it 
emerged fwm the dying ancient world. proclaimed the ultimate power 
of human virtue to achieve an earthly paradise and affinned the existence 
of a providential design to guide errant souls. The Protestant 
Refonnation that took fonn as early as the fourteenth century advanced 
a new message of individuality, self-certainty, and, in its more radical 
forms, the aspiration toward a sharing communistic society free of 
hierarchy. 

In contrast to these earlier times. our own era, as the third millennium 
comes into view, proclaims a very different spiritual and social message. 
Even as technolobrical advances offer the possibility of unprecedented 
material security, free time, physicil well-being, and a rehannornzation 
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of our relationships with the natural world, a growing number of writers 
and speakers tell us that our very ingenuity in technology is really evi
dence of a chilling failure - resulting from our 'innate hubris' - to inte
!,>r.lte our lives with the natural world. Indeed, we are asked to regard our 
remarkable human abilities for thought and innovation as attributes 
destmctive of our very selves as well as the natural world. We are being 
taught to mistrust our abilities as human beings, to constrain our 'preen
ing arrogance'. presumably because we have set oumlves up as a spedes 
against the rest of the world of life. Such writers often personify our var
ious institutional and technological achievements as demonic extensions 
of our own anthropocentric impulses and indifference to other living 
beings. Amidst a farrago of essentially misanthropic proclamations, we 
arc hard put to know whether our own achievements are our 'friends' or 
'foes'. 

Yet in a cerrain sense some forces are demonic indeed - particularly 
giant corporations and nation-states. These very forces act oppressively 
upon own lives, effacing our faith in freedom and conununity by their 
commanding influence and comple.xiry. The more intimate social life 
that existed in villages, towns, and neighborhoods only a century ago has 
yielded to an overpowering institutional gigantism that determines :ill 
aspects of our lives, from the ordinary affairs of everyday life to great 
social upheavals on a worldwide scale. 

Hence it is not surprising that social life appears to unfold like an inex
plicable mystery, beyond our ordinary understanding and controL 
Whether we see ourselves as villains or victims, we feel ourselves sinking 
into a morass of conullanding social forces, ideological as well as institu
tional, that define our behavior and drain our very ability for self-deter
mination in personal and public affairs. Helplessly at the disposal of 'n5t 
socio-economic cross-currents, we are manipubted by a Kafkaesque 
world too cryptic to fathom. Our domestic politics are becoming roo 
national in scope to allow for local forms of intervention, even as our 
international politics are becoming too worldwide in scope to be com
prehended amidst the rhetoric of 'global markets' and 'global dependen-
CICS'. 

Our lives include even more grim realities. such as the prolifention of 
nuclear weapons and materials. the socially induced famines that plague 
the so-called 'Third World', the almost unimpeded destmction of abo
riginal cultures and the biosphere, the spread of tyranny over much of 
the planet even as world leaders smugly extol new advances in personal 
and social freedom. The list of contemporary malfeasances at every level 
of life could be extended end1essly, from the implosion of the inner cities 

to the destruction of the o-zone layer. Hence the loss of self-certainty that 
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marked popular attitudes only two generations ago and the susceptibility 
of the public to an inwardly oriented - often misanthropic - spiritualism 

and a privatistic withdrawal from public life into mystical or quasi
mystical belief systems. 

It is precisely these belief systems that this book seeks to examine and 

sharply criticize. I am acutely aware that many apparently similar books 
have already appeared, deriding the innovative ideas generated by the 
radical 1960s and calling for a conservative cultural retrenchment to tra
ditional &rni.ly values, religious beliefS, conventional vinues, and right
wing political ideologies. We have more books these days on 'vinucs' -
cultural and social - than we know what to do with. As a lifelong social 
radical, I have no intention of adding to the regressive litany of woes pre
sUinably caused by radical lifestyles and values. or calling fot the revival of 
established traditions, many of them repellent. In the 'cultural wan' that 
American conservatives have proclaimed in recent years, I stand basically 
with their opponents: women seeking full equality in a largely patricen
tric society; the underprivileged and victims of racial discrimination; 
envirorunentalists who are seeking to rescue our life-sustaining planet 
from corporate depredation; and the diminishing number of raclical 
people who are seeking to create a rational society. 

It is largely bec.ause of my commitment to these people and causes, in 
fact, that I have written this book. I am deeply disturbed by the conserv
ative literature that invokes a 'traditional'. usually hierarchical, hide
bound past. But paradoxical as it may seem, I am also deeply disturbed by 
its pseudo-radical complement: the so-called 'new paradigm' or generi
cally 'New Age' literature that 'disenchants' us with our humanity, 
indeed, that summons us to regard ourselves as an ugly, destructive 
excrescence of natural evolution - whether as a species, a gender, an 
ethnic group, or a nationality. 

Like its conservative and traditionalist counterpart. the New Ab'C 
mentality that demonizes human beings in whole or in part is 1I0r neces
sarily unified or coherent. Unlike many conservative traditionalists, New 
Age mystics cdebrate the contradictions of their 'paradigm', its languid 
intellectual irresponsibility, and its seeming pluralism. More than one 
proponent of the view that humanity is a delinquent species in an other
wise amiable biosphere or 'circle of beings', as the Reverend Thomas 
Herry puts it, will sharply disclaim my characterization of their views. 

Yet one does not have to look tOO far beneath the surface to find a 
Common underlying theme that unites the highly particularistic, theistic, 
biocentric, poumodernist, misanthropic, and generically mystical litera
ture. What I believe brings them together - and many of them express 
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theif views in the same journals and anthologies - is a conunon depreca
tion of the remarkable features that make our species unique in the bio
sphere. Whether explicitly or implicitly, they deride humanity's ability 
for innovation, its technological prowess, its potentiality for progress, 
and, above all, its capacity for rationality. I have thus found it appropriate 
to call this ensemble of deprecatory attitudes amihumanism. 

Antihumanism - in sharp contrast to the humanistic ideologjes 
advanced by rationalism, various socialisms, and some fonns of liberalism 
- is a world view that places little or no emphasis on social concerns. The 
message it offers is primarily one of spiritual hygiene, personal with
drawal, and a general disdain for humanistic attributes such as reason and 
innovation in impacting upon the natural and social worlds. It offers no 
serious challenge to modem secular power. Rather, it tilts, when it does 
not tumble headlong, toward self-oriented nostrums - and disturbingly 
regressive ones at that. Antihumanists commonly extol an intuitionism 
supported by the mythopoeic mentality of the distant, preliterate past of 
our species. In varying degrees, they demean civilization, progress, and 
science, denying either their reality or theif value as goals worthy of 
respect. 

Above all, antihumanists deprecate or deny humanity's most distinc
tive hallmark - reason. and its extraordinary powers to grasp, intervene 
into, and play a guiding role in altering social and natural reality. Many 
antihumanists harbor a static mindset, partly the result of their reverence 
for a mythologized 'Nature' - sometimes seen as a realm of cyclical 'eter
nal recurtences' - in which they strive to passively dwell rather than 
actively live as innovative beings; and partiy, too, the result of their 
entombment in a pantheistic 'cosmic womb', a 'night in which all cows 
are black' (to use a favorite aphorism of Hegel's), imbued with an out
look that dilutes active selfhood and social involvement. So wide-ranging 
and multifarious, in fact, are the antirational moods in contemporary 
Western culture that they often defy clear characterization apart from 
their shared antipathy for reason and the mostly intuitive nostrums with 
which they propose to replace it. 

In exploring these moods, the reader will often be obliged to deal with 
criss-crossing ideas that are poorly formulated or directly expressed. 
Indeed, some antihumanists do not hesitate to invoke science, a bete noirl' 
to the more naive antihumanists, in support of tlleir views. Nor will the 
reader encounter many spokespeople who synthesize coherence in their 
antihumanism. Elusiveness, prettified as pluralism and diversity, has 
become a well-cultivated art in the world we shall be entering. 

Invoking the simplest rational canons ofJogicai discourse is fruitless in 
a realm that regards reason as Silc/l as a form of tyranny or 'logocentricity' . 
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Not infrequendy, antihumanist moods are viscerally predisposed not 

toward discovering truth but toward gaining ritualistic and non-rational 
'insights'. Apart from the extravagant use of words like Olleness, i/ltmo/l
tlectl'dlltSS, cosmic, and ecological, the antihumanist vocabulary is almost 
willfully vague. Quite often, in a clazzling display of eclectic pluralism - a 
euphemism for contradiction - almost anything goes, without any regard 

for consistency or clarity. 
I find it particularly ironic that at a time when so many of these anti

humanistic books and articles exalt the need to 're-enchant Nature', the 
'Planet', indeed the entire 'Cosmos', the most pronounced effect they 
have had is to 'disenchant' humanity itself: specifically, its unique poten
tiality for rationality. 

Which raises a central concern of this book: the assault antihumanism 
has mounted against the rational faculties tllat make us human. For it is 
not specific traits of individual human beings that antihumanists attack 
but the general and unique attributes that define human beings as a 
species. Tn the end, it is our claim to be able to reason and to rationally 
intervene in the world around us that is under siege. The special features 
that make us remarkable products of natural evolution are in one way or 
another viewed with acute suspicion or forcefully maligned. 

To unravel the ensemble of convoluted, contradictory notions that 
can be characterized as antihumanist, with their tangled roots in a highly 
intuitive psychology, is the task of this book. Each form of antihuman
ism, be it cultural primitivism, mystical ecologism, or a variety of post
modernism, must be examined on its own tenns. Suffice it to say here 
that far too many antihumanists see the malaise that aillicts modern soci
ety as rooted not in irrationality, be it in the spiritual or material sphere of 
life, but in precisely the opposite: in rationality and a humanistic 'anthro
pocentrism'. Beyond this basic premise, antihumanism strays in every 
conceivable direction such that it defies clear categorization and logjcal 
coherence. Nonnally tlus modlls operandi would be regarded as an intel
lectual failing, but antihumanism cherishes it as evidence of flexibility. 

One word in particular needs explication if this book is to be properly 
understood. Inasmuch as I argue for a secular and naturalistic view of the 
world, r feel obliged to justify my use of the word 're-enchanting' in the 
title of this book. This word, after all, suggests a mystical bewitchment 
consistent with views held by many antihumanists, not humanists. My 
reasons for employing the word are simple: I am using it partly as a spoof, 
and partly as a metaphorical expression of my respect for what the human 
species could be and what it could achieve if it applied its intellectual 
faculties to the creation of a rational society. 
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I do not mean 'rational' here in a purified, ammel, merely philosoph
ical �nse, but rather in the sense of a lived rationality that, at its best, 
fosters cooperation, empathy, a sense of responsibility for the biosphere, 
and new ideas of community and consociation. A society guided by this 
existential fonn of reason must replace the present predatory society that 
I am convinced threatens the survival of human and most non-human 
life. It is this socially critical vision that I hope to commend to the reader, 
a vision I have held in more than st." decades of struggle against oppres
sion, domination, hierarchy, class rule, and the debasement of life to a 
mere resource for personal enrichment and greed. 

For this book advocates no compromise with the stallls quo and the 
mentality it fosters. I am as much oppo�d to a humanism structured 
around self-aggrandizement and plunder as I am to an antihumanism 
structured around humanity's self-enacement in a mystical all-embracing 
'cosmos'.' While human beings differ fundamentally from other life
forms in their ability to bring meaning and reason to the world, precisely 
because of these remarkable abilities they are ethically obliged to develop 
a finn sense of responsibility to non-human beings and the planet as a 
whole. 

Indeed. this book advances a view that is based on neither a Pollyarma 
philanlhropos nor a repelJent misQnlhropos, but on a uanscendence of both 
of these one-sided views. There is, I submit, an outlook that goes beyond 
the dichotomy of an angelic and demonic humanity to a sublation that 
gives due emphasis to humanity's affinities \vith non-human life on the 
one hand and to the $.1cisfaction of its own special requirements on the 
other. 

The CUlTent litenture all too often offers readers either olle extreme or 
another - either the biocentric or the anthropocentric - rather than a 
\vide spectrum of views that allows for a sense of social and ecological 
responsibility. h is the one-sided, mutually exclusive dOb'11U5 e.xemplified 
by these two 'centricities' that I emphatically wish to transcend. 
Tragically, more and more people today agree with one or the other of 
the extreme, nonsensical notions: that human beinb'S are inherently dele
terious to almost everything around them, or that everything around us 
was 'created' exclusively for human use. I would hope that these pages 
provide a better map to negotiate the conflicting centricities in the 
modem cultural landscape. 

More specifically, the void created by these extremes must be filled by 
a "til! hrllnrmism based on an 'ethics of complementarity', as I called it in 
my 1982 book TIlt Ecology oj Freedom.! There are many reasons for 
frustration and anger about the human condition, but there are none, I 
submit, for demeaning humanity, let alone for viewing its unique rational 

• 
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abilities as demonic. Indeed, there are good reasons to cherish our species 
for the splendors it has achieved, often against incredible odds, and that it  
certainly u m  achieve if  reason in all its fullness can be brought into tile 
world - most panicularly, into the management of social and ecological 

:dfairs. 

Notes 
1 Whale Vcr il5 chronology, Ihe use of 
'humani,,,,'!O "'C�n a crude anthropoccn
In� .nd Icchnocr:llic usc of the pbnct in 
'tnedy hum.n interests (often socially 
�nsp«ificd) h ... its eontempor:ny origins 
In Mmin Heidcil&"r'. BNf u� den 
H""""'ismw.s (Lent! on Hununism). wril
len in 1\147. which £:lined favor among 
the po5twar French p/rilosoplrcJ of Ihe exls
Icnl�list and bIer poslmodcm� vinugoe. 

February 1995 

Heide�r'J Vtry nawed and sini,tcr Briifis 
• nu,tcrpiece of misinrcrprcmion and irre_ 
,ponsible rcuoning. The humanisl
antihumanisr dichotomy hn its historical 
roots primarily in Ihe po5twar cynicism 
.nd nihilism of the 19505 and 196OJ. 
2 MUmlY llookchin, n", &ology if F�d�m 
(P.l0 Aho. CA: Cheshire 800kJ. 1\182: 
rcpublishro. wi,h new introduction. by 
Mon=l: Black R<»t I3ookJ. 1991). 
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CHAPTER 1 

Becoming human 

Until recently, the belief dut the human species is qualitatively different 
from non-human life-fornu has been one of the most abiding notions of 
nearly all sophisticated civilizations. 

The nature of this difference, to be sure. was defined in a b'Teat variety 
of ways. Human beinb'S generally assigned to themselves the possession of 
souls, moral sensibilities, immense technical powers, and remarkable 
mental faculties. These traits were often melded into various combina
tions and ascribed to some social strata by others to distinguish various 
strata from one another and from the proverbial beasts in the field. Even 
tribal peoples, who professed to see similarities between themselves and 

the animals around them, indirectly gave a commanding identity to their 
own kind by attributing: human speech, motives, and interests to animals 
in the anthropomorphized universe of their mytholOb'Y-

Western civilization in particular singled out reason as the faculty that, 
more than any other, gave humanity a unique status alllong: all other 
fonns of life. The West saw reason as the generative source not only of 
logic, discourse, and reflection but also of moml awareness and empathy. 
The ancient Greeks boave to thought an elninence so great that it 
acquired almost heroic proportions, both in the classical era of Athenian 
philosophy and as a major legacy in the ages that followed. Socrates, des
ignated by the Delphic oracle as the 'wisest man in Greece', became the 
prototypical symbol of human geruus, and Westem civilization saw the 
jurors who sent him to his death for his intdlectual independence as the 
collective embodiment of intolerance and ignomnce. men who defiled 
the noblest traditions of Hellenic civilization. 

Even theology, Eastern as well as Western, despite its emphasis on the 
validity of faith over reason, commonly used reason to justify faith to its 
followers. Augustine's TIll!: City of Gerl, Christianity'S ideological bridge 
from the ancient to the medieval world, remains to this day a closely 
reasoned masterpiece of dialectic, ilS authority partly supplanted centuries 
later by the scrupulously analytical Swtlln<l 11le%gico of Thomas Aquinas. 
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The notion dut the MidcUe Ages was entirely an age of faith that 
elbowed reason and philosophy to the sidelines of culture is a myth, 
invented chiefly by later rationalists to free themselves from clerical 
authority. The biblical crossroads between man and the gods intersects 

recisely at the point where Adam ealS of the tree of moral knowledge, �o be expelled with Eve into 'the east of Eden' by an anxious Yahweh 
who warns his fellow deities (or angels) that man 'has become like one of 
Us' - in fact, that he will become a deity - if he eats from the tree of life 

and becomes immortal (Genesis 4:22-24). 
By the eighteenth century, reason had not only been elevated to the 

statuS of a defining human trait; it was seen as the arbiter por txCtUt/llt for 
critically evaluating hWll.an social progr� and moral development. 
Indeed, by vinue of ilS speculative capacities, reason had the ail-impor
tant power to critically search beyond the past and present, to transcend 
the given state of affairs, and to stake om the contours of a progressive 
future literally defined as a mtional society. Turgot, Didcrot, and 
Halbach, among tile great Enlighteners of the eighteenth century, con
joined reason with freedom in an intellectual partnership that prepared 
the ideological climate for the French Revolution and the emergence of 
modem socialism. Reason would illuminate the path to liberty, they 
believed, by destroying the fetters of superstition and domination. 
Diderot, for his part, gave to reason a suppleness and a nuanced sensibil
ity equaled only by the greatest dialogues of Plato. A b'Cneration mer 
Diclerot, Hegel equipped reason with a system of logic that emphasized 
the creative dynamics of development over the arid statics of fonnal 
Aristotelian analytics. 

The Enlightenment, as the rational and humanistic movement in eigh
teenth-century Western Europe came to be called, was appropriately 
named for its all-embracing: rationalism. To the thinkers of the time, the 
world irse!! was inherently rational. Newton had shown that itS physical 
aspects were marked by order and intelligibility; Montesquieu broadened 
this outlook to society and its history; Voltaire challenged rhe authentic
ity of supernatural agents; and Gennan idealists from Kant to Hegel 
incarnated man from an Edenic malefactor into a creative subject who 
had the power to know himself and his own destiny. Tltis sweeping 
vision of ' man the knower', as Homo sapitm (a name that dates from 1802), 
helped to reinforce the emerging natural sciences in their struggle against 
theolOgical restrictions, fostered a belief in social progress, and nourished 
the technological innovations of the Industrial Revolution, whose limits, 
i f i t  had any, have since bounded beyond the reach of prediction. 

Classical humanism, ;u the humanism of the Renaissance was called, 
W;u born in the fifteenth century. Embodied in men like Erasmus and 
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Leonardo da Vinci, it tried to orient European sensibilities toward the 
intellectua.1 achievements of the ancient world, particularly Greek cul
ture, and its naturalistic aesthetics, in sharp opposition to the dogmatism 
and artistic rigidities of medievalism. But its outlook was basically retro
spective_ By contrast, Enlightenment humanism was born in the intellec
tua.1 and scientific fennent of the eighteenth century. It was oriented not 
toward a pagan past but toward a rational future. It was to be embodied 
not only in the Encyclopedists but in the theorists of various nineteenth
century socialisms, with their shared principles of futurity and hope. 

By the middle of the nineteenth century, both fonos of humanism -
the Renaissance and the Enlightenment - melded into what I shall call an 

'enlightened humanism' that united Renaissance aestheticism with 
Enlightenment rationalism, an outlook that pervaded the thinking of 
most socialists. The fonnidable prestige of enlightened humanism 
remained triumphant for a century, despite the assaults that were directed 
against i t  by mystics, romantics, and nationalists, all of whose ideas con
verged in the proto-fascistic v;;/kisch movement of the fin de site/e. In the 
postwar ern it is due in no small part to Martin Heidegger's anti
Enlightenment and anti-rational tract, 'A Letter on Humanism' (1947), 
that the word 'humanism' has acquired its present-day pejorative mean
ing as an amoral, narrowly anthropocentric and ugly technocratic out
look. 

My expanded interpretation of humanism is not free of pandoxes -
indeed, of pandoxes within paradoxes. Rousseau, to cite a striking 
example. who was no less a mtionalist than the mathematician 
D'Alembert, nonetheless placed an emphasis on swsibilile so maudlin that 
he may be broadly called the 'father' of much of the anti-rationalistic 
romanticism of the nineteenth century. Voltaire was no less a progres
sivist than Turgot, yet the pessimism of his novella Cm,djde fed into the 
misanthropic attitudes of later generations. Adam Smith, still another 
case, absorbed the altruistic moral philosophies of Shaftesbury and 
Hutchinson as a young man, yet he became the voice of 'enlightened 
self-interest' and the amoralism of the emerging industria.1 bourgeoisie. 
All of these paradoxes came to a head in the French Revolution, whose 
universalistic declarations heralded the unity and fraternity of humanity, 
only to plummet into a strident nationalism and Napoleonic imperialism. 

Within these major pamdoxes lurked seemingly minor ones that 
emerged full-blown in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries: techno
logical advances were rational, yet they brought terrible misery to the 
working classes of the Industrial Revolution. The national rights of 
peoples vvere regarded as rational. yet asserting them brought a host of 
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parochial cultural and ethnic hatreds. The growth of cities, commerce, 
manufacturing, and self-interest was mtiona.1, yet they despoiled the land, 

wrought havoc on the natural landscape, and destroyed the very aborigi

nal cultures that the enlighteners in their own writings had celebmted for 

their 'natural virtues', 
Even as these paradoxes increased in number and mtensity, fostering a 

srntirnental and moral counterweight to the overriding ideal of value
free scientific objectivity, the arguments between the rational enlight

ened humanists and their anti-rational romantic critics (who may be 
loosely called the antihumanists of their day) were elninencly ideologica.1 

in the strictest meaning of the word. Ideas were pitted ab-ainst ideas, 
however passionate the poetry of the romantics and cold the prose of the 
rationalists. Even as reason was denounced by romantics as 'meddlesome' 
or hypostatized by rationalists as 'sovereign', it was in met reason that 
informed both parties to the debate. Apart from sheer rhetoric, few were 
prepared to challenge the va.1idity of ntionality on its own terms or to 

deny its powers of clarification and conviction. 
In fact, the paradoxical fact that ntionality was an approach shared by 

enlightened rationalists and romantic anti-rationalists alike became all the 
more marked in the late nineteenth century. I Both fervently parochial 
racists like the Comte de Gobineau and universalistic social visionaries 
like Karl Marx cast their views in scientific or at least mtional terms, as 
did heated romantic nationalists like Garibaldi and sober revolutionary 
internationalists like Eugene Varlin. The great Western tndition of 
reason, indeed, of an expansive humanism [hat included the natural 
sciences, not only served as the arbiter of truth but constituted the 
formative core of human self-definition. Enlightened hUinanism retained 
its influence even when it was under assault by its opponents. For upon 

whatever grounds anti-rationalists and ntionalists differed in specifics, 
they usually shared an implicit common concern for humanity. 

In any case, the influence which the romantic anti-rationalists exer
cised was largely confined to an intellectual and aesthetic elite. On soci
ety as a whole, it had a very limited influence. Conventional nationalism 
and religton had a much stronger impact on the social attitudes and emo
tions of nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century Europeans, albeit gen
erally as viscerally existential phenomena with no discunive appeal to 
'man the knower'. Creditably, the most significant and intellectually 
demanding popular movement of the nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries was fonned around ideas attributed to Karl Marx, which 
appealed nOt only to the proletariat's material interests but, with varying 
degrees of success, to its mind and its presumed internationalism. Apart 
from the intellectuals who debated, often in aesthetic realms, the virtues 
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and failings of reason, the heritage of enlightened humanism acquired a 
mass outreach in Marxian socialism and, to a considerable degree, in 
classical anarchism. 

The ideological situation we face, today, is significantly different. The 
current crop of antihumanists are coarser, intellectually shoddier, and, 
alas, far more influential than the romantic anti-Enlightenment writers 
and poets of a century ago. 

Worse, contemporary antihumanism tends to be more blurred than its 
predecessor in its approach to the grave concerns that face humanity and 
those that lie on the social horizon. If most of our ills - ecological as well 
as social - arise from increasingly dangerous dislocations in the existing 
society, the problem of how we deal with each other and with the 
powerful technological means that society has at its disposal for reshaping 
the planet is a matter of paramount importance. To slight these eminently 
social problems, to play down the importance of reason in resolving 
them, indeed, to ignore the need to achieve what socialism in all its 
fomlS called a ratiol1al society, is in my view suicidal. Owing to the 
inunensity of Ollt social and ecological problenlS, the turn to an irrational 
antihumanism serves to paralyze our capacity to act with purpose and 
sanity. 

Indeed, at a time when the world seems to be descending into cultural 
and ecological chaos, to deprecate the very means for creating a rational 
society - notably, an enlightened humanism - should be cause for great 
alann. This is especially so when antihumanism is on the point of 
becoming the conventional wisdom of our time. It surfaces today in 
ordinary table conversation as a chic state of mind from the households 
of American suburbia to the regal domicil es of England. Not much of 
this 'conversation', to use the language of postlnodernism, is entirely 
intelligible; nor is it notable for its consistency. It is rare these days to 
come upon any single work that is reasonably coherent and free ofjuve
nile exhortations and unthinking wa)"vardness, or that tries to follow out 
with relative completeness the logic of its premises. 

In tins ideological quagmire, several antihumanist works can be singled 
out that typify those which fill libraries and bookstores today. Perhaps the 
most characteristic work that lends itself to coherent analysis - winch is 
not to say that it is free of contradictions - is David Ehrenfeld's TIle 
Arrogal1ce of Hrllnanism.l Written by an academic at Rutgers University 
who holds numerous degrees in Instory and science, Ehrenfeld's book is 
possessed of a literacy and pithiness that are unusual III current antihu
manistic literature, much of which is drenched in New Age metaphors 
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and heady exhortations. 'When one chooses a guiding philosophy of 
life', Ehrenfeld sternly warns his readers, 'and the modern world has 
chosen humanism - one becomes responsible for all the conseqnences 
that flow from that choice'.' This demand that we follow the logic ofa 

choice to its end is entirely laudable. 
What, then, is the humanism of which Ehrenfeld is so suspicious? His 

definition is unerring in its certitude and disturbing in its implications. 
Humanism, we are told, is 

a srlpreme faith ill Iwma/! reasoll - its ability to cOlifrom and solve the 
marlY problems that h11mamface, its ability to rearrange bolh tlte L/!Orld of 
Na1l1TC al1d I/If riffairs qf mell al1d womell so that human life will prosper. 
Accordil1gly, as humal1ism is committed to a/1 lmq11estiol1ilwfaith ilr tire 

power qf reason, so it rejects other assertiol1s of power, il1cl11ding Ihe power 
of God, Ihe power of sllpematural forces, arId evell the "lIdireded power qf 
Namre ill league with b1i/1d chalice. 

In the humanist outlook, notes Ehrenfeld reprovingly, neither the 
'power of God' nor the 'power of supernatural forces' exist, while the 
'undirected power of Nature' can 'with effort be mastered. Because 
human intelligence is the key to human success, the main tasks of 
humanists is to assert its power and to protect its prerogatives'.' 

Ehrenfeld's definition of humanism may be less than satisfactory, par
ticularly when he casts adherence to humanism in theistic tenus, like 
'supreme 6.ith' and 'unguestioning faith'. But inverting Ehrenfeld's defi
nition of humanism supplies us with a pithy definition of anllhumanism: 
notably, a faith in the powers of God, of supernatural forces, and of 
'Nature'. Precisely what these cryptic powers and their sources are 
remains disturbingly unclear. Even more disturbing arc the archaisms 
contained in both these definitions. Ehrenfeld seems to believe in the 
very powers of God and powers of the supernatural that it took enlight
ened minds centuries, if not millennia, to exorcise, together with necro
mancy, superstition, and religious fanaticism, a struggle literally waged in 
the torture chambers of the Church and State. 

By no means is Ehrenfeld alone in criticizing enlightened humanism 
for its 'degoddedness' or Elltgotten'l1g in viewing reality. We also have it 
from E. F. Schumacher in his Gllidefor Ihe Perplexed that 

jailh i,l modem man's omnipotellce is Lvt'an'ng t/rin. Even if ali tile 'new' 
problems IVert' solved by techl1ological fixes, tire state of jutility, disorder, 
and cOTmp/iorl would remain . . . .  More al1d more people are beginl1illg 10 
realize fl'<ll 'the modern e.-..:periment' has failed . . . .  Man dosed rlre 
gates of Heat'el1 agai"sf !rimself a"d tried, WillI immel/se el1ergy ami 
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ingenuity, to (fJnfine himself to the &rth. He is nmll discovering that the 
Earlh is but a tramilory slrJlr, so thai a rrfrl$ai lO "neh jar Heolltn means 
all illVOilllltary descellt ;nlo HelP 

Clearly, 'faith in modem man's omnipotence' is a pejorative interpre
tation of the humanistic commitment to ratiotulity. Perhaps even more 
explicitly than Ehrenfeld, Schumacher, the guru of 'small is beautifu�' 
(the title of his most influential book), tilts toward the transcendental, if 
not the ecclesiastical. Still other antihuffianist authors, such as William 
Irwin Thompson, Thomas Berry, and Matthew Fox, would likely have 
few disagreements with Ehrenfeld's and Schumacher's antihum3llism. 

These seemingly reflective judgments by presumably sophisticated 
antihumanists are often the stuff from whi<.:h the crassest of vulgarities are 
written for consumption by the New Agers of California and, in recent 
years, nearly all other points of the compass. Neither Stonehenge nor the 
romantic cliffs of the Rhine can be excluded as a center for those 'Higher 
Levels', as Schumacher calls them, 'that alone can maintain [man's} 
humanity'.· Cruder forms of this extremely loose verbiage can be found 
snugly ensconced not only in esoteric periodicals that proclaim 'Nature' 
as 'the gates of Heaven' but in the Anglo-American mass media. 

Consider the characteristic opening of a recent cover article in Time, 
the American mass-circulation weekly. 'How Man Began', professing to 
tell its readers about 'sensational' developments in human evolutionary 
anthropology, declares: 'No single, essential difference separates human 
beings from other animals - but that hasn't stopped the phrasemakers 
from trying to find one'.' Whereupon the article proceeds, prt'sumably 
under a tyranny of archaeological £leu, to tell us, quite inadvenently, that 
the differences between humans and other animals arc not only essential 
but really quite staggering. Filtered down to ever lower layers ofliteracy, 
the article's sensationalistic opening - the bets notwithstanding - pro
duces a vision of the human condition that is ultimately opaque, mys
terious, and necromantic to millions of ordinary readers, 

In contrast to nineteenth-century debates between romantic antihu
manists and the enlightened humanists, rationality rarely, if ever, enters 
into current anti humanist affinnations. Statements that are not simply 
declarative are filled with theistic metaphors that seem bent on making 
the skeptical reader fed like a heretic who violates God-given (or 
Goddess-given) injunctions. Intonations replace insights, dull repetitious 
mantras replace the evocative poetic recitations of the old-time roman
tics, and reason gives way not only to intuition but to vague allusions to 
cryptic 'powers' that allow for no explication, much less analysis. 

No less irritating is the bct that this stuff not only blurs the bound:Hies 

,. 

b cen the human and non-human; it obliterates the very identity of 

h�:an beings in the great drama of biological evolution �nd their �elf
consciousness in the equally important drama of SOCIal evolutJ�n. 
Whatever the 'gates of Heaven' may be, we have no wa�.

of knowmg 
where they arc located, still less how to open them. The spmtual geogra

h '  of these freely drawn and inspirationally guided maps, so currently p l 
' h 'd d opular in Anglo-American bookshops, constitute a canograp y gul e �y tile viscera nther than by the brain, and by vi�ions that are more hallu� 

cinogenic than insighcful. Antihumanism proVIdes no compass for thIS 
world, yet it has no other world to offer, short of an imaginative one that 
differs in considerable detail with each guru, periodical, or book consulted. 

J n the light of the public confusion about the human condition, particu
larly with respect to humanity's identity, it behooves us to ask ourselves 
Illho we really are as a species and !/Ihal would constitute a society that 
fulfills our potentiality as rational and creative agents in the world. Let 
me stress the word pOltll/ialily, a word I use to emphasize what we (ould 
be if we brought reason into our affairs rather than what we ore today in 
a mad and meaningless world. 

Our being as a species is closely related to our being as social creatures. 
To discuss them requires asking what constitutes our place in what is 
broadly called 'Nature' and what constitutes a rational society, Certainly, 
if we stumble blindly into the future with no sense of the characteristics 
that make us uniquely human. anrihumanists would have a prima facie 
case for designating people a 'cancer' in natural evolution, ,vith little 
promise of doing more than destroying the biosphere and most of them
selves. 

In trying to define our humanity as organic beings, we will not get 
very br unless we define worm that are usually used very loosely in ref
erence to om Status in the biosphere. I refer especially to the word 
Natl/re, one of those very complex words that is used glibly and whose 
meaning becomes more elusive the more we examine it. 

No one doubts that 'Nature' is, minimaUy, a wilderness area that one 
can see from a mountain top, a scenic view of valleys, fields. forests, and 
streams, indeed, of all that lies so magnificently and invitingly within our 
Purview. Nature, to many people, is simply a vista free of human beings 
and hence 'authentically' natural. Such vistas adorn picture postcards. 
particularly in the Far West of the USA, and the canvases of 'nature 
painters'. 

On the surface, this definition is partly true - and also partly false. That 
Nature is a vista bereft of human presence is a convention deeply 
ingrained in the modern mind, especially in North America, where 
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Natllrt and wilderness are widely regarded as synonymous. More impor
tant, the notion that Nature has eternal attributes as wilderness is so com
monplace that it has become a frozen image in innumerable artistic, 
literary, and documentary wOrks and a staple in a pseudo-phil osophical 
New Age literature that extols the need to 'dwell in' and 'abide with' an 
unchanging, eternal 'balance ofNature'. 

Yet this frozen image ofNamre is extremely deceptive. Thefixiry of a 
breathtaking vista simply does not exist. Namre is not only dynamic at 
every moment of the day but, above all, is highly developmental Plants 
and animals are generally not only active in maintaining themselves but 
are interactive in creating new eco-conununities." Life-fonus are contin
ually being born, maturing, and dying. entering into elaborate food webs 
or networks that make possible the vistas we admire. 

Most imponant for the purposes of our discussion, what we call 
Nature is continually evolving: plants and animals vary within the same 
species and mutate into new life-forms. They are continually transform
ing themselves, at times so gradually that their evolution is completely 
unnoticeable; at still other times with great rapidity, in what some biolo
gists call 'puncmated equilibria'. 

What makes our notion of Nature as a mere vista particularly misleading 
is that it ignores hllmmJiry's place in the natural world. That is to say. it 
obscures the fact that human being; are not aliens in a dichotomy of Man 
pitted against Nature. Rather, human being; are a result of the long evo
lutionary history of die natural world. 

In fact, they are a very special result of chat history. They are possessed 
of abilities no other life-form has equaled in kind. Indeed, if Nature is a 
cumulative evolutionary process - in the case of organic evolution, from 
the earliest prokaryotic cells through eukaryotic cells and their elabora
tion into the aquatic. terrestrial, reptilian. mammalian, and primate 
groups - the word Nature becomes more than a metaphor for mere 
'Being', an abstract existence. 

The challenge of thinking about Nature as a cumulative evolution 
arises from the duality of the evolutionary process itself. On the one 
hand, human beings have qualities that can be found in nascent form in 
other animals as a result of their shared evolution. But by vinue of a twist 
in the evolutionary process, they have also developed well beyond their 
animal ancestors. They have created a new realm of evolution based on 
dleir extraordinary intelligence, anatomical flexibility, unprecedented 
communicative abilities. distinctly mutable and highly malleable institu
tions (that we can properly call society), and extraordinary capacity for 

innovation. 
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I cannot emphasize the institutional, mutable, malleable, and innova
tive nature of society too strongly. Society, properly speaking, is a strictly 
human phenomenon, one that stands in significant con�rast to the genet
ically imprinted collectivities of so-called 'social insects' and the rdatively 

loose, developmentally static animal aggregations of herds, troops, and 

similar groupS. Although such animal aggregations change in population 
Ilumbers and are found in a wide range of different species, animal com
munities undergo very little variation; not do they possess an institutional 
framework formed by conscious design. Human being;, by contrast, 

form bands, tribes, tribal federations, monarchies, democracies, and 
republics, among others, each of which has tichly articulated structures, 

intersubjective relationships, and cultures, and which can be changed by 
popular action, coups, and upheavals of one kind or another. 

The majority of animals, moreover, merely dwell in their environ
ment. If they alter that environment, they do so primarily inadvenently, 
merely by their presence in it, or by nascent choices !Tom among natu
rally available possibilities. With a few and very limited exceptions, they 

do nor consciously remake the conditions [hey find but rather try to live 
within them. By sharp contrast. human being; consciously act upon their 
environment, and with new material techniques, they intentionally try to 
shape it to meet their own needs. Put simply: animals generally adapr, 
wh..ile human beings generally innovate. This distinction is a difference 
not merely in degree but in kind. 

Even so, our unique human capacities do not constitute a complete 
breach with the natural world - even as we innovate, we simultaneously 
incorporate our animal heritage into our lives. Indeed, one of the great 
problems in social development is our animalistic inertia - our conser
vatism - in retaining obsolete social traditions that act as a brake on 
much-needed social changes and innovations. Although as human beings 
we are vertebrates, mammals, primates, and retain certain instincts and 
vaguely understood impulses that are rooted in our inescapable animality, 
we are also capable of transcending our adaptive arumal attributes and in 
the process becoming less animalistic than our remote hominid forebears. 

If we are to advance beyond metaphorical concepts of Nature and see 
the organic world as au evolurionary proccss, we have to view Nature in a 
less simplistic and more graded way dIan the romantic i.mage of a mere 
vista. To understand the emergence of humans and their creation of cul
ture requires that the conventional image of Nature as the stricrly organic 
be differentiated in such a way as to distin!,'1lish the social world from the 
merely biological. While acknowledging that all humans are necessaril y  
mammals, we must also recognize that all mammals arc not necessarily 
humans - indeed, between them is not only an evolutionary continuity 
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but also :m immense: divide. Insofar as Nature includes the biological. 
realm of animality that precedes the emergence of society, we are 
obliged, following the Roman orator-philosopher Cicero, to speak of 
biological evolution as 'first nature' and social evolution as 'second 
narun:'. And wlule we wish to recognize humanity's filiations \vith its 
oJ},>anic evolution or first nature, second nature evolves from and also 
includes first nature. Dy the same token, we do not dissolve the very real 
qualitative distinctions between human and non-human life-fornu in a 
reductionist quagmire. First and second nature - the biological and the 
social - form a richly differentiated continuum in which second narure 
emerges from first. While each inter3ns with the other, second nature 
Illarks a transcendence ofBrst nature, a sublation of an adaptive animality 
to an innovative humanity. 

Given the distinctions as well as the continuities between first and second 
nature, antihumanists who view human beings merely as another animal 
arc making fools of themselves - and have a narrowly reductionist image 
of the natural world as well. 

If humans were merely an.imals that just happen to be acutely intelli
gent - and if intelligence were an attribute no different in kind or value 
from, say, the ability of birds to navig:;ate or caribou to migrate - their 
strictly animalistic behavior in exercising that faculty should be cause for 
little concern.' If people are no different from other animals, why 
shouldn't they limitlessly populate the planet, as all animals would if they 
could? Rabbits, after all, might very well have overpopulated the 
Australian continent to the detriment of its flora and other fauna if 
human beings had not taken radical measures to control their reproduc
tion rates. Or why shouldn't people devour the earth's resources, or even 
tear down the entire biosphere merely to gratify their immediate needs 
and impu1ses? If rationality is comparable to the navigation of birds or the 
migration of caribou, humans are under no objjgation to behave differ
ently from any other animal. Indeed, the fact that aU non-human animal 
species are occupied exclusively with their own well-being and their 
need to reproduce should countervail the antihumanist view that ill
mannered human beings constitute an ecological cancer on the planet. 

My point is that antihumanists unthinkingly presuppose the very excep
tional rational Jawlties human beings a/oue possess, even as they denounce 
these faculties as the source of human 'hubris' and 'arrogance'. Indeed, 
even as they belittle 'f..Uth in the power of reason and human capabilities', 
to cite another of Ehrenfeld's fonnulations," they implicitly rely on rea
son to cri�cize that seemingly sinister 'faith'. That antihumanists can 
even communicate with other human beings on morally and religiously 
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charged issues - that would be utterly meaningless to animals, indeed 
completely beyond their understanding - reveals the unstated presuppo

sitions of their denunciations of humanism. Moreover, if they denounce 

reason as a 'power' supported by a misplaced 'faith', their alternative cog
nitive faculties - intuition? - would also require the 'power of reason' to 
explai n why an intuitive 'faith' has any validity at all. That is to say, they 
must turn to reason to wriggle their way toward a belief system or any 
eminently human form of knowledge, with all its evident or concealed 
ways of thinking - be it a faith, belief. or insight. 

Whether one chooses to anchor human knowledge in faith based on 
intuition or on reasoned elucidation, there is not a shred of evidencc to 
support a belief that animals have faith in anything. Nor do we e.'<pect 
them to have faith, let alone act rationally, with respect to anything aside 
from their survival. Belief systems are beyond the competence of any 
known alumal species apart from human beings. Ironically, we tend to 
judge the competence of animals in the survival game more on their 
'intelligence' than on any belief systems we may impute to them - that is, 

011 an attribute denigrated in human beings. 
Finally, human beings are distinctive and different from animals 

because they are consciously innovative, not merely adaptive. They do 
not merely dwell in given habitats; they create new envirorunents. Their 
innovativeness, like their power of reason, was not given to them by 
heavcnly beinb"S, mythic 6gures, or 'alien' visitors from another galaxy; 
rather. they are products in great part of biological evolution itself - of 
first as well as second nature. 

It is to this evolutionary process - biological development and the 
emergence of society - to wluch we must turn for an understanding of 
what it means to be human. 

Anatomically, human beings are not an abropt branching away from a 
long flow of evolutionary development. Quite on the contrary, they are 
the Outcome of trends in natural evolution that are not only explicable 
but arc in a sense quite logical, to an extent that paleoanthropologists. 
even nOlninalistic ones, are still learning. 

If biological evolution is entirely a hit-or-miss matter of chance, it is 
inexplicable and meaningless; unique human qualities would seem to 
have emerged ab novo witll no basis in a long process of organic differen
�jatjOIl. If, conversely, biological evolution is predestined in unw;wer

�Ilgly teleological tenns, so that the appearance of humanity was already 
Inexorably prefigured from the very beginnings of life, the emergence of 
humanity - or any life-form - acquires a mystical dimension that presup
Poses the existence of the very phenomena we arc attempting to explain. 
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Between a Strictly nominalistic conception of evolution and a stricdy 
teleological one, there is a middle and more plausible ground that is 
worth examining. If we think of how certain, pmfi' evolutionary attrib_ 
U[es developed. our image of their development becomes both less nom
inalistic and less teleological. Consider how the nervous system evolved, 
for example. Organisms with complex nerve networks can be tnced 
back to the distant Devonian epoch, more than a hundred million years 
ago, when fishlike animals began to leave dle ancient seas for terrestrial 
shores and the open :Ur. These Chordata, with their spinal cords and 
simple brains, adapted themselves to M) many different ecological niches 
that their ultimate occupancy of trees was quite as comprehensible as 
their occupancy of swamps, arid lands, caves, and the like. 

In the light of the eminently attractive ecological forest niches that 
were open to them, the evolution of primates and their differentiation 
into monkeys, apes, hominoids, and hominids seems far less chancy a 
development than slricdy empirical paleoanthropologists often lead us to 
suppose. Recent discoveries suggest that it was in densely forested a�as 
not necessarily in arid open savannahs - that bipedal primates beb":ln to 
evolve. Indeed, the discovery in 1994 of an ancestral fossil, 
AlIStra/opiriltllls ramirills, has left paleoanthropologists speculating that a 
bipedal link between apes and humans walked on forest floors nearly four 
and a half million years ago, about a rnillion years before Austra/opirht(lu 
4are1lsis of 'Lucy' fame appeared, and long before savannahs emeIBed in 
areas of Ethiopia dlal arc rich with hominid fossils today. 

Is this mere accident? Possibly - in a very Il.3ITOW view of natural 
selection. Or is it the fulfillment of a potentiality? Certainly. because such 
bipedal hominids did appear after all, they did not emerge from smoke. 
Their development toward bipedalism built on earlier anatomical 
changes that had taken place long before primates descended from tree 
bnnches to the ground. What we call 'human' patently evolved from 
within an immensely important tendency in biological evolution: the 
enormous specialization of an organ system whose development makes 
for b'Teater behavioral flexibility - tlle rI/!1WrlS system - in contrast to 
highly specialized anatomic attributes such as scaled, armored hides. 
fanged jaws, and immense claws. Leaving aside ironclad teleology. 
human evolution occurred within a number of specific lendencit:'s in ani
mal development that are thoroughly consistent with Darwin's Origin of 
Species, and reveals the potentiality for social evolution. 

Human beings are primates, a group of animals with highly fle.'Oble 
physical attributes. The primate body has free foreanns that aUow it to 
adapt easily to a great variety of environmental conditions. It has stereo
scopic vision. which makes it possible to judge distances ra"b>ing from the 
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most mi nute to the far horizon. Primates can see colors, a capability not 

given to manunais generally, remarkably enhancing primates' knowledge 

of the similarities and differences between the things that make up its 

enviromllent. 

Humall hands, distinctly primate in origin. are puny by comparison 
\vith a lion's claws, and human arms are weak by comparison widl a 

bear's forelegs. The relatively hairless human skin is more vulnerable than 

the hides of most mammals to changes in weather, insect bites, thorns, 
and abrasions. These anatomical failings would have made humanity's 
survival impossible without a brain that was ultimately capable of gener
alizing and memorizing to an unprecedented extel}[. These brains, which 
evolved together with a vocal apparatus, bipedalism that freed the amB 
for a greater variety of tasks, stereoscopic and color vision, and highly 
manipulative fingers, conferred on human beings an unprecedented 
capacity not only to survive but to radically refashion the natural envir

onment to suit their needs. 
Not all of these attributes emerged at once. Indeed, it would render 

biological evolution miraculous to maintain that they emerged simulta
neously in a single creature. Contrary to the conventional wisdom of 
only half a centul)' ago, which regarded brain development the earliest 
step toward human development, evidence today shows that bipedalism 
preceded humanity's advance beyond the mental equipment of a modem 
chimpanzee. 

Whether bipedaliml confeITed rudimentary social advantages upon dIe 
earliest hominids by freeing the anns to carry food back to a &mily unit 
or a group, or to fashion simple implementS, or both, is a question we 
may never be able to answer definitively. Greater brain power came later, 
as the evidence suggests, as did elabOl'3te tool-making. Each lIlay have 
had social consequences: bipedalism leading to closer association; free 
anns to a growing sense of responsibility to one's kin group rather than 
to a single or several offspring; tool-making enhancing mental astuteness. 

The emergence of humanity was part of a strong overall biological trend, 

�panning hundreds of millions of years, that gave rise within first nature 
Itself to a species that transcended itS mere anjma.lity and produced a sec
ond, distinctively social nature, just as the development of the illorganic 
world had previously glven rise to the oL"!,raluc. Having developed lVithill 
first nature and as part of its very evolution as an animal, humanity 
evolved funher to produce a second or social nature. 

, 
No 'faith in a higher authority', be it the 'power of God' or the 

POWer of the supernatural' (Ehrenfeld) or any power to 'open the gates 
of Heaven' (Schumacher), need be invoked to explain how - or why -
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human beings, over the course of their evolution, achieved their enu
nently fJall/rai capacity to consciously alter their environment and make 
them more amenable to human well-being. 

Nor did any of this ability evolve because primates, hominids, and 
humans perversely 'willed' it into existence. Throughout, natural selec
tion shaped the human ancestral line, no less than it was shaping the 
ancestral lines of contemporary wolves, bears, whales, tigers, and all the 
furry little creatures we find so endearing and of which we feel so pro
tective. 

Natural selection worked 011 features that already existed, 'selecting' 
certain possibilities or potentialities that arose from previously advanta
geous developments, be they simple nerve ganglia that (ould become 
brains, legs that could become arms, a rudimentary upraised stature that 
could become fully bipedal, bones that could become fingers, and so forth 
- ranging across the anatomical and organ systems of the earlier, more 
generalized mammals. 

Thus humanity is not some sort of freak in OrgalUC evolution. In fact, 
increasing subjectivity, intelligence, and physical flexibility would confer 
enonnous advantages on any animal species. Early human beings initially 
did no more than what any versatile animal would do: they used their 
remarkable and developing brains to meet their own needs. If their 
highly generalized anatomy required still more brain power to compen
sate for their very limited muscle power, they fortunately continued to 
evolve more brain power. 

The natural component of becoming human, then, consists in the fact 
that biological evolution enhanced rationality - the very ability that so 
many antihumanists re�,'·ard as one of humanity's troubling attributes. To 
be a human animal, in effect, is to be a reasoning animal that can con
sciously act upon its environment, alter it, and advance beyond the pas
sive realm of unthinking adaptation into the active realm of conscious 
innovation. A mystical faith in the 'supernatural', 'God', and 'the !,>ates of 
heaven', as an alternative to reason, not only catapults humanity out of 
natural evolution; it creates out of pure smoke a mythic transcendental 
reahn that severs the ties of our species to the natural world. Not only do 
antihumanists delugrate the naturally endowed power of human beings 
to reason; they open a vast chasm bet\ .... een the human and their revered 
Nature that no \vispy metaphors, alluring rituals, lofty pretensions of natu
ralness, or mystical rubbish can fill. However much they may claim to 
deny that they see any opposition bet\veen human beings and the natural 
world, they are implicitly among its principal ideolob>1cal arclutects today. 

Finally, the supernatural, God, and the gates of heaven are crassly 
anthropomorphic illusions, like Disney cartoons that present talking 
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bears, soulful deer, commanding lions, malicious wolves, and gloved 

IlUce, recreating the animal world in the most pedestrian human fomls. 
In movies, talking lions are imparted with missions acceptable to a lughly 
llloroluled public, then sent forth to carry the burdens oflionhood onto 
the African savannahs. Conversely, in real life, full-grown men and 
women try to establish an identity with wolves by childishly howling 
afound campfires - which would probably panic any nearby wolf and 
cause it to rush back to its lair. Others speak as the 'representatives' of 
stones, rivers, and - with excessive hubris - of entire mountain ranges in 
a Jllvelll.le 'Council of All Beings', as though the animal world - prey and 

predator alike - ever created so natural an institution as parliamentary 

government. 
Naive as these antics may seem, their impact on the human condition 

can easily become sinister when they are used to create atavistic move
ments, socially reactionary impulses, and dangerous fantasies that obstruct 
attempts to change an irrational society into a rational one. Such move
ments bear disturbing parallels to earlier movements that offered biolo

gistic explanations for the world's troubles - movements that melded 
a romantic ecologism with nationalism and racialism, to make the 
twentieth century one of the bloodiest in lustory. 

Having defined Nature as a cumulative evolutionary process and suggested 
humanity's place in it, we are in a better position to deal with human 
beings as social creatures. 

Our highly complex brains, our capacity to make tools and to vocalize 
syllabically, our dexterous fingers, bipedal gait, and stereoscopic vision, 
all taken together would not provide us with startling advantages over 
instinctively programmed, heavily muscled, roaring, and swift beasts of 
prey if each of us lived isolated in forests and on savannahs. Indced, many 
human attributes - such as our relatively feeble muscles and slow gait -
would be outright liabilities, especially if our highly imaginative minds 
panicked us with fantastic as well as real fears. The distant Pleistocene 
world of our ancestors was anything but safe, carefree, and liberating. It 
docs not take an abundance of knowledge to recognize how appalJingly 
dangerous an Mrican night is to any creature, even to animals that live ill 
herds. 

By bringing a camera with infrared lights onto the African savannah, 
Donald Johanson and others have dramatically shown that all hell breaks 
loose whcn the sun goes down: Hyenas attack lone lions, while lion 
prides attack elephant calves and even pull down a burly, fonnidable 
buffalo of enonnous strength and bulk." 

Humans are immensely vulnerable animals - more vulnerable than 
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arboreal primates - and our ance�to�, such as Lucy, in the remote 
Plio-Pleistocene, were even more vulnerable than we, who at least have 
nearly three times the brain size fOf om weight than she. Our rich cul
tural heritage enhances our versatility in the most challenging and un
familiar conditions. It is doubtful that lone, bipedal hominids could have 
survived the furious predation that nonllally occu� in African forests and 
savannahs at night without some system of common defense. And it was 
in Africa, in a wilder and marc dangerous world than the cold north_ 
lands, that our ancesto� originated. 

SignifiC:l.Ilt1y, hOlninids honed to a fine degree precisely those traits 
that made for effective cooperation. Their traits for expression, commu_ 
nication, guardianship, care, and cooperation seem to have increased 
rather than diminished. They increasingly developed skills that depended 
upon cooperative activity rather than individual physical strength. If 
bipedalism had any value to our ancestors, it was to cany food and young 
juveniles - to acquire food for a group of some sort, not merely to feed 
oneself. Like many paleoanthropologists, I wish to emphasize that an 
integral part of our first nature - our biologica.! evolution - is our ability 
to function cooperatively with others of our own kind The extent to 
which we can call this ability social is difficult to say. It is striking that the 
physically strongest of the early hominids, AlUfralopifhrws rabllStrlS, with 
its massive jaws and frame, was extinct by the early Pleistocene, while the 
more gracile AlIslraiopililrws '!farrll!js, which may have been ancestral to 
all AWlra/opjlilnjllrs, gave rise to the early Homo genus from which we are 
all directly descended. Nor was Lucy, some three and a half million years 
ago, any less an object of prey than baboons, chimpanzees, and other pri
mates. What is remarkable is that the diminutive hominids of the late 
Pliocene and early Pleistocene were not extinguished like so many other 
species in those remote periods, and it is this filct that requires explaining, 
not simply their anatomical and cranial evolution. 

By no means, in fact, did social life or second nature suddenly emerge 
in our species from fim narure and abrupt1y 'disconnect' us from the 
natural world. Inscribed on OUI physical anatomy are the incipient ele
ments of social life that make it possible for us to be sharing, cooperative, 
and f.1nuly-oriented animals. Human first nature is shaped not only by 
anatonucal developments that make for greater intelligence in getting 
food and outwitting predators - developments we might expect to find 
in all animals; it is also shaped, especially in early hominids, by develop
ments that yield complex fortTIS of cOllsociatioll and interaction. For an 
immensely long span of time, rudimentary fomlS of consociation pro
vided an advantage to one hominid line over another that w;tS selective 
socially as well as narurally, much as mutual aid provided a marked 
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dvanrage to one animal species over another. a 
To speak exclusively of narural selection without reference to the 

advantages conferred on homin.ids by social selection, then, would be 
simplistic. To the extent that early homiruds formed social groupings 
without complex institutions, the ("\'10 were tied together very closely. 
Thus traitS favoring cooperation, intercoU[se, group protection, and 
scavenging-foraging (our ancestors were more likely scavengers than 
hunters) were 'selected' for the same survival reasons that fangs and claws 
were 'selected' for lions. 

The earliest institutions that distinguish a society from a herd were prob
ably structured around eminently biological facts, such as extended infan
tile dependence, age difference, gender distinctions, and blood ties. 

The nev .. ·born human cluld is a strikingly unfinished and vulnerable 
creature. Unlike many newborn ungulates, which can rise to four legs 
widun a matter of hours and run witll the herd ill a day or two, it is 
totally helpless at birth. It takes years for a hunun infant to gain the com
petence to care for itself. Depending upon individual differences, some 
thirteen years may pass before a chil d is sufficiently developed to function 
as a responsible pe�on. During this protracted period of dependence, 
children reuin a menta.! plasticity that makes it possible for them to learn 
a gre:1.l deal of knowledge, much of which they will need to survive 
under very rudimentary material conditions of life. 

By contrast, a newborn chimpanzee completes its infancy in half the 
time of a newborn baby, and it ends its juvenile phase in half the time 
required by a human child, Five years or so after a clumpanzee is born, it 
can fend for itself within its habitat more effectively than can any human 
child of the same age, even in simple band or tribal communities. Once 
it has reached maturity, however, a chimpanzee's learning capacity is 
Very limited; a human being, on the other hand, can absorb knowledge 
throughout much ofies life. 

The protracted dependence of the human child leads to bonds oflife
long COIlUlurtnCnt, even as the mother becomes occupied with the care 
of new and younger siblinb"S' Sharing food, collective caretaking for the 
YOung, an abiding seI15e of responsibility to the infirm and to the family 
group as a whole - all yield a clearly discernible human family structure, 
to an extent that is largely unknown in chimpanzees. our closest primate 
relatives, among whom evell the sharing of food is idiosyncratic at best 
(
h
apart from the mother-offipring relationship), and the sick are actually 

S Unned. 
G�ven the human child's ever-increasing mental faculties, its wide

rangr,ng emotional repertoire, and its b'Towing sense of self-awareness, it 
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becomes the cement, as it were, of a distinct institution, the family, 
together with its mother and others by whom it may be raised, The bio
logical imperatives of child rearing for a long period of time consritute the 
point of departure for building an institutionalized sodcty, rather than a 
loosely bound conununity. 

The next major biological fact that seems to have played a constitutive 
role in fonning early society is old age. In the demanding world of pre
history, the physical vulnerability of aging adults would tend to foster a 
conullonality of interests among them that led to a simple, mil d stratifica
rion in which they were mutually protective against neglect or abandon
ment by the community. In cultures that lacked writing, elden were the 
all important repositories of community knowledge, the heirs of the 
group's wisdom, which would give them an enhanced position in band 
and tribal communities. It was they who taught the young the artS of sur
vival and who brought their experience to the service of the cOllununity 
- and made themselves indispensable as teachers. R.espect for ciders, 
often in powerful gerontocracies, is ahnost universal among the remain
ing preliterate peoples, and it is not difficult to believe that they were 
highly respected in early organized societies and were ultimately given 
privileged positions. 

Of inunense importance as well were the institutionalized differences 
in gender that emerged in early social development. Certainly. the sexes 
took on different material tasks. Women were responsible for child-bear
ing, food-gathering, and food preparation, while men engaged in scav
enging, tool-making. hunting in varying degrees, and protecting the 
group from marauding men of other communities. Although both sexes 
did many things in conunon, the more the human tool-kit c"xpanded and 
new ways of securing a livelihood emerged, the more likely it was for 
work to be divided functionally along gender lines so that a true division 
of labor occurred in most cases, even leading to a cultural division along 
sexual lines, in which females fonned their own sororal groups and males 
their own fraternal groups. 

Finally. the most obvious institutional fonns of affinity were oJ'b>anized 
around kinship, the most universal fonn ofrclationships in COntemporary 
preliterate communities. Just as childrearing, age differences, and gender 
groupings are based on biological facts, so too aTe rebtionships structured 
around blood ties (whether real or fictitious). Within a recognizable 
circle of blood brothers, sisters, parents, and other rebtives, strong oblig
ations existed that fonned the sinews of social ties. One's basic allegiances 
were owed first to one's immediate kin, the members of one's family. 
These were slowly extended outward to include allc),;iances to cousins 
and to offshoots of one's group, dan, and tribe. until kinship tics became 
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so remote that in their most extended fonns, they implied no obligations 

at all. 

We can only guess when clearly definable institutions like the family 
appeared in human evolution. One of the earliest hominid ancestors, 
A/lSfm/ojlilhecus aJarensis, about four feet tall but clearly bipedal, appeared 
on the semiforested Amain savannahs some four million years ago. I! It 
had a brain that was no larger than that of a chimpanzee. Far from resem
bling the 'killer ape', as Aunralopithecines were called years ago, the 
predators of other animals, aJarelfsis was more likely the fairly docile, 
onUlivorotls prey of leopards and hyenas. The fact that it was undoubt
edly bipedal, which qualifies it as 3. direct ancestor of modern human 
beings, provides reason to suspect that mother-child relationships in 
these hominids were more structured than those of chimpanzees, among 
whom maternal bonds to the young arc relatively loose and easily sepa
rated after a couple of years. In 1976 in Tanzania, the distinguished 
paleoanthropologist Mary leakey found free-striding, distinctly bipedaJ 
footprints of what appears to have been two tifarellSis adults and a child, 
preserved by overlays of volcanic ash. Very much like our own, they 
suggest close bonding among our early ancestors - possibly even a 
pemunem family unit that walked upon ashy soil some three and a half 
mi.llion years ab'O. 

The first hominid to cam the generic name of HlJlI1o, specifically Homo 
/JahU!s (that is, 'handy man') appeared about two million years a6'O, leav
ing not only distincdy humanlike fossil remains but recognizable stone 
tools. Litde more than a half-miI.lion years later, its descendant, HlJltlo 
trrclm, emerged, and with its appearanee we can speak plausibly of some 
kind of lasting institutionalized fonn of social organization. Homo trtetfls 
clearly crafted tools and leamed to usc fire. Indeed, until this indisputably 
human species appeared, our ancestors were confined geographically to 
the Mrican continent. 

ErWlIs was not only technically versatile but, brJven its capacity to use 
fire, may have been a hunter, setting grasslands afire to trap and harvest 
animals, possibly stampeding herds over clilTs, and effectively defending 
itself against predators with torches. This constellation of developments 
particularly the 'taming' of fire - must have been a turning point in 
human evolution. Probably, erectus's main source of animal proteins and 
f.lts C31lle from scavenging, especially using stone hammers to break open 
the long bones of prey animals that even hyenas. with their powerful 
Jaws, could nOt crack, and consuming the rich marrow that was left 
behind after the animal's flesh was consumed. It is also possible that 
tl'f'llllS did �me hunting and fishing, built shelters. and lived an organized 
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group existence. Finally, rmfus wa.s me first hominid to leave me African 
cradle of human evolution, migrating as far east as Java, which suggests 
that these humans may have known how to clothe themselves against 
inclement weather. 

Errctlls had a br:lin that was about two-thirds the size of its modern 
descendants. Within a span of about a million years, humans like Homo 
sapiem l1em,derlhalens;s (now classified as a fonn of Homo sapiens) appeared 
with brain sizes comparable to our own. They probably carried spears, 
hunted collectively, engaged in seemingly ceremonial burials, and lived 
in small organized communities. In me absence of any art-like remains, it 
is hard to say with assurance that they held complex religious beliefi; nor 
is it clear that they could articulate words and sentences with any profi
ciency. But their burial sites suggest that they may have had some kind of 
belief system and fonn of family organization. 

The physical features that distinguish authentic humans from their 
Neanderthal cousins is more marked than the more genteel current liter
ature on Neanderthals would have us believe. Contrary to what some 
paleoanthropologists have contended, it IS very unlikely that 
Neanderthals would be indistinguishable from modern men and women 
if they were dressed in modem clothing. Not only were they unable to 
use articulated lanb'llage but they would be noticeably different in their 
very rounded facial profiles. We have no reason to believe that they had 
the artistic sense that modem humans possess. or the power to generalize 
in such a way that their cultures resembled even the mytbopoeic cultures 
of present-day aboriginal peoples. They were sluggishly adaptive rather 
than excitingly innovative, and more passive in response to the world 
around them than experimental and innovative. Indeed, although they 
were me most important human types for nearly a hundred thousand 
years, they left no significant evidence of artistic or ongoing technologi
cal development. Ironically, Neanderthals may well qualify as the proto
typical 'primitives' revered by primitivists and ecomystics today, that 
lived in 'hannony' with 'Nature' - but if they did, it was in a hannony 
that they did not know existed, produced by their inability to change the 
envirorunent in which they lived, not by any sensibility that could be 
called ecological. 

Not until some ninety thousand years ago did OUf own species, Homo 
saprells sapia,s, become a clearly visible presence in the evolutionary 
process, essentially crossing the line between its animal ancestry and its 
human future. The famous MagdaJenian peoples of southern France and 
northern Spain, who left behind the remarkable cave paintings and 
sculptures of some 15,000-20,000 years ago, as well as related groups in 
central Europe and Asia, created a definitely hUlllan�conditioned errvinm-
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,Mill, aile that they had significantly altered to meet their survival and 

mental needs. Theirs was no passive culture, despite obeisances made to 

it by modern primitivists extolling Stone age ecological communities. Far 

froJll l1lerely dwelling in a habitat, they ilillovated technologies unknown 

to any previous human community: bows and arrows, sophisticated 
spean and spear�throwers, weaving, elaborate decorative clothing, 
alilulets, extraordinary depictions of themselves (males and fClmles), and 

complex shelters, on the tundras of Eurasia. 

As their burial sites indicate, they probably had increasingly elaborate 
statuS groups structured around elders, shamans, and outstanding hunters, 
and they were likely to have developed complex systems of sympathetic 
magic. Over time they seem to have developed rationalized techniques 
for making things to supply nOt only themselves but the growing trade 
nerworks of which they were part - even an 'assembly-line' system in one 
case, in which each participant made a portion of an implement that was 
ultimately exchanged in finished fonn across the European continent. 

From the mammoth hunters of the Eurasian tundra to the 
Magdalenian foragers of southern and central Europe, Homo SapitllI col
lectively produced a virtual explosion of creativity in technology and art, 
am,.'Tessivcly intervening in the surrounding world. Stone Age Man, as 
we like to conceive 'him', is less likely to have been a somnambulant 
worshiper of Nature than a wandering, curious, and immensely inven
tive being who hunted with vib'Or and tried in every way to improve his 
everyday lot, even to the point of extenninating existing species to meet 
his needs (including the need for goods to trade), then migrating into 
areas that contained more plentiful sources of food and other resources. 
The theory should not be excluded that these migrations required them 
to displace other hunters - that is to say, through warfare. 

Clearly, no mystical reverence for Nature that gives rise to an ecolog
ical sensibility inheres in human beings like a gene in a double helix. 
Only an e/hical intention to behave with a sensitive concern for other 
life-fonns and their needs - a uniquely hllmall trait - could yield an eco
logical sensibility that goes beyond the gratification of material needs. 
SUch an ecological sensibility is the result not of a 'Pleistocene conscious
ness', to lise the jargon of modern day primitivists, but ofa rich civiliza
tion. of the nuanced sophistication of the human mind. and of sensitive 
advances in humanistic values. 

An institutionalized community, composed of structured family b'TOUPS, 
constitutes the initial biological basis of second nature. Added to this 
Illinimal society, so to speak, are institutions fomled around age groups 
that conferred aumority on the old as the repositories of wisdom, around 
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kinship ties as the sinews of social obligation, and around an eme£b>ing 
division oflabor based on gender differences. 

These institutional bases for social life were initially grounded in bio
logical facts: childrearing, a�;e, blood kinship, and se.'Cual traits. Thus it is 
fair to say that second nature 'eased' in a graded way out of first nature. 
The separ:ation between first and second nature may have been very 
gradual; in fact, the quasi-biological instirutions that mediated this sep
aration - family, kinship, age, and gender - are still a major presence in 
modern social life, however much their instirutional fonns have changed 
over time. For all the difficulties that besiege it, the family is still rebrarded 
as the cellular tissue of society, age is still viewed as a source of wisdom, 
and 'blood' (often in the form of raging ethnic solidarity and nationalism) 
is still 'thicker than water'. 

Even as these biological facts were increasingly acculturated, transport
ing humanity from first into second nature, their impact was as confining 
as it was liberating. Social stmctures based on blood tics, such as bands 
and tribes, could be very parochial. Generally they tended to deny [0 
outsiders or strangers the customary protective rights that all the kindred 
members of their groups enjoyed. An outsider or stranger who visited a 
STouP or lived in its midst could be treated quite arbitrarily and might 
easily be killed because of a whim or a minor quarrel. 

Gender differences, which probably took the fonn of a complemen
tary relationship between the se:xcs in early human communities, ulti
mately led to the domination of women by men. Indeed, in almost every 
ancient civilization, the truly patriarchal family, in which the ddm male 
e:xercised life-and-death powers over all members of a familial or clan 
group, placed domestic life under an absolute tyranny. Nor did the male's 
authority, whether :ts father or husband, disappear until faidy recently, 
however much it was attenuated over the passage of time. 

By the late Paleolithic, when Homo sapietrs sapiem clearly repbced the 
Neanderthals, animistic and probably quasi-religious belief systelns had 
become an integral part of hunting-gathering or foraging societies. 
Whatever meanings can be imputed to the paintings and sculptures in 
European caves, there is every reason to believe that they were panly if 
not entirely magical. By 18,000 years ago, as the last glacial period drew 
to an end, people were painting fib'1.lfeS that are remarkably redolent of 
Siberian and American Indian shamans. Burial arrnngements suggeSt a 
belief in :tn afterlife, and statuettes are intended to have unknown but 
apparently potent magic:tl or quasi-religious powers. 

To the e:xtent that modern aboriginal cultures are a creditable guide to 
the past, we may speculate that Homo sapie/ls sapre/ls was ideologically suf
fused by a belief in the portentous functions of dreams, the presence of 
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ancestr:ll ghosts, dIe power of magic to assure success in hunting, and the 
ubiquity of demons that caused illness and death. 

Out if our humer-tptherer ancestors lived in a world so 'enchanted', it 
was built overwhelmingly on illusions, as I cannot stress too strongly -
given the specious primitivism and mysticism so much in vOb'lle among 
roday's bored middle classes. Needless to say, people in Paleolithic cul
tures e:xperienced tangiblc dangers, too, from mar:auding groups, warfare, 
and the sacrifice and torture of captives - and from very real material 
uncertainty, dangerous predators, and early death. Indeed, judging from 
their remains, few if any Pleistocene peoples survived beyond the age of 
fifty, and only half reached twenty. There should be no illusiolls that 
Nature closed around this human wodd any less harshly than it did 
around the animal world. 

Moreover, the limits imposed by first nature or the 'n.atural life' were 
not only physical but mental. Lacking syllabic writing, our early ancestors 
had no means of clearly recording their thoughts and experiences. 
Pictob>nlphs may provide a concrete story to those who inscribe and read 
them, but only modern syllabic writing provides the means for sophisti
cated generalizations that can be elaborated from one to another. Hence 
lIluch that preliterate human beings knew, aside frolll what they acquired 
from expericnce, was handed down by word of mouth - a technique for 
conveying knowledge that is patently lintited. 

Important as spoken language is -indeed, it is one of the most important 
distinctions between human and non-human beings - the lUnd ofknowl
edge it can provide. even in the most pr:actical matters, is markedly limited. 
A prelitl!tate community's history and experiences can reach back no 
further in time than to what is retained in the memory of an individual 
narrator. However keen the narrator's memory may be, it is immensely 
limited by comparison \vith the knowledge contained in the books of even 
a modest Iibr.IIY. Moreover, the very idea of a history has little meaning in 
a preliterate society. There, events of the past take on a fabulous fonn that rJowly drops a veil between past experience and reality, or else their 
memory simply fades away as one generation replaces another. 

Is the prevalence of reason the sole criterion for defining our humanity? 
:�\Ol1ld an ethics of complementarity, rectifying the unavoidable inequal
itIes thJt e:xist between individuals within a community - even within 
t
.he saUle individual:tt different times in the life-cycle - be ignored in the 

hght of cold reason? Do aesthetic sensibilities, intuitions. spiritual 
InSIghts, and personal uniqueness have a place in a rational society? My �cspollse would be that reason and imagination, thought and passion, 

ave be to combined. 
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In sum: to become human is to become rational and imaginative, 
thoughtful and visionary, in rectifying the ills of the present society. Dy 
extension, our capacity for compassion obligt'S us to intervene in the evo
lutionary process of firs( and second nature and to render them a rational 
and ethical development. To become human, in effect, is to become 
Natu�-rendered self-conscious, [Q hlOlvillgly and Jttlillgly participate as 
active agents in the natural and social worlds. As the potentially conscious 
productS of first and second nature, we arc the lone agent who can meld 
them in a higher transcendence I have called 'free nature' that eliminates 
needless pain. destruction, catastrophes. and regressions. 

This free nature would be a 'thinking nature', l fulfillment of the evo
lutionary process in the natural world that tends toward ever-greater sub
jectivity and £le.xibility in dealing with environmental challenges, Social 
life, far from being divided from or placed in opposition to the natural 
world, would then be rationally integrated with first nature as a self
conscious dimension of a new, creative, richly differentiated, and mean
ingful whole. These goals, rooted in the srill-unfin.ished Enlightenment, 
constitute a unified vision and passion that tahs full note of humanity's 
singularity and potential ability to ultimately create ecosocial institutions 
- institutions that will bring human beings into hannony with one 
another and humanity into harmony with the natUral world. 

Enlightened humanism is the hopeful messaboc that society can be ren
dered not only rariona] but \vise and not only ethical but passionately 
visionary. If this message remains no more than a hope tocby - and no 
movement for a rational and ecological society is possible unless it is per
meated by Iropt - it would nonetheless v.tIidate my claim that humanity is 
the most 'enchanted' species on this planet. For only human beings can 
hope rather than merely exist, foresee rather than merely remember, live 
as active agents rather than merely dwell as passive beings, change the 
world for the better rather than merely accept it, innovate rather than 
merely adapt. 

But humanity today lives in the tension between the utterly irrational 
society that has brought us two monstrous World Wars, the unforgivable 
horrors exemplified by Hider's extemunation camps and Stalin's gulags, 
seething nationalisms, and cthnic hatred on the one hand - arId generous 
ideals of freedom, cooperation, sharing, empathy and an ecological sensi
bility on the other. However important sentiment, intuition. feeling, and 
spirituality are as part of our being, reason must always stand like a sen
tinel. a continual challenge and corrective, lest our animality conspire 
with our intelligence or cunning to yield unforeseeable terrors and unex
pected horrors in our still-unfinished development as human beings. 

Unfonunately, removing these tensions and failings in such a way that 
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humanity can undertake its movement toward a rational society is more 
problematic today than it has ever been in the past. The very means that 
exist to achievc a rational society - technological proficiency, wide-rang
ing instruments of communication, enonnous knowledge of the natural 
world, and great inteUectual powers - can be dangerously deploycd by 
the present irrational society against the attainment of a better world, 
Today, simplistic appeals to our 'intuitions' and 'spirituality', to the 
'power of the supernarural', to our 'inner child', and to the 'wisdom' of 

various gurus arc leading not only to futile introspection and an irrespon

sible narcissism but to socia] inaction. 
Attaining the realm offreedom requires replacing the demonic powers 

that keep us in various degrees of servility - be it to the dominant politi
cal and economic powers or psychic charlatans - and presupposes the 
existence offredy acting rational as well as imaginative human agents. It 
is precisely this much-needed consciousness that is under formidable 
assault from the antihumanistic ambience of our time. Seldom have we 
been invited so insistently to regress to modes of 'Deing', to usc 
Heideggerian language, that emphasize our animality. Whether this ani
mality takes the fonn of our genetic makeup, our undifferentiated 
'Oneness' with an indefinable Nature, our intuitions, or our ancestral 
primitivity, it involves a loss of our rationality, human distinctiveness, 
capacity for innovation, and active agency in changing the world for the 
bett!'r. 

These antihumarllitic trends, in their intangible but all-encompassing 
ambience, have �,'ained an influence that obstructs our fulfillment as a 
meaningful result of narur.tl and social evolution, Until the current anti
humanistic tendencies are subjected to serious criticism, we cannot even 
begin to address the more tangible problems of our time that antihuman
ism obscures and distorts. h is to [his critical task that we musl rum if there 
is to be even the remotest prospect of achieving the social fulfillment and 
ecological responsibilities that implicitly constitute our humanity. 
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CHAPTER 2 

From 'selfish genes' to 
Mother 'Gaia' 

Among the most insidious challenges to human uniqueness today are 
twO self-proclaimed sciences, both of which first appeared in the mid-
1970s. One, sociobiology, is a fonn of biological reductionism that tends 

to ascribe human agency to our genetic makeup; the other is the planet
ary Gaia Hypothesis, according to which human beings are 'intelligent 
fleas' that feed on the pristine body of 'Mother Earth', 

That both these challenges wear the mantic of science makes them 
particularly insidious. Theoretically, the scientific mantle should place 
them at odds with the expressly anti-rational and antiscientific bias held 
by most antihumanists, yet they are not. The reader who finds this state 
of affi.irs inconsistent is quite justified. 

But intellectual consistency has never been a hallmark of antihuman
ism, still less of mysticism. necromancy, and various forms of deep ecol-
06'1. In fact. by no means are ostensibly scientific antihumanists very far 

apan from their anti-rational counterparts. Even legitimately scientific 
disciplines allow for wil d extrapolations into the mystical, as witness the 
b'Towing number of physicists who have recently written books profess
ing to prove mathematically the existence of a deity, a heaven, and 
irrunonality. Science and pseudo-science alike blithely drift hand-in
hand HUO a shared mythopoeic antihumallism. While sociobiology 
essentially reduces human intellecrnality to a mere by-product of 'selfish 
genes', the sweeping planetary vision of the Gaia Hypothesis trivializes 
human beings as mere parasites on the Earth. 

The word sociobioloR}' seems to have been invented by E. O. Wilson, a 

professor of science at Harvard University and curator in entomology at 
the University'S Museum of Colllparative Zoology. An engaging writer 
with a solid reputation for research on 'social insects', Wilson's magnum 
opus. Sociobiology: A NflV SYllthesis, was originally published in t 975.' 
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That was a strategic year in the evolution of the American environ
mental movement. The waning New Left in the early 1970s \vas still suf_ 
ficiently inJIuential to exercise a radical influence on environmentally 
concerned young people by focusing theif attention on the social causes 
of ecological dislocations. To any thoughtful young environmentalist at 
the time, it seemed patently clear that a profit-oriented and competitive 
market society was plundering the planet with the serious consequences 
of widespread pollution and ecological dislocation. 

Precisely as the New Left began to wane, a countervailing view 
appeared. A harshly Malthusian approach toward environmental prob
lems emerged, principally advanced by Paul Ehrlich in 1969 in his very 
widely read 17Jt Pop"lalioll &IIIb.� Ehrlich stridently linked the causes of 
the environmental crisis to population growth, panicularly in the so
called Third World. An entomologist-cum-ecologist, like Wilson, 
Ehrlich significantly helped to sidetrack envirolUllental concern away 
from serious social criticism and toward essentially biological issues, deal
ing with population growth as though people were lsocial beings who 
mindlessly pfoliferated like fruit flies. Indeed, far from challenging the 
existing social order, Ehrlich and his increasingly numerous admirers 
called upon American govenunental authorities to establish a bureau of 
population control - all the more scandalous because the demand for 
such a patently invasive bureau was made oCthe Ni.'Con administration. 

In tlus growing conflict between the socially critical tendency in the 
environmental movement and the crudely biologistic orientation, 
Wilson's Sociobiology played a major role in tilting envirorunentalists 
toward the asocial and politically inert attitudes fostered by Ehrlich. 
Wilson's work. to be sure, did not focus on population issues, but he 
clearly enhanced a narrowly biologistic approach toward environmental 
problems by reducing human behavior to the restrictive operations of 
genetic selection and emphasizing their role in shaping the human condi
tion. Since 1975 his views have increasingly sedimented themscJvcs into 
the minds of many literate people, particularly scientists. and they are 
becoming the received wisdom in a wide diversity offields, from anthro
pology to social theory. 

Sociobiology is basically the theory that animal behavior - and for the 
purposes of our discussion, human behavior - is overwhelnungly deter
mined by dle species' genetic makeup. Tlus theory is not particularly 
new: ever since genetics became recognized as a scientific discipline, 
some geneticists have always ardendy privileged the role of genes in 
detennining human social and mental traits. 

BUl in me 'narure versus nurture' debate over the respective roles of 
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inherited as against socially conditioned traits. contemporary sociobiolo
);ists have added several new twists. E. O. Wilson and R,ichard Dawkins, 
all Oxford Uluversity etholobrist. have imparted a veritably metaphysical 
quality to 'the gene', endowing it with c..xtraordinary autonomy, often at 

(he expense of the organisms it presumably 'controls'. 

For Wilson as for Dawkins - whose popular work, 'DIe St!fish (;rile, 

also appeared in 1975,3 genes arc ends in themselves more than means 

that contribute to me functioning of a given species. Species seem to 
exist mainly to perpetuate genes, to foster their well-being and develop
ment. Species, in effect, are primarily the media for genetic evolution - a 

cruddy reductionist view that has far-reaching implications for biolob'Y 

and ethics. 
Consider, for example, Wilson's observation on the opening page of 

5«iobiology that an 'organism does not live for itself'. nor is its 'primary 
function . . .  to reproduce other OrgaIUSms; it reproduces genes, and it 
serves as their temporary carrier'.' Whether knowingly or not, Wilson 
essentially reduces human beings, with all their personality traits, willful
ness, passions, and intellectuality, to molecular units with an intentional
ity of their own. Hi s sweeping contentions advance a narrowly 
biochemical and genetic teleology that places fully developed and com
plex organisms at the service of self-perperuating and developing DNA 
molecules. Indeed, in one of Wilson's pithier statements, an 'ol},oanism is 
ollly DNA's way of making more DNA'.� 

Nor did Wilson modifY this simplistic view of organisms three years 
bter in his Pulitzer prize-winning On HUlllan Nature! despite stonny 
debates about the soundness and reactionary implications ofltis 'synthe
sis.' In On Hwnall Nalrire we leam that '110 species, ours iududell, possesses 
a prupose beyond the imperatives created by its genetic history. Species 
may have vast potential for material and mental progress but they lack 
allY inunanent purpose or guidance from agents beyolld their inrllltdiate 
tmljronrntllt or even an tvolmiotlary goal toward which their molecular 
architecture auromatically steers them. 'I 

What is clearly disturbing about these passages is that Wil son's teleo
logical bias is simply causality reduced to the narrow molecular level. He 
exhibits linle appreciltion of any evolutionary tendency that imparts 
value to subjectivity, intelligence, creativity, and ethics. apart from the 
service they perfonn to the well-being of genes. Indeed, where cultural 
and Subjective attributes exist, they are mainly the work of genes, which 
�re 'intent', as it were, on perpetuating their own kind through behav
IOral traits favorable to themselves. Entire levels of organic development 
arc dissolved into DNA, much as OJ, reductiolust in physics might dissolve 
all phenomena into atomic or subatomic panicles. 
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With the runnel vision characteristic of so many sociobiologists, Robert 
Wright, in TIlt MaMI A,rimal: TIlt NnIJ Scirtrct rif Evo/rrliotrary Psyclrology 
(1994),1 suggests that compassion, love, parenting, and me like have 
b'enetic sources, so that ethical behavior merely serves a genetic self
interest that cannot be grounded in humanistic principlt.'S and sentiments, 
Using this kind of reasoning, one may claim that there are genes for 
talism, socialism, conservatism, liberalism, racism, sexism, and fascism. 

And if one is a sociobiologist, why not ascribe social fonus t"o��
:
��'

i
::;: 

ity's genetic makeup? Societies and movements mat have used s> 
ogistic ascriptions in their ideology have indeed existed. But by 
magic wand do sociobiologists decide that some societies and ideas 
genetically detennined whil e  others are not? How to determine the 
extent to which a society or idea is biologically offensive? Is it based 
merely on the personal inclinations of the sociobiologist? For many 
sociobiologists, in fact, the mere existence of various social phenomena 
like capitalistic egoism and socialistic altruism seems to suffice as 
that our genes are responsible for them. Indeed, in Wilson's view, 

lire Jrrrman mind is [onstnu:ted ill a way that locks it ilrsidt Ilrisfrrtr(/a. 
melltal [gwtlirJ (OllStraim and forces it to make c!rcius witlr a purely 
biological inslmmenl. if tire brain evo/vt'll by natura/ se/retialr, tflt'n tire 
capacilies to ulm partiwiar esthetic judgments IlIrd religious beliefs 
mrlst IlIlflt' arisen by Ilrt same mechanistic process . . . , 17rt tJJtlUt of 
tlrt argrrmtlrt, Ihen, is drat lire brain exists Mar/$e il promoles tire 5f/r· 
vivn/ and IIJII/tip/iealion of Ilrt gmts Ihnl dirtfl ju aJJttllbly. TIrt Imma" 
mind is a device for survival alld rrprodlletiou, and reasoll is jusl o/rt rif 
ils variorlS techniques.' 

Self-evidently, Wilson is placing the cart before the horse - the auton
omy of the gene before the seemingly heteronomous org.mism it steers 
so automatically. Radically inverting Wilson's formulation, we can far 
more plausibly claim that genes which abet the increasing soph.istication 
of brain power and the mind tend to free a species, like humanity, from 
iron genetic constraints such as sociobiology would impose upon it. 
Given sufficient rationality in human beinb'S, we can more plausibly 
claim that they have evolved a degree of free will, intention:tlity, specu
btive insight, and ethical standards so that their behavioral tl"dits are effec� 
tively removed [rom their dependence on the 'molecubr architecture' 
that is supposed to 'automatically steer' them. 

This view, so easily justified by humanity's ideals, aspirations, and 
social development, helps us to recognize the fuct that we have devel
oped as a species into a realm of second nature - a moral, intellectual and 
social realm that sociobiology crudely reduces to molecules arranged in a 
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double heli.". That sociob�ologists are obliged t� o�er obeisances to no�

enetic factors in accountmg for human behaVIOr IS due less to the fleXl�iliry of their views than to the untenability of their simplistic biologistic 

premises. For if their premises were consistently cam
.
ed to their !ogical 

conclusion, highly advanced manunals and human bemgs would mdeed 
be reduced ro mere vehicles for DNA \vith a metaphysical autonomy of 

its own. 
Wilson's mechanism and reductionism are often as crude as Descartes's 

machine-like view of the body, however liberally he sprinkles his pages 
with caveats, personal opinions, :md asides designed to soften the genetic 

tunnel vision of his argument. His cirri d'oeuvre, Sociobiology, is riddled 
with behavioral constraints that rest on genetic predetemtinations, 
indeed with anthropomorphic metaphors that seem to impart to genes an 
intellectuality and intentionality that properly belong in the realm of 
culture and to complex forms of social life, 

The fim chapter of Sociobiology, for example, is entitled 'The Morality 
of the Gene', a phrasing that beguiles the reader to suppose that genes are 
nOt onJy sovereign in determining the behavior of all life forms but, 
given the sizable number of amoral people in the world, possess a self
awareness beyond that of the very animals they presumably 'construct'. 
This grossly unwarranted phrasemaking, I would hold, is more mislead
ing than clarifying, 

It is highly unlikely that human beings could transcend their 'molecu
lar structure' if, as Wilson explains in 0" Hllmarr NnlrlTe, 'the [human] 
intellect was not constructed to undentand atoms or even to understand 
iuclf but to promote the survival of human gencs'lO In faCt, the human 
intellect was 'constructed' not only 'to ur:derstand itself' but to under
stl.nd the world and even the cosmos upon which it reflects - indeed to 
create art, music, literature, and philosophy, which in no way serve to 
perpetuate the existence of its 'molecular structure', 

The tide of Richard Dawkins' book, TIlt Se!fil/r Gelft, speaks for itself 
To most literate people, selfishness is a distinctly psychological orientl.
tion, not simply a metaphor for biological self-maintenance and self
preservation. Nor is there any reason to believe that Dawkins is using the 
term as a metaphor. The opening pages of the book disabuse us of the 
suspicion that Dawkins rq,>ards genes as anything but crass egotists. 'The 
argument of this book is that UIC, and all other animals, are mllchines cre
ated by our genes,' writes Dawkins; ' ,  , . I shall argue that a predominant 
qUality to be expected of a successful gene is fIIlhiw selfishness,' 
�oreover: '[t]his gene selfishness will usua.lly give rise to selfishness in 
rndivid,lal behaviour.''' Thus morality has a simplistic one-to-one 
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relationship with genic morality, rooted in molecular 'selfishness' 
allows for no independence on the part of living bein6'S' 

Lest this dazzling concept be left to stand on its own p,,,,,ri,>u. 
ground, Dawkins quickly modifies it. 'However, as we shaU see: he adds, 
'there arc special circumstances in which a gene can achieve its own self
ish goals best by fostering a limited fonn of altruism at the level 
vidual animals. "Special" and "limited" are important words in the 
sentence. Much as we might wish to believe otherwise, universal 
and the welfare of the species as a whole are concepts which simply 
nOt make evolutionary sense. '11 

TILis is an extraordinary passage - partly because of the ",,,,,,,d .co"di· 
dons it presupposes, and partly, toO, because it seems to worsen 
than mitigate the Dawkins claim that genic selfishness usually gives rise 
human selfishness. In Dawkins' world, genes are nOt only selfish but 
manipulative to boot. They have subtle ways - these devilishly 
DNA molecules! - of gening us to behave in seemingly altruistic ways, 
on behalf of their own egotistical ends. If trus conclusion seems like a 
distortion of Dawkins' views, the reader who consults Dawkins' book 
is reb>alcd with chapter cities like 'The gene machine', 'Genemanship', 
and, of course, the 'Immortal coils' of DNA. 

I will not try to second-guess Dawkins, Wilson, or for that maner any 
sociobiologists on whether they impute any real morality, emotional 
state, or intentionality to genes apart from their specific biochemiC2l 
functions. If the selfishness of a gene is causally related to hUllUn selfish
ness, and a gene can exhibit the guile to use individual altruism to 
its own egotistical ends, I fail to see what doubts remain about ,h, ,,,,,,.n
omy sociobiologists impute to human genic equipment. 

Yet in the dosing pages of a book structured :rolmost """;;, ;t"""y 
:roround :ro genocentric interpretarion of animal beh:rovior, Dawkins 
denly reverses his entire thrust. Making no discernible argument so 
I can see to support his c:r.se, he singles out humans to advance the 
that culture can indeed supplant the authority of genetics over :ro 
range of behavior. Mter some two hundred p:roges of support for 
sovereignty of selfish genes, the reader suddenly learns that almost :roll 
Dawkins' contentions can be annulled by the human species. 'Are 
any re:rosons for supposing our own species to be unique?' he asks. To 
which he responds with a proud 'yes.'ll 

What, it Illay be asked, gives us this privilege? 'We have the power to 
defy the selfish genes of our birth,' Dawkins responds, 

mId, if necessary, till' selfish ml'mti l'mits '?f wftrmll Irtlllsmissioltj of our 
illdalfrillalioll. We (all I'Vn/ di5CIISJ WOYi of wllilioliuiZ mId mmllring 
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P
Urf', disjllll'fl'Sled allnlism - SOllltlhillg Ihal has 110 piau ill nalrtft, 

some/hill"! Ihal has linIN exisll'd before ill Ihl' 1I'1J011' iris/ory oj the world. 
WI' are buill as gelle ,"achinl's dud wi/rurd lIS mtml' machilles, bill rue 
hallf lire porvtT to 111m agai/lS/ Ollf t:rralon. We, O/Ollt all tortil, call �I 

fI.!?aills/ fhl! tyranny oj tht selfrslr rtp/ieQ/of'S." 

Dawkins' 'memes', in fact, are the cultural analogues of genes, transferred 
from the biologiC2l to the social by means oCtile same naive atomism th:rot 

characterizes Wilson's 'molecular machinery'. Like genes, memes arc 
mimetic replicators; they duplicate cultural traits by means of imitation, 
just as genes duplicate biological traits by means of sexual reproduction. 
Accordingly: '[j]ust :ros genes propagate themselves in the b'ene pool by 
teaping from body to body via spenns or eggs, so memes propagate 
themselves in the meme pool by leaping from brain to brain vi:ro a process 
which, in a broad sense, can be called imitation." ! 

Not surprisingly, given sociobiology's highly detemunistic way of 
thinking, they toO have a tife of their own. 

W1'i'11 YOIl plcmt afertile memi' ill my mind YOII literally pilnlSitiu my 
brai", mmirlg it imo a vehicle for the meme's propagatiorl ill jllSt the way 
liral a villls may parasitiu lire gentlit m«iranism of a irost ed/. 
Imitalioll, ill Iht broad sellSt, is /row mtmts can rrpiitare." 

But what of their 'copying-fidelity'? After all, a song, which Dawkins 
regards as a meme, is altered ever SO slightly each time it is sung until, 
perhaps, it no longer sounds like its original. Here, Dawkins acknowl
edges '( am on shaky ground'." Indeed, taking D:rowkins' forceful com
parisons of selfish genes and selfish people too seriously causes the ground 
beneath us to shake. Before long we are confused over what is metaphor 
and what is not in this thoroughly curious argument. In :ro b'Tand finale, 
DaWkins tells us that 'we must not think of genes as conscious, purpose
ful agents. Blind natural selection, however, makes [!] them behave 
mher as if Ihey lVeTe pllrpoSt'flll, :rond it has been tOl/venittll, :ros a shorthand, 
�o refer to genes in the language of purpose . . . .  [But] the idea of purpose 
IS Oll/y a metaphor, but we have already seen what a fmiifil/ metaphor it 
is.''' The same, I suppose, could be said for memes, which, like genes 
th:roe struggle with rivals, competc with each other in the 'computers' that 
:rore 'hum:ron brains. " ,  

TI,e Selfish Celie, which opens with an association between genetic 
�el£ishness and human selfishness, closes by producing a certain vertigo 
It may be a geno-mimetic reaction - caused by Dawkins' failure to ;'XPlain where his metaphor ends :rond his reality begins. 'Genes have no 

o reslght: he v.rarns us. 'They do not plan ahead. Genes just aTe, some 
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genes more 50 than others, and that is all there is to it. ' .... Genes and 
memes float in the ;tir with the same stability of a kite in a hurricane. 
Such stirring acknowledgments ofhuman.ity's uniqueness are r.lre. 

What we certainly learn, even with Dawkins' memes, is that culture is 
reducible to biosocial atoms - cultural particles, so to speak - that are no 
less reductionist than genes. Tins close analob'Y between culture, indeed 
of society in its broadest sense, and genes is as stifling as a genetic inter_ 
prer.ltion of human behavior. 

That nt Stlfish GiIlC plays into the antihumanist leveling of human 
beings to all biota, despite Dawkins' protesutions of human uniqueness, 
is suggested by Robert L. Trivers' foreword to the book. Trivers, who 
seems to enjoy Dawkins' highest esteem, is at pains to infonn us: 

nerr exists 110 obj«tive basis 011 whirh to elevate olle spedes above 
Imother. Cllimp and Immau, lizard alldfilt�gus, we have all evolved over 
some three bil/hm years by a process kllOWII as natural se/eaion. WillJill 
earh spedes some imlilliduals leave mort srlTVil'ing offsprillg lilau others, so 
that the iuhtritflble traits U!elles) oj the reprodllctil,e/y sll(CeSifil1 become 
mOft IIII/nerous ill IIII.' ncxtgcneratioll. 11lis is l/Illum/ st/«tio/!: the 11011-
random d!lferttllial "productiOfI of gettes. Nalllrol st/rctioll has b"i/l liS, 
and il is lIalllra/ se/«Iioll IVe ml/5/ lInderslalld if tllt art 10 romprthtlld 011T 
OIVII idel/tilies.ll 

So much for human uniqueness - and memes. Antihum:unsts neverthe
less belie their very act of leveling human beinb'S to the simplest OJ!,>an
isms by burdening our species with the extraordinarily unique 
responsibility of, as Trivers put it, 'understanding' sweeping biological 
facts 'if we are to comprehend our own identities'. Although humans arc 
'objectively' interchangeable with chimps, in Trivers' view, only 01lT 
species, it would seem, is competent to understand that aU-encompassing 
reality or comprehend its own identity. Chimps may lack even a knowl
edge of death, as recent evidence has shown, let alone a comprehension 
of natural selection. But antihumanist ptotocol insists that there is no 
objective basis for elevating humanity over the most elevated of apes in 
the primate world. 

Wilson seems f.1r less equivocal than Dawkins about hunmnty's inability 
to transcend its genetic ensemble through culture, even through moral
ity. He asks: 

Call tire CII/wral evollllioll oj higher elilital I'a/lles �aill <I dindi,,,, and 
momel/Wtn oj its OIVlI alld completely rtplare gmttit /'IIO/lIli,,,,? I thirrk 
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110f. TI,e gents hold CUllllrt 011 a leash. 11lt leash is vt'r)' lall,�, b,ll 

inevitably Va/lieS luiU � (OllSlrailled ill <I((ordatUe luilit Iheir effects 011 Ihe 
/Jllmall gme pool, TI,e braill is a product of fIIO/lilioll. Hllmatl btlmvior
like Ihe dee�sl c<lpadties for tma/iollal rrspolISe which drivt alii/ guide il 

_ is till' drmitol/s ledmique by which humal! gellelit lIIa/rria/ has beell 
(/lid will bl! kepI il1/<I(/. Mora/ilY has no other demOl/strabll' ultimate 
jimaim,.:U 

[fWilson's vi ews are ultimately unequivocal, he nonetheless peppers the 
most dogmatic passages in his book with highly equivocal sentences. To 
the question of whether 'higher ethical values' - nOt mere customs, opin
ions, or moral injunctions - can transcend the grip of genocentricity, 
Wilson responds with an opinion, then proceeds to graduate Ins opinion 
into a fact by asserting that 'genes hold culture on a leash'. It may be a 
'long leash', to be sure, but even 'higher ethical values' (which Wilson 
has mutated into mere 'values') are 'inevitably' constrained by 'the 
human gene pool'. Conclusion? 'Morality has no other demonstrable 
ultimatc- function' than to keep 'human genetic lIIalen'ar intact.!) These 
careless remarks, taken from his str.ltegic chapter, 'Altruism', in 0" 
Hlllllalt Nal/ln, reveal how Wilson advances a mere opinion to support 
his genocentric approach - then changes the subject. 

In the debates that followed the publication of Sociobiology, Wilson's 
capacity to mingle dogmatic statements with equivocal adjectives and 
subclauses, often shifting the seope of his arguments and backtracking to 
less committed positions, made it virtually impossible to subject his views 
to critical interpretation. Amidst a flurry of claims that his critics 'misin
terpreted' ,  'maligned', or 'misstated' Ins ideas, Wilson managed to wear 
ro many different ideological hats that it was often impossible to deter
nUnc the head they covered. We shall see that this game of musical chairs 
is played out repeatedly in sociobiology and even more outrageously in 
Other antihumanist works. 

The Subject of altruism vexes sociobiologists for obvious reasons: its 
existence militates against the image of selfish genes (a tenn Wilson also 
Uses as well as Dawkins) that ostensibly produce selfish individuals. In 
that case, u,lIy do human beings ever behave altruistically at all? HOI/! can 
selfish genes e.xplain the common fact that people exhibit concern for 
others, indeed for individuals whom they do not know as well as 
their immediate circle of friends? 

In no small part, the answer to these questions depends upon how 
We define altruism. Webster's 11lird illlmUl/iolla/ Dittiollary calls it 'uncal
culated consider.ltion of, regard for, or devotion to others' interests, 
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sometimes in accordance with an ethical principle.' This reasonably 
anced definition patently applies to the majority of altruistic acts, 
personal charity to a commitment to social ideals, whose memes are per_ 
haps too intertwined with genes and other memes to be extricable. 

By contrast, sociobiology's definition of altruism is far removed from 
the balanced and conunonplace. Wilson's 011 Hllman Nature 
altruism as 'self-destmctive behavior performed for the benefit �,. �.C .• _ 
Altruism may be entirely rational, or automatic and unconscious, or 
scious but guided by innate emotional responses. 

,
,.. His elucidation 

altruism is one of the most genocentrically convoluted arguments I 
encountered in the antihumanistic literature. 

Thus the chapter titled 'Altruism' opens with an allusion to the 
guities of religious martyrdom and its high estate in Christian precept. 
seems the Church found it difficult to reconcile an elite of martyrs 
its belief in the deity's egalitarian view of humanity as a whole. Wilson 
thereupon obliges us to 'drop to all fours', as Voltaire once caustically 
remarked that the 'noble savage' in Rousseau's writings inclined him to 
do, by showing that altruism usually becomes selfishness. 'We sanctify 
tme altmism in order to reward it', he observes, 'and thus to make it less 
than true, and by that means to promote its recurrence in others. Human 
altruism, in short, is riddled to its foundations with the expected mam
malian ambivalence'" - a sufficiently ambiguous expression if there ever 
was one! 

Whether rewarding true altruism makes it less than true I cannot say. 
What does Wilson regard as true altruism? The really authentic stutT, I 
take it, is 'self-destructive behavior performed for the benefit of o�hers' ,201 
as his glossary claims, as exemplified by Christian martyrs. Thus, true 
altruism is depicted as a form of grisly self-sacrifice - as, for example, 
saints boiled in oil by pagan barbarians or thrown to lions. 

But is this really true altruism? Martyrs to Christianity or, for that mat
ter, Islam and other crusading religions, were probably less concerned 
with 'the benefit of others' than they were with their personal salvation 
and the rewards (in the case of Islam, very material ones) ofa I1.lture life. 

Lest we are too puzzled by the phrase 'expected marrunalian ambiva� 
lence', Wil son quickly plunges into portrayals of the most supreme kinds 
of true altruism: soldiers who bodily throw themselves upon live enemy 
hand grenades to shield their comrades, who rescue others from battle 
sites 'at the cost of certain death to themselves', and other such fatal deci
sions." Very few such cases arc illustrative of 'expected manunalian 
ambivalence', least of all in attempts to 'rescue others' in battle simations 
with the certainty of being killed. 

But let us agree that passion, a pure impulse whether of anger or affec-
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. can inspire true altruism, as can a genuine, sober concern for the (Ion. 
veil-being of other human beings. In £ict, the most sustained e,xamples of 

�truisJ1l occur in daily social life. Altruism is also found in people who 

ogage in struggles for freedom, be they the volunteers who join armies �o oppose tyranny and social privilege at grave risk to their lives, or the 

revolutionary dillal11a/eros in the Spanish Civil War of 1936-39 who 

<ploded Francoist taaks with dynamite strapped to their own waists. We ,. 
need not tum to warfare to find extraordinary examples of altruism -

lake for example the civil rights workers who drove into the American 

South in racially mixed buses and faced armed white mobs, vicious 

police, and police dogs in civil rights marches. 

Wilson takes no note of such commonplace examples of everyday 
altruism. Indeed, a reflective and abiding concern for social justice and 
freedom is perhaps a truer expression of sustained altruistic behavior than 
are impulsive actions, heroic as they may be, which are likely to be 
driven by the passions of the moment. Is it possible that such everyday 
and abiding behavior reveals 'a transcendental quality that distinguishes 
human beings from animals', to use Wilson's words? Perhaps it does, 'to 
put the best possible construction on the matter,' Wil son generously 
advises us, but he then warns that 'scientists are not accustomed to 
declaring any phenomenon otTlimits'!ll - a b'Tamitous remark, I may add, 
since few responsible people would want scientists, like Wilson himself, 
to take recourse to the transcendental as they perform their work. 

Whereupon Wilson proceeds to survey presumably altruistic forms of 
animal behavior ('minor' altruism, to be sure) in robins, thrushes, and tit
mi ce, who alert one another that a hawk is approaching, by changes in 
posture (crouching) or acoustical s.ignals (whistling). Is this allruism, or is 
it self-protection? Or fear? Alas, we lack the ability to penetrate into the 
minds of robins, thrushes, and titmice, but Wilson somehow seems to 
know that instead of issuing a warning to alert other birds, 'the caller 
Would be wiser not to betray its presence but rather remain silent. ':19 

Allow me to suggest that attributing altruism to birds is too anthropo
morphic to allow for credulity. It is no less anthropomorphic for Wilson 
to tell us that in three recorded cases at the Gombe Stream National. Park 
in Tanzania, chimpanzees have taken over the care of the orphaned t�fatlts of their deceased siblings. Is this altruism, or is it a sibling recogni
tJon that might be expected in an ape that has been called man's closest 
COusin? 

Far more striking, in fact, is what our 'closest cousins' do no/ do that 
hUtnatl beings do with extraordinary frequency. They never share food, 
except for meat after a kill, which is idiosyncratic at best: it normally 
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requires a great deal of 'begging' and cajoling on the part of the hun",,', 
companion to gain the meat. Equally impoI13nt, chimpanzees nu,m"lly 
distance themselves from an ill or injured member of their group 
leave them to survive their infinruties on their own. They exhibit 
knowledge of death: when they capture prey, such as a pig or an i 
baboon, chimpanzees have been known to literally cat it alive, 
the victim's struggles and cries before a vital organ of its body is ,h,,,,,d 
away. 

I am not trying to characterize chimpanzees as 'cnle\', a ""'u,-b,d,,, 
tem1 that has no mearung: in the non-human world. Chimpanzees 
busy being chimpanzees. I am, however, criticizing ",""mlm''''''phi, 
primatOlog1sts for overemphasizing the extent to which chimpanzees 
like people, searching out qualities in them that render them affines 
humans, and attributing to them moral responsibilities and cogn;"" 
abilities that they probably do not possess. A very considerable amount 
material has been published about chimpanzee 'wars' and 'sacrifices' 
reads far tOO much human behavior into a species that is removed 
humans by more than five million years of evolutionary deveiopment.)O 

Wilson's authority on the mindless world of geneticaUy p:,�:::;:::� 
bUb'S is unquestionable, although his beguiling stories about 
attacks' by bees on intruders and African termite 'soldiers' whose 
members 'are quite literaUy walking bombs' seem too m''''pho,i"I'' 
Even Wilson, I should nOte, does not accept an equiV3lence between 
behavior of insects and that ofhum:1Il beings; indeed, he p,ud,ncl, w.n" 
that 'sharing the capacity for I'Xfreml' sacrifirl' does not mean that 
human mind and the "!lund" of an insect (if such exists) work alike.'ll 

But Wilson's point is that inasmuch as kamikaze bees and soldier 
mites, like all creatures capable of making the 'extreme sacrifice' for 
conunon good, systematically self-destruct and hence do not pass 
their own genes to others, these 'self-sacrificing' or 'altruistic' bugs 
it possible for their 'more fertile brothers and sisters to flourish'. In 
there are 1[Vi) kinds of genes <lmong the many that control insect 
ior: 'selfish genes' alld 'altruistic genes'." And if we are to accept the 
of Christopher Will's recent book on genetics, there are 'wise genes' 

welL)! 
But how can self-destructive altruistic genes ever survive the 

imperatives of natural selection when they exist in 'competition' with 
self-perpetuating selfish genes? Wilson invokes 'kin selection' to 
tins challenge: that is, genetically governed behavior by winch i·, ,dividu
als sacrifice themselves to enhance the survival of their kin, who 
altruistic as well as selfish genes. And with kin selection at hand, 
now feels that it is 'natural, then, to ask whether through kin "I,,,,io" 

.. 
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{he capacity for altruism has also evolved in human beillb'S'.JS 

\Vilson·s response, of course, is an unqualified yes. Among humans, he 

alloWS, 'the form and intensity of altruistic acts are to a large extent cul

turally determined'. Actually, they would seem to be 'culturally deter
mined' to all immell5/' extent, or as Wilson puts it: 'Human social 

evolution is obviously more cultural than genetic.' To one who has read 
so f3r in 0" Humall Nawre, culture's power over genetic imperatives 
would not at all be 'obvious', and, in fact, lest we take Wilson's fleeting 
emphasis on culture too seriously, we learn that 'the underlying ('mo/ioll. 
powerfully mani fested ill vinually all human societies, is what is consid
ered to evolve through genes'." 

What is vexing about this pa�age, all its backtracking aside, is that 
human altruism, conceived as a concern for other people and the human 
condition generally, is by no means reducible to the underlying emotions 
that are considered to evolve through genes. Indeed, innumerable 
thinkers and many revolutionary social movements in the p;m were 
guided not by kin selection but by great ideals, be they 'Life, Liberty, and 
the Pursuit of Happiness' or 'Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity'. For pro
foundly cultural reasons they evoked strong passions in many idealists and 
produced passionate social upheavals, b'llided by great ideas that had no 
evident association with genes or memes. Yes - human genetic equip
ment was involved in the tmergt!lIu of passions, as were hormones like 
epinephrine. But the evolution of these pa�iollS, their sophistication, and 
the extent to which they powered ideas rooted in intellection were too 
evidently cultural to reduce to genetic influences. 

What is fundamentally wrong with Wilson's genocentrity is that con
cepts such as 'selfishness' and 'altruism' presuppose the e.lCistence of a cul
ture that gives them m/'allillg and a morality that explains why primordial 
'underlying emotions' can be active in social causes. If one reduces society 
from a human phenomenon to mere aggregations ofliving things - not 
only organisms but genes and memes - culture is inconceivable. We 
Would have a collection of living beings, but not a sodrty organized into 
mmable institutions. 

Sociobiology, with its atomized genes and memes, patently deals with 
collections, aggregations, and heaps of ol1,>anislllS rather than with 
authentic societies characterized by a radically different level of assecia
no.n and organization of superficiaUy discrete beings - specifically, Jwmau 
�lnb'S. Human beings exist in relationships \vith each other that are not 

dilled by genes alone, if at all. In this respect, sociobiology is not social 
at aU. It deals with biology, specifically \vith genetics, and gives them a 
SOCIal p"

. 
II b . 

. . , lila, genera y y usmg: anthropomorpluc metaphors. It descnbes 
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genes not only as 'selfish' but as 'altruistic' and even as 'wise'. Given 
luxurious mora1 life of genes, it seems impossible that we are more 
mere 'genetic machim::s', and yet we plainly are, just as we are not I 
atoms, electrons, or protons. 

Inasmuch as genes detennine human development, aggression, 
behavior, altruism, and religlon, to cite the principal concerns 
Humall Nawre, how are modem humans to cope with a genetic '"""n�,I, 
that evolved when human beings, according to Wilson, were "'",-i\ll' 
huntel'b>atherers'? How can we readjust our glacial genes to deal 
the era of the infomlation superhighway? The answer, Wilson tells us, 

. 

'an exercise of will'." Where will this 'will' come from? Perhaps it 
come from a gene that makes for obduracy, intentionality, purpose, 
who knows what other willful character traits that lurk in the 
genome, not to speak of one that will evolve. If evolutionary g"'"'''' 
places a high premium on adaptation, as do all theories of natural 
cion on which Wilson relics, the genetic sources of will may be u""""n 
indeed. 

But by what right can Wilson claim that the human genetic,;:;��:�� 

was shaped by Ice-Age hunter-gatherers when a substantial p 
of Homo sapiem sapiens never left the warm climate of Africa 
they evolved? Indeed, they may never have encountered th"':

,
�:

,
:::;;:�;: 

that covered much of the northern hemisphere through the f 
Amusingly, Wilson's theory might be mistakenly seen as a risible 
verse of that of Professor Leonard Jeffries of the City College ur N,'w i 
York, the chairman of the school's African-American studies p"og�'n. 
who has gained considerable notoriety for emphasizing that 
evolving in sunny climates, have 'shiny genes' by comparison with 
'dull genes' of white 'ice people', apparently rendering Africans i', ""'''>lly 
superior to Europeans. 

Such genetic ping-pong would be silly were it not redolent of 
tionary ideologles that are less sophisticated than modern m,"n,bi,ok'g)" 
Needless to say, an animal's genetic make-up plays a major role in 
ing its behavior. The simpler the life-form. the more thoroughly 
detennine its actions and the more limjted is its genetic repertoire. 

Sociobiologists are at their worst whcn they try to deal with social 
nomena. In Wilson's glossary, the definitions - and their implications 
of words like sociely, hierarchy, dominance, a&regaliol1, bllud, caste, communal, 
and compelitiorr, revcal his orientation toward social structures and 
phenomena. Where these conccpts have dearly social premises, 
tends to restrict them to narrow biological definitions, in a reduction 
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cial phenomena to genetics that obscures the discontinuities as well as �e continuities between biology and society. t consider, for c:<"ample, Wilson's definition of soaety, which he 

describcs as 'a group of individuals belonging to the same species and 

organized in a cooperative manner. 'Ja Only a devout acolyte would £til 

co require Wilson to explain what he mcans by organized and cooperative, 
cwo culturally, philosophically, and ethically laden words that have far
reaching implications in social theory. Different societies have been Orgll
Ilized and (()operalive in very different ways - as despotisms, democracies, 
republics. monarchies, patriarchies, and the like. Nowhere does Wilson 
tell us what kind of cooperation and organization he mcans. What would 
seem to count, in his definition, is whether a society's fonn of coopera

tion and organization make it genetically fit to survive the challenges of 
natural selection. 

All of Wilson's effusions about his liberal beliefS to the contrary, socio
biological thinking is crude. Yet glven the increasing fascination of 
scholars and the public with genetics these days, sociobiology is making 
its way into many social disciplines that were once distinguished for a rel
ative degree of sobriety. To cite only one of many e:amples: a recent 
issue of Omenl Anthropology, a highly reputable scholarly quarterly, COI1-
cains a discussion article entitled 'On Human Egalitarianism', in which 
the authors, puzzled by the virtual ubiquity of egalitarian values and insti
tutions among hunter-gatherers, assume that the 'ancestors of rl. sapiens' 
were innately 'hierarchically oriented', and that 'cultural elaborations of 
food sharing, pair bonding, and egalitarianism [arc grounded] in inher
ited tendencies', in natural selection rather than consciousness." So wide
spread is sociobiology today that we are now told [hat apparently there 
are gencs for hierarchy and domination on the one hand and genes for 
egaiitari:uLism and food sharing on the other. Perhaps olle set of genes is 
dominant and the other is recessive, or perhaps dominance depcnds upon 
the adaptive advantages the genes confer in natural selection. Whether 
consciously or not, the proponents of such sociobiological interpretations 
- and they are growing steadily in number - dilninish the role of ethics 
and social relations in detem-LilLing human behavior and social develop
ment. 

Hierarchy is 111 fact a social teml - hierarchics are found nowhere in first 
nature. A hierarchy is based on domination by institutionalized strata, 
SUch as gerolltocracies, patriarchies. warrior sodalities, shamanistic guilds, 
pnestly corporations, and the like over subjugated strata who are visibly 
underprivileged 011 an ongoing basis. To dissolvc hierarchies into the 
pe�on of an alpha chimpanzee, gorilla, or baboon, as so many primatol
°gtSts do, is to make a mockery of a term which has its ongms III 
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pyramidal ecclesiastical structures. A hierarch goes with an in"i'm'io 
such as a monarchy, bureaucracy, or even a stable patriarchal 
relationships that are not institutionalized in the animal world. 

Protests by sociobiologists to the contrary notwithstanding, they 
tually do reduce human beings to 'gene machines', and by ';.��;;�:

;
�:: 

they deal with society, mind, and great social ideals from a 
andy genocentric viewpoint. \Ve do not have to turn to Max Weber 
lament the 'disenchantment of the world'; it is very much under 
because of the genetic noose sociobiology is tightening over h"mo"', 
and its greatest endeavors. 

Before leaving the realm of the genetic, let us examine the .0··",11, 
'microcosmos' itself. as seen through the eyes of two antihumanists 
dismiss human beings and their achievements as mere by-products 
bacteria and cells. 

This thesis has been strongly promoted by Lynn Maf1,'Ulis, professor 
biology at Boston University, who, in a book entitled Microcosmos: 
Bi/lio'l Years oj Microbial Evolution written in collaboration with 
Sagan, really puts humanity in its trivial place."" Indeed, thh�'

i;
'

:
'
:
�

�
�;::�:::: 

of biotic evolution, Mafb'Ulis and Sagan argue, are the n 
that have been on the earth for five-sixths of organic evolution, in 
trast to humans, who have been around for only one thirtieth of 1 
cent of that time. Bacteria hold first place in the drama�o�f;l�i£;'�:�:;

.

;� 
we humans are 'a sort of mammalian weed, with all our 
and personality we are still the result of aeons of microbial 
which presumably puts us in our place. 

Precisely why Margulis and Sagan selected microbes over the 
basic and older chemicals that make up life is puzzling. Carbon, so . 
pensable to the foonation, sustenance, and evolution of organic 
has been in the universe for many billions of years, much closer to 
billion than to a measly four or five. Certainly hydrogen, no less ' 
tant than carbon, has been around even longer. Amino acids have 
around for so long that a figure as small as four billion h,,,dly de'''j",ti,oe 
to their longevity. Are they less important to life tban microbes are 
recently arrived humans? 

This numbers g3me rests on the omnipresent fallacy of mistaking 
necessary condition for advanced life-fonus for their sufficient condli'ion. 
There is nothing stunningly new in the fact that cells of one kind 
another are needed to produce multicellular life-forms. Nor is there 
thing stunningly new in the fact that microbes of a vast variety and 
staggering numbers are necessary to render complex multicellular 
forms functional. Yes, the earth would be covered with nothing 
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debris if wastes were not broken down, recreated, and reworked by 

'crobes, just as it would be very messy indeed without trillions of ants :: fr.-process detritus into forms usable to ants and other life-forms. 

One may reasonably wonder, to be sure, how much of a mess would 

xist in the first place if complex animals were not present to produce it. <. 
Even more troubling, why would microbes be of any interest at all if 

they did not produce. facilitate, and help - as well as il�ure through 

disease - comple. .... life-fonus that enb'ilge in a good deal more than the 
biochemical and reproductive activity of lnicrobes - such as thinking, for 
example? or exhibiting acute se!f-consciorwJess? or knowing the world, or 
exploring it. or exercising lIlil!? 

When microbes can do these exceptional things, they may indeed be 
considered the marvels of life. Yet Margulis and Sagan seem to give pri
macy to microbes largely because they are indispensable to the develop
ment and existence of such biota as mammals, primates, and of course, 
human beings. Indeed, as one chapter of their book breathlessly follows 
another, describing how during dramatic environmental changes organic 
molecules combine to produce cell membranes, DNA, RNA, anaerobic 
cells, and aerobic ones, we are always reminded that human beings are 
dependent upon microcosms and their ability to survive human depreda
tions. 

Thus we are told with much aplomb that 'the visible world is a late
arriving, overgrown portion of the microcosm, and it functions only 
because of its well-developed connection with the microcosm's activi
ties . . . .  Grasping as best we can the fonnidable powers of the biosphere 
in which we live out our lives, it is difficult to retain the delusion that 
without our help nature is helpless . . . .  We may pollute the air and waters 
for our grandchildren and hasten our own demise, but tills \ViJl exert no 
effect on the continuation of the microcosm' which, in fact, 'is still 
evolving around us and within us. You could even say , . .  that the micro
cosm is evolving as us. ,.2 

It is .1 novelty to learn that many people these days harbor the 'delu
sion that without our help nature is helpless'. Margulis and Sag3n engage 
in the usual overstatement of humanistic vie\V5 all the more easily to 
demolish them. It is no less a novelty to learn we, like all multicellular 
life-fotn1s from jellyfish to wolves, arc simply an 'overgrown portion of 
the microcosm'. That we cannot function without lnicrocosms is a trite 
biological fact; their activities in maintaining the earth, the biosphere, 
and even our digestion of food arc well-known f.1Cts of paramount 
ImPortance. But why not include all the cheullcal clements tllat make up 
OUr genes and protoplasm? 

MarguliS and Sagan seem to confuse 'infonnation' with wisdom, 
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intelligence, and innovation. We are told: 

For sheer scope, III/man ilifonnation systems Ilave only just begrm to 
approach the ancient bacteriol systems w/lich have beerl trading bits oj 
infonllalioll like a compuler Iletwork ruith a memory accumrr/ated over bil· 
/iom oj years oj continuous operation. As we move .from a pllrely medical 
view oj microbes to an rmdrrstanding of t!rem as ollr a/ICesloTS, as plane. 
tary elders [.'1, Ollr emotions also change,fTom Jear and loathing to respect 
IlIld awe. Bacteria invetlted f! I Jermetltation, tile wheel in the Jonn of the 
proton rotary motor, sulfrlr breathing, photosynthesis, and nitrogell fixa· 
tiOIl, long before Ollr evoilltioll. TIley are not olily hig!J/y social beings, bllt 
behave as a sort of worldwidc decentralized democracy. Cells basically 
remain separale, bllt can connect otld trade getles with organisms oj evetl 
exceedingly differellt backgrounds. Realizing Ihat human individllals also 
remain basically separate bllt call co/meet and lrade k/lowledge luith very 
d!ffererrr others may be takillg a slep tOlllard the anciellt wisdom {! 1 oj the 
microcosm.' .l 

This passage, to speak frankly, is entirely anthropomorphic. We have 

reason to believe that the parallels that Margulis and Sagan draw' �:::��:. 

microcosmic attributes and human behavior have anything in c· 
that microbes exhibit any ability that compares with the foresight that 
went into invention of the wheel, institutionalized social relations, 'a 
world\vide decentralized democracy', reflective 'wisdom', and self
conscious individuality. 

Having indulged in this paean to microbia! inventiveness, wisdom, 

and democracy, Margulis and Sagan invite us to regard 'man' as 'the 
summate egotist'. 

Hllmatl beings are 1I0t partiwlarly special, apart, or alone . . . .  It may be 
a blow to ollr collective ego, bllt we are 110t masters of life perched on the 

final nmg of an evollltiOllary ladder . . . .  Objective scholars, if tll(}' Wert 
whales or dolpllins, would place Irllmans, chimpanzees, and orangutaJ15 in 
the same taxOtiOlnic group. TI,tre is tlO physiological basis for the dassiji
catioll rlj human beings iJ1lo their 011111 Jamily (Hominidae � the manapes 
or apemen), apart Jrom that oj tile great apes (Pollgirlae - tllc gibbons, 
siamangs, goril/as, chimps, a/ld orangutans). Indeed, an extraterrestrial 
anatomist would /tot hesitate to plU lIS logeliler wilh Ille apes in the smnc 
sllbJamily or even gelll/s .... 

To argue down this ta.xonomic rhetoric demeaning the human species 
a mere primate would be an insult to the reader's intelligence. N,i,h" 
whales nor dolphins can ever be objective scholars for a multitude 
anatomical, environmental, and even mental reasons that actually 
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\vhy human beings are indeed Imiqllf and why apes must be placed in a 

separate ta.xonomlc family. Indeed, evolutionary biologists can easily 

make fools of themselves when they use microbiology, anatomy, and tax

onomy to subvert the uniqueness of human beings, whose biological 

evolution has opened up cultural development. 
Still, Margulis and Sagan do not deny us the benefit of a few homilies. 

We should be consoled to know that if human beings became extinct, if 
even all primates disappeared, 'the microcosm wonld still abound in 
those assets (e.g. nervous systems, manipulative appendages) that were 

leveraged into intelligence and technology in the first place.''' These 

'assets' would not be nervous systems or 'appendages' ,  however, since 
Mal1,>ulis and Sagan seem to regard any microbial trait, such as flagella, as 
means of communication comparable to a nervous system and a means of 
locomotion comparable to bipedal walking. Aias, flagella do not consti
tute amB or legs; they are simply whiplike appendages that give greater 
motility to microbes and cells. One might, with equal superficiality, 
rq,>ard the wind as a means of COIIll1lUlllcation for the earth and waves as 
seaside vocalizations. 

So abundant are 'human' characteristics among microbes that shonld it 
come to pass that humanity is destroyed by a nuclear bomb and its 
radioactive fallout, Margulis and Sagan console us with their 'doubt that 
the overall health and underlying stability of the microcosm wonld be 
affected . . . .  Nor would the destruction of the ozone layer, pennitting 
entty of torrents of ultraviolet radiation, ruin the microbial underlayer. 
Indeed, it would probably augment it, since radiation stimulates the 
bacterial transfer of genes. ' .. 

I will not dwell on the various scenarios Maq,>ulis and Sab>an offer for a 
'future supercosm' in which, among other possibilities, technology gains 
such autonomy that it masters humans rather than the reverse and carries 
'the wet, wann environment of the pre-Phanerozoic [or Present Era] 
microcosm into a future as fascinatingly nonhuman as the past. 

,
., Exactly 

what will constitute 'fascination' or who will be 'fascinated' when human 
b . 

elllgs are not around remains something of a puzzle - unless computers 
are b>iven the emotional as well as the mental equipment to replicate 
the�e distinctly human attributes. 

If sociobiology has effectively reduced human beings to 'gene machines' 
and microcosmo!ogy seems to reduce them to bacteria, the Gai a 
Hypothesis reduces them to 'intelligent fleas that infest' Mother Earth or, 
mOre theistically, 'Gaia'. The image ofhumaillty as fleas appears in James 
L�vdock's stridently antihumanistic 1988 book, The Ages oj Gaia; A 
810grapiJy oj Qllr Lir,jI1.� Plat/et. <a 
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Much of the science Lovelock brings to the Gaia Hypothesis (as 

called it on the inspired suggestion of a novelist friend, William G"ldi,ng 
seems to be basically sound. Dating from the 1970s, it advances 
hypothesis that life over the course of organic evolution has ;m""',d 
very creatively with its inorganic or abiotic environment. The eanh 
we know it today and as it has been for many millions of years was not 
any sense 'given' to human beings; life-fonus played a decisive role 
creating it. Thus 'the atmosphere, the oceans. the climate, alld the 
of the Earth are regulated at a state comfortable for life because of 
behavior of livillg organisms'. Specifically, a homeostatic mechanism 
feedback loops between the earth's biota and its abiotic 
keeps the acidity, temperature, oxidation state, and 'certain aspects 
rocks and waters' constant at any given time. This dose ",uf,h"g of 
and its environments suggests that the planet's biosphere and its 
realm actually (onstilllte a distinct system, 'Gaia'." 

This thesis is plausible and inviting. But like a number of 
Gaians, Lovelock, in my view, is a reductionist - albeit on a more 
scale than sociobiologists and microcosmologists. And he is a 
thrope. 'There is no clear distinction anywhere on the Earth's 
between living and nonliving matter,' he tells us. 'There is merely a 
archy of imensiry goiug from the "material" environment of the 
and the atmosphere to the living cells'.w Bypassing the graded bu' higluy 
qualitative ddTerences between non-living and living 'matter' for a 
plistic 'hierarchy' of energy levels, Lovelock's notion of Gaia exhibits 
real concern for or interest in specific life-fottus. Given the ",nf,,;on 
that penueates New Age thinking, the fact that the Gaia Hypothesis ' 
even more simplistic than Descartes' view of life has not deterred 
acolytes, including Lynn Margulis, from hailing it as a new view 
reality. 

AdmittedJy, the biosphere is indispensable to the existence of Gaia, 
Gaia nonetheless 'is not a synonym for the biosphere . . . , Still less is 
the same as the biota, which is simply the col/taion of all individual 
organisms.' Calling biota a collwioll is indicative of a quantitative ,".rif,u
manist orientation that sees 'heaps' and 'aggregates' rather than 
transfonuative organisms that defY the narrow physicalist mentality 
positivistic scientists, Yet for Lovelock Gaia emerged \vith life in 
earliest foons 'and extends into the future as long as life Jlersists'.!" 

Lovelock's TIle Ages !if Gaia contains an interesting account of 
Earth's evolution, from its Archeon to its Middle and Modern age, 
which we finally arrive at 'man' and 'his' doings. The fact that, 
Lovelock, specific life forms are merely the fleeting cells of a IOpo.,",,,,n-: 
ismic body permits his antihumanism to run riot. 'Our humanistic 
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ef/lS �bout the poor of the inner cities or the Third World,' he declares, �alld Ollf near-obscene obsession with death, suffering, and pain as if 
these were evil in themselves - these thoughts divert the mind from our 

.-rOSS and excessive domination of the natural world.' With the social �nsight of a Margulian microcosmologist, Lovelock declares: 'Poverty and sum�ring are not sent; they are the consequences of what we do. '!.l 
The identity of Lovelock's ubiquitous we here is surprisingly cryptic. 

Perhaps it includes the disempowered masses of the 'inner cities or the 

Third World', who 'grossly and excessively dominate the namral world' 

as much as Lovelock appears to give a damn for humanity. Or perhaps it 
includes the competitive and immensely empowered bankers, industrial

ists, stockbrokers in all their sinister mutations, political mafias, and simi

larly privileged strata who have brought societies around the world to 

virtual ruin. 
Amid his dismissal of the distractions created by social issues, Lovelock 

the biologist rather contemptuously tells us: 'Pain and death are nonual 

and natural; we could not long survive 'without them,'ll What Gaia doth 
deliver, this we must suffer in the name of a biolob>1sm that overrides 
social abuses, perhaps even social horrors. 

Lovelock's Gaia Hypothesis might pass for mere amoralism, which 
would be troubling enough in the age of Auschwitz, were it were not so 
banal. 'When we drive our cars and listen to the radio bringing news of 
acid rain,' Lovelock advises, 'we need to remind ourselves that we, per
sQnally, are the polluters . . . .  We are therefore accountable, personally, for 
the destruction of the trees by photochemical smog and acid rain. We are 
responsible for the silent spring that Rachel Carson predicted. ,}< Indeed, 
'we' are absorbed ill a 'city life [that] reinforces and strengthens the 
heresy of humanism, that narcissistic devotion to human interests 
alone'." Not only is humanism a heresy, but cities - that is, the one 
IlIIiversalizillg medium by which humanity began to overcome its bar
barous parochialism and ethnic hatreds - are a blight. 

Not surprisingly, Lovelock exhibits litde concern for such humanistic 
problems as pollution, nuclear power plants, and other environmental 
dislocations, his pious references to Rachel Carson's warning of a 'silent 
Spring' without birds notwithstanding. 'Gaia, as I see her, is no doting 
mother toleranr of misdemeanors, nor is she some fragile and delicate 
damsel in danger from brutal manlcind,' we are finuly advised. 'She is 
Stern 3nd tough, always keeping the world warnI and comfortable for 
those who obey the rules, but ruthless in her destruction of those who 
tt3llSgress. Her unconscious goal is 3 planet fit for life. If humans stand in 
the W3y of tllis, we shall be eliminated with as little pity as would be 
shown by the micro-brain of an intercontinental ballistic nucl�ar missile 
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in full flight to iu target. 
,
,. 

These strident remarks arc meant [Q defend the author from the charge 

that he is a 'champion [o� complacence' who claims that 'feedback wiU 
always protect the environment from any serious hann that humal1$ 
might do'." One could. in f.1ct, make a very persuasive case that pollu� 
tion is a fonn of natural selection, in which 'Gaia,' 'ruthless in 
destruction of those who transgress' her 'rules' or 'unconscious goal' is 
merely another natural phenomenon among the many that have doomed 
countless species to extinction. Yet Lovelock's cosmic 
takes on strong theistic features, however mllch he bases his 
on science. In his 'testament built around the idea of Gaia,' 
Lovelock, 'I have tried to show that God and Gaia, theology and science, 
even physies and biolob'Y arc not separate but a single way of thought, '.\I 
Having obscured the boundary between science and religion rather 
definitively, Lovelock wanders through citations from Jacqucs Monod (a 
stern materialist and detenninist), and Erich Jantsch and lIya Prigogine 
(advocates of system self-development), concluding that 'for the present, 
my belief in God rests at the stage of a positive agnosticism'," after which 
he drifts into quasi-philosophical fantasies of an island five hundred mil
lion years from now, in which bionic 'philosophel'S' and speechless vege
tative males have neither the means nor the need to argue about the 

origins oflife to undel'Stand the evolution of Gaia. 
Lovelock's personal predilections and aspirations aside, what is surpris

ing is that his works on Gaia have been earnestly embraced by a huge 
number of New Age 'spiritualists', whose understanding of his views 
leaves much to be desired. Once it leaves the plausible domain of earth 
scicnce, 11!f Ages of Gaia is so much at war with itself, so contradictory, 
and so anthropomorphic, that anyone looking at it from the standpoint 
of consistency and coherence may well be astonished that so many 
Gaians populate the privil eged ntiddle-c1ass world of the late twentieth 
century. 

Between the selfish gene, the sovereign nticrocosmos, and Gaia, there 
appears to be little room for human uniqueness as a product of evolution, 
no beliefin the potential nobility of the human spirit, indeed, no authen
tically I1<ltllfaljsri( grounding for great social ideals and ecological insights. 
Reason barely factors in Wilson's and Lovelock's elucidations of socio
biology and Gaia, respectively, only biochem.istry and a vaguely 
conceived 'science' that becomes a euphemism for lnind. Nearly all the 
works on sociobiology, m.icrocosmology, and Gaia that essay 
Olympian project of 're-enchanting' the world depict 
variously as gene machines, an assemblage of microbes. or 
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ae�, If this is not an edifying characterization of the human species, as 

bld an image or worse emerges from other parts of the contemporary 

repertoire of antihumanism. 
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CHAPTER 3 

The new Malthusians 

A narrow biologistic mindsct that has reduced human beings to sene 
machines, mi crobes, and intelligent fleas need make little further drort to 
view people as the biotic equals of fruit flies, whose high reproductive 
ntes are often adduced by popular writers on demography to warn of the 
dangers of unlimited human population growth. 

A population offmit flies, however, is very easy to decrease or elimi
nate. We can swat them, Starve them, or dim.inish theif numbers with 
pesticides. Such ways of dealing with population problems, as they are 
called, can give rue to a rather unsavory cast of mind. Viewing human 
beinb'S as merely another animal species - such as fruit flies - creates m 
ideal setting for thinking about how thei[ numbers can be reduced by 
foul means as well as tair. 

One does not have to be a sociobiologist, microcosmologist, or a 
Gailn to think this way - although it does help, The idel of coercively 
diminishing human numbers hls a long pedigree in the history of reac
tionary ideologies. Antihumanistic demognphics b('gin to sc:em plausibk 
once we begin to diminish humanity's uniqu('ness and evolutionary 
stature by viewing p('ople merely as animal organisms which can be 
delivered over to their destiny - the harsh laws of natural selection. We 
can then claim that the social factors that lead to hunger, famine, and 
disease are actually biological, in the name of, say, ecological imperatives. 

The most impressive success story in fostering this way of thinking 
OVer the past two generations has been a small book, 'nIt Population 
Bomb, written by a then-relatively obscure Californian entomologist, 
Paul Ehrlich. and first published in May 1968.' The year of its publica
tion was a climactic one in the history of the New Left. Following the 
UpriSing of French students in the f.11ll0US May-June events of that year 
and the general strike that swept France, the New Left was beginning to 
abandon its earlier 19605 populist doctrine of 'participatory democracy' 
by the autumn of 1968 and was veering sharply toward a doctrinaire, 
largely authoritarian Marxist-Maoist orientation that completely lIlargin-
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alized it on its own campus spawning grounds. Gradually a reaction 
against radicalism - and ultimately against humanism - Sl:ts in, making 
biologistic interpretations of social problems a fairly common 
viewpoint. 

These sectarian maladies notwicltstanding, radical sentiments remained 
fairly strong in the 1970s. Indeed, the possibility of combining the 
lingering libertarian features of the early New Left with an m,,"p"! 
envirorilllental public consciousness opened the realistic possibility 
developing a sorial ecology movement: one that clearly singled out the 
profit-oriented, competitive market system as the principal source 
enviromllental degradation and that raised the need for a radical restruc
turing of society along free and ecologically oriented lines. 

Based on my own experience as a very active participant in this 
momentous period, 1 can say that if there was any single work that 
aborted a confluence of radical ideas with public environmental con
cerns, it was Paul Ehrlich's Population Bomb, By the early 19705, Ehrlich's 
tract had significantly sidetracked the emerging envirolUuentai move
ment from social critique to a very crude, often odious biolob';sm the 
impact of which remains with us today. 

The shift that Ehrlich's book produced was eminently suited to the 
Cold War ideolob'Y and suffocating reactionism of the Ni.""<on administta
tion. Whatever Ehrlich personally thought he was doing, the crudity of 
the book's message, indeed its ugly misanthropy and antihumanism, pro
vided an ideological prop fOT highly regressive political views. For years 
thereafter, the book served as something of a reactionary manifesto for 
narrowly biologistic interpretations of demographic and ecological issues, 

The one-parab'Taph-long opening of 11rt Populalioll &mb, entitled 'The 
Problem', remains, in my view, an offensive set of observations such as is 
rarely encountered in the unsavory demographic literature of recent 
times.l 

Ehrlich describes a ta.xi trip he, his wife, and daughter made through a 
New Delhi slum, where, to his shock 'one stinking night', his cab's pas
sage was impeded by throngs of people. 'People eating, people washing, 
people sleeping', Ehrlich exclaims with revulsion. 'People visiting, 3Ib'U
ing, and screaming. People thmsting their hands through the taxi win
dow, begging. People defecating and urinating. People clinging to buses. 
People herding animals. People, people, people, people.' 

People living in New Dclhi's slums have been known to do many 
other things, such as carve beautitlll artifacts, make love, practice humane 
religious beliefs, play, dance, sing, laugh, and socialize with each other 
with great w:mnth. Despite the desperate conditiOIU of the India's poor, 
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n e:lTthy cultural vitality persists amOllg thelll. Certainly Ehrlich saw :vhat IIr seems to have wanted to see - people begging, defecating, 

urinating in the streets of a terribly impoverished area of the city that is 

notoriously lacking in shelter and means of transportation, and that still 

suffer'> from disparities of wealth and status deeply rooted in an ugly 

history of European colonialism. 

Our worthy entomologist from the academic groves of California then 
goes on to declare: 'As we moved slowly through the mob, hand horn 

sqU3wk.ing, the dust, noise, heat, and cooking fires gave the scene a heU

ish ;l.spect. Would we ever get to our hotd? All three of us were, frankly, 
frightened.' Having neb'Otiated their way through the inferno, this 

middk-dass Californian famil y  found itself in the comforts of a fairly 
modern hotel, after which Ehrlich opined that 'since that Iligllt I've 
known the fed of overpopulation. 'J 

This depiction of extreme poverty is so offensive, so elitist, and so 
arrogant that any humane reader of the book might well regard it as a 
morJ.! nightmare. Regrettably, most readers seemingly did not. A1though 
Ehrlich later did suffer reproaches from a small number of critics, their 
numbers were relatively few, and his book bccamc inmlcnsely popular, as 
its long publishing histoty indicates. Indeed, Ehrlich still figures as an 
eminent figure in the ecology movement today, and in recent years he 
has gained favor among the same liberals and radicals whom one would 
expect to have found his Poprllillion 80mb completely repugnant, even as 
he has lauded reactionaries such as Garrett Hardin. 

The remaining pages of 111t Populatioll Bomb offer us little respite from 
the antihumanism and arrogance of its opening chapter. 'Too many cars,' 
we lenn, 'too many factories, tOO much detergent, too much pesticide, 
multiplying contrails, inadequate sewage treatment plants, too little 
w:lter. too much carbon dioxide - all can be traced easily to 100 marry 
FOpk" The emphasis is Ehrlich's - and one feels obliged to ask, Ill/? In 
view of the relatively small number of ears and factories in late 1960s 
Indi a, is Ehrlich possibly thinking of Cali fomi a, where cars, factories, and 
�xcessive pollution were major problems for decades before his epiphany 
11\ New Delhi? 

Leaving aside some of Ehrlich's science fiction scenarios, we arc told 
that family planning will not suffice to reduce population numbers. It is 
flOt enough to offer couples the 'means' to control the birth of children, 
Since they may, after all, 'plan' to have too many. Stronger measures are 
required. 'Everywhere' in the Third World, 'people Wlwt large families. 
They lI'ara f.lnlllies of a size that will keep the population growing 
Whereupon Ehrlich regales the reader with statistics that show that Third 
World women who seek guidance in family planning are mainly those 
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who have already had several children. But then, Ehrlich brightly cau_ 
tions, 'remember that planned, well-spaced children will starve, 
vaporize in a thennonucJear war, or die of plague juSt as well 
unplanned children.'s This statement was egregiously false � 
ning has done a great deal to reduce rates of population growth. 
the noxious methods that Indira Gandhi's govenunent used to force 
ilization on India's poor and despite China's scandalously restrictive 
sures, in many places women embrnce technologies to limit the nnml,,, 
of their offspring and recover their humanity as someone who is more 

than a reproductive factory. 
How are Americans to overcome their propensity for large families, in 

Ehrlich's view? As..ide from bringing their own population numbers 
growth-rates down, 'we are . . .  going to have to adopt some wry torlSh 
foreign policy positions reiativdy to population control, and we must do 
it from a psychologically strong position.' Thus: '[mJany of my col
leagues feel that some sort of compulsory birth regulation would be neces
sary to achieve such control. One plan ollen mentioned involves the 
addition of temporary sterilants to water supplies or staple food. Doses 
the antidote would be carefully rationed by the govenunent to produce 
the desired population size.' 'Rest easy,' Ehrlich assures the shocked 
reader; the scientific means for instituting this salutary solution are not 
'even open to us, thanks to the en'minaI inadequacy of biomedical 
research in tllis area. '6 

Still, 'it might be possible to develop such population control tools, 
although the task would nOt be simple." If there is a will, there is a way. 
But then, Americans would not stand for it. In a breathtaking shift in 
perspective, we pass from authoritarian solutions (for the Third W,,,I,I?) , 
to financial solutions (for the First World). The US ta,>; structure could be 
changed to reward citizens for not having children and to punish 
who do, Ehrlich proposes. Additionally, we might also consider higher 
ta.xes on such perilously dangerous items as 'layettes, cribs, diapers, diaper 
!>ervices, and expensive toys', with due allowance that 'the essentials be 
available \vithout penalty to the poor Gust as free food now is). '. 

Ultimately, however, we must face up to the fact that these and other 
such measures 'would need coordination by a POIlli'rfiri go'",ru""n'� 
agency. A federal Department of Population and Environment (DPE) 
should be set up with the power to take IVJratI!Vlr Slf!,S afl' tr((essaf)' 
establish a reasonable population size in the United States and put an 
to the steady deterioration of OUT environment.' Tllis agency "w,m'O 
promote intensive investibration of new techniques of birth control. possi
bly leading to the development oj mass sterilization agrrrts.' Indeed. the DPE 
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'would encourage more research 011 human sex dctemlination, for if a 

,imple method could be found to guarantee that first-born children were 

Jllales, then population control problellli in many areas would be some

what eased' - since cultural biases usually favor having sons instead of 

daughters � especially 'where couples with only female children "keep 
trying:" in hope ofa son." Readers in the 19905 who care to commend 

Ehrlich for foreseeing current sex-selective technologies are welcome to 

do so, but the logic of this practice is self-evident, as is revealed by recent 

,ex-ratio figures in China that abnonnally favor the birth of male over 
female babies. I may add that the extent to which outright female infan
ticide has increased in China as well as gender-detection techniques, has 

disconcened some of the most resolute of Western 'population bombers'. 
As for American foreign policy cast in the foml of 'population con

trol'. Ehrlich urges his readers to accept 'the concept of "triage" bor
rowed from military medicine. The idea is briefly this: When casualties 
crowd a dressing station to the point where all canllot be cared for by the 
limited medical staff, some decisions must be made on who will be 
treated.' Accordingly, 'all incoming casualties are placed in one of three 
classes': those who are mortally wounded and should be left to die; those 
who can survive irrespective of how quickly treaunent is given; and 
those for whom immediate treaanent may be a matter oflife or cleath.'G 

Even thOUgll we are far from any immediate demographic apocalypse, 
American aid to fanline-stricken or destitute countries, Ehdich suggests, 
should be guided by the principle oftria!:,>e. Indeed, what seems to deter
mi ne whether a country should be dellied food and medicine is its fertil
ity rate. Following William and Paul Paddock, two cold warriors whose 
1967 book FClInille � 1975! never lived up to its predictive title, Ehrlich 
perhaps unwittingly casts population control policies along the Cold War 
aJignmellts of the day. We might give food aid to Pakistan, he suggests, 
under 'the tough-minded leadership of President Ayub Khan', who, 
Ehrlich neglects to tell us, was the notoriously authoritarian Gelleral 
Muhanuned Ayub Khan, who came to power in a nlilitary (OUP against a 
Constitutional government and ruled by decree, despite the facade of 
democratic 'elections'." Pakistan, not coincidentally, was on the 
American side of the Cold War � in contrast to non-aligned India, which 
Ehrlich suggests (in agreement with the Paddocks) should be denied 
American food under the triage system. 

In Ehrlich's dazzling view of social and political reality, 'there is no 
l;itional choice I'xupt to adopt some fonn of the Paddocks' strategy as far 
:.ts food distribution is concerned . . . .  The Paddocks deserve immense 
credit for their courage and foresight in publishing FClInitll' � 1975/, 
Which may be remembered as one of the most import;lnt books of our 
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age' - nothing less! 11 Doubtless such architects of the Cold War as John 
Foster Dulles and Allen Dulles would have heartily a,b"feed, albeit for 
reasons that have nothing to do with demographic considerations. 

More or less anticipating the authoritarian measures of Indira Gandhi 
India and the Communist totalitarians in China, Ehrlich reproves the 
American government for opposing the suggestion of an Indian official, 
Dr S. Chandrasekar, that all Indian males who fathered three or more 
children should face compulsory sterilization. Verily, he declares: 'we 
should have applied pressure on the Indian government to go ahead 
the plan. We should have volunteered logistic support in the fonn 
helicopters, vehicles, and sUrglcal irutruments. We should have sent doc_ 
tors to aid the program by setting up centers for training para-medical 
personnel to do vasectomies. Coercion? Perhaps, but coercion in a good 
cause' - at which point Ehrlich expresses astonishment at 'the attitudes 
Americans who are horrified at the prospect of our govenunent insisting 
on population control as the price of food aid.''' 

Forced sterilization in the name of a gnod cause may look uncomfort
ably like authoritarian measures taken by some of the more reactionary 
regimes in recent history. If his good cause entails the forcible steriliza
tion of a Third World people - or any people, for that matter, who hap
pen not to accept the demographic apocalypse that explodes on the pages 
of The Popr,/aliol1 Bomb - such authoritarian measures would produce 
inuneasurably worse problems in the social and political spheres than the 
ones they were intended to solve. Coercive measures here or harsh 
demographic policies there do not usually come in bits and pieces, like 
candy bars from a slot machine. They are adopted in a general authori
tarian context whose logic leads to more encompassing social controls in 
ever more spheres of life, with a growing state appatatus to enforce them. 

As it turned out, Ehrlich's predictive abilities were imprecise at best. 
Extrapolating from a number of his premises and forebodings some 
twenty-five years ago, we should now be wracked worldwide by 
famines, shortages of raw materials, and rising prices. The planet's basic 
resources should be largely depleted, and demographically induced star
vation should be haunting wealthy and poor regions alike. During my 
lecture tours in the late 1960s, members of Zero Population Growth 
(ZPG) would raise dire warnings that the immediate future was terribly 
portentous. 'Not only would there be famines, civil wars induced by 
hunger, and intolerable congestion, but fortunate would be the 
Americans who found some living space on man-made islands in the 
world's oceans. 

Actually, between 1950 and 1990, woddwidc grain production nearly 
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tripled, increasing from 631 million tons to 1,780 million tons, at an aver

age rate of some 29 million tons annually. Beef and mutton production 

rose 2.6 times, from 24 million tons to 62 million. The supply offish rose 
nearly five times, from 22 million to 100 million tons. Nearly all the 
major mineral resources rose at comparable or higher rates. All of these 

increases by far outstripped population growth and - potentially, in a 

more rational society - might have amply met the needs of the world 
popUlation. The famines that swept over areas of Mrica were induced 
!I1ore by political conflicts and World Hank po licies than by desertifica
tion and lack ofland. Today, as new agriculrural and industrial technolo
gjes emerge, it would be naive to make the inflexible predictioru that 

many Malthusiaru have advanced over the past twenty-five years, just as 

it would be naive for so-called 'Cornucopians', who see population 
growth as a desideratum - to claim that the larger the number of the 
people on the planet, the better." 

Ehrlich's assertion in -He Populalioll Bomb that 'population is far out
stripping food production' proved, in f.1ct, to be grossly erroneous." Nor 
was the harshness of his recipes for India matched in the advice he 
offered his American readers. There are some very distinguished econo
mists who do not feci that our capitalist system must be fueled by an 
ever-growing population or ever-continuing depletion of resources 
(both of which are impossible anyway),' he pnldently noted. 'There, in 
fact, seems to be no reason why the GNP [gross national product] cannot 
be kept growing for a very long time wilhoul poprr/a/iml growth' - which 
indeed would be entirely possible if the business community could 
induce coruumers to buy several motor vehicles, television sets, comput
ers, and so on, per famil y." Which would, of course, raise serious prob
lems about the waste of resources, despite the multitude of recycling 
centers that have sprung up in recent years. In short, the GNP could 
grow and grow - but what, alas, would be the fite of the planee as 
industry turns soil into sand, oceans into sewers, forests mto timber, and 
devastates the planet in the process? The social myopia that marks TIle 
Populatioll Bomb is nothing less than appalling: a rising GNP is yearned 
for, amid panic that population growth will deplete planetary resources! 

The book found readers across political, social and cultural lines with the 
carelessness of an infant scrawling on a blank page. It educated people to 
reb'ard the causes of hunger as resource depletion rather than exploita
tion, civil war, po litical instability, and economic greed; imminent 
resource depletion, in turn, was grossly c..xaggerated and projected into 
the ncar future. Where Ehrlich could even remotely or indirectly 'biolo
gize' a social cause that was producing a deterioration in the human 
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condition, he seemed 10 do so with gusto, as have his admirers among 
the quasi-mystical tendencies in the environmental movement. Ehrlich 
has since retreated from the crassly coercive positions he advanced in Th� 
Population Bomb (and Holl' to & a S,,,v;vor, written more than a decade 
later), yet biological reductionism still pervades his writings. The social 
conditions that make for population growth and stabilization genenUy 
take a back seat to a zoological outlook that nuzzles closely to some 
extremely unsavory political views. 

Not only did TIrt Popillalhm Bomb sell some two million copies in 
nUmerous reprincings, but Ehrlich personally became a (ause ctlibrt, 
appearing on television shows, at widely heralded conferences, and on 
the lecture circuit. He addressed thousands of adoring listeners and either 
directly or indirectly aided in the fonnation of a particularly rancorous 
oq;anization, Zero Population Growth (ZPG), of which he became 
chaimtan. In sidetracking public discussion of the social sources of 
environmental deterioration - notably, global corporate capiralism, with 
its plundering of foresn;, natural resources, and, significantly, the labor 
force of underprivileged countries - it set the narrowly biological agenda 
that increasingly marked the envirolmlentaJ movement in the 19705 and 
19805. ZPG zealots and neo-Malthusians dismissed criticism of the social 
and economic irrationalities of tlle decade as 'leftist dogma' or 'radical 
sectarianism' . 

The slogan that came to forefront of the 1970s - one that by 110 means 
has faded - was 'Ptoplt are PoUution', a theme that pervaded an apprecia
ble part of the educational curriculum in American elementary and high 
schools. Two sixth-graders in Kensington, Maryland, for example, com
posed a poem that drew approval from the growing 'population 
bombtrs' and budding misanthropes of the time: 

If we didn't have people 
We wouldn't have poUution, 
Get rid of people 
That's the only solution. 

Mcanwhil e  the New York Museum of Natural History organized an 
'environmental exhibition' in which schoolchil dren were trotted past 
one case after another that showed wanton environmental damage, The 
last exhibit (if memory serves) was headed: 'The Most Dangcrous Animal 
of All', It consisted of a full-lenI,>th mirror, in which visitors could see 
themselves in the full splendor of theiT terrifyingly human attributes. 
When I lingered near tlus distasteful exhibit, nothing impressed me more 
than the sight of a middle-class white teacher explaining to a black child 
the 'meaning' of the mirror and the title t.hat sunnounted it. Ehrlich, alas, 
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had done his work only tOO well. 

By 110 means was Ehrlich alone in his views in 1968: nor has he been the 
lIlost chilling and coercive of the 'population bombers' in the checkered 
history of demography. The antihumanistic message of 1711: Poplliation 

8turlb dates back most notably to the publication of Thomas Malthus's An 

8J<ly 0/1 '''� PrincipiI' cif Pap"la/iall in 1798, known more brieOy today as 

all Pop"latioll.1' 

The influence of Malthus's work lasted much longer than its author's 
own life, as he died in 1834. Indeed, it gave rise to a militant credo, 

Malthusianism, t.hat enjoys a vigorous existence even in the closing 
decade of the twentieth century, To ignore the influence of 011 
Popli/Mion would be to ignore in; socially malignant ramifications, which 

have nourished some of the most reactionary ideologies of the nine
teenth and twentieth centuries. 

On Population remains an unsavory, class-oriented, and often C)IIUCal 
tract, despite some mitigating observations Malthus made over the course 
of seven revisions, AJthough its admirers often see it exclusively as a 
work on population, it is actually an idcological diatribe against the 
humanistic tradition of the Enlightenment. Aimed against such distin
b'llished Enlightenment theorists as the English anarchist William 
Godwin and the French progressivist Marquis de COlldorcet (fhotnas 
Paine's Age oj Reason is a minor rarget), Malthus's tract is not only an 
expression of concern over population growth; it is a pessimistic attack 
upon the egalitarian ideals of his two principal targets and their belief in 
humanity's capacity to significantly improve itself Like the theories of 
many sociobiologists today, Malthus's views subven the belief that 
Iluman beings are anything more tltan simple brutes. Not only must their 
numbers be kept under control by fair means or foul; people must be 
kept severely in tow psychologically by theif well-to-do betters and by 
the harsh constraints of natural law. 

Malthus's attack on William Godwin's 'system of equality' - and on 
Godwin's belicfthat the 'amelioration of society to be produced merely 
by reason and conviction - drips with sarcasm. 'In short,' Malthus 
declaims aftcr a tongue-in-cheek dcvotional to Godwin's humane and 
rational society, 'it is impossible to contemplatc the whole of this fiir 
Structure, without emotions of delight and admintioll, accompanied 
with ardent longing for the period of its accomplishment. '" 

Having delivered his breast of 'delight and admiration' for Godwin's 
vision, Malthus quickly turns to a misanthropic evocation that subjects 
such reasoned and humane utopianism to withering scorn. 'Man callnot 
live in the midst of plenty,' we are told tX (al/rtdra. 'All cannot share alike 
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in the bounties of nature. Were there no established administration of 
property [i.e. the state] , every man would be obliged to guard with force 
his little store. Selfishness would be triumphant. The subjects of con
tention would be petpetual. Every individual mind would be under con
stant an.xiety about cotporal support, and not a single intellect would be 
free to cxpiate in the field of thought.''' These are the standard argu
ments that have been used from Aristotle to Hobbes to justifY ruling 
classes and, in Hobbes's case, the state. 

Condorcet's belief in 'the indefinite perfectibility of man' is treated in 
much the same way as Godwin's belief in an egalitarian society based on 
reason: it is rejected largely on grounds of narural law and its immutabil
ity. 'The constancy of the laws of nature and of effects and causes is the 
foundation of all human knowledge,' Malthus writes, 'thOUgil tar be it 
from me to say that the same power [i.e. the deity] which framed and 
executes the laws of nature, may not change them all "in a moment, in 
the twinkling of an eye.'" Following this nod to the deity, Malthus 
advises his reader: 

All that [ mt'an to say is that il is impossible to infer {mch a change]Jrom 
reasoning. if without allY previorls observable symptoms or indicalions of a 
change, we call {nft'/" that a change will take place, we may as well make 
any asserlion whatever and think it as fmreasonable to be contradicted ill 
affinning that the moon will come in colltart with the earth 10mOffOW, as 
in sayi/l.� that Ihe SUII will rist' 01 its f/Sfwl time. '20 

Accordingly: 'population, when unchecked, increases in a geometrical 
ratio. Subsistence increases only in an arithmetical ratio . . . .  By that law 
of our nature which makes food necessary to the life of man, the effects 
of these two unequal powers must be kept equal. 'll Malthus's conclusion 
is not only descriptive, based on assumptions or 'postulata', as he puts it; 
it is also prescriptive, a guide to human action. 

Although in later editions of his essay Malthus imparted some value to 
the efficacy of 'moral restraint' by individuals in controlling their own 
reproductive behavior, he never retracted the conclusions that logically 
followed from his earlier steps. Thus, history presumably demollStrates 
that 'the superior power of population cannot be checked \vithout pro
ducing misery or vice'. Indeed, charitable behavior by the rich 'con
tribute[s1 frequently to prolong a season of distress among the poor, yet 
no possible fonn of society could prevent the almost conStant action of 
Busery upon a great part of mankind, if in a state of inequality [as existed 
in Malthus's time], and upon all, if all were equal' - as in Godwin's egal

itarian social vision." 
Thus: '[t1o prevent the recurrence of misery, is, alas! beyond the 
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power of man', and all parish poor laws meant to alleviate this inexorable 

destiny of the poor serve only to deceive them.OJ Indeed, we are told 
with pious concern, 'Famine seems to be the last, the most dreadful 
reSource of nature. The power of population is so superior to the power 
ill the earth to produce subsistence for man, that premature death must in 
some shape or other visit the human race. The vices of mankind are 

active and able ministers of depopulation. They are the precursors in the 

great anny of destruction; and often finish the dreadful work them
selves.''' Between original sin (,the virus of mankind') and the workings 

of the mundane world (the limited 'bounties of nature'), Malthus 
manages to leave us no alternative: neither heaven nor earth can come to 
our aid. 

If the 'preventive checks' that thinking people deploy cannot inhibit 
the production oflarge families, diminish vice, and make for a better life, 
Malthus holds, then inexorable 'positive checks' on population growth 
come into play. These positive checks 

are extremely various, and inc/ude rot'ry (arrse, whelh" arising from vice 
or misery, which in any degree (Olltribllles to shortt'n the natrrral duration 
of hrlman life. Under this head, therifore, may be enumerated all Ihe 
fmwholesome oaupations, severe labour and exposure to the seasons, 
extreme poverty, bad nursing oj children, great tOWIIS, excesses of all kinds, 
rhe IV/lOle train oj (ommon diseases and epidemics, JIJIlrs, plague, and 

famine.l! 

The poor generally come in for a drubbing at Malthus's hands: 

A man who is bom illto a IVOrld already possessed, if he emmol get srrb
sistel1(e from his parents all whom he has a just demand, and if the 
society do not want his laborrr, has no claim oj right to the smallesl 
portion of food, alld, in fact, has nol bflsilless 10 be where he is. AI 
fllllrire's mighty feast there is /ZO vacant cover for him. She tells him 10 be 
gOlfe [from Iris place at her table] and will quickly eXf(llte her ollm omw, 
if Ire do not work Or! the compassion oj some oj Irer j?ues/s." 

TillS is a compassion that Malthus, often tongue-ill-cheek, derides. 
Indeed: 

Hard as it may appear ill individual instances, dependent poverty ollglrt lo 
be held disj?racifrrl. Sfrcll a Imoral} slimulfis seems to be absolrrrely /leces
SillY 10 promote tire happiness of tile grt'al mass oj mllllkind; alld roery 
.�eneral attempt 10 weaken this slimulus, /rowCller benevolenl its illtention, 
will always difeat ils ollm purpose. if lIlerl be illdflced 10 marry frOIll the 
mere prospect oj parislr provision, tllt'y are tlOt only rrlljrrstly tempted to 
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bring IIl1lrappilless and dtpemfrn(( upon themselves awl (iliidTttr, bill /hey 
are lemp/ed, willrOll1 knolllill,l! ii, /0 illjllTt all ill tilt! same dlUs Ivi,II ,lrem· 
st/ws.:> 

Maldws's later disquisitions on humanity's moral sense and its capacity to 
voluntarily control population growth and invent technologies that 
could incf(!� food production arc more than overshadowed by his 
heartless. class-oriented hunger politics. From the first eclition of the 
essay to the seventh. Malthus mercilessly accepts the 'positive checks' 
that reduce population. 

Indeed, in the second edition of 011 Popl/lation, Malthus proposes hor_ 
rendous 'positive checks' that stigmatize his ideas as utterly unfeeling. 
Nonetheless they had a considerable influence on the antihumanistic 
demographic and sociobiological literature that has appeared more 
recently. 'In all old states: Malthus telli us, 'the marriages and births 
depend principally upon the deaths, and . . .  there is no encouragement to 
early unions so powerful as a great mortality,''" 

To insure tim the poor do not reproduce, Malthus proposes quite 
concretely that far from 

"(ommemli"g tlea"li"ess 10 Ihe poor, lilt should fn(OUragt (Olltrary liabiu. 
III OIIT 10111715 lilt slioilld makt II,e 51"els lIamlWer, crowd mOTe ptoplt imo 
Iht 1i011stS, and (Ollrl l/,t "'11m oj plagllt. In tht (Oulllry, IW should build 
Ollf lIilltlgts lIeaf Slagnalll ]IOOls, tllld ]lQrliwlarly rllWl/mgt set/lat/rlllS ill 
al/ Illarshy and rmwhO/(5otllt (ondilioIiS. Brit aoow all, lilt sl/OIIId "pro
baIt specific "medits flT ravagil�!? diseases; and Ihost btlltvOltlll, brlt 
IIIl1th lIIisltl�'tll IIItll, who haw Ihollghl Ihey lilt" doillg tI stTVi(t /(1 
lIIa"ki"d by projuti"g schelllfs Jor tllf lolal exlirpalion oj parli(lliar disor
drrs.'!f 

These prescriptions were written, let me note, by a Christian parson 
who gained considerable honor not only in his day but also in our own. 

Like a growing rhizome with innumerable offshoots, Malthusianism 
brought forth demogrnphically based and racist social theories that have 
beleaguered humanity ever since. The ideology, even as MaltilUS fonnu
lated it in 1798, already nourished the mean-spirited egotism, 'free enter
prise', and a vicious exploitation of the poor that found such vivid 
expression in the socially critical novels of Dickens and Eliot. England 
soon became not only the industrial center of the world but its human 
charnel house, where the bones of grossly exploited men, women, and 
children were to be deposited in vast numbers to tile ever greater glory of 
profit. Robert Owen, a truly benevolent manufacturer of the period 
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(whom Malthus criticized) showed at his factory in New Lanark that rel-

3tive1y decent working conditioru did not conflict with the making of 

substantial profits. Visitors from different parts of England and abroad 

readil y celebrated this enlightened industrialist for his human and eeo
Ilomic successes - omy to return home and visit a veritable hell upon 

their own working class with little regard for Owen's pr.ictiees. 
Such Victorian hypocrisies were not the product of Malthus's demo

graphic views, but the Essay 011 Popllialioll provided an ideological patina 

for the notorious brutality of English orphanab>es and poorhouses, and 

the execution of poor people for what we today would regard as rela
tively minor offenses. Above all, it justified the ruthless exploitation of 
the industrial working class in the decades that followed. Malthusian 
ideology was employed very effectively to buttress the mem-spiritedness 
of the time and support the crass exploitation of factory and fann labor, 
often with a zealotry that was devoid of feeling for human welfare and 
the simplest of moral decencies. 

Charles Darwin's use of Mal thus's theory of population in Tile Origin 

�f Species was added an even more chilling tenet to what could, by then, 
be called sodal Darwinism. By no means was Darwin responsible for the 
ideolobrical trarufonnation that his theory of natural selection underwent. 
But with acolytes like Herbert Spencer et al., natural selection became a 
ruling-class social ideology of enonnous influence. Dissolute scions of 
British noble houses, predatory bankers and industrialists, even small pro
prietors and manufacturers with 'expectations', and various strata of the 
labor aristocracy could now conceive of themselves as 'nature's elect', the 
product of natural selection and the 'survival of the finest' transposed to 
the social realm. 

Accordingly, the 'f.liIures' in the competitive game of British capital
ism - notably the working classes and the poor - were seen disdainfully 
as the inevitable victims of evolution's onward march toward selecting 
more 'fit' individuals. Natural law itself dictated their exploitation for the 
glory of enterprise and profit - or their disposal on the scrap heap of 
humanity once they could no longer fulfill their responsibility to the 
naturally endowed elite, selected for survival and success. 

Moreover, social Darwinism was transposed from the domain of 
domestic afiiirs to world affairs, providing the rationale par fxullwu for 
i1nperialism - the 'improvement' of the dark races of the world who 
lived in demonic 'barbarism'. There seems to be an infinite capacity, 
deeply rooted in tribal dependencies and a darkly primitivist sense of 
parochialism, to regard outsiders or strangers as non-human and thus as 
Potential enemies. Starting as early as the fifteenth century, Europeans 
�nd later Americans had engaged in a genocidal frenzy against native 
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peoples on both continents of the New World and rhe enslavement of 
African tribal people. Now, in the ei!;hteenth and nineteenth centuries, 
amlies marched forth from Europe to 't:lme' the 'uncivilized' continenti 
of the planet, presumably a 'noble' calling for which the conqueror, col_ 
onizer, and missionary deserved a 'just reward'. The barbarities that 
Britain, France, Belgium, Portugal, and Germany inflicted 011 the territo_ 
ries they claimed and conquered ill Africa and Asia read like the horrors 
Dante described in the lower depths of hell. Even after the slave trade 
was abolished, imperialist practices were greatly reinforced by social 
Darwinist ideologies. ProfouncUy influenced by Malthusian doctrines, 
almost no restraint was placed on the cruelties that the so-called Age of 
Imperialism inflicted on the dark regions of the eanh, as the literature 
and vernacular of the time called toclay's Third World. 

The sense of imperial destiny that social Darwinism impaned served 
this Euro-American barbarism very effectively. The French transformed 
the homebred British version into a vulgarized mission to spread the 
Enlightenment, even the ideals of their great Revolution, to the 'less 
endowed' peoples of the world. The German version took on a specifi
cally racial form, celebrating the virtues of Teutonic Man over all other 
ethnic groups, particularly people of color. Empire, dressed up as the 
'white man's burden', bec:lIne in all its various nationalistic mutations 
specific fonus of social Danvinism, each \vith its barely concealed roots 
in Malthus's notion of'fitness' - namely the ability ofthe 'able' to survive 
and 'feast' at the table of nature. 

That the number of places at Nature's table on which co feast were 
limited, as Malthus had opined, inexorably raised the question of who 
was most fit from a tu,�e"i((ll standpoint to find a scat. It was asked which 
racial traits were worth fostering through breeding techniques and 
which were not. Flat or hooked noscs were apparently not, especially if 
they were attached to people with the brown or black skin so common 
in the 'dark lands' of the world. Eugenics, whatever its scientific value, 
was quickly socialized into insidious racial ideologies. Concepts of 
'desirable' and 'undesirable' races came so much into vogue that at the 
tum of the century, even a Socialist like Jack London ceh::brated his 
sturdy Anglo-Saxon lineage. Nietzsche's 'blond beaST' became a 
metaphor for Gennanic virtues that many of the Kaiser's troops earned 
in their minds as they marched into the trenches of the Western front in 
1914. 

Nearly all social Danvinist, eugenicist, and nationalistic racism, as well as 
myths of the 'white man's burden', arc deeply rooted in Malthus's writ
inb'S, reaching their apo�e in the last quarter of the nineteenth century 
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and the first half of the twentieth. 
Ideologically, [his medley of views provided the rationale for the terri

ble slaughter tlm occurred in Europe between 1914 and 1918, initiating 

what Arno J. Mayer has called the 'thirty years war' of the twentieth cen
wry - the three decades that immersed a suffering humanity ill blood 

until \ 94S.)} Prior to 1914, only one institution seemed capable of coun
tervailing Europe's drive toward sdf-annihilation: the Socialist or Second 
International. Its anthem, 'The Internationalc', called upon the working 

classes of the world to maintain a steadfast class solidarity in the interests 

of humanity as a whole. In ringing prosc, Marx and Engels's Commrl/liJt 
Manifesto declared dut the proletariat had no country, and it closed with 
with the slogan: 'Workin�,'men of all countries, unite!' 

The coUapse of the Second International in August 1914, when the 
French and German socialist parties voted in favor of war credits for their 
n::spective countries, provided tragic evidence of the power of nationalist 
sentiments, even within the working class itself. A primal tribalism had 
reasserted itself, and for more than four years of terrible slaughter it 
retained a vigorous hold upon the anuies of the Allies and Central 
Powers. 

TillS tribalism was shaken to its foundations by the promise of a new 
socialist future which the Bolshevik Revolution of October t 917 seemed 
to initiate. In proclamation after proclamation, the new Soviet regime 
upheld, to its lasting credit, an unwavering internationalism in the face of 
Euro.American national chauvinism. The years that immediately fol
lowed the Bolshevik Revolution were heady with hopes for achieving a 
new worldwide solidarity between the working classes of the belligerent 
countries and a revolutionary restructuring of society along rational and 
humanistic lines. 

Indeed, seldom had history been imbued by so striking a sense of uni· 
versality, of the 'fraternity' heralded by the Great French Revolution in 
1789, and of a cooperative dispensation of hwnan affairs. In the span 
between the First and Second World Wars - one of the most decisive 
periods in the history of hum.anity - repeated social upheavals posed the 
crucial question of whether the Enlightenment and its humanistic ideals 
could be embodied in a rational society. The radical po litical hopes of the 
FJ::!:Os and 1930s reached thek climax in the Spanish Civil War of 1936, 
the most ideologically charged class stTUgWe of the twentieth century. 
This conlLict, virtually ignored in history textbooks today, placed upon 
the agenda of the modern era all the ideals that various socialisms had 
spawned, from the closing years of the French Revolution up to the 
Second World War. The crushing of the revolution in Spain - in a 
struggle that lasted nearly three years - marked the end of an era of 
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classical socialism and, above all, internationalist universalism. 
The Second World War, its claim to support the 'Four Freedoms' in 

the Atlantic Charter of 1940 notwithstanding, was fought out along 
largely chauvinistic and nationalistic lines. Still, never before in history 
had a bloc of AUied powers - the Western democracies - confronted so 
radically antihumanist a foe as German National Socialism. There is no 
historical precedent for the systematic extermination of European Jews. 
I refer not only to the immense number of lives that were claimed by 
the Nazi camp system and the special execution squads in German_ 
occupied Poland and Russia; the past had seen numerically comparable 
massacres in, say, the Mongol invasions of Eurasia. Nor was the Nazi 
attempt to exterminate an entire people entirely without precedent in 
the ancient world. But National Socialism conducted its genocidal 
policy against the Jews on an industn'a/ basis, in which millions of people 
were 'processed' to their deaths through a camp system that was essen_ 
tially an abattoir more ruthless and inhumane than a typical slaughter_ 
house. 

Maltlmsianism, eugenics, social Darwinism, and racial nationalism 
contributed profoundly to producing the reality of Auschwitz by creat
ing an outlook that made it possible to regard human beings as pestifer
ous animals. Denied all personality, individuality, recognition, and 
subjectivity, European Jews in particular were beaten, shot, and gassed as 
though they were bothersome fmit flies or fleas. National Socialism, 
ideologically similar to the sociobiological images of human beings so 
widespread today, can be regarded as the practical culmination of 
Malthus's view that tlle poor are merely objects to be systematically 
starved, affiicted with disease, and driven to death wholesale. 

Barely had the Second World War come to an end and its dreadful geno
cidal tallies had been made, when neo-Malthusianism, eugenics, and 
'scientific' racism emerged with all the ferocity that had marked its 
existence in the decades that preceded the war. 

Eugenics, whose abuse accounts for the racist American immigration 
laws of1924 that privileged, supposedly 'northern' European immigrants 
over eastern and southern Europeans, created a new basis for the 
Malthusian literature of the interwar period and resurfaced in the latc 
1940s in the United States. Barely two years after the Second World War 
came to an end, Guy Irving Burch and Elmer Pendell published Human 
Breeding and Survival: Popl/latioll Roads to Peace alld War." Even while 
trials for crimes against humanity - the mass murder of millions of Jews 
and Gypsies - were still going on, tillS book discoursed on 'social bases' 
of using sterilization to attain 'peace goals'. 
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Burch and Pendell repeated an old Malthusian class orientation: 

u)(Jkin�{! toward a possibly economic test, are persolls who me 011 re/itf to 

be etlcollrilc�ed to reproduce while they are 011 relief, as they hal'/, beell? . .  

Are their du·ldren more likely to be social burdens than are the childrell � 
tllOse who are ill beller control oj their OUlII elwiromnel1t? . [5 it reaSOIJ

able ta ask ather citizem to pay more /(Ixes ill amer that relitf recipielJ/s 

may reproduce?" 

The passage shares a very close linguistic kinship to the reactionary 
verbiage of the right-wing groups that had gained so much prominence 
during the years directly preceding the Second World War. That it has 
persisted for over half a century and is gailllng an extraordinary promi
nence in the 1980s and 1990s, not only among right-wingers but among 
some liberals, is evidence of its tenacious hold on the public mind. 

It is hard to regard the 'economic test' to which Burch and Pendell 
allude as strictly economic. The mid-1940s were a time of sweeping 
social and cultural dislocation in the United States. Millions of people 
had been demobilized from the military, and many rural southern blacks 
were migrating to northern cities. To prepare for the postwar era, all of 
them required a host of welfare measures, from direct material assistance 
to government-subsidized educational programs. 

The reader of their 1947 book would be justified in feeling uneasy that 
the authors quote approvingly from the writings of H. L. Mencken, who 
had achieved considerable notoriety for his misanthropy, elitism, and 
cyrncism. 

III basing sterilizillion on social criteria srlCh as criminality, low eamings, 
poor !realth, and lack oj education, H. L. Menekm has probably gone 
farther thall allyone btfore him, ill suggesting a large-scale lise � the 
economic test [for the right to Irave children]. 

III tire American Mercury for Augrw, 1937, he observes tlrat ingen
eral the sterilization laws apply ollly to perso/IJ wlro are difeaive in some 
gross alJd melodramatic way. Said he: 'Let a reso/flte attack be made upon 
tile fCCllndity of all tire males on the lowest mngs of the social ladder, and 
there will be a gradual and permilllellt improvemetlt. ,)! 

Whereupon the authors coolly discourse on the practicability, as advanced 
by Mencken, of offering a financial reward to 'prospective steril es' that 
Would doubtless 'result in a stampede to tht: sterilizing physicians'. Owing 
to their shiftlesness and infirmity, we are to suppose, the poor and unedu
cated would be only too eager to make a hundred or evell twenty-five 
dollars to be sterilized (the remuneration suggested by Mencken). 
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Meneken had belonged to the generation of the 'roaring twenties' 
one of the most racist and nativist decades in the United States. The 
eration that fought the Second World War, it might be supposed, 
outgrown the influence of the Menckens and their kind. But by the 
ing years of the 19405, a public debate arose on the need to eo'""'oiw,,," 
fertility rates by almost lilly means. Scarcely a year after the Burch 
Pendell book appeared, William A. Vogt, chief of the �::�;:,�::.:� 
Section of the Pan-American Un.ion, attracted considerable I 
tion with his particularly acerbic Malthusian tract, Road to SlJrvival,'" l 
postwar precursor of Ehrlich's PopulatiOlJ Bomb. Tltis book was graced 
an introduction by Bernard Baruch, whose reputation as a confrere 
American presidents seemed to give the book a senti-official 
matur. 

'It is certain that, for all practical purposes,' Vogt wrote, 'large ,.,'" '" 
the earth now occupied by backward populations will have to be wriuen 
off the credit side of the ledger' - that is, left to die of starvation.
'Perhaps the greatest asset' of Chile, VOg( wrote, 'is its Jtigh death rate', 
while 'the greatest tragedy that China could suffer, at the present time, 
would be a reduction in her death rate.' Since China 'quite literally can
not feed more people', Chinese 'men and women, boys and girls, must 
starve as tragic sacrifices on the twin altars of human reproduction and 
uncontrolled abuse of the land's resources.'''' Thus, VOg! argued, it was 
incumbent upon the newly established United Nations not to 'ship food 
to keep alive ten million Indians and Chinese tltis year, so that fifty 
million may die five years hence.')' 

As if to anticipate the pollution exhibition at the Museum of Natural 
History of 'The Most Dangerous Animal', VOg[ directed his harshest 
criticisms against 'The Dangerous Doctor'; 

The modem medical profession, sliII framing ils elhics 011 Ihe dllbioJlS 
sla/emenls of atJ iglloralll physician IHippo(fatesj who lil'ed more than 
111'0 thollSatJd years ago - iglJoralll, thaI is, ill terms t:if the modem world 
- contirlUes to believe il /ws a drJty 10 keep alil'e as mallY people as poss
ible. In many parts t:if the world doctors apply their illlelliger!(( 10 one 
aspect of mall '5 welfare - survival - mrd dellY their moral right I� apply il 
to Ihe problem as a whole. TIrrollgh medical care and improved slIIrilatioll 
tlrey are respomible for more millions living more years ill increasing 
misery. Their refusal to (mrsider Iheir respoJlsibility in these mailers does 
IJOI seem to them 10 compromise their inlel/rewal imegn·ly.lt 

VOb>t's attack on medical attempts to save lives is all the 
when it is placed in the context of the Second World War period. To a 
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,ld tF.lumatized by Nazi genocide, it seemed more than ever that the _,0 
alue of human life had to be esteemed and honored as a moral recomv
ense for the sixty or seventy million people whose lives had been �rUtailY claimed by warring powers over a span of some five years. Much 

of Europe and Asia had been reduced to a cemetery - a devastating con

sequence that had to be countervailed psychologically by a new respect 
for human life. 

What made VOb>t's book particularly repellent was its revival of the 

antihumanistic mindset, advancing a moral cost-accounting principle m 
dealing with matters of life and death - a principle that was to he raised 
repeatedly in the postwar Malthusian literature. Survival issues, for all 
practic:tl purposes, were translated into a social ledger of debits and 
credits, as though human beings were mere conunodities whose value 
was to be inscribed or erased by virrue of their usefulness to American 
self-interest in world affairs. Starvation, fantine, disease, and poverty 
were seen primarily in amoral ll/lmerical tenTIS, with complete disrq,>ard for 
the uniqueness, creativity, and personality of the mdividual. 

Yet nearly every specific prediction VOg! advanced in his book proved 
to be wrong. The newly established Socialist [Labour] government of 
Britain did not, as VOg[ predicted, plunge the countl)' into famine 
between 1948 and 1978. Nor did the Japanese and Gennans outbreed 
the 'carrying capacity' of their lands and succumb to famine, as VOg! sug
ge,ted. Preceding Ehrlich by some two decades, Vob>t, his nose ltighly 
�ensitized to various demographic odors, argued: 'Anything we do to 
fortify the stench - to increase the population [ofEurope] - is a disservice 
both to Europe and ourseives.'Yl 

Around the same rime, Garrett Hardin of the University of California at 
Santa Barbara entered the demograpltic debate with his own eugenic 
recipes. In his Biology: Its Hllman Implications, published in 1949,.0 Hardin 
Was vexed by the lack of concern over the hereditary nature of individ
ual lQ. To allow environmental factors an influence on human intelli
gence, in Hardin's view, was to disallow the results of animal 
experimentation altogether and espouse for humans a 'doctrine of excep
tionalism that is repugnant to scientists'." 

A strong dehumanizing thrust runs through even the seemingly 
neutral observations in Hardin's writings, resonating as they do with an 
elitist hias that is distinctly unsavory. Consider, for example, the way 
Hardin treats the matter of 'charity' in a later (1951) edition of Biology: 
'When one saves a starving man, one may thereby help him to breed 
mOre children. This may be a good or a bad thing, depending upon the 
facts.' Precisely what the 'facts' are that distinguish 'a starving man' from 
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one who is amuent and well-fed - his dass status, social mi�fornllles, and 
lack of privilege - remains unstated. 

Some people mailltaill l/rat very POOf people af1', OIl IIII' (!I}cr�gl', less able 
ami imelliget!l l/ra/l Ihe n'cll, omillrat Iheir defidwcit$ ort, ill part, dllt 10 
htr1'dilary Jac/ors. Olhm !naimai" Ihal pauperism {sic) is rxc1l1sivefy a 
matler <if bad luck; Of II,al paupers art' bfller genelic malmal Iho" mil
lionaires. nll'rt is a need heft Jor indispulable Jacts; bUI whatever Ihe 

Jacts, aid to paupers Jlndoubledly hil£ genetic consequences": 

Amazingly, Hardin may not k.now what the £aClS are, but he seems to 
know without doubt that assistance to paupers 'has genetic conse
quences'. 

To readers in the early 19505, a statement ofthis kind, however equiv_ 
ocal, would have left a Slrong impression that poverty is the result of 
genetic fulings. As the recent publication of Charles Murray and Richard 
Hernnstein's n,e Brll Cuwe shows,'J a genetic explanation is now settling 
into racially oriented studies oflQ as well :as material deprivation. Given 
the very complex social, po litical, and cultural factors that interact to 
produce economic disparities for different sectors of a given population, 
any genetic relationship between poverty and wealth can be justly 
dismissed :as specious. 

As might be e,xpected, Hardin's view of Malthus is doyingly reveren
tial. The parson and the professor are cheek-to-jowl on most of the basic 
tenets of Malthus's famous essay. Hardin's reverence for the parson is not 
merely declarative but poetic. Thus he declaims: 

Malthus! Thou shouldst be living in this hour: 
The world hath nccd for thee: getting and begetting, 
We soil fair Nature's bounty." 

Around the time these tender lines were penned, Malthusians, in .tact, 
were flourishing all over the place, but the literary abandon Hardin 
exhibited in a collection of readings, presumably for university students, 
makes his tribute to Malthus unique, at the very least. 

It was not unril 1968, however, that Hardin's views reached a \vider 
public with his 'The Tragedy of the COIlU1l0ns'." Published in a distin
guished scientific journal, the paper became one of the most widely 
reproduced works in the MaltllUsian environmental movement of the 
late 1960s and is still regarded :as a classic among ;"lIltihumanist spokes
people and movements in the English-speaking world. Hardin's basic 
contention was that 'a finite world can support only a finite population; 
therefore population b'TOwth must evcnnlally equal zero.' In a conunon 
pasture that several herdsmen share, 'it is to be expected that each herds-
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Ulall will try to keep as many cattle as possible on the commons'. Wars, 
disease, and poaching keep the number of carne down for some time, but 
ultimately, 'each herdsman seeks to ma.-.:imizc his gain'. Although all the 
herdsmen doing tillS will lead to overgrazing and the destruction of the 
commons, 'each man is locked into a system that compels him to 
increase his herd \vithout limit - in a world that is linllted', which must 
lead to ruin for all, indeed to widespread pollution as well as resource 
l·xhaustion. Judging from tillS scenario, one would suppose that Hardin 
would put capitalism in the dock because of its drive for endless accumu
lation and expansion. 

Alas, this was nOt the case. In Hardin's view, it is not corporate inter
eSts and the market economy that arc devouring the corrunons; it is 
Ill'ople, more precise1y, 'population density', which 'overloads natural 
chemical and biological recycling processes'. Since 'freedom to breed 
will bring ruin to all', so 'the ollly way we can preserve and nurture other 
and more precious freedoms is by relinquishing the freedom to breed, 
and (hat very soon.' 

By the summer of 1987, Hardin's geored poetry had mutated still fur
ther into bitterly antihumanistic verbiage, comparable to that ofVobot and 
Ehrlich. In TIle New York Times in 1987, Hardin declaimed, There's 
nothing more dangerous than a shallow-thinking, compassionate person. 
God, he can cause a lot of trouble. ' .. Shallow thought and compassion, in 
this case, meant the desire to aid starving children in Ethiopia. 'Since 
Ethiopia has far too many people for its resources,' Hardin declared, 'if 
you give food and save lives and thus increase the number of people, you 
increase suffering and ultimately increase the loss oflife.' 

Hardin was echoing a theme from the hunger politics of 
Malthusianism that had been resonating for decades in antihumanism 
generally: a species that has exceeded the 'carrying capacity' of its ecosys
tem should in fact be penniued to starve - partly to 'strike a balance with 
Nature'; partly, too, to weed the fit from the unfit in the struggle for sur
vival. Sometimes it was adorned \vith genteel qualifications, but not so 
with Hardin. 

Finally, Hardin coined what he calls the 'lifeboat ethic'. The biosphere 
in Hardin's view is akin to a lifeboat of survivors from a sinking: ship -
perhaps one whose more privileged passengers have secure places in the 
lifeboat. Those who are flailing in the water must be kept out if the 
lifeboat is not to sink. This 'ethic' rests on undisguised self-mterest. Far 
from constituting a description of the human condition as we know it 
today, it is a prescription of what the human condition should be, as 
Hardin seems to sec it, in the biosphere. 
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I have focused on Malthus, Vogt, Ehrlich, and Hardin because of their 

wide influence; views akin to theirs arc all too frequently found in anti_ 
humanist literature. That their demographic predictions have been nearly 
consistently erroneous has not dampened the conviction of contempo
rary Malthusians and antihumanists that their explanations for the ills of 
the modern human condition arc sound. Yet to allow ourselves to be 

guided by triage and the lifeboat ethic is to open our thinlcing to the 
potentially genocidal and inunoraJ mentality that has made the twentieth 
century one of the bloodiest in human history. 

What are the facts about population growth? Recent demographlc 
data (199(}-92) do not support the thesis that population growth is 'out 
of control', although the constant revisions in population statistics and 
projections make it far from clear which demographic data are credible. 
A widely distributed brochure prepared by Zero Population Growth in 
February 1993, for example, assures the reader with much bombast that 
the present world population of5.5 billion will 'double in approximately 
39 years', presumably to 1 1  billion by 2032, assuming 'the current 
growth rate continues'. This reckless and apocalyptic assumption tends to 
panic rather than to clarifY. 

Thereupon the brochure pits jobs against the environment and an 
open immigration policy against a restrictive one, with minimal evidence 
of why such an opposition is inherently necessary. J ndeed, a strong argu
ment could be made that increased population can give rise to more jobs. 
Still, ZPG warns ominously: 'The Population Bomb Is Still Ticking', 
indeed with each tick of a metronome ('at 176 ticks per minute') ,  'the 
world's population grows by another person (i.e. lIet growth, not just 
births)'. Returning to the fruit fly image of demographic projections, the 
ZPG brochure wams that 'if current population growth rates continue, 
the world will become so densely populated that by the year 2537' - a 
truly dazzling sprint into the future - 'there will be only one square 
meter per person'. 

We have heard similar 'projections' before - for the 1970s, 19805, and 
1990s, if not for the year 2537 (the exactitude of this date is truly mar
velous!). Not only have most of them proven wrong. but the most recent 
data contradict ZPG's predictions. According to a repon released in 
March 1993 by the European Population Conference in Geneva, binh 
rates in the most populous areas of the continent have declined so pre
cipitously that there will be lOO million fewer Europeans by 2043 than 
there are today. Italy's population is expected to shrink from 54 million 
to 40 million; in the northern part of the peninsula, despite high marriage 
rates and low divorce rates. the fertility rate is already less than 1.0 per 
cent. (It requires 2.1 per cent simply to reproduce a b>1ven population 
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withOut a decline.) 
Greece's fertility rate has dropped from 2.2 per cent to 1.4 per cent 

:1 rate that will lead to an absolute decline in the population if it contin

ues. Such negative fenility rates are occurring in Germany. Denmark, 
Norway, France, Spain, and most dramatically, in many Eastern 
European countries, especially, Russia. where the decline is precipitous. 

Only in Poland, Turkey, Sweden, Iceland, and Ireland 'is the population 
�x:pected to increase naturally', observes an article in TIle Europemt of 1 
April 1993, 'and even among these, there are signs of moves toward 

smaller families'. 
What of the 'Third World' - that is, Ehrlich's UDCs, or industrially 

underdeveloped countries? The soaring predictions of growth advanced 
by antinatal demographers has not been substantiated. Tn Egypt, the aver

age number of children for each woman has declined from 5.3 to 4.6 
(1 98Q-88); Morocco, from 5.8 to 4.0 (1979-92); Kenya, 8,3 to 6.5 
(1977-89); Cameroon, 6.4 to 5.9 (1978-91); and Sudan, 6.0 to 4.8 
(1978-89). In impoverished Bangladesh, the average number of children 
for each woman has dropped from 6.1 to 5.5 (1975-91); Colombia, 4.7 
to 2.8 (1975-90); El Salvador, 6.3 to 4.6 (1978-88); Indonesia, 3.2 to 3,0 
(1987-91); and Thailand, 4.6 to 2.3 (1975-87)." 

Unlike Western Europe, where demographic declines are usually a 
product of economic and educational advances, declines ill the Third 
World have been correlated with 'vigorous' efforts to encourage family 
planning and the use of contraceptive devices like condoms - precisely 
the measures Ehrlich deprecated as insignificant thirty years ago in The 

Populatiol! Bomb. In what Steven W. Sinding, director for population 
sciences at the Rockefeller Foundation, and Sheldon J. Segal, a staff 
member at the Population Council ,  call a 'contraceptive revolution', 
women in Third World countries 'are averaging 3.9 children . . .  a stun
ning change' from the more than six children they had a decade and 
Illore ago. 'The global population's growth rate has declined faster than 
many experts thought possible in the late 1960's. This decline has come 
mainly as a result of the voluntary use of public and private family plan
ning services, not through coercive measures some advocates once 
thought necessary.'" Ironically, India's birth rate declined from 5.3 in 
1980 to 3.9 in 1991. whil e Pakistan, so often favored at India's ex:pellse 
by the triage and 'population bombers' of the Cold War era, retains its 
traditionally high binh rate O\vitlg to Islatnic relib>1OUS scruples. 

The impact that such marked declines in Third World fertility figures 
may have on the grim predictions of ZPG, the United Nations, and the 
'population bombers' is unclear. But only a generation ago few if any 
neo-Malthusians seemed to think that Western Europe was capable of 
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reaching zero or negative fertility rates. As it turns out, Europe vindi_ 
cated the demographic principle that improved living standards and 
education did lead to population diminution. The demographic declines 

registered in the Third World have very different sources. 
Certainly some Third World countries have used very ugly techniques 

to 'persuade' families to reduce the number of chil dren they have. China 
has noc been alone in imposing involuntary methods that require each 
couple to have only one child. The principal victims of these methods 
have been women, particularly in agrarian areas and among the poorest 
classes of society. For a while, getting Third World women - and men
to aUow themselves to be sterilized was a lucrative business that provided 
a fairly good bonus for so-called 'agents' offamily planning organizations 
and governmental institutions. In still other countries, such as Brazil, 
where the average number of chil dren for each woman dropped from 
5.75 in 1970 to 3.2 in 1990, it was desperate poverty, neglect, and often 
illness that led to this sharp decline. III Russia, economic destitution and 
disease threaten to literally depopulate entire areas of the country - this, I 
may add, in a land that has already suffered the terrible aillictions of 
Stalinist and Nazi l:,>enocide. 

But there are other signs that women in the Third World are taking 
their reproductive destiny into their own hands, due in great pan to their 
growing desire to carve out lives of their own rather than allow men and 
archaic traditions to determine their behavior and future. At least half of 
all Third World women in the early 199Cls are using contraception, an 

immense increase from the one in ten who used contraception during 
the mid-1960s. This drop, it is generally believed, is the result not simply 
of improved living conditions - which are ultimately of decisive impor
tance - but of improved education, as Kenya's dramatic efforts to 
improve literacy among both sexes suggest. To an extent almost 
unknown in sub-Saharan Mrica, about half of Kenyan women and 
three-quaners of Kenyan men are literate. Nor is it possible to ignore the 
growing urbanization of the world. panicularly the Third World. City 
dwellers in Thailand, for example, have only 1.6 children per couple, 
compared with 2.4 in rural areas. 

I am not trying to argue that urhanization on the massive scale it is 
occurring today is desirable or ecologically sound. My own books on tlus 
subject have long argued that we need new types of communities -
towns and cities - that are scaled to human and ecological dimensions." 
What I am emphasizing is that Illany dismal population projections and 
images of demognphic apocalypse are not only highly uncenain; they 
are often very flawed. They have been used to create an antihumanistic 
ambience among environmentally concerned people that is worse, in 
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Terms of its moral effect, than the most oudandish and direst predictions 

advanced by the Ehrlichs, Hardins, and ZPG acolytes. 
Still another compelling issue has not been confronted in the debate 

around population. Given a market-oricnted society that professes to 

identifY economic expansion and profit with progress, Iwuld all appreciable 
reductioll tif populatioll yield a com'spolldillg decline in production, in the wasle tif 
rwtllraI resources, or in the commnen"sm or) which the modem economy depeuds? 
Call we blame the ecological despoliation ofNonh Amenca, large pans 
of Europe, and particularly the former Soviet Union on population 
increases when, ill fact, population in these areas has been relatively 
stable over the past few decades? Indeed, let me put the issue as bluntly as 
possible: If the American population were halved from what it is 
today, JVould Amen"am corporations halve thei, Olltput, rheir destmctive ecological 
impacts, and tileir appetite for ever-larger prl!fits? 

This question, I submit, call be answered only ill a context much 
broader than extnpolations of the fertility rates of fmit flies and other 
bugs. Human beings, let me reiterate, are not simply insects, nbbits, or 
deer; their potentiality for conscious agency makes them uruque in the 
biosphere. Far more relevant to models of human demography is the 
social milieu in which population issues anse, specifically, the compatibil 
ity between a growth-oriented market economy and a viable and sound 
envirornnent. 

That Ehrlich wa.xed over the possibility that the gross national product 
(GNP) could merrily continue to grow 'for a long time wililollt poplliatioll 
growth' reveals, in its own way, the social mypoia that characterizes anti
humarusts who are prepared to reduce population by any means with 
litde concern about the disastrous ecological impacts of capital expansion. 

'Population bombers' have addressed demognpluc issues in narrowly 
statistical tenns, based on a lughly simplistic, indeed static, ecological 
notion - the 'carrying capacity' of a region or country. This seemingly 
fLxed capacity, so far as human beings are concerned, is acmally very 
much a function of technological devdopment and social rclationslups 
that, in mrn, involve such searing issues as the material security, produc
tivity, creativity, and the status of people - women no less than men -
not of the cmde biologism fostered by Ehrlich, Hardin, and their 
admirers. 

Ecology would be ill-served as a cause as well as a discipline (social as 
well as natural) if it became a mere justification for a pseudo-naturalism 
that takes little or no account of human agency and the social factors that 
profoundly determine the environment in which we live. 
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'Oneness', vastly overshadows human beings. One may literally get lost 
in this ecomystical shuffie. What at first glance seems like a generous 
approach to the natural world sometimes conceals a highly deprecatory 
view toward one of natural evolution's own species, notably humaniry. 

Which is not to say that all ecomystics are necessaril y  misanthropes, 
unsympathetic to the human condition. In the best of cases, many of 
them are essentially conservationists, imbued with a sensitive regard for 
the well-being of animal and plant life, which they see as a continuation 
of their cOllcern for social justice. Hardly anyone with a sense of respon
sibility to the natural world can faLllt them for attempting to deepen pub
lic concern for the loss of wildlife, forests, and unsettled land. This 
laudable impulse is eminently desirable in a time of growing ecological 
devastation. 

But still others advance far more than a conservationist viewpoint. 
They propound a quasi-religious philosophy that is explicitly antihuman
istic. Even as their outright spirinlalistic beliefs immunize their intuitive 
views to rational inquiry, their explicitly anticivilizatory and antitedllIO
logical views yield a far-reaching deprecation ofhumaniry and its inter
ventions in a presumably pristine natural world. 

This description of ecomysticism is by no means extreme or tendentious. 
The attributeS I have touched upon appear very dearly in the body of 
views called 'deep t:colo!"i, as named by the Norweb';an philosopher 
Arne Naess in a 1972 lecture.' 

Naess's brief, often obscurely worded lecture advances seven theses 
that are actually more proclamatory than expository. He makes very little 
attempt to argue Out his conclusions but instead essentially announces 
them under the catchy name of the 'the deep ecology movement' - in 
contrast to 'the shallow ecolob'Y movement', which he views with 
unmistakable disdain. Where the shallow ecology movement is simply 
occupied with a 'fight against pollution and resource depletion' and seeks 
to preserve 'the health and affluence of people in the developed coun
tries', the deep ecology movement, according to Nacss. sees all living 
things, including humans, as 'knots in the biospherical net or field of 
intrinsic relations'.l His use of the word movtmtm in 1972 was at best 
metaphorical; there were no deep ecology and shallow ecology move
mwtJ in the English-speaking world when the article was written. Naess's 
names refer to two of st:veral environmental tendencies that were begin
ning to attract publi c  attention. Indeed. deep ecology was virtually 
unknown until the late 19705 and early 19805 . 

Nor was Naess's distinction between the anti-pollution and <lnti
resource-depletion activities of environmentalists and something 'deeper' 
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F rom ecomysticism to angelology 

Sociobiologists. microbiologists, Malthusians, and among the Gaians 
James Lovelock profess to lx: sci�ntists who m: d�aling with facts and 
statistical projections. As SlJch, their ideas and conclusions are open to 
critical analysis, to acc�ptanc(! or rejection based on scientific criteria. If 
their views :md cOl�ecturcs are found to be incorrect, they may be 
modified or rejected on the b;j,sis of the evidence. 

AJas, such intellectual r�sPOnsibility is absent from religion generally, 
and particularly in the burgeoning credos of ecological mysticism, or 
ecomysticism. To attempt to critically explore contemporal)' ecomysti
cism is to enter a hall of mirto�, wherein we encounter a host of mul
tiple reflections, double-takes, confusing images, and false leads that are 
mercifully absent in sociobiology, Malthusian demography, Margulis's 
microcosmology, and LovelOck's Gai� Hypothesis. We may think that 
Wilson, Malthus, Margulis, �hd Lovelock are wrong in their use of data 
and their extrapolations, but at least their premises and conclusions can 
be checked. 

By contrast, mysticism generally celebrates its vel)' imperviousness to 

rational analysis. Explicitly all/i-ratioml, it makes its strongest appeal to 
the authority of belief over thought. Reason, mystics usually tell us, is 
cold, objective, indifferent, and, according to some of its feminist critics, 
even masculine. Not so with mystical outlooks, we are told, which are 
wann, subjective, caring, and feminine. Mystics el�oin us 10 'listen' [0 
our intuitions and feelings, to live ",-jth a sense of mystery about the 

world and our 'interconnectedness' with the 'whole' that surrounds us. 
Efomystics, in particular, tend to add a quasi_ecological dimension to 

mysticism by imparting a prcternatunl dimension to the interconnected 
natural world. They commoluy advance a spirituality that is little more 

than outright spiritualism, adorned with expressions like 'reverence' and 
'adoration'. Dressed in ecological toppings, such spiritualism has the 
dubious advantage of being So 'global", even 'cosmic' in its outlook that 
'nature', conceived either as a deity or as a pantheistic, all-embracing 
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'Oneness', vastly Overshadows human beings. One may literally get lost 

in this ecomystical shuffie. What at first glance seems like a generOllS 

approach to the natural world sometimes conceals a highly deprecatory 
view toWlrd one of natural evolution's own species, notably humanit}'· 

Which is not to say that all ecomystics are necessaril y  Ilusanrnropes, 
unsympathetic to the human condition. In the best of cases, many of 

them are essentially conservatioluSts, imbued with a sensitive regard (or 
the well-being of animal and plant life, which they see as a continuation 
of their concern for social justice. Hardly anyone with a sense of respOII
sibility to the natural world can fault them for attempting to deepen p1Ib.
lic concern for the loss of wildlife, forests, and unsettled land. 1"1).IS 
laud1ble impulse is eminently desirable in a time of growing ecological 
devastation. 

But still others advance far more than � conservationist viewpoillt. 
They propound a quasi-religious plulosophy that is explicitly antihum,ll
istic. Even as their outright spiritualistic beliefs immunize their intuiO"e 
views to rational inquiry, their explicitly anticivilizatory and antitechl"'
logical views yield a far-reaching deprecation of humanity and its int(r
ventions in a preSUmably pristine natural world. 

This description of ecomysricism is by no means extreme or tendentiolls. 
The attributes I have touched upon appear very clearly in the body of 
views called 'deep ecology', as named by the Norwegian philosoph,r 
Arne Naess in a 1972 lecture.! 

Naess's brief, often obscurely worded lecture advances seven theS's 

that are actually more proclamatory [h':l0 expositoI)'. He makes vel)' little 
attempt to argue OUt his conclusions but instead essentially announc's 
them under the catchy name of the 'the deep ecology movement' _ jll 
cotltrJSC to 'the shallow ecology movement', which he views v:ilh 

unmistakable di sdain. Where the shallow ecology movement is simplY 
occupied with a 'fight against pollution and resource depletion' and seeJ:S 
to preserve 'the health and affiuence of people in the developed coLlll# 
tries', the deep eCology movemem, according to Naess, sees all Iivil1g 
things, including humans, as 'knots in the biospherical net or field of 
intrinsic relations'.l His use of the word movement in 1972 was at b(st 
metaphorical; there were no deep ecology and shallow ecology 11!!'lr 
merits in the English-speaking world when the article was written. Naess's 
Ilames r�f�r to two of several environmental tendencies that were bcgill# 
IUllg to attract public attention. Indeed, deep ecology was virtuJ1 
unknown until the late 19705 and early 19805. 

Nor was Naess's distinction between the anti-pollution and anri: 
resource-depletion activities of environmentalists and something 'deeper 
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an original theory. A similar distinction had been made in a multitude of 
books and articles throughout the 1960s, not only in my own writings 
but in those of Barry Commoner, Leo Marx, and Rene Dubos. Nor was 
it fair on Nae!>S's part to confuse Western economic amuence with the 
very reasonable concerns of 'people in developed countries' for their 
health.l By the late 1960s, a very sizable liter-Hure - and mounting evi
dence - had appeared in the Unitcd States and Europe on the dangers 
that food additives, heavy metals, pesticides, nuclear wastes, and exotic 

chemicals presented to public weU-being. 
In fact, by the early 19705, American environmentalists (or what Naess 

called shallow ecologlsu), were very deeply concerned \vith the environ
mental impact of ' the amuent society'. They made symbolic protests. like 
the public burial of automobil es - naive gestures, perhaps, but expressly 
demonstrative actions against 'consumerist' values. What they lacked was 
not an explicit opposition to consumerism or affiuence but a clear under
standing of the profound social sources of pollution and the destruction 
of wildlife habitats. 

Nor did 1970s envirOlUnentalists have to be told about the need for 
biological diversity and symbiosis - themes that fonn one of Naess's 
theses in his lllqlliry article. Such ideas had been percolating within 
anarchic New Left ecological tendencies since the mid-1960s, and a lit
erature was emerging that stressed tile need for diversity as a basic 
requirement for ecological well-being. Nae!>S's thesis on 10c;!.1 autonomy, 
decentraliz;!.tion, and 'soft technologies' was also old hat by 1972; I had 
personally adv;!.nced it in a comprehensive inventory of alternative 
energy sources like solar, wind, and geothennal power as early 2S 1962.' 

Finally, it is worth adding that apart from his general references to 
decentralization, diversity, ;!.nd symbiosis, little in Naess's remedies for 
the environmental crisis distinguished his ideas from the reformist activi
ties of shallow ecologists. Indeed, deep ecology was quite tame in its 
vision of a new social dispensation. But Naess and his acolytes during the 
19705, confined to their fastnesses in the academy, were basically isolated 
from the new ecological trends - technological, communitarian, and 
political - that were emerging: in the United States. Their writings reveal 
little lived contact with the international environmental movement that 
was unfolding. If deep ecology was a movement, it was overwhelmingly 
a cerebral one that had little interaction with groups actively trying to 
expand public consciousness of environmental hazards and indeed of the 
need to change society's way of interacting with the natural world. 

From a theoretic;!.l standpoint, in what way did Naess distinguish deep 
ecology from shallow and other ecologies? 

.. 
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Naess's fonnulation that constituted deep ecology's most distinctive 
contribution to environmentalism was 'biospherical egalitarianism'. 
What Naess meant by this expression was 'a deep-seated respect, or even 
veneration, for ways and forms oflife'.' 'To the ecological field-worker,' 
Naess added, 'the equal right to iiVI' a"d blossom is an illll/itil'tly dear and 
obvious value a. .. 'tiom.'� In the dosing sentenCes of Ius two-paragraph 
thesis, Naess went on to address the extent to wluch such respect and 
reverence are important for the quality of human life, indeed, 'the deep 
pleasure and satis&ction we receive from dose partnenlup with other 
fonTIS of life', as well 2S the 'alien;!.tion' we feel from each other in the 
absence of such a 'partnership'. 

What is striking about these passages is precisely the intuitive basis on 
wluch they rest and the extent to which Naess's 'biospherical eb>al..itarian
ism' - or what was later called 'biocentrisll1' by lus acolytes - is oriented 

toward our own human, perhaps even anthropocentric 'pleasure and sat
isfaction' in living in 'dose partnership with other forms of life'. In this 
respect, Naess's rather anthropocentric concern for human pleasure and 
satisfaction is exceptional among the many people he and his followers 
were to win over to deep ecology and their wildlife and conservationist 
concerns. 

In time, Naess elaborated his position of 'biospherical egalitarianism' 
into a self-proclaimed biocentric ethic that professed to intuitively endow 
every life fonn with an unquestionable 'intrinsic worth' or 'intrinsic 
value'. In a 'biospherically egalitarian wodd', according to this ethic, 
human beings are intrinsically of no gre;!.ter (or lesser) value, than any 
Iife-fonn, be it a wolf, bear. eagle. or fruit fly. Like all other ;!.nimals, 
Naess allowed in his later writings, human beings have a 'right' to kill 
other life-forms to meet their 'vital needs' - which raises the very 
arguable question of what constitutes human vital needs. To this question 
Naess and his acolytes were essentially to respond by asking us to reduce 
our needs and 'live simply' - which ;!.g.ain raises the question of what one 
means by simply. In Naess's Jllqlliry paper, aU of these arguable issues 
were resolved with a catchy slogan: 'Live and let live' - apparently with 
the exception of predation to acquire food and meet other vaguely stated 
needs. 

In fact, many deep ecology acolytes used this slogan to justity - in 
theory, at least - a minimalist. indeed primitivist vision of human interac
ti on with the natural world. Which is not to say that all deep ecology 
theorists necessarily gave up their computers, sophisticated binoculars, 
and other high-tech accoutrements of the 'affiuent' society in favor of;!. 
'primitive' lifestyle. But interference with the ways of 'nature' was 
viewed askance. Indeed, the world view of prinutive or primal peoples -
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who, it was assum�d, lived in a joyously simple partn�rship with and love 
for the virginal world around them - became a model for contemporary 
ecologlcal visions of behavior and reality. 

Naess, for his part, enjoined deep ecologists to 'fight against cconomic 
and cultural, as much as military, invasion and domination', and to 
oppose 'the annihilation of scals and whales as much as to that of human 
trib�s or cultures'.' Such injunctions, too, were becoming the conven_ 
tional wisdom of environmental groups in the 19705 throughout much 
of the Western world, not only in the United States but in Britain and 
Gennany, where Naess's IIIquiry paper W2S virtually unknown. Indeed, so 
embedded were antimilitarist and conservationist views in the conven_ 
tional wisdom of environmentalistS by the 1960s and 19705 that, wh�n 
w�dded to the New Left activism of those decades, they acquired a 
r.ldical political and social form. 

There is precious little in Naess's Inqlliry paper that was not old hat at 
the time he wrote it. Even Naess's biocentrism, seemingly the most orig
inal feature of the paper, had become the stock in trade of conservation
ists influenced by the writings of John Muir and his conscious or 
unconscious devotees. Yet despite its brevity, Naess's paper unavoidably 
- and perhaps deliberately - raised but left unanswered a number of 
problems that still haunt the deep ecology movement to this very day. 

Why did such a patently simplistic and singularly unoriginal body of 
views as deep ecology take root in the first place - initially in the United 
States and later in Europe? 

To a great extent, it was the very simplicity - indeed, the simple
minded message - of Naess's ecological philosophy that made it attrac
tive. Deep ecology makes no great intellectual demands upon its 
followers. Its intuitions and a priori concepts, usually presented as simple 
homilies and metaphors, make it accessible to anyone who vaguely 'loves 
nature'. More a mood than a body of ideas, deep ecology derives its mes
sage from the same intuitive materials that have long been exploited by 

assorted gurus, shamans, priesu, fakirs, and dubious psychotherapists. 
Deep ecolob'Y, ill effect, nukes its appeal to the heart rather than to the 
head, and little intellectual effort is required to absorb its maudlin mes
sage of how to live the 'simple life' and behave 'ecologically'. 

But what accounts for its rise to popularity, rather than the similar, 
equally intuitive ecological tendencies that surfaced almost simultane
ously with it? One of Naess's more staid academic admirers, Warwick 
Fox, explains its influence as the result of a remarkably successful public 
rclations job. As Fox observes: 

•• 
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lire tcoplrilosop/ry rommllll;'Y'S Q((eptance oj tile shallowld«p tcology dis
tinctioll is dut Jar more /0 the powerfUl ad,'rxacy II,at Ihe disli"C/ioll 
reltivedjrom a wuplr oJ U1rilmJrom 1979-800", ralher Ihall 10 allY 
hlld oj co/lrrlive decisiml 011 the parI oj tire ecophi/osopiry cOImmmity. 1/1 
other words, d5 wilh so many idcas, tire shal/ow/deep ecology dislinC/ion 
was rffl!Cli"e/y thrust "1'0'1 ils reier1am imel/eClual (Ollfllfllllity rather than 

'clem'lI 10 �ce'" 

The 'couple of writers' to whom Fox alludes are two Californian acade
mics, George Sessions and Bill Devall, who zealously promoted deep 
ecology among a newly emerging environmental professoriat at academic 
conferences and particularly through Sessions' newsletter Ecophi/osophy in 
the mid-J9705. In Fox's view, if a given 'typology' (Naess's, in tltis case) 
frnds 'a couple of persuasive, committed. industrious, and eloquent sup
porters where the other typologies did not . . .  you have the beginnings of 
an identifiable intellectual movement/grouping/school.'· 

Indeed. so important were Devall and Sessions to the promotion of 
deep ecology that Fox, in his highly sympathetic account of the move
ment, observes that the two men 

aTe generally, a"d ""gill/y, aclmouAtdgtd by tcopili/osophers,jim, III bti'rg 
almost wholly "spotlsible JOT Irovi'rg ill/rodrICed Naell's Ilisli'Kliotl 
/betrwell deep and shallow tcology/ lo ti,e e{oplrilosopllirai {ol/url/mily (in 
aborH 1979-80); stco"d, /U beil�� vtry ImXely respolISibie, alollg rvillt 
Naess, for IIavi".� i,if/rle"ced the ecophilosop/dcal cotnll1lmily ill gelleml l!> 
lite poilll rllitrre reference to Naess's typology brcame accepled as slal/dard 
wilhill the space rif aJeu> years (by aroulld 1983-84); alld, Ilu"rd, as 
being Ilf'ry largely responsible - agai", a/olrg rvith Naess - JOT Iwvi"g 
irif/uellced a IIw"ber oj individual erophilosophers to Ihe point witere these 
illdividllals tlOW idrntify themulvts and/or art idenlified by OIlier 
ecophilosophrn as deep ecologists - or, at feast, as clost ftlativtS.'o 

In fact, Devall's and Sess.ions' promotion of deep ecology occurred ov�r
whelntingly within the framework of a collegiate-professorial world dur
ing the late 19705, in backwoods campuses like Sierra, Pitzer, and 
Humboldt Colleges. Sessions' general appeal may have been more the 
result of his interest III Spinoza and Whitehead than in Naess, whose 
work he docs not seem to have known until 1973. Naess, in tum, appar
ently attracted Sessions because oftheir shared interest in Spinoza. Devall 
appears to have followed Sessions more as a wilderness conservationist 
than as an ecological theorist. 

In any case, injoumals, bulletins. conferences, and seminars, academics 
generally deal with other academics. Like any professional coterie, they 
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cite one another's works ;Uld fonn clubby enclaves, quit� apan from the 
movements - social or envirOlUn�ntal - that swirl around their campus 
world. Not surprisingly, deep ecology in the late 1970s and early 19805 
was mainly a campus-oriented phenomenon. Its following: seems to have 
been composed mainly of teachers and the students they influenced, many 
of them were locked into their own disciplines with only glancing: contact 
with the actual environmental movements around them. 

But of the b'Teatest importance to deep ecology's rise - far greater than 
Sessions' and Devall's efforts in promoting it - was the ideological 
c1ima(� that followed the decline ohhe New Left, a climate that favored 
intuitive and mystical notions. Th�se notions had already existed in the 
19605 counterculture. which had mixed sporadic political activism with 
an abiding fascination for Asian mysticism. With the demise of the New 
Left. the counterculture's mysticism literally exploded in California in 
the 'New Age'. As the tidal wave of mysticism, with all its narcissistic by
products, rolled across the Sunbelt, it created a cultural region that can be 

justifiably called the Mystical Zone of the United States. 
Judging from the writings of Devall and Sessions, their academic clois

ter did lIot render them inunune to the mystical viruses that were 
exploding in the coUegiat� and countercultural worlds of their region. 
Drenched in Taoist, Buddhist, pagan, magical, and generically mystical 
notions, the California air has proverbially produced eclectic versions of 
the occult, indeed, of the cultic. to an e."'<tent that gives it few equals else
where in the Western world. 

The New Left of the radical 19605 had mOTe or less steadied the vari_ 
Ot

.
IS spiri�alisms that flourished in that culture area by freighting them 

With politlcal ballast. Mere intuition alone did not suffice to fight institu
�jonalized racism in the South or to protest the repression of free speech 
I� northern universities, let alone to maintain a viable political oTf,>aniza
lion on campus. At the national level, overheated notions of imminent 
social revolution created a degree of political zealotry that overshadowed 
the more or less zany relib';OUS cults that flourished in California's 
bohemias. 

Once the secular constraints that the New Left imposed on 
CaI�ornia's counterculture were removed, however, the mindless spiri
tu

.
ahs

.
m of the Mystical Zone reclaimed its traditional territory. Worse 

StIll, It rebounded militantly against the high politicization of the decade 
from which it had been expelled; partly as an anodyne for the anomie, 
the meaninglessness and dead�ning mediocrity that marked American life 
in the 19705 and 19805; partly too as a highly profitable source ofincome 
for the gurus who supplanted New Left o'"b>anizations. Ideas _ and the 
need to think them out or seriously deal with them, which th� New Left 
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d ! I-ast professed to demand in its debates and factional conflicts -
ha a c 

' I Z . crcasin�ly "placed by the fantasy world that the Mystlca Olle 
were III & '6 li ' d' 1 cd 
had nourished over previous generations. �aporou� ee ngs 

.
ISp ac 

h 'nundbending' challenges of rationahty, while the dehghrs of 

:n�thopoesis and mystery displaced the cold demands of secularity and 

intellectual clarity. 
Quite bluntly. the late 19705 were an i�eal time for deep ecology to 

k root in California, indeed in the Mystlcal Zone generally. It was an 
'" 

bel ' hi  . ideal slob ran for reprocessing, in typical Sun t las on, .1�tO a 

Wrl/QJ/.sdInUlmg superficial enough for anyone to adopt and spmtually 

uplifting enough to offer a restful soporific for all troubled souls. Indeed, 

deep ecology was an excellent malgesic for (he intellectual headaches of 

a culture that felt more at home with Disneyland and Hollywood than 

with political radicalism. . 
Nor was the Mystical Zone, which pioneered deep ecolo

.
g)', al�ne 111 

seeking relief from the demanding political and i�t�llectual tnb�latlons of 

Western civilization. The antihumanism, mystiCIsm, and nusanthropy 

that are now sedimented into present-day culture have long roOts in the 

social decay of our time. Deep ecology is a symptom of that decay even 

more than it is onc of its causes. 

What eventually catapulted deep ecology from the campus into the 

broader public realm was a conservationist direct action �o�e�le�t -

Earth First! _ that gave Naess's notion of 'biospherical egahtanarusm or 

'bioccntrism' headline quality. 
Inspired by Edward Abbey, whose books such as Desert So/illlire. 1

.
lad 

b'3ined a wide audience of nature-oriented readers, a number of faIrly 

young wilderness enthusiasts in the American southwest emb� [ked �n a 

direct-action 'mookeywrenching' campaign to preserve and, If pOSSIble, 

enlarge as much of 'primordial' America as they could. The concept of 

monkeyw-renching came from Abbey's popular novel, TIlt MOnk'tf 

WmICII Gang (1975), in which a conser:at�onist
. 

band of saboteurs 
wander through American desertS. demolishing blllboards and earth
moving eqUipment, and ultimately plan an ill-starred anempt to blow up 
the Glen Canyon Dam. . . '  

Earth First! was ostensibly founded by five men III Apnl t 980 - DaVId 
Foreman, Mike RoseUe, Howie Wolke, Bart Koehler, and Ron Kezar 
of whom four came from conservationist ofbranizations and one. Roselle. 
from a New Left-antiwar activist background. Judging from Foreman's 
COliftss;otlS oj lIU &0-Wamor, the name Earth First! was chosen to express 
the primacy of thc planct above such 'humanistic' notions as 'People 
Fim'." Foreman, at one time a Barry Goldwater admirer and political 
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conservative, is credited with inventing its name and Roselle is credited 
with designing its logo - a clenched fist in a circle. If Foreman's title 
denoted his misanthropic attitude toward the human species, Roselle's 
logo reflected the influence of the leftist tradition from which he ostensi
bly derived some of his social views; he later broke with Foreman 
presumably because of his misanthropy. 

Organizationally, Earth First! never became more than a very loosely 
fonned tendency within the environmental movement. In fact, most of 
its activities in the United States were essentially theatrical. More rhetor
ical than real, with its slogans favoring 'monkeywrenching' and 'ecotage', 
the group made headlines because of its threats to sabotage lumbering 
operations. Its colorful guerrilla theater antics at lumbering: sites, in 
which supporters dressed in animal costumes and carried large, decora
tive banners, were mediagenic photo-opportunities that made the front 
pages of newspapers. 

Earth First! also became an excellent and much-needed target for 
industry's cries against 'environmental extremists', which tended to give 
a 'terrorist' patina to the entire environmental movement. In fact, the 
Earth First! tactics of sitting before bulldozers, occupying tree branches, 
and blockading small tracts of forest land were largely symbolic: the 
movement was generally more of a media creation than a serious chal
lenge to polluters, lumbemten, and developers. To be sure, Earth First!. 
at least willie Foreman led it, added a sharper edge to the demands of 
conventional environmental organizations and even embarrassed them, 
but its achievements, in fact, were modest, and after much infighting, the 
extent to which Earth First! can still be said to be a stable or definable 
movement is arguable. 

In its 'heroic' days, however, Earth First! members and supporters 
shared certain views that were expressly antihumanistic. Although its 
members-supporters (the distinction is difficult to make) had diverse 
environmental agendas, its most articulate and best-known leaders were 
avowed Malthusians and even crude misanthropes. Their New Left tac
tics and logo notwithstanding, they advanced no serious criticism of the 
social status quo. As a number of their most articulate spokesmen were to 
emphasize, Earth First! regarded social issues as 'hullunistic' - they con
cerned the much-despised human species, not the furry or feathery non
human ones. By the early 1980s - whatever the clenched fist logo that 
appeared on its periodical, Earth First.r, may have originally meant - the 
periodical's editors and principal writers had adopted deep ecology as 
their theoretical framework, and the periodical opened its pages to deep 
ecology's leading proponents in the United States - Bill Devall and 
George Sessions. 
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In 1980 and 1981, in fact, it would have been hard to decide whether 

deep ecology was a movement or an academic ripple. Inasmuch as 

Nacss's Inqrliry article was unknown beyond a few campuses even in 

California, deep ecology's influence seemed to depend upon the number 
of people who read Sessions' newsletter, Ecophilosophy, or were privy to 
hearing Devall's papers at academic conferences. Oddly enough, even 
Naess, who did not meet Sessions until t 978, used the phrase deep ecology 

rather sparingly_ It was Devall who, according to Warwick Fox, 'elabo
rated the basic ideas of deep ecology at greater length [than NaessJ under 
rhe /Jame oj deep ecology and surveyed and classified much of the existing 
literature in terms of its points of contact with these ideas. " l  

In a second series of newsletters, Sessions - even more than Naess -
seems to have established the 'typology' that currently passes under the 

name of deep ecology. Despite his penchant for a Spinozistic pantheism 
and Asian quietism, Naess retains strong roots in his background as a 
logical positivist, which is to say trut he often takes recourse to precise 
mathematical and logical definitions, so akin to the analytical formalism 
that constituted his earlier phil osophical training. By contrast, Sessions is 
so patently mystical that his writings contrast markedly with those of 
Naess. As Fox observes: 

U"der deep ecology {Sessiolls} classified CI,ristian Franciscans (as opposed 
to Benedictine resourt!'" stewardship); the philosophy of Spinoza; the later 
pl!ilosophy oj Mart;'! Heid!'"gger; the pantheistic ecophilosophy of 
Robimon Jljfers; Aida Leopold's ecosystem-oriented !'"thies; John 
Rodman's ecological resistallce/cc% gical sensibility; Eastern prrx:ess phi

losophy (raoism and Buddhism); Weslcm prows philosophy 

(Heraclitus, WI!ilehead, at!d,jor Sessions, SpilJOza as well); the ecologi
cal wisdom oj various tribal cultures." 

In short, this 'typology' is an eclectic hodgepodge. SpinOla allows for 
no comparison with Heidegger, and that Taoism and Buddhism can be 
regarded as 'process philosophies' is, to put it mildly, arguable. But what 
1ll0St of - although by no means all! - these philosophics have in com
mon is a strong mystical undertow more characteristic of Californian 
notions of 'wisdom' than Norwegian notions of analytical sobriety. 
Moreover, apart from SpinOla, who by no stretch of the imagination can 
be regarded as 'biocentric' (indeed, quite the contrary is true) and possi
bly one or twO others, many of the proto-deep ecolob'Y thinkers Fox lists 
arc essentially anti-rationalists. 

Thus, precisely what constituted a wide-ranging or coherent theory of 
deep ecology was anything but clear - a problem that beleaguers it to this 
day. The deep ecology literature was confined for years mainly to academic 
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papers and Sessions' newsletters. By the early 1980s, in fact, no single vol
ume had yet appeared in English that could be called a definitive deep 
ecology book. To the extent that deep ecology has since become an 'estab
lished' ecophilosophy, it was primarily among some two hundred or so 
professors and/or their srudents whom Sessions and Devall could reach 
with their newsletter and conference papers. Despite growing support 
today, many academic envirolffilenulists viewed deep ecology with con
siderable skepticism or rejected it outright. For the rest of the Mystical 
Zone, deep ecology was more of a rumor that denoted deep thinking than 
a movement or coherent outlook. 

Not surprisingly, the phrase deep cwlogy first appeared as the title of a 
book which was in an anthology edited by Michael Tobias in 1984." 
Tobias seems to have used it as a catchall phrase to denote any insight that 
seemed more searching than the popular environmentalist literature of 
the clay. Not until 1985 did Devall and Sessions write and edit a collage 
entitled Deep Ecology: Living As If Nafllrc Mal/ered, making a definitive 
statement of deep ecology available to the English-reading public." The 
book was indeed definitive, for it reflected the eclectic typology of deep 
ecolob"l that Sessions had fonnulated more than any book on the subject 
slllce. 

By their own admission, the central theses of Devall's and Sessions' Deep 
Ecology are 'two ultimate norms or intuitions which are not themselves 
derivable from other norms or intuitions . . .  seif-realization and biocentric 
eqHality.'" 

Like Naess before them, Devall and Sessions use the terminology of 
'intuitions', not reasoned reflection. Intuitions constitute our 'sense' or 
feelings about something. As. a momentary personal apprehension, they 
are notoriously unreliable; indeed, they constitute precarious grounds 
upon which to base any outlook, much less the veritable Weltanschauung 
that deep ecology professes to otTer. It is my intuition, for example, that 
Devall's and Sessions' intuitions are outrageously wrong - which says 
nothing whatever about the validity, soundness, or insightfulness of 
either my or theif conflicting intuitions. Lacking divine guidance, I fail 
to see how this conflict can be resolved except by the intuitions of OUf 
readers. 

It shouJd come as no surprise, then, that Devall and Sessions tell us that 
their twO ultimate norms 'cannot be validated, of course, by the method
ology of modern science based on its usual [!] mechanistic assumptions 
and its very narrow [!] definition of data.'" This loaded and highly pejo
rative statement encloses deep ecolob"l'S 'nomlS' in a closet beyond the 
reach of critical analysis, immunizing deep ecology to the 'methodology' 
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of science and the challenge of reasoned argument. By casting aside 
reason, deep ecologists may dismiss - presumably intuitively - any 
lIlethod or data that are critical of their views. 

In the process, deep ecology appeals to an increasingly popular but 
erroneous image of scientific method as 'mechanistic' and confines its 
n:rrain of inguiry to a 'very narrow definition of data'. TillS antiscientism 
may go over well in the scented ashrams of the Mystical Zone, but 'the 
methodology of science' merely reguires experiential proof that various 
ideas are real, not divinations spun out by mystical gurus with or without 
Ph.D.s. In other words, the methodology of science constitutes a mini
mal objective criterion by which we may judge ideas on the basis of real
ity and not on the basls of the self-proclaimed insights of spooks. This is 
no trivial problem in a world increasingly beset by supernatural, manipu
lative, and, dangerously authoritarian intuitions that range from experi

ences with angels to fascistic fears of racial 'pollution'. 
Nor is the methodology of science always mechanistic. Apart from 

what is commonly called 'scientific method', a phrase that I believe 
requires restatement, the specific techniques associated with scientific 
analysis often vary from science to science. Hence deep ecology plays 
upon a popular prejudice that 'the methodology of science' is confined 
to 'a very narrow definition of data'. Cosmology today is such a sweep
ing, extravagantly creative, and even dialectical field of study that to call 
its methodology narrow is, to put it gently, evidence of gross ignorance. 
Its ever-changing and expanding vision of the origins, nature, and future 
of the universe defies some of the most imaginative plots dreamed of in 
science fiction. 

Chemistry, in turn, with its 'dissipative structures', is the scientific dls
cipline par excellence fOf deriving systems theories, in willch some of the 
most mystical of the Mystical Zone's theorists dabble. Biology, for its 
pan, abounds with a wealth of speculations and experiments that make 
the insights of deep ecology's founders seem singularly unimaginative. 
Paleoanthropolob'Y, ethology, and geology all have thrown more light on 
the marvels of the natural and human worlds in single papers than can be 
found in all the tomes on spiritualism and deep ecology in New Age 
bookstores. 

What Devall and Sessions seem to be telling us, in etTect, is that they 
have an ideolob"l, called deep ecology, that rests on tllcir intuitions, and 
that to challenge them is to be captive to the narrow and mechanistic 
method they impute to the sciences. Worse still, their intuitions cannot 
be judged by rational criteria, which presumably originate in a narrow 
and mechanistic methodology. And herein lies the rub: we cannot, 
by Devall's and Sessions' criteria, enter into a rational or scientific 
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exploration of their intuitions because to do so would challenge the 
authority of their personal faith. 

Thus, for Devall and Sessions to claim that their intuited nonru arc 
'arrived :at by the deep qllestiollillg process and reveal the importance of 
moving to the phil osophical and religious level of wisdom' is rhetorical.'" 
No 'deep qllestiollillg process' can rest exclusively on intuition, least of all 
that of Arne Naess, to which they are referring here. If Devall's and 
Sessions' 'deep questioning' cannOt be supported by experiential reality, 
other than what they regard as valid experience, it simply cannot be chal
lenged. One cannot attain a 'phil osophical and religious \visdom' with
out acknowledging the premises of objeaive knowledge (which include 
science) and the need for logical consistency, both of which stand at odds 
with the privileged claims of intuition. A questioning process that is insu
lated from rationality and experience can hardly be said to involve very 
much questioning at all. Nor is one intuition true and its contrary false if 
both rest merely on a personal belief. 

This is no trivial matter. It took thousands of years for humanity to 
begin to shake off the accumulated 'intuitions' of shamans, priests, chiefS, 
monarchs, warriors, patriarchs, ruling classes, dictators, and the like - all 
of whom claimed immense privileges for themselves and inflicted terrible 
horrors on their inferiors on the basis of their 'inUlited wisdom'. Once we 
remove the imperatives of rational inquiry that might challenge their 
behavior and the scientific criteria of truth that might challenge their 
mystical clailru to insight, social elites are free to use all their wiles to sub
jugate, exploit, and kill enOnTIOllS numbers of people on the basis of 
unsupported belief systems, irrational conventions, and purely subjective 
vie� of society and the world. 

A multitude of intuitions and irrational belief systems arc returning to 
the foreground in the closing years of this century. From mystical divina
tiollS to ethnic hatreds, these belief systems have grave implications for 
the future of modern society and the way people view reality. That deep 
ecology has contributed to this regressive trend with hortatory claims 
that arc strictly subjective, even personalistic, and often reactionary 
cannot be ignored - and must be seriously probed. 

Of the two 'ultimate norms' Devall and Sessions intuit, the first, 'self
realization' is the more wayward. 

In the counterculture of recent years, few terms have been tossed 
around more frequently than this eminently Western philosophical, reli
gious, and psychological expression. If self-realization means anything, it 
certainly implies the free development of a person's distinctive and indi
vidual potentialities. This Euro-American image of SelfllOOd and individ-
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uation has been centuries in the making. Devall and Sessions dismissively 

caricature it as 'tile modern Western self which is defined as an isolated 

ego striving primarily for hedonistic gratification or for a narrow sense of 
individual salvation in this life or the next,''' 

Western culture has nurtured a sense of individuality that is vastly more 
than isolated, hedonistic, and materially egoistic. Indeed, self-realization 
as a fulfillment of individual intellectual and spiritual potentialities was a 
m;tior goal, if not the major goal, of thinkers such as Socl'3tes, Plato, 
Aristotle, Aquinas, the Renaissance thinkers, Luther, the French 
Enlightellers, Hegel, Marx, and Freud, among many others, whose 
names are conspicuously absent from Devall's and Sessions' book. 

The reason these names do not appear in their book is obvious. By 
'self-realization', Devall and Sessions leave little doubt that they mean a 
certain type of religious notion of the self that can more properly be called 
self-effacemem. We have to shed, as they put it, the 'modern Western self' 
and reUlm to the traditional Asian notion of the individual, who disap
pears in a "'self-in-Self" where "Self" stands for oll,>anic wholeness'. 
More precisely, we have to return to a self for whom 'the phrase [sid] 
"one" includes not only me, an individual human,' Devall and Sessions 
emphasize, 'but all humans, whales, grizzly bears, whole rain forest 
ecosystems, mountalns and rivers, the tiniest microbes in the soil, and so 

011:>11 Subsumed in the unending natural cycles of ahistorical cosmolo

b>ies, this self (or more precisely, the lack thereof) is divested of control 
over its destiny. Historically, such a self was 10l1g subjugated to despotic 
monarchs and lords - all of whom have spoken in the name of a 'natural 
order', 'natural forces', and a divine or 'cosmic' power, ideologies that 
drained peasants, craftspeople, and slaves of the will to transform their 
destinies, not to speak of the spirit of revolt. 

This self-abnegating notion of individuality resonates with precisely the 
animal deities and spirits that humanity had to eventually exorcise in 
order to render social life secular and divest itself of imperial rulers who 
claim 'naturally' endowed powers for themselves. A 'self-in-Self' that 
'realizes' itself as part of an unthinking 'community' of 'whole rain forest 
ecosystems, mountains and rivers, the tiniest microbes in the soil, and so 
on' has not melged its identity with a larger cosmic whole; it has lost its 
identity, its distinctively human qualities as well as individual contours. 

Moreover, imputing a notion of the self to non-human beings and 
even inorganic entities presupposes a very anthropomorphic treatment 
of these phenomena, which cannot constitute a self in any meaningful 
sense of the tenn. The 'and so on' invites us, once we have imparted 
selfhood to mountains and rivers, to think of the barren moon, the stars, 
interstellar space, and galaxies - ill tenns of a degree of 'self-in-Self', 
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perhaps in 'hamlony' and 'interconnected' with the entire cosmos! 

This rhetorical recycling of Taoism and Buddhism, and their Western 
filiations, into a vulb>ar Californian spiritualism leads us, almost unerr
ingly, to the other 'ultimate nonn' on which deep ecology rests: 'biocen

tric equality'. Simply put: 

TIt: intuition ojbioctr.,ri( tqlltJli,y is ,IUll till fIrings ill ,/rr biospl.rrr /rallt: 
all rqlltll right to {jilt: tIIld blossom tllld to rr(J(h their OJIm illdivid.1tl1 jonn 
oj mifo/d;lIg and srif-rralizmio/l lvi/hill Iht' largt'r St'if-rralizalioll. 11.;s 
basil intuition is Ilral all orgatliSflfS and entilit's in Iht' ffosplrm /U parts 
rif tilt imerrt:la'td whole, are equal in intrinsic Iwrth .11 

This stunning doctrine literally defines deep ecology. 'Deep' it is in every 
sense - not only in the intuitions that the authors and their acolytes hold, 
but in the many presuppositions they make. 

If the self must merge - or dissolve, as I claim - according to deep 
ecologists, into rain forests, ecosystems, mountains, rivers 'and so on', 
these phenomena must share in the inteUectuality, imagination, foresight, 
communicative abilities, and empathy that human beings possess, that is, 
if 'biocentric equality' is to have any meaning. 

On the other hand, we may decide to agree with Robyn Eckersley, a 
champion of biocentrism, that no such abilities are necessary, that the 
'navigational skills of birds' are themselves on a par with the wide
r.mging intelligence of people. 

Is Ihm lIot somelhing st!f-strvillg and arrogallt in tire (llIIverifioble) claim 
that first IIatrlft is strivillg 10 tl(hievt: somrtlring tlrm Ir/U presenlly rttl(lrtd 
its most dtvtlopt:dJonn in lIS - srco"d lIalllrr? A mort impartial, bioctn
tric approtl(/r .wllfd be simply 10 (J(lmolVled� Ihal our special capabi/itits 
(t.g. a ,.iglrly develofXd consciolw.tsS, /angl/a� and lool-making capabil
ilY) arr: simply onr Jonn oj rxullt/lu alollgsidl' tlrt myritld oll,m (r.g. Ilrt: 
navigalional skills oj birds, ,/rr sOllar ltIpabililY Q/ld playfu/llrss oj dol
phi/IS, arId Ilrr imtlls/' sociality rif alliS) falhl'r Illali the fonn oj rxcellruce 
Ilrrollitl up by r,lol,jlion.:a 

Whether birds have navigation skills - which assumes conscious agency 
in negotiating theiT migratory flights over vast distance with dear geo
graphical goals - or primaril y  tropistic reactions to changes in daylight 
and possibly the earth's magnetic fields offorce, need not occupy us here. 
What counts is that Eckersley's state of mind, like that of deep ecologists 
generally, essentially debases the intellectual powers of people who, over 
previous centuries, consciously mapped the globe, b>ave it mathematical 
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coordinates, and invented magnctic compasses, chronometers, radar, and 

other tools for navigation. They did so with an intellectuality, flexibility, 
:lIld with techniques that no bird can emulate - that is, \vith amazing 

skillfulness, since skill involves more than physical reactions to natural 

forces and stimu li. 

When Eckersley places the largely tropistic reactions of birds on a par 
with human thought, she ditllinishes the human mind and its extraordi
nary :tbilities. One might as well say that plants have skills that are on a 
par with human intellectuality because plants can engage in photosynthe
sis, a complex series of biochemical reactions to sunlight. Are such reac
tions really commensurate with the ability of physicists to understand 
how solar fusion occurs and of biochemists to understand how photosyn
thesis occurs? If so, then corals 'invented' techniques for producing 
islands and plants 'invented' techniques for reaching to the sun in heavily 
forested areas. In short, placing human intellectual foresight, logical 

processes, and inllovations on a par with tropistic reactions to external 
stimuli is to create a stupendous intellectual muddle, not to evoke the 

'decp' insights that deep ecologists claim to bring: to our understanding of 
humanity's interaction with the natural world. 

Eckersley's crude level of argumentation is no accident: Devall and 
Sessions prepare us for it by approvingly citing Warwick Fox to the effect 

that we can make 'no fiml ontological divide in the field of existence: 

That there is no bifurcation in reality between the human and the non
human realms . . .  to the e:rtent that we perceive boundaries, we fall short 
of deep ecological consciousness. 'U 

No one has quite told whales, I assume, about this new evolutionary 
dispensation. Still less are grizzly bears, wolves, entire rainforest ecosys
tems, mountains, rivers, 'and 50 on' aware of their community with 
human beings. Indeed, in this vast panoply of life-fonus, ecosystems, 
mineral maner, and 'so on', no creature seems to be capable of kllO/ving 
irrespective of how they communicate with members of their own kind 
- :tbout the existence or absence of this 'Snn ontological divide' eXCI'pl 
ImmllIl being5. If, as Devall and SessioflS seem to believe, there is 'no finn 
ontolof:,oical divide' between the human and non-human realms, it is 
unknown to every species in the biosphere, let alone entities in the 
abioti c  world - except our own. 

In (,1ct, the ontological divide between the non�human and the human 
is fI(ry real. Human beings, to be sure, are primates, manunals, and verte
brates. They cannot, as yet, gct out of their animal skins. As products of 
organic evolution, they are subject to the natural vicissitudes that bring 
enjoyment, pain, and death to complex life-fonns generally. But it is a 
crucial fact that they alone knolll - indeed, (all know - that there IS a 
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phenomenon called evolution; they illolle know that death is a reality; 
they alolle can even fonnulate such notions as self-realization, biocentric 
equality, and a 'self-in-Self'; they alo/If can generalize about their exis_ 
tence - past, present, and furure - and produce complex technologies, 
create cities, conununicate in a complex syllabic fonn, 'and so on'! To 
call these srupendous attributes and achievements mere differences in 
degree between human beings and non-human life-fonns - and to 
equate human consciousness with the navigational skills of migratory 
birds - is so preposterously naive that one might expect such absurdities 
from chil dren, not professors. 

What apparently worries deep ecologists about this 'divide', with all its 
bifurcations and boundaries, is not so much that its e.xistence is obvious 
as that it is inconvenient. Beclouding their simplistic monism, we may 
suppose, is a fear of the dualism of Rene Descartes, which they feel 
obliged to dispel. Ironically, they seem incapable of coping with this 
dualism without taking recourse to a Bambi-style anthropomorphism 
that effectively transfonns al! non-human beings into precisely what they 
profess to abhor - namely, anthropomorphisms. If they cannot make 
human beings into non-human animals, they make non-human animals 
into human beings. Accordingly, animals arc said to have 'skills' in much 
the same sense that human beings do. The earth has its own 'wisdom', 
wilderness is equated with 'freedom', and all life-foans exhibit 'moral' 
qualities that are entirely the product of human intellecrual, emotional, 
and social development. 

Put bluntly: if human beings are 'equal in intrinsic worth' to non
human beings, then boundaries between human and non-human are 
erased, and either human beings are merely one of a variety of animals, or 
else non-human beings are human. 

But then, why should they not be in the Disneyland world of deep 
ecology? 

Having entangled the reader with extravagant clairm for a set of unsup
ported personal beliefS, Devall and Sessions proceed in the name of an 
exclusively human 'active deep questioning and meditative process' to 
reduce readers to the status of' "plain citizens" of the biotic community, 
not lord or master over all other species. '2' 

Devall and Sessions use words with multiple meanings to give the 
most alienating interpretation to people. Whatever a democracy could 
possibly mean in the animal world, human beings are not mere 'plain 
citizens' in a biospheric democracy. They are immensely superior to any 
other animal species, although deep ecologists equate superiority with 
being the 'lord and master of all other species', hence an authoritarian 
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once pt. But sllperior may mean not only higher in rank, status, and c 
uthority but 'of great value, excellence; extraordinary', if my dictionary �s correct. Th;lt superiority can simply mean 'having more kllolllledge,fore

jig/!t, and wisdom' - attributes we [night expect to find in a teacher or 

even a Zen master - seems to disappear from the highly selective deep 

ecological lexicon. 
Deep ecology's contradictory presuppositions, intuitions. anthropo

morphisms, and naive assertions leave us spinning like tops. We are 

enjoined to engage in 'deep questioning' in order to decide on it1lllitir'f 
grounds that we are intrillsically no different in 'worth' or 'value' from 
any 'entity' in the 'ecosphere'. Yet the deep questioning so prized by 
Devall, Sessions, Naess, ef aI. , is something that 110 other life10nn call do -
besides us. In the vastness of the ecosphere, nothing apart from human 
beings is capable of even voicing the notion of'biocentric q,>alitarianism', 
much less rmderstalldillg any notion of'rights', 'intrinsic worth', or 'supe
riority' and 'inferiority'. It is the ultimate in anthropomorphism to 
impute a moral sense to animals that lack the conceptual material of 
abstract thought provided by language and the rich generalizations we 
fonn in our minds from our vast repertoire of words. 

Strictly speaking, if we were nothing but 'plain citizens' in the eco
sphere, we should be as furiously anfhropo-Ullfric in our behavior, just as a 
bear is Urso-(etllric or a wolf Carto-wltrie. That is to say, as plain citizens of 
the ecosphere - and nothing more - we should, like every other animal, 
be occupied excll/sively with our own survival, comfort, and safety. As 
Richard Watson has so astutely noted: '[i]fwe are to treat man as part of 
nature on egalitarian tenns with other species, then man's behavior must 
be treated as morally neutral true' - that is, as amoral. In which case, 
Watson t;)ntinues, 'we should not think there is something morally or 
ecosophically wrong with the human species dispossessing and causing 
the extinction of other species.'� 

Yet deep ecolob>1sts ask us precisely in the name of a biospheric 'citi
zenship' not to be occupied exclusively with our survival. Put simply: 
deep ecologists ask us to be plain citizens and at the same time expect -
even oblige - us to think and behave as very UnCOITllllOn, indeed quite 
extraordinary ones! In a perceptive article, critic Harold Fromm states 
this contradiction with remarkable pithiness: 

TIle 'imrillsic worth' that biorelltrists [Ollneet lIIith allimills, plallts, alld 
mincrals is projected by Ihe desirillg hrunall psyche in the same lIIay Ihat 
'tile wi!! of God' is projected by human vanity IIpon a silent 'lIIiverse that 
"clIer says anything. The 'biocetllric' notion oj 'intrinsic ulOnh' is even 
more 'Jarrtssistically 'm,thropocfmn"c' thall ordinary se!f-illterest becaflse it 
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hopI's to athirvr ;11 ends by dwy;"g that o"eseIJ is the puppeteer-ventril
oquist brhind the world o"e perreives as valuable.lo> 

As biocenulStS, deep ecologistS ask us take the role of the invisible pup
peteer - pulling the strings and ignoring the bet that we are pulling 
them. 

If human beinb'S are to regard themselves merely as plain citizens or 
equals to all other species in the biosphere, they must be invi5ible pup
peteers: they must be guided by ethical canons that exist nowhere in the 
aninul world and, at the same time, deny that they differ in their rights 
and intrinsic wonh from the amoral world of nature, in short, bereft of 
ethics. Indeed, deep ecologistS urge us to do this because we will aesthet
ically, materially, and spiritually 'benefit' from holding such an attitude 
toward the natural world - a crassly anthropocentric argument. That 
only human beings in the entire biosphere can confer 'rights' upon non
human beings precisely because as humans they are so radically diffcrent 
from other life-fonns seems to elude most deep ecologists. 

Where deep ecologists try to resolve this conundrum, their solutions 
arc sophistic at best and circular at worst. 'Employing ethics and values, 
which are cultural objects,' observes Christopher Manes, one of the Illost 
misanthropic of the deep ecologistS 'may appear to contradict the COntent 
ofbiocentrism, and it is undoubtedly incongruous to talk about the righu 
of nature when the concept of legal rightS is traditionally associated with 
the triumph of culnlre over nature, or, in Kantian [emu, duty over 
instinct. '1> Despite the pejorative characterization of rightS as the ' lrimrlplt 
of culture over nature', 'legal righu' arc not necessarily or often com
monly equatable with 'ethics' and 'va]ues', which may often stand in flat 
opposition to a culture's laws. In the absence of human beings, more
over, Nature cannot of irself generate any system of rights - which still 
leaves us in a puzzle. To resolve it, Manes invokes Naess's point that 'our 
self includes not only our ego and our social self, on which the impera
tives of ethics play, but also a broader identification with ecology itself.' 
Speaking bluntly: this is pure rhetoric, not a 'deep' reply. Indeed, broad
ening our 'ego and our social self' docs not necessarily bring about 'a 
broader identification with ecology', that is with other life-fonus, moun
tains, rivers, and so on. There are many examples of selfhood in which 
the self is fom)ed in contrast to other ImIHal1 selves, not necessarily in 
contrast to an encompassing natural world. 

[n another ideological strategy, Manes asserts that 'in the concept of 
the Ecological Self, human illltrt'SIS and natural imars/S become fused and 
there is no need to appeal to the lraditional discourse of righu and values. 
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The iIJIr.�rily of the biosphere is SUI! as the i/JIegrity oj our OWIl pmofJs; the 
' J  of the natural world arc implied in our rig/II to bt IWIHQ/I Q/Jd n,� 115 

ImIHQ/Je. '. 
This amounlS to a white flag of surrender. What 'interestS' can be 

. uted to 'Nature' that are even definable in ethical tenns? How do unp , fh h '  I '  . . , they become 'fused' with the 'interestS 0 umans, t ose p am citizens 
whose 'intrinsic worth' is equal to that of all other life-fornu? What con
stitutes the 'integrity' oCthe biosphere? Why are the 'rights' of the natural 
world 'implied in our right to be human and humane'? Where did ideas 
of , interests' and 'integrity' come from, ifnot from human morality and 
an anthropomorphic conceptualization of 'human interests'? 

To mechanically transfer tlle complex repertoire of rights, moral stric
cures, wisdom, and philosophy that exists in society to the biosphere, as 
though this repenoire could arise, let alone exist, without human beings 
is to grossly mystifY humanity's interaction with the natural world and 
neutralize the rich content of these distinctly humanistic tenns. Divested 
of their historical, social, and cultural moorings, these social ideas and 
practices are cheapened into slogans. This divestiture renders it imposs
ible to fom)ulate a serious ethics that can be used in humanity's relations 
with the natural world, as well as between human and human in the 
social world. Reduced to abstractions that float in an inruitional cloud, 
'values', 'rights', and 'humane' behavior, arc more transcendental than 
real, in a deJado dualism that simply bypasses their human origins - and 
actually becomes captive to the very origins it seeks to avoid. Iu Manes 
writes, invoking Warwick Fox, the real goal of this ecological ethics is 
'the decentering of humankind' - as though it were not human beings 
alone and only alone who could follow ethical injunctions in relation to 
the natural \Vodd.� 

While deep ecology trivializes the human spirit, it depends immerucly 
on humanistic appeals to support its mOSt basic tenets. Moreover, its 
absorption of human individuality into a mystical self-in-Self of cosmic 
proportions advances a reactionary mesSage. In a mass society, where sclf
hood is atrophying under the assault of social forces and institutions over 
which the individual has vinually no control; when disempowemlent has 
become an epochal social patholo!,>y; when women, people of color, the 
pOor, and the underprivileged are asked to surrender what fragments of 
3lltOnomy and freedom they still possess to the power of multinational 
corporations, impersonal bureaucracies, and the state - the 'decentering 
of humankind' opens the way for a cultural and social barbarism of 
frightening proportions. 

Equally troubling is the outright misanthropy that many deep ecolo-
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gists advance. To Christopher Manes, for example. humanity is a 'rtla
til'f'iy txpttlt/ablt part' of the cnvironmcnt.JO Such derogatory views of 
humanity arc matched by the icy indifference to human life ;md suffering 
in the writing of deep ecology's most important theorists. Consider the 
following dilemma: an acrive rattlesnake takes up residence under a fam
ily house, posing a grave danger to the child who lives there. The father 
must decide whether to kill the snake or risk the death of his child. For 
moS( people. this would nOt he a difficult decision; but for deep ecolo
gists, the vital needs of the child and the snake - for life - are equal. Bill 
Devall, who actually cites such a case in his book, Simple ill MtnllS, Rich 
it' Emls (t99O), advances :I principle of 'species impartiality' by which 
such decisions can be made. Devall's principle reads: 'fijaimess in resolu
tion of real conflicts can only occur when humans are not given any 
special privileges because they are humans.' By this principle, that is, 
humans should allow themselves no 'special privileges' in coping with 
such problems mcrely because 'they are humans'.)' The child's father, 
who has already survived sevenl bites from ratclesnakcs, opts for killing 
the snake, earning Devall's reproval: ' I  urged [the father] to make peace 
with the rattlesnake the way St. Francis made peace bet\.Veen a wolf and 
villagers in northern Italy in thc famous thirteen-century story.')' Alas, 
we are not all 'saints' like Francis with a special pipeline to God. 

Lest we suspect that Devall is merely fatuous, arrant misanthropy 
emerges in the dosing pages of his book: '{w]e lack compassion and seem 
I!J misanthropic if we turn our backs on hundreds of millions of humans 
who reside in megalopolises. However, when a choice must be made, it 
seems consistent with deep ecolob'Y principles to fight on the side of 
endangered species and animals'JJ - and presumably ignore the plight of 
congested urban dwellers, which is a concern of 'misplaced humanists'. 
What concerns Devall about cities is not only the absence of 'wild ani
mals' P] there but the extent to which 'urban elites' exercise power with 
thcir 'materialist ideology and nihilism'. This trend, too, is a concern 
only of 'misplaced humanists', who also would wrongheadedly - in 
Devall's view - justify 'large-scale in-migration to Western Europe and 
North America from Latin America and Africa'.l4 Such views arc redo
lent of the reactionary ideology currently abounding in the First World 
against peoplc of color from the Third World. 

Finally, deep ecology is heir to the lingering legacy of Malthus, whose 
warning about population growth outstripping food production 'was 
ignored by the rising tide of industrialltechnolo);ical optimism', according 
to Devall and Sessions.'" Whereupon they extol William Catton,Jr, author 
of OverJhtJol, for applying 'the ecological concept of carrying caJltlcily' and 
remind us that William Vogt, who 'articulated' the environmental crisis, 
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'atlocipat]ed] the work of radical ecologist Paul Ehrlich in the 1960s'. 
Vogc's recipes for diminishing population by withholding antibiotics from 
Third World countries go unmentioned. (See Chapter 3.)'" 

The misanthropic orientation of deep ecology was taken to its logical 

conclusion by Earth Fi£St1's founding thinkers who, unencumbered by 

academic peer pressures, were more outspoken than Naess, Devall, and 
Sessions. 

An inglorious moment of truth occurred in an interview with David 
Foreman, Earth Firsd's indubitable leader, conducted by Bill Devall and 
published in an Australian periodical, Simply Liviug, in 1986." Devall's 
introduction to the interview was inimitable ill its admiration of 
Foreman. 'One of [Foreman's] quotes,' Devall exudes, 'is from John 
Muir concerning the relations between bears and people. Muir wrote, 
over a hundred years ago, that if a war should comc bct\.Vecn bears and 
humans, he would be sorely tempted to fight on the side of bears. Says 
Foreman: "That day has arrived, and I am enlisting: in service to the 
bears. '" 

Devall first asked Foreman, 'What is the relation bet\.Vccn deep ecol
ogy and Earth Firsd?' To which Foreman replied: 'I think deep ecology 
is the phil osophy of Earth First! They are pretty much the same thing 
[but] I think EF! is a partj(llltlr style of deep ecology.' The moment of 
truth, however, followed Devall's pointed question: 'Do you think pop
ulation is an important issue?' To which Forem<lll respondcd: 

W1,tU J ,ell peoplt 1I0w tilt IjJ(IrJt thing wr (ould do ill Elhiopitl is to givt 
tlid - IIII' best tiling would bl' /0 jus/let "atllff sttk its OWII btl/al/ct, 10 /1'1 
Ihe pooplt llImo jllSl SIanif' tlu�rt, Illty thi"k /Ilil/ is monstrous. BUI tht 
tl/tenlllliVl'is tllat yOlI go in and save thest lIa!f.dttld ,hUdrc" 11'/10 will "tVI'f 
livt a wlwlt lift. Thtir drvelopmtnl ,viII be stlmltd. A"d u4,tl/'s goiflg to 
llappnl in fet! year! limt is that lwilt <IS "1<llIy poopll! lIIiII suffir mid die. 

These clt<lritable remarks were followed by an opinion on inunigration 
by Latin Americans to the United States. 'Letting the USA be an over
flow valve for problems in Latin America is nOt solving a thing. It's JUSt 
putting more prcssure on the resources we have in the USA. It is JUSt 
causing more destruction of our wilderness, more poisoning of water and 
air, and it isn't helping the problems in Latin America.' Dcvall - a pillar 
in the triune propagators of deep ecology in the United States -
found nothing to object to in these statements: indeed, he seemed to 
acknowledge the legitimacy of Foreman's concern by offcring the help
ful query: 'Why haven't mainstream environmental groups dealt with [he 
Population issue?' 
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Foreman's mentor, Edward Abbey, intruded ethnic chauvinism, 
indeed, elements of nativism, into the debate that foUowed this inter
view, Abbey wrote: 

TIltr!! aft a good many ftQSom to call a hafl 10 jlmlll!r imm(�T(ltio" 
illlo Iht U"iled SltlIeJ, One stldom menlioned, hOlwvn, is culwft: Ihe 
U"jud SltJlt:S liral Ivt livt ill loday, lUith its Iradiliom a"d idtals, IlOu�vtr 
imptrftctly rraliud, is a prodlllf oj Iwrtlrmr Ellroptan civilization, if lilt 
allolv ollr cormlry - our wrmlry - 10 btcome Lalilli:ud , 1vt lvill � 

JOIUd lO (J((tpt a mort rigid daH sySltm, a patror1 style oj polilia ' "  and 
a gftattr rtfiam:e Oil (n'me and violence as IlOnna/ instnrmenls oj s()(iaf 
challKe.JI 

Elsewhere he repeated this theme: 

Perhaps tvtr-callti,millg illdrrstria/ alld popu/alioll growth is not tile tnlt 
road 10 Immall happilltSS, ' " Itl which case it mighl be wise Jor liS as 
Amtricall cilium 10 (O/fsider calling a halt 10 Ille mass ilif/IIX oj ever more 
mjl/io'lS oj IlImgry, (�1l0rallt, IlIIskilled, alld w/tuT(ll/y-moral/y-gelltlically 
impol'erislJed ptople ," 

'Genetically impoverished', no less? One is prone to cry: really! 
In faCt, an article I wrote in response to these remarks and the 

Foreman-Devall interview, 'Social Ecology Versus "Deep Ecology": A 
Challenge for the Ecology Movement', was greeted with savage acri
mony, sprinkJed with a measure of red-baiting, over severa1 issues of 
GIrTh First!,- To this day, I can only wonder if academic deep ecologists 
would ever have dissociated themselves from the misanthropic and 
nativistic views Foreman expressed in the Simply Livillg interview had I 
not criticized it." Even after my intervention, it took a year, to the best 
of my knowledge, before Arne Naess, Bill Devall, George Sessions, and 
WalWick Fox renounced Foreman's position with varying deb 'Tees of 
emphasis:l Still later, Foreman in a debate with me seemed to withdraw 
his harsher misanthropic formulations. For some two years, the enviroll
mental press resounded wi th the criticism and countercriticisms between 
supporters of Foreman's Simply Living views and my own - nor have 
they entirely quieted down to this day." Sessions' dissociation from 
Foreman's views, in fact, proved to be equivocal. Writing in Foreman's 
new magazine, Wild Earth, in 1992, Sessions declared: 
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plantl) (ollCeming al/ollrillg Eliziopialls 10 stan't, ami AIDS as Nalrlft'S 

populatioll COlllrol device, provided /3ool.:(izill lviliz tilt opporllmity IJe 
/lutled." 

sessions' expression of solidarity ,vith Foreman's behavior, which he had 
rcviously renounced, hardly merits comment, At the time the Simply LI,jII.� interview was published, to the best of my knowledge, neither 

Foreman, Devall, or other luminaries in the deep ecology 'movement' 
characterized Foreman's observations as 'casual', still less delivered simply 
fOf their 'shock value', Quite to the contrary, Foreman and many of his 
supponers defended these remarks militantly. 

Deep ecolob'Y and much of its literature is unnervingly redolent of the 
reactionary views chronicled by Fritz Stern and George Mosse in 
Germany prior to the rise of National Socialism:! Cries like 'Back to the 
Pleistocene! ' during Earth First!'s militmt days contribute to a mentality 
that denies human uniqueness even as it appeals to human beings to carry 
out an ethics that no animal can possibly have, At the same time, deep 
ecology views humanity rather cheaply. Its literature abounds with 
denunciations of humanity as a 'cancer' on the planet and human inter
vention into the natural world as demonic. Hardly any connection is 
shown betwecn the social maladies that affiict OUf age and their role in 
detemlllling society's relationship to the natural world. It holds the basic 
assumption of Lynn White, Jr, that our present environmental problems 
�tem from cultural origins - that is, Christianity's disdain for the natural 
world.4I' This argument reduces society's relationship to the natural world 
to simplistic psychological tenns. If we merely remedy our think.ing and 
living habits, individual by individual, we shall Fresumably become 'plain 
Citizens' of the biosphere with agreeable ecological habits. The impact of 
this personalistic view of the ecological crisis and its sources, has - like 
sociobiolOb'Y and ecomysticism - significantly shined public attention 
from the social roots of our ecological dislocations to a psychological 
level of discussion, if not a religious view, 

Ame Naess, po;:rhaps the most socially conccmcd of the deep ecolo
gists, merely collapses into extreme inconsistencies when he deals with 
his social ideas. In his Ecology, Commrmily, and Lifestyle: Ollt/inc oj <III 
Ewsopily, Naess avers that deo;:p ecologists 'seem to move more in the 
direction of nonviolent anarchism than towards communism. 
Contemporary nonviolent anarchists arc clearly close to the gro;:en direc
tion of the political triangle.' Whereupon Naess quickly catapults from 
his seemingly gentle anarchism into claims that 'with the enonnOlls and 
exponentially increasing human population pressure and war or warlike 
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conditions in many places. it seems inevitable to maintain some fairl), 

strong central political institutions. 
,
., Indeed, lest this not seem demand

ing enough, he adds that 'the higher the level oflocal self-determination 
the s lTMger Ihe cel1lra! allt!lOn"l), must be in order to override local sabotage 
of fundamental !,'Teen policies.' Aside from the element of 'Newspeak' 
here, in which the 'higher the level of local self-determination', the 
greater is our need for a 'central authority', such calls for a strong central 
authority, let it be noted, have become the bedrock credo of extreme 
right-wing 'environmentalists' in Europe.'s 

In the light of Naess's conunitment to a strong state, what happens to 
free choice, idiosyncratic behavior, persona! talents, and individuality? 
Or, for that matter, to his 'nonviolent anarchism'? And, if the Cosmic 
'Self' into which the 'self' should dissolve is a suprahuman ort,>anism, a 
'whole' - a 'totality'? - that blots out personal identity in traditional fam
ilies and communities stmctured around castes, deep ecology can easily 
b::come an ideolo!,'Y for a strong centralized state in the name of perpet
uating the 'rights of Nature' .  

Ecomysticism is part of a larger spectmm of mysticism that plagues the 
Anglo-American and Gennan consciousness on a scale that seems very 
much like a throwback to medievalism. It is smug, indeed, to express 
worried concern about the rise of Islamic and Christian fundamentalism 
while ignoring phenomena like channeling, astrology, feng simi, tarot, 
Jungian archetypal psychology, infantilism, and angdology, to cite some 
of the more prom.inent ideologies on the ever-widening landscape of 
spiritualism. and mysticism. 

Despite two centuries of enlightened humanism and rationalism, the 
past few decades have seen an appalling regression by a sizable part of the 
public into supernatural and supranatural cults. More than 90 per cent of 
Americans, for example, believe in the existence of a supernatural deity. 
A comparable number believe in the immortality of their souls, and a few 
individuals have 'tested' this conviction with 'near-death' experiences, in 
an effiuvium of recent books. Si.'{ty-sewn per cent of the American pub
lic claims to have experienced 'extrasensory perception' (ESP); 42 per 
cent allow that they have had (or have) contact with the dead; 31 per 
cent claim to possess clairvoyant powers; and 29 per cent have had 
visions of one kind or another. 

Andrew Greeley, who conducted this survey with the University of 
Chicago's National Opinion Research Council in the late 19805, 
observes: 'Our studies show that people who've tasted the paranonnal, 
whether they accept it intellectually or not, arc anything but religious 
nuts or psychiatric cases. They are, for the most pan, ordinary 
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Americans, somewhat above the nonn in education and intelligence and 
somewhat less than average in religious involvement.''' Nor should 

Europeans be consoled that this problem is Strictly American: the scale in 

Western Europe may not be as great as in the United States, but there is 

prima facie evidence of mysticism's rapid !,'Towth on the continent. 

Indeed, at a time when Nobel laureates in physics and other leading 
figures in high culture argue quite seriously about the existence of deities 

and spirits, we have reason to shudder about what is going on among the 
less educated, ordinary people surveyed by Greeley and his associates. 
Seekers in the realm of the paranonnal who undertake a survey of the 
cults themselves are likely to suffer few disappointments about their grip 

on the public mind. 
A veritable jungle of paranonnal cults and nostmms abounds in the 

United States. Broadcast airwaves arc filled with fundamentalist preach
ers, of often dubious theological credentials and even more dubious 
morals; the advertisements of psychics and astrologists (many of whom 
profess to possess a license to engage in their crafts by 'professional' soci
eties!) are everywhere. These tele-'visionists' are prepared to offer their 
insights on life and destiny over the telephone for a suitable charge, char
acteristically at 53.95 a minute (a bargain compared with a $4 charge!). 
Such sums are likely to chill the ardor of the most parsimonious mystics, 
who have to make do with the advice and predictions they glean from 
the astrology columns of the daily newspaper or from periodicals with 
names like Miracles. The airwaves arc cluttered with the shrieks of stri
dent 'opinion makers' who variously bark their views on God and inter
view people who claim to have communicated with extraterrestrials. 
Tabloid newspapers in supemurkets celebrate everything from the 
revival of Egyptian mummies to parents whose youngest child is half-fish 
and half-human. 

To be sure, mystical cults are as much a part of Euro-American life as 
apple pie in the United States, fish and chips in Britain, knockwurst in 
Gemlany - or perhaps McDonald's hamburgers everywhere. We need 
not look to ancient Rome, the medieval world, or the Refomlatioll to 
find evidence of how readily cults have turned into sedate, even univer
salist religions or demonologies. The explosive growth of the Church of 
Latter-Day Saints (Mormons) beyond its home terrain in Utah to all parts 
of the United States and to numerous countries abroad attests to the 
growing b'Ullibility of people who live in an era that has actually 
unearthed the 'secrets' of life and matter. The influence of Mary Eddy 
Baker's gospel of Christian Science, with its rejection of modern medi
cine in favor of the therapeutic powers of biblical precept, by far exceeds 
the influence of Mark Twain's scathing books on Monnonism and 
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Christian Science alike. Yet Christian Science has been only a century Or 
so in the making, willi e  Mormonism began to surface on a worldwide 
scale only in the past two generations. 

What nukes the present-day cults a unique phenomenon is that they are 
appearing at a time when there is no lack of secular knowledge. such as chu_ 
aaerized past ages, but ramer when there is a surf til of such knowledge. 

Mystical and particularly tllllirationai and aUlihumanistic cults are 
becoming prevalent because more and more people know tOO much, even 
if vaguely, about the nature of reality - and they are frightened by what 
they know. Science and reason have 'told' them that they are on their own 
- with enonnous powers to change the world around them, for better or 
worse. LeSt we exa�'erate the impact of metaphysics and high culture, 
their problem is not that Hegel and Nietzsche have told them that 'God is 
dead', or that Ma:.: Weber has told them that the world is 'disenchanted', 
however much these notions have been played up by academics. 

Few of the modern cultists have ever read Nietzsche, still fewer Hegel, 
nor are they likely to be familiar with Weber. It is a vanity that academics 
entertain that their own interests correspond to those of the non
academic public. Moreover, as history has shown, people can behave 
quite frighdUUy or carry the burden of terrible afllicrions, from famine to 
war, on their shoulders in the full belief that 'God is alive' and the world 
is 'enchanted'. Far more important than the archaic beliefs they hold or 
have discarded are the contradictions in the human condition itself. The 
enonnous promise of technology to provide a world of material abun
dance, security, and freedom from toil has not been fulfilled for most of 
humanity, and it is largely the mystification of social reality, not the 
power of ideological hyperreality, that has produced a desire to escape 
from the existing state of affairs. 

Put simply: modem people adhere to traditional beliefS with the same 
devotion that filled the heam of their ancestors of earlier times. The 
enonnous revival of religion in Russia, following the breakdown of a 
militantly atheistic Communist st<lte, together with the growth of a 
bourgeois mean-spiritedness and anti-Semitism after two generations of 
'socialist' re-education between 1917 and the 1980s, attests to the tenu
ous hold of belief syStems when they are mrrely systems of belief. A good 
deal morc than beliefs account for human behavior, even for the beliefs 
people profess to hold. 

For most people, what truly counts is whether their beliefS are consistent 
with the reality around them. If they are not, people may shift their 
beliefs, adopting either an enlightened humanism that e.xplains reality, or 
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. .  _. that allow them to escape from reality. In our own time, nerstltlor... . . 
Sllr.-r  illS are particularly tenuous because the SOCial world IS chang-hebe syste 
. pidly ro support any ideology for a great length of time. An mg toO r.l · k1 h  h i  I that scentS acceptable today qUlc y ecomes 0 so ete tomor-
ideo Ob'Y . 

beforc it can be elaborated and become deeply entrenched III 
roW, evell 
the popular mind. 

The consequence of these rapid social tr.lnsfonnations is that we live in 
world of cults rather than entrenched traditional ideologies, of lightly 

�eld myths r.lmer than seriously considered convictions - and, above all, 
of easily adopted absurdities that are only half-believed and discarded as 
easily as gannents. Psychic instability reflects, in great measure, modem
day social and technological instability. !he �er a given 

.
craze, the more 

likely it is that it will be adopted as an Ideologrcal playtlung and then let 
go as a passing absurdity. Its future depends upo� whether it pr.ovides 
people with respite from the demands of a changrng world that IS very 
much in need of rational control and whose management seems to be 
clouded in mystery. Thus present-day cults, from ecomysticism to vari
ous theisms, 'reenchant' nothing, despite their extravagant claims to do 
so. In a broad sense, they are merely means to avoid an extravagantly 
mobile reality that must sooner or later be engaged by using candor and 
secular underst<lnding, if its potentialities for a rational way of life are not 
to be aborted - be it by an ecological, social, or military disaster. 

The process of psychologically eluding reality has been very much 
under way since the early 19705. Its roots can be found in the 19605 
counterculture, which, once it lost its political direction, rapicUy disin
tegrated into privatism, an ever-changing collection of nostrums for per
sonal development, and a mysticism inherited from the beatniks. An 
'omnibook of personal development', published in 1977 wim the impri
matur of PsydwlOKY Today, lists more than a hundred strategies for vari
ously finding, sedating, and/or improving oneself.JO Some of these 
strategies have gone out of fashion, after only a fairly short lifespan: 
others persist marginally, almost by sheer psychic and social inertia; quite 
a few arc now 'established' techniques: and still others are quasi-religious 
and religious belief systems in their entirety. Their greatest merit, in most 
cases, is that they are 'usable', 'practical', and possibly 'interchangeable', 
each adding synergistically to the other for enhanced 're-enchantment' 
or therapy. 

Acupuncture, of course, enjoys the prestige of antiquity. Just as the 
a�cient Greeks thought Egypt was the font of wisdom because of its long 
history, so acupunCture, to which we call also add shamanism, tantra, and 
yoga, shares the pedigree of ancient Oriental origins. But much of the 
onmibook is filled with techniques and belief systems popular in the 
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19705 whose heyday has long since passed, supplanted by what I can best 
call 'old-new' mysticisITl5 and theisms - the recycled products of tradi_ 

tional, even long-discarded, beliefS leveraged into usage for the end of 
the century and the beginning of the new one. They arc marked by 

juvenility, by a steady retreat into a world of fairy tales and childhood 
phases of life. They an: the stuff of primality, closed to critical examina_ 
tion and intellectual growth, with all its phases, pains, and demands. 

An exemplary primal tad is the pursuit of the 'inner child', a psycho
mystique that was born decades ago when a cult shaped by the notion of 
a 'fall' from innocence in private life focused on an 'inner nature' of the 
individual that adulthood had tainted with experience, rationality, and 
responsibility. Synergized by neo-Freudian notions of infantile polymor
phousness, Jungian archetypes, and the like, it can even be traced back to 
a Christian precept, which gives childhood innocence and sheep like 
meekness a high degree of valuation over maturity and its overly civi lized 
doubts about the world. 

Like the new popularity of TIle Simpsons, a television cartoon series for 
adult audiences, the new infantilism seeITl5 to appeal to a still surviving 
sucking instinct in the psyche that is beyond the constraints of age and 
experience. As Newsweek reports, 'With grown baby boomers acting like 
perpetual teens, real teens are acting like infants.' At a juice bar in a fash
ionable New York dance club, a mall wears 'a pajamas top and a Donald 
Duck backpack', while in a corner, 'Dr. Seuss-style stocking caps flop 
madly. Nearly everyone at the dance hall is adorned with pacifiers, kiddie 
charms, doll-like figurines, and playing with toys. A sturdy construction 
worker in his early twenties declares: "We've got to be to:; again. That 
life was so cool. You just sucked." '" 

Infantilism persists in modish stores that sell toys and games expressly 
designed for adults of all ages. Not only juvenile amulets but giant Panda 
bears arc available to any middle-class man or woman who may want to 
cuddle up with ersatz furry things in the journey to sleepland. Tapes can 
be bought that bring on a gradual dozing - if not nostalgia - with songs 
like 'London Bridge Is Falling Down'. &rman and TIle Flintstolles, 
movies based on cartoons popular when the baby boomers were chil
dren, draw record adult audiences today. 

If these juvenilisITl5 do not improve our knowledge of the world, 
people who say they have had ncar-death experiences assure us all will 
end well in the next one. Everyone, it seems, will be well received ill 
heaven. An increasing number of articles, books, and radio and television 
interviews describe the contours of the afterlife. For those who doubt the 
immortality of the soul, most near-death experiences describe a glowing 
light after life has temporarily ended that is iridescently inviting, which 
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should cause us to wonder - gi�e� the
. 
sales fih'Ures these books rack up

whY the reader desires to remam III tillS earthly vale of tears at all. 

Ecomysticism may be for highbro�, but angelology is for everyone. 

This latest extension of biblical theology into modern Yuppie and 
Iebeian culture alike has a number of c1eq,')'ffien worried - for if we all �ave angels with whom we may directly conununicate, what need have 

we for clerics? In any case, the growing public fascination with 'the 
angels among us', to cite the title of a feature article by several writers in 
Time magazine, may be taken as an example of how the modern 

mystical Zeitgeist relies on materiality and tangibility, not merely on 
the invisible and metaphysical.�l 

Clerical trepidations aside, such prestigious institutions as Harvard 
Divinity School and Boston College, among others, offer courses on 
angds, and the potentiality for a growing audience of believers should 
not be sneezed at. A recent TimelCNN telephone survey reports that 
nearly 70 per cent of the American public believe that angels exist. Fifty
five per cent believe that they are higher spiritual beings created by the 
deity who has empowered them to act as his agents on earth. Another 15 
per cent believe that they arc the spirits of people who died. Only 7 per 
cent believe that angels are a figment of the imaginarion, while 18 per 
cent reb'Jrd them as symbolically important. 

Inasmuch as angels are annoyingly invisible, certain techniques are 
obviously important to force them to materialize. A veritable industry 
has grown up to give angels tangibility. A recent article in Timl' read: 

In rheir modern incamation, these mighty messengers (angelsJ have bun 
reduced 10 bile-size-beings, easily digested. TIle terrifying-cherubim hllve 
become Kewpie-doll cherubs. For rhose who choke roo  easily on God lind 
Ilis rules, theologians observe, angels are the handy compromise, all fluff 
IIl1d meringue, kind, lIonjudgmental. Alld they art ovailable ro everyone, 
like IIspirin. 'Elich cif liS has a gllardiml angel', declares Eileen Fuman, 
who publishes a newsletter AngelWatchJrom her home in Mountainside, 
New Jersey. 'TIleY are nonrhreatellillg, wise alld living beillgs. TIley offer 
help whether we ask Jor il or 1I0t. BUl mostly we ignore Ihl'm. 

If we do, we are ungenerous - and the dosing years of the twentieth 
cenmry suggest that we may soon be giving them more attention than 
OUr medieval ancestors in the thirteenth century gave them. Authors 
seriously speculate about their fonn and fallibility, the reasons that they 
intrigue us, the nature of angel encounters, and their functions. 
TheolOgians are now beginning to complain that the trivialization of 
'angelology' has reached a point where 'popular authors who render 
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angels into household pets, who invite readers to get in touch with their 
inner angel, or summon their own "angel psychotherapist" or view 

themselves as angels in training,' write the Time reporters on the subject, 
'are trafficking in discount spirituality'. 

Initiates to tlus fascinating field may acquire a 'practical guide to work
ing with the messengers of heaven to empower and enrich [their] lives' 
by consulting Ask Your Angels. To gain so commanding a power for only 
SIO is a literary bargain by any current standard.s.> Indeed, as the book 
cover advertises: 'If you've picked up this book, the angels have already 
touched you', which may well obviate your need to buy it. But should 
you do so, you will find within a \vinsome, fair, light-brown female 
angel, with flowery wings sprouting from her shoulder blades. The 
sketches inside the book show angels blowing trumpets - whether to 
attune themselves to the 'music of the spheres' or avoid oncoming traffic 
is not clear. 

Most of the book is loaded with practical details on how to 'ask your 
angels' or, more inspirationally, 'The Grace Process', which subdivides 
into 'Grounding', 'Releasing', 'Aligtung', 'Conversing', and 'Enjoying'. 
You can learn how to work in 'partnership with the angels' by '6ne
tuning the angelic connection', 'writing letters and dreaming with the 
angels', 'working with the angels to advance your goals', 'working with 
the angels in recovery and healing', and if all the bases aren't covered, 
'working with the angels in all your relationslups'. Indeed, lest your bur
dens be too heavy for one angel to handle, the book closes with a chap
ter titled 'working with the angels in groups'. It will help, the writers 
advise, to use a tape recorder so you can listen to the way you address 
angels - thus does the technological age intrude upon the divine and its 
blessings. 

This kind of mentality falls within the province of sympathetic magic, 
an outlook that Sir James Frazier's The Goldell Bough explains and illus
tntes in considerable detail, Its prinutive ancestry is fairly assured: angels 
were variously deities and, earlier, spirits that people created out of their 
own fertil e imaglnations with the aid of shamans and later of priests, If 
Christianity ranks people just below 'angels', they are, in all truth, below 
nothing; and if're-ench:mting' the world or rendering it 'sacred' means 
looking up to nothing and populating it with figments of its own imagi
nation, enlightened humanism demands that humanity look to reality 
and try to understand its own place in the world. 
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CHAPTER 5 

The myth of the primitive 

There is a perverse irony in the fact that, after a vinual consen�U5 has 
been reached about the abuses that European colonialiS[5 inflicted on 
aboriginal peopb, the possibility of attaining a realistic and sympathetic 
view of 'the primitive' is being gutted by assoned ecomystio, anticivi
lization.istS, and more l:,'enerically, self-avowed primitivists who have 
made 'the primitive' into a postmodern parody of the noble savage. 

Today Euro-American primitivists have grossly di�toned our under
standing of the lives and cultures of aboriginal peoples by :mributing to 
them supnhuman, pandisiacal dimensions. By turning ostensibly primi
tive !ifeways into models for 'simple living' and 'closeness to nature', they 
have not only made tribal cultures into romantic caricatures of social har
mony and vinue but reared them up as a standard that privileged, urban 
white people should emulate. 

Not only is this romanticization extremely naive, it impose� an ideo
logical burden on aboriginal peoples that downplays their real problems, 
needs, and hopes for a bener future. Worse still, the 'noble savage' myth 
obliges aboriginals to be superior beings, indeed almost angelically vinu
ous and exemplary in behavior and thought, if they are to enjoy the pres
tige of Emo-American recognition and the rights to which they arc 
entitled. 

This conflict between the realities that aboriginal 'primitives' face and 
the ta..xing expectations that Emo-American primitivists impose upon 
them is eminently tanb>1ble. In the mid-1970s Nonhwest Indian commu
nities wefe beginning to use technologically sophisticated methods to 
breed and harvest sahnon. After years of neglect and poveny, the pride 
they took in their achievements was as moving as it was admirable, 
During a conference I attended in Bellingham, Washinb'ton, to my utter 
aston.ishmcnt, some white ecomystics and primitivists reproached them 
for using modem technological, presumably 'non-ecoIOb>1cal' methods, 
Having bcen degraded and exploited for centurics as 'savages', these 
Indians were now being told that they were being too civilized. By 
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do ting advanced aquaculture techniques, they failed to qualify for their ;ligl
� 

estate in the ec�m�stical finm.ment. Havi�g been defamed for be�ng 

. u' '';ves in an earlier rune, they were now hemg defamed for not bemg pnn ... 
primitive enough. 

. . .  . . . . . 
Such ecomystical and pnmlOVlStlC arrogance IS epldeuuc today. 

priJnitivislll, to be sure, has many faces, ranging from a wholesale rejec

tion of civilization (commonly designated as industrial and technocratic) 

to compromises with civilized practices guided by a 'primitive sensibility' 

or 'spirituality'. Thus the bte Edward Abbey - whose writings were 
inspirational for Eanh First! and are recited reverentially by self-styled 

'radical' environmentalists - expressed his preference for 'the coming 
restoration of a higher civilization' than the present military-industrial 
one, This preference would certainly be laudable by any progressive 
standard. But Abbey's 'higher civilization', as it turns Out, is one in which 
'scattered human populations modest in numbers [would] live by fishing, 
hunting, food-gathering, small-scale fanning and ranching' - a curious 
mi." of occupations that would seem to stand at odds with each other 
('�mall-scale r.lnching' mingled with 'food-gathering'?). The new 'prim
itives' would 'assemble once a year in the ruins of abandoned cities for 
weat festivals of moral, spiritual and intellectual renewal - a people for 
whom wilderness is not a playground but their natural and native home." 
The 'ruins of abandoned cities' would become at one and the same time 
the despised playground for a 'moral, spiritual and intellectual renewal' 
and, oddly enough, the theater for the 'higher civilization's' festivals 
which should put city life in any shape or form in 1[5 place! 

For ill i[5 incongruities and its tota1 failure to appreciate the universal
izing historical role of the city, Abbey's vision is by no means the most 
extreme example of chic primitivism. Earth First!ers commonly sport 
bumper stickers with the slogan 'Back to the Pleistocene!' As John Davis, 
onetime editor of Eanh FiTst!, wrote, 'Many of us in the Eanh First! 
movement would like to sec human beings live much mOIe like the way 
they did fifteen thousand years ago as opposed to what we see now', 
which, Christopher Manes soberly explains, l1\�ans, 'the kind of 
hullter-gatherer, shifting agricultural economies of tribal peoplcs.'l 
Precisely why modem humanity should dr.lW a str.light line from Sunbelt 
cities directly back to the late Paleo lithic is a problem I shall leave to the 
reader to resolve. 

Judging from the e.xamples usually given by ecomystics and prilnitivists, 
'ptimal' sensibilities correspond to beliefS and pnctices imputed to 
American Indians. This identification ofIndian peoples with archaic prac
tices and 'Paleolithic' viem has led to bitter conflicts between the expec
tations of Emo-American primitivists and the very peoples they extol. 
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Ecomystics, primitivists, and deep ecologists hilve challenged the rights of 
native Americans to divert water from rivers for irrigation purposes and 
harvest timber on their tribal lands. Their lands stolen by European settlers 
and their cultures subverted, victimized by genocidal attacks and denied 
free access to game and fertile soil. native peoples are now expected - if 
ecomystics have their way - to reject the 'technocratic-industrial' support 
systems thilt the privileged wh.ite world takes for b't""anted. 

I make no cbim that a competitive 'free enterprise' economy, rendered 
even harsher by a higWy sophistic:lted technology, is a desideratum -
either for aboriginal peoples or for Euro-Americans. Quite to the con
trary. I argue for a way of life that is not focused on capital accumulation 
and profit. Nor do I favor a 'technocratic-industrial' society that centers 
its concerns on the privilcb>cd few. Quite to the contr:lry: human life is 
meaningless if it is not enriched by art, ideals, and a spirituality that is 
ecological and humane. 

But a way oflife burdened by material insecurity and toil cannot nour
ish the kind of individual and social freedom that makes human life 
meaningful and creative - indeed, that is likely to foster a rich ecological 
sensibility. Materially deprived and socially underprivileb>ed people 
whose bellies are empty are not likely to be much concerned with the 
imegrity of wildlife and foreslS. What they need is food and a decent life 
before they can think of the welfare of other life-forms. 

Nor can an ecolob>ical sensibility be found by trying to retum to an 
idealized 'primitive' world. In the band and tribal societies of prehistory, 
humanity was almost completely at the mercy of uncontrollable natural 
forces and patently false and mystified visions of reality. 

Like ecomystics, primitivists are shifting: public attention away from 
the tasks of seriously remaking society along r.ltional lines, toward dubi
ous - and often contrived - arcadian cultural attitudes that arc imputed to 
the long-lost past. For a humanistic vision of a future that has yet to be 
won, both for native and Euro-American peoples alike, they are trying: to 
substitute mythic notions of a pristine and primitive past that probably 
never existed. 

Understanding aborigina.l life requires that we find a balmlce between 
the 'primitive' and the civilizational that corresponds to what we really 
know, based 011 evidence provided by paleoanthropology and anthropol
ogy. This problem canllOt be sloughed off with dreamy accounts of what 
we would like to believe our Paleolithic ancestors did or thought. The 
evidence we have about ice age people and existing aboriginals must be 
examined seriously on their own tenns, untainted by wishful thinking. 

Whatever natural features we impute to the primitive world, and 
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whatever synthetic features we impute to the civilized world, the old 

Victorian image of the demonic aboriginal savage and the contempor:lry 

ecOmystical image of the angelic aboriginal saint are myths we ca.n no 

longer entertain. Modem civilization is t� dynamic to be �iss�lv
.
ed into 

a I:trgely mythic past. In the next gener:ltlon or two humalllty IS hkely to 
move ahead technologically, scientifically, and industrially even more 
rnpidly than it did during the past three centuries. 

But what direction will these changes take? Toward a rational future 
dl3t creates a sensitive balance within society and between society and 
the natural world? Or toward a domineering and exploitative social order 
that makes earlier systems of domination seem benign? 

If primitivists use the word primirillt' to refer to 'closeness to nanrre', the 
phr:lse primitive wltlm is simply an oxymoron, for culture - or society - is 
harcUy a 'natural' phenomenon, a phenomenon of first nature. 

Although animals may be more or less sociable, tlleir sociability is not 
evidence of the existence of3 sildety. Society is unique to human beings. 
There is a crucial difference between sorit/y, with its distinctly structured 
and mutable institutions, and commullity, \vith its simple, often undiffer
entiated relations between Ol"b'3.niSlns. Societies, however well or poorly 
entrenched their institutions, can be charlgtd by human action; animal 
conullunities are either the product of genetic factors, such as beehives, 
or they are relatively fonnless and unstable. Non-human animals can be 
very sociable indeed, as are wolves. Mrican dogs, and baboons; but socia
bility docs not make for a society, any more than the ad hoc use of stones 
by sea otters to open oyster shells or the use of twlgs by chimpanzees to 
get at termites constitutes a technology (or what anthropologists call a 
tool-kit) with its carefully shaped pennanent or semipennanent imple
ments. In the absence of social institutions that can be modified or r:ldi
cally changed - a phenomenon that is distinctly human - non-human 
animals may fonn and dissolve groups, but apart from genetically 
induced aSb'Tegations, like those of 'social insects', they have minimal 
structure and permanence. 

Hence no culture is 'natural' in a strictly biological sense. To be sure, a 
tribal culture may be 'close to nature' in that its environment is relatively 
pristine, but its members usually know of no other habitats than the ones 
in which they find themselves, fomled by natural evolution. The forests, 
grasslands, and mountains that surround them may have beell countless 
years, indeed aeons, in the making, together with the wildlife and plants 
On which they rely for food, clothing. and shelter, but it is a world seem
ingly unbroken by changes, apart from the few that they, as humans, 
have produced. 
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Such tribal cultures may base their social institutions on biologlcal 
{acts, such as age b'toups, gender relations, and kinship ties, which may 
seem natural because of their biologlcal premises - age, gender, and kin
ship - but they are pan of second nature, not first nature. No such insti_ 
tutional ensembles exist among non-human animals. Non-human 
animals have no b�rontocr.lcies, patriarchies, or systems of rights and 
duties based on a common ancestry - apart from mother-offipring rela_ 
tions, and even thest' relations tend to � unstable and tentative where 
they persist for any great length of time. 

By contrast, the human societies of second nature arc a qualitative 
departure from animal conununities, an alienation from strictly biologlcal 
phenomena, however much they initially rest on certain biological facts. 
A 'primitive' culture that is 'close to nature' is not ill allY way congruent 
with the natural world. or first nature. Once hominids and early humans 
fashioned, retained, and elaborated a tool-kit, established a division of 
labor (however rudimentary), shared food, acted altruistically, and orga
nized their relationships into definable structures, they no longer merely 
adapted to their environment; they began to significantly change it with 
a distinct purposiveness. The second nature they created fundamentally 
separated them from their first nature as mere animals. Hence, however 
primitive a human culture may have been, it was not identical with 
purely biological lifeways - indeed, not even with the fairly sociable rela
tions that exist among chimpanzees and baboons. 

Humans were now engaged in doing things and using means that, 
nascent as they may be in other animals. sharply distinguished them from 
other life-fonTIS. They began to transform their environment willfully, 
often with a clear idea of the means they required to create a more con
genial habitat and way of life. 

A 'primitive culture', then, is actually very ·unnatunl'. It marks a deci
sive break with the largely passive and adaptive nature of animal behav
ior. To speak of a 'primitive culture' is to thoroughly mystify the 
'primitive', nOt to speak of the concept of society. With the emergence 
of society, a qualitatively new realm of evolution. of subjectivity, and 
potentially, at least, of freedom developed OUI of a realm that was essen
tially biological, rooted in great pan by genetically guided behavior. 

Odd as it may seem, the fa ct that band and tribal cultures broke with first 
nature is most deady seen in the appearance of what ecomystics and prim
itivists enthusiastically celebrate today - notably, 'primitive spirituality'. 

Whether it is 'primitive' or not, spirituality is entirely ideological. That 
is, it is a process of thinking, of symbolizing, and of reflecting about 
experience. However clever or intelligent many animals may seem, they 
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ve no ideologles; by contrast. humans definitely do. They have sys
hOI aeic ways of trying to unde�tand their environment in symbolic 

te�ls: they possess the complex fonn of expression that is lanb'Uage; they 
" 

_ "y work coUaboratively to gain the means of life and distribute usu;w 
ods according to certain accepted rules: they assume conununal duties ;:d demand certain rights. In short, they develop credos that render their 

activities intellectually and emotionally cohen:m. 
Whether these forms of thinking are based on custom, or are 

enshrined in morals and guided by magico-religlous beliefs, or are bast'd 

on ethics and guided by canons of rationality, they dearly influence how 
people do things in the real world. Indeed, however mutable they may 
be, these influences often have the tenacity of animal instincts. 

Precisely such belief systems, or fonns of spirituality, markedly o/il'ltote 
humans from the natural world around them and distinguish them from 
the JIlimal inhabitants that coexist with them ill a shared natural environ
ment. That is to say, the very ideational systems that ecomystics cite to 
distinguish 'primitive' sensibilities from civilized ones are already highly 
complex. and by acting according to precepts they fonnulated in their 
minds. band and tribal peoples transcend first nature: indeed, as social 
beings who act consciously upon the world, they manipulate their envi
romnents as best they can, indeed change them. In this respect, band and 
tribal peoples open a chasm between themst'lves and fi�t nature for 
which there is no precedent in first nature, either in degree or in kind. 

Even more disturbing for ecomystical and primitivistic notions of 
'primitive' sensibilities, the spiritual views of aborib';nal cultures often pit 
them against their environment. The exigencies of life in a demanding 
world usually throw aboriglnals into competition with other life-fonns, a 
conflict that may lead to severe environmental changes that render a 
j;ivcn habitat unfit for other animals. These changes, in turn, may result 
in the complete extennination of food animals, indeed their wanton 
desttuction on a large scale. 

It insults the intelligence of aboriginal peoples to burden their lifeways 
and spirituality with New Age interpretations that make them more self
less and less opportunistic in satisfying their material needs than modern 
people. Although aboriginal methods of dealing with a bolven cnviron
ment differ appreciably from modern ones. no human beings could sur
vive if they f.ltuously sacrificed their own needs for food, shelter, and 
Self-defense in favor of other species - unless. to be sure, they attained a 
modern level of technical development that left thelll sufficiently privi
le!;cd and leisured to be concerned about the welfare of nOli-human 
creatures: that is, unless they wcre well-fed. well-housed. and affiucnt
like many ecolllystics and primitivists today. 
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I do not wish to deprcCltc the good intentions of many ecomystics and 
primitivists who fervently urge us to develop a 'Paleolithic consciousness' 
out of a concern for protecting the biosphere. But certain troubling fea_ 
tures of tllat 'consciousness' stand in the way of achieving so laudable an 
end. 

To begin with, modern people certainly are not like Paleolithic or 'ice 

ab'f:' people. During the Euro-American ice ages, probably the great 
majority of Paleolithic people, as I have already noted, lived in the rela_ 
tively waml or balmy climates of Mrica and southern Asia. Nor do we 
know with any certainty how ice age people and warm-climate people 
really viewed the immensely different worlds in which they lived. 
Paleolithic people lived in such vastly diverse climatic and environmental 
conditions that they could hardly have shared a common sensibility - still 
less the unified set of values and beliefs that ecomystics and primitivists so 
eagerly impute to them. 

Values and beliefs in today's aboriginal communities of tell do not con
foml to wlm ecomystics and primitivists think aboriginal peoples should 
think. Aboriginal sensibilities arc generally more pragmatic and less 'spir
itual' than Max Odschbeger in 7711� ldfa of Wi!drrnw would have us 
believe.! As foragers, they have to know their enemies from their friends. 
They have to understand the behavior and habits of the animals they 
hunt, often in competition with animal predators. They have to develop 
practical techniques for coaxing herds into traps and devc:lop systematic, 
carefully coordinated methods of hunting large, dangerous game lest they 
themselves become victims of the animals they hunt. In the uncertain 
and precarious world in which they live, these problems could be almost 
endless. 

In the light of these realities, many of OeJschlaeger's notions of 
'Paleolithic consciousness' are far-fetched. Some seem to rest on infer
ences made from modern aboriginal values, which may have little to do 
with 'Paleolithic values'. Indeed, many values held by aboriginal peoples 
today arc likely to have been significantly shaped by their centuries-long 
contact with Western lnd Islamic cultures. 

Odsch.laeger means to convey the idel that Paleolithic foragers spiri
tually viewed their world as pristine, and regarded first nature as 'felru
nine', 'alive', and 'sacred', a world in which time 'folded into an eternal 
mythical present' and 'riwal was essential to maintaining the natural and 
cyclical order of life and death. " 

Yet OelschJacger is looking back upon the Paleolithic world - which 
lasted some two million years and which including hominids and humans 
that ranged from Australopithecines through Homo erwus, Neanderthals, 

prow-Homo lapjtlls sapjtllJ, and modern Homo sapitllS Stlpirtls - from a 
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laivcly retrospective view. He infers from modem romanticizations of �lnd and tribal peoples the 'consciousness' that a wide variety of hominid 
alld human species held in a world that was extremely varied and notable 
for its different and fluctuating environments. 

To begin \vith, the very concept of 'Nature' involves a long process of 

abstraction that reaches well into hiswrical times. A duality between the 
Illturai and unnatural is necessary to bring the natural into clear relief 

conceptually. Paleolithic foragers, to be sure, were probably thoroughly 
informed about their habitat; indeed, a pragmatic and highly concrete 

knowledge of its features would have been indispensable for the survival 
and well-being of arty foraging community. In tills respect, our 
Paleolithic ancestors were no different from ourselves: they had, in 
effect, to be 'street wise', completely familiar with strategies to survive. 
But they would have been unable to distinguish contrasts between the 
natural and unnatural, or to call their own world natural, for what we 
blithely call 'Nature' was all that e.xisted around them and all they could 
have possibly known - that is, their habitat. The concept of Nature, in 
effect, could have emerged only when human beings began to tranifoml 
the natural world significantly enough to bring what was not Nature into 
relief against a notion of Nature. 

Nor is it clear that Paleolithic foragers thought of tile natural world as 
'intrinsically feminine' - whatever Oclschlaeger means by this - unless 
we an: referring to a Motller Earth Goddess or an all-pervasive, panthe
istic feminine principle associated with fertility. The very notion of a 
Mother Earth goddess is a blatantly anthropomorphic interpretation of 
ordinary natural facts oflifc. Such goddesses are usually embodied as dis
tinctly Imman deities ,vith female breasts, buttocks, legs, and heads. We 
cannot even be sure that some female reprC$enutions, like the goddess 
Astarte, signified a maternal principle in any general sense. In any case, 
goddesses like Astarte are not Paleolithic; they seem to have emerged for 
the first time in Neolithic and Bronze Age societies, which already 
approached the high civilizations of historical times. 

The most widely cited evidence for the claims that ice age foragers 
'regarded nature as intrinsically feminine' are the 'goddess' figurines - the 
'Venuses' - found in upper Paleolithic caves and in early or middle 
Neolithic dwellings. The assumption that these remains are almost exclu
Sively deities is a matter of pure faith rather than accurate knowledge; nor 
has much attention been given to the uses to which similar 'Venuses' 
have been put by aboriginal peoples in modern times. 

Margaret Ehrenberg, in her splendid study, WomelJ in Prehjstory, warns 
lIS that these Stone Age figurines by no means support the notion that a 
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Mother Goddess religion - or, I would add, a view of Nature as 'intrin_ 
sically feminine' - pervaded prehjstory. Such figurines may well have 
been used for pragmatic and mab';cal ends rather than for reverential and 
religious ones. Ehrenberg writes: 

11It /1St oj figllritlts itl sympatllrtic magic to aid Jmility is attattd in 
mlllly ttllll(Jgraphic txamplts and may haW' been pnrtived /U tvf'tI m(Jrt' 
importarrt itl socirtits lvherr tht link heuveell male impregllati(Jll and 
chiidbirtll tvQS lI(Jtflllly underst(J(Jd. A lvoma" wishil1gf(Jr a du"ld lvoll/d 
makt, or haW' made, a model either oj herself prtgJlallt, or - mort com
monly ill kn(Jwn ethnographic exampla - of the ho�d1or child, �rhaps 
sh(Jwn Qj the adult they w(Juld eventually become. She miglrt tltell carry 
the image ar(Jlllld, prrlraps 51rep alollJ! side it, or use it to perJonn otlier 
ritrlais.s 

Such practices, Ehrenberg tells us, occur among a number of West 
African and American I ndian tribes. Once the woman became pregnant, 
the figurine would be discarded, in much the same way that a sorcerer or 
shaman discards a representational figurine after completing a magical 
ritual 'The fact that both Paleolithic and many Neolithic figurines are 
conunonly found with.in houses and home bases, and often among 
debris, would strengthen this possibility, if the image could be cast aside 
once it had fulfilled its function, while the idea of discarding the ima�,'e of 
a specific deity seems less likely.' 

It is undeniable that goddesses existed in high civilizations throughout 
the world - at times as creative deities, at other times as destructive ones, 
at still other times both, but by no means always holding a supreme 
status in diverse pantheons. Goddesses, 'earth' or otherv.rise, abounded 
throughout the pagan world and, in the 'Mary' image, ill Christian soci
eties. But Ehrenberg's highly suggestive hypothesis that female figurines 
do not a 'Mother Earth goddess' religion make - indeed, that the fig
urines were merely magical and highly personal fertility symbols - is far 
more plausible than the belief that they enjoyed pantheistic supremacy in 
the Paleolithic world. 

What casts even more doubt on the existence of an upper Paleolithic 
Mother Earth goddess religion is evidence that many upper Paleolithic 

figurines arc not exclusively female. As Richard E. Leakey observes, 
citing fifty-seven engravings of isolated human heads on the walls of the 
La Marche cave in Western France: 'the so-caUed Venuses. statuettes 

with bulbous buttocks and breasts . . .  supposedly embody a fertility or 
mother-god image. Sctucttes of this type are certainly very striking in 

their emphatic sexuality.' But, Leakey warns, 
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Qf the millry Juwdreds oj (aflJfd fi.�rlrtS so far discovered thr(JJlghoJlt 

Europe, some call bt idemified Q5 frmafe, althO/lgh most of these havt: lIat

ural rather I/Jarl exaggerated proportiom, some are dearly male, bllr most 

<lfe, /0 ollr eyes at least, sexless. The idea of a (omim'rrt-lvide wit oj the 

mother-g(Jd, symbolized by the bl/lboll! 'Vtmlses', appears to /raW' btm 
gready overstated.· 

Perhaps the earliest known Paleolithic figurine, at this writing, is that of 

a male, found ill a cave some 32,000 yens ago at Hohlensrein, Gennany. 

He scems to be wearing a lion's mask or have a lion's head and a male 
body, not unlike ancient Egyptian deities that were pan human and pan 
animal. rt is impossible to say whether the figurine signifies a deity, a 

shaman, or a 'big man' endowed with community respect, but it was 
decidedly not female. 

No less dramatic are the full-face carvings and wall·sketched profiles of 

male mdividuals who are remarkably individuated. Staring in fascinating 

detail and with arresting strength of character - a distinct personality and 

a dignified mein - is the head of a man, carefully sculpted from the ivory 
ofa manunorh tusk, found near Dolni Vestonice in Czechoslovakia. The 
head dates back to some 26,000 years ago. 

Upper Paleolithic sketches show men in profile whose appearance is 
very individuated. ind�, who seem like playful caricatures, as witness 
the engraved (largely male) human faces from La Marche.' In faCt, upper 
Paleolithic peoples may have created artistic works for purposes no more 
magical than artists have tochy - notably portraiture and head carvings 
that were meant to delight or to record an image of an individual for 
posterity - Or simply as gra11iti. We can only guess at what they were 
meant to convey: in some cases probably magical figures, in others fertil
ity figures. and still others Strictly personal sketches, including caricatures. 
To lump all of these figures together as 'feminine' symbols of all-living 
Nature is to read back, over a span of 30,000 years, a vision that all too 
many mystics want Paleolith.ic people to have believed - nOt what is 
revealed by the cvidence at hand. 

If it is true that, for Paleolithic foragers, 'the emire world of plants and 
animals, even the land itself, was sacred,' as OcJschlaeger assertS,' this 
assumption would hardly make them unique, even by comparison with 
much-maligned Judeo-Christian reiib..JOUS beliefs. In his very influential 
'The Historical Roots of Our Ecologic Crisis', Lynn White, Jr, gave a 
warped image of the Christian tradition as inherently anti naturalistic.' 
Although by no means alone in this line of thinking, White's over
whelming subjectivist and ideological explanation of the present ecolog-
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ical crisis greatly contributed to the ecomystical and New Age accounts 
of ecological problems that are so pervasive today. 

Howevcr much ecomYSt10 and primitivists may quote biblical scrip_ 
tures that assign to man 'lordship' - more properly, stewardship - over the 
biosphere, the fact is that Yahweh in Genesis is no less fecund and 
creative than any Mother Earth goddess. In scripture, the Judeo
Christian deity created the universe, light, and all manner of living 
beings. He created a 'garden in Eden in the east', causing 'every kind of 
tree that is pleasing to see and good to eat' to 'b'TOW from the ground' 
(Genesis 2:8-9). He is an aesthetic as well as a functional deity. He is also 
an adoring biologist who causes 'the water [to] teem with an abundance 
ofliving creatures, and Uets] birds fly above the earth under the ceiling of 
the sky.' Apparently biocentric in His outlook, despite assigning the role 
of stewardship to 'man', He even creates 'the b'Teat monsters of the sea 
and all living animals, those that teem in the waters, according to their 
kind, and every winged bird, according to its kind'. He blesses them and 
enjoins them to be 'fruitful and increase in number, fill the waters of the 
sea, and let the birds increase on the earth' (Genesis 1:2(}-23). 

Indeed, Ecclesiastes infonns us that 'God wants to test [humans] and 
let them see that rliey themselves are animals. For the destiny of humanity 
and animal is identical: death for one as for the other. Both have the same 
spirit; humans have no superiority over animals for all passes away like 
wind. Both go to the same place, both come from dust and return to 
dust' (Genesis 3:18-20, emphasis added). Could biocentrists ask more of 
the most generous Mother Earth goddess in religious literaturc, east or 
west? 

The 'sacredness' of the world would have not been specific to 
Paleolithic foragers, then, assuming: with Oeschlaeger that they held such 
a view, or for that matter, to contemporary Judaism and Christianity, 
which are consistently disdained by ecomystics and primitivists as 'anti
naturalistic'. The attempt to impute to Palco lithic foragers a uniquely 
naturalistic spirituality to which we must somehow return - despite all 
we actually know today about the causes of phenomena that were 
complete mysteries to them - rcflects not only bad anthropology but 
disquieting naivety. 

Ally religion that included a creator deity, male or female, treated the 
creator's work as divine or 'sacred'. Indeed, far more problematical today 
is whether Paleolitruc foragers wcre actually religious in the sense that we 
ordinarily define that word, or whether their belief systems, to the extent 
that we can guess what thcy wcre, were mainly pragmatic and instro
mental. 
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What 'primitives' really believed may be very different from what is 

eneraUy supposed. Nearly all foraging societies known to modern 

;nthropologists had already been affected by Western cultural mores and 

religions before trained Euro-American invcstigators reached them. 

Artifacts from Paleolithic foragers allow us to make guesses about what 

they thought, but in an era awash with mysticism like our own, it is nec

essary to show great prudence in making inferences about the figurines, 

sketches, paintings, and other materials from late Paleo lithic caves - and 

not to leap from these remains to mystical notions about the psychologi

cal 'archctypes' and 'innate' gcnder sensibilities, so much in vogue today. 
Aside from their aesthetic value, these Paleolithic remains seem to be 

primarily magical in function, particularly those that depict animals. to 
Paintings, drawings, and sculptures that survive from the Aurignacian and 
Mab>dalenian foragers of some 30,000 years ago in the caves of southern 
France and the Spanish Pyrenees (the so-called classic area of the late 
Paleolithic rcmains) commonly depict animals, in some cases clearly being 
attacked by hunters. Are these depictions magical efforts to assure success 
in the hunt? Are they evidence of magical efforts to increase the dwind
ling population of overhunted game arumals? Do they reveal a respectful 
attitude toward the animals pursued? These questions are impossible to 
answcr - nor are there any Paleolithic hunters around to answer them 
for us. 

In fact, the range offunctions these paintings, sculptures, and drawings 
had may have been legion. Circular incised dots on an ivory plaque sug
gest that Paleolithic people may have developed some sort of calendar; a 
cave lion engraved on a stalagmite is pitted by marks that suggest it was 
used as a target for tllfowing stones. Many animals are depicted in such 
amazing and sensitive detail that it is hard to suppose some aesthetic 
intention was not as important as 'religious' ones. Hunting scenes may 
have been painted to celebrate episodes of specific hunts rather than as 
magical and ritual symbols, or they may have been used to instruct the 
young in hunting techniques. Although most paintings and sketches por
tray animals, hundreds of them depict human beinb'S - and of both sexes. 

A multitude of possibilities could have led our late Paleolithic ances
tors to produce the artifacts, figurines, and paintinb'S in their caves and 
dwelling sites. The most likely common dcnominator that provides us 
with a plausible account of the animal figures and the scenes involving 
them is that they seLVcd the ends of sympathetic magic: the simulation by 
rne�ns of figurines, paintings, and drawings of successful events, like 
hunts and pregnancies. They are hardJy evidence of 'reverence' either for 
anim�ls or for a Nature that presides over human welfare and destiny. 
Such concepts are strikingly historical, as distinguished from prehistorical, 
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more the products of civilization than we would like to think. Again, 
a concept like Nature has meaning only to people who have already 
created 'unnatural' environments like villages, towns, and cities, pushing 
forests and wildlife back to ever more secluded areas where they did nOt 
interfere with such 'unnatural' activities as agriculture and urban life. 

It is eminently reasonable to suppose that the paintings and sculpture 
we find in Paleolithic caves and dwelling places had basically pragmatic 
functions. They were most likely meant to assure success in pregnancies 
and hunts and help people acquire the material means of life. Magic and 
the implements used to deploy it were ultimately guided by an everyday 
means-ends or instrumental rationality - not simply by a mysterious 'wis
dom' about an incomprehensible Nature - to acquire meat, skins, bones 
for implements, and the like. We cannot fault Paleolithic foragers for 
employing specious magical techniques that, apart from the confidence 
they gave them, in no way enhanced their success. The figures painted 
on cave w.ills were not the living animals they hunted, and the images 
that they or their shamans depicted were strictly analogies. As such, they 
were no more effective in luring game into the range of their weapons 
than a board game of Monopoly makes its players wealthy or poor. 

Whether these magical practices enhanced their respect for animals or 
wilderness is doubtful. The attitudes of modem band and tribal peoples 
toward the game they kill, even toward their domesticated animals like 
dogs, are anything but gentle. Suffice it to say that respect is a vague 
word, with multiple meanings. To ecomystics and primitivists it might 
mean love, awe, reverence, a religious intuition, or 'biophilia' - some 
allegedly instinctive longing for wilderness and wildlife. All of these 
possibilities actually presuppose a host of unstated beliefs or beg the 
questions they are meant to answer. 

If anything meaningful can be said about Paleolithic paintings and 
carvings, it is that the foragers who produced them held a pragmatic 
belief in the power of magic, or what Sir James Frazier regarded as 
primitive man's science." That our prehistoric ancestors held such belief 
systems is completely understandable in view of how little they knew 
about the often frightening natural forces that detennined their well
being. What is incomprehensible is that millions of ostensibly civilized 
people today, even educated urban dwellers, finnly believe that 
Paleolithic and modern aboriginal beliefs provide a more valid, insight
ful, and superior account of the natural world than the brilliant explana
tions given by modern science. 

That mabric was not the sole component of Paleolithic ideologies is sug
gested by basic belief systems found among aboriginal peoples almost 
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here: the belief in spirits, in visions, and in spectral powers that every'
e�ther beneficent or hannful and in one way or another had to be werC

itiated _ a belief, alas, that is only too present today, in our chromeprop 
d · .' b . . '1 

I ted techno-in ustnaJ-CY emetic socIety. 
P judging from what we know about existing band and tribal peoples, 

robably all Paleolithic people believed in the existence of 'spirits', a 
� . " world' and later some kind of spiritism. What is the source oCtheir spin ' . .  . beliefs, how did they develop, and what attitudes toward Wlldllfe and 
wilderness did they reflect? 

The most likely source of primitive spiritism seems to be dreams, a 
night-world son of wisdom that is still practiced among ecomystics today. 
Among aboriginal believers, spiritism gives supernatural explanations for 
phenomena that we can now explain in s�ctiy naturalis�c and scien�fic 
teons." Aboriginals who lack an understandlllg of dream Images (a vexmg 
problem even until well into modem times) would take recourse to 
spirits to explain the reappearance of the dead in dreaIns, or tile occur
rence of bizarre events in sequences that were out of the ordinary. 

Dreaming itself would have suggested the existence of another world, 
possibly more potent one than the waking world, a spirit world that pre
sides over human welfare and to which the individual and the commu
nity held some sort of obligation. This sense of obligation may have been 
induced by outright fear - not necessarily by 'reverence'. Shamans 
embroidered tills spirit world into a complex universe in its own right, 
embellishing dream materials in ways that gave these often cynical prac
titioners considerable personal power and many material privileges. Since 
dreams can be very complex, bizarre, and frightening, people who couJd 
not account for them would be vulnerable to the claims of any canny 
individual who professed to be able to interpret them, as is the case even 
in a secular society like our own that minimizes the importance of the 
supernatural. Shamans have always been available to give interpretations 
of inexplicable occurrences for suitable rewards. 

The shamanistic imagination should not be underestimated: it can be a 
fOnnidable power in elaborating mytlls as well as magical practices. 
Figures on late Paleolithic cave walls suggest that they were present very 
carly on in foraging cultures. They probably provided increasingly com
plex magical techniques, devised assorted myths and rituals, explained the 
meaning of individual dreams, and preyed on collective fears, especially 
those engendered by lightning, thunder, and earthquakes. Much to their 
Illaterial advantage, shamans would have exploited these inexplicable 
phenomena and given interpretations of portents and dangers in dreams, 
as well as more mysterious phenomena like stortns, meteorites, comets. 

Actually, we probably tend to overstate the simplicity of late 
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Paleolithic cultures and their resemblance in this respect to band Or 
tribelike cultures today. There is ample evidence, as I have suggested that 
in the great Pyrenees mountain passes, late Paleolithic hunters wert: 
creating hierarchical fonns of social oq,>anization, mainly gerontocracies, 
and fabricating tools on a markedly industrial basis - not unlike hand_ 
worked assembly lines of present-day vintage. Mass manufacture was not 
restricted to modern times by any means. 

Late Paleolithic foragers, to be sure, knew very well how to survive 
under extremely inhospitable conditions. They were familiar with anima] 
behavior and developed superb techniques for harvesting game. They 
knew how to select nutritious food plants and avoid toxic ones. Their 
knowledge of their habitats and their ability to b>ain subsistence from 
them was exceptional in every degree. 

But their knowledge about the real sources of climatic, geological, and 
stellar events - would have been minimal. Their spiritism was in large 
measure a compensation for their ignorance, an attempt to explain the 
unknown and all that which was clouded in mystery. In the absence of 
authentic knowledge about dreams and seemingly cosmic phenomena, 
their shamans contrived a h..ighly imaginative corpus of explanations 
structured around analogies and fancies, often blatantly serving social 
interests that involved power relationships within and between their 
communities. 

Much of tlus knowledge was patently anthropomorphic, filled as it 
was with talking alumals, mysterious omens, and a multitude of human
like myths and analogical magical techniques designed to give order, 
meaning, and stability to the world. Accordingly, myth, magic, and cos
mic narratives made the puzzling and mysterious facts oflife comprehen
sible to human minds. More commonly than not, they were probably 
contrived not simply to explain phenomena but to legitimate the author
ity of emeTf,ring hierarchical strata. 

To show how the dream and spirit worlds are rendered anthropomor
phic and subject to shamanistic control, the belief system of the Makuna 
Indians of Colombia is a valuable example. As Kaj Arhem, who spent 
two years with these people, observes: 

VVilell Mabl/la men go Illmting aud fishitlg they also, in their conuptioll, 
cany Ollt an exchange lVith the al/imal world. TI,ey believe that in another 
dimCl15iOll of reality, all arlimals are people; they IWl'e hOllses and garriellS, 
musical imtmmellts and ritual OmamerJts, chanlS and dallccs, as people 
do. They are grouped into cornmlmities il1habiting partiw/ar territories 
a/Jd a/so have their headmelJ, or 'masters oj the allimals'. Before major 
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lilli/ling alld fishing expediticJf)s - sf/ch as those preceditlg the {cOImnll
IlilY'S} Spirit DmKe - a shaman mils/ visit the long houses of the fish and 
a/tle animals (llld negotiate with their headmen. TIle shamml r.if.fers them :pin'tjoods, coca alld sm!ff, mId is promised fish alld game ill exchange." 

Whar is intriguing about the Makuna cosmology is not only the reci

rocity between humans and ani.mals and the active roh:: shamans play in �egotiating the interactions between the two; this can be expected in 

most aluIluStic views of reality. But the 'spirit world' in Makuna cosmol
ogy mirrors in every detail all the features ofMakuna society and culture. 
That is to say, Makuna society is completely extrapolated into a spirit 
world. 

What is reality here, and what is not? Do the Makuna regard the ani
mal world as sacred, or have they merely recreated animals as spirits that 
institutionally and culturally suit their own needs? Indeed, where does 
the patent anthropomorphism of the Makuna turn into a defacto anthro
pocentrism that trarnmutes all animals into human beings - socially as 
well as individually - thereby rendering them objects of human manipu
lation in shamanistic 'negotiations'? The fact that the Makuna 'animals' 
behave like human beings and are organized into distinctly human social 
institutions with headmen is a patently anthropomorphic view of the 
'spirit world' that clearly belies the popular myth that aboriginal peoples 
identify with non-human life-forms. It is not humans who ostensibly 
become or even co-exist with animals; it is animals who apparently 
become human. 

Nor does it follow that, because the Makuna have turned animals and 
their communities into exact replicas of their societies, tlley believe that 
the entire world is 'alive,' as many ecomystics and primitivists claim. 
'Animism', as the nineteenth-century anthropologist Edward Tylor 
called the view that everyrhillg in the world is living, by no means leads to 
Seeing life everywhere in one's surroundings. Tylor's assertion that an 
American Indian would 'reason with a horse as if rational' should not be 
taken to mean that an Indian regarded inalumate thinb'5 as such as alive." 
Aboriginal peoples are not so absurd as to view stones and horses, for 
example, as equally alive. However 'anirnistically' they regard the natural 
world in theory, in practice they apply their animistic views with consid
erable discretion. In everyday life, as BrOIuslaw Malinowski has shown, 
they dealt ,vith rocks and animals on very different tenns, just as many 
religiously inclined people today separate their belief systems from the 
practical demands of survival in the mundane world.'· When A. Irving 
Hallowell asked an old Ojibwa Indian if' aI/ the stones we sec about us 
here fare] alive', he received a very shrewd response. 'No!' replied the 
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old Ojibwa emphatically, 'But some arc.' Perhaps he meant those that 
were useful in one way or another to his people." 

None of these observations arc meant to claim that techniques discov_ 
ered by band and tribal peoples are lacking in practical value. Quite to 
the contrary: if anyone today wanted to hunt mammoths, mastodons, 
giant sloths, and longhorn bison with spears and with bows and arrows, 
the lore about animal behavior accumulated by our late Paleo lithic 
ancestors might indeed be invaluable. Should a time come when society 
returns to a world of 'scattered human population that lives by fishing, 
hunting, and food-gathering', as Edward Abbey suggests, we might want 
to invoke their 'wisdom,.,a Perhaps we could 're-enchant' the world 
with the fables that they believed in - assuming we could empty our 
heads of all the scientific and technical knowledge that presumably bur
dens our civilization. Whether such a return or revival is possible in a 
culture that knows a great deal about phenomena that were complete 
mysteries to lllen and women of the remote Paleolithic period, the 
reader will have to decide. 

The notion that their 'Paleolithic spirituality' fostered in our distant 
ancestors a conservationist and respectful attitude toW3rd wildlife, foresf3, 
and the various ecosystems they inhabited is perhaps the main reason that 
the virtues of a revived 'Paleolithic spirituality' arc promoted today by 
ecomystics and primitivists, few of whom are themselves likely to really 
believe that animals live under headmen in a 'spirit world' Of that the 
dream world is as real as the objective world around them. 

How 'Paleolithic' or 'primitive' are modern aborigines, who seem to 
live like our Paleolithic ancestors and presumably provide us with evi
dence of the prehistoric world? Most anthropologists now agree that the 
foraging communities they encounter have already been profoundly 
altered by earlier Euro�American contact, particularly by missionaries, 
traders, and soldiers. As the eminent social anthropologist C lifford Geertz 
warns: the remote ' "out-of-the-way" peoples' whom cultural anthro
pologists in the past studied as 'natural communities' were not relics of 
the distant past. Geertz writes: 

1711.' realization, grudgin.f! and belated, that this is 1101 so, 1101 fVI.'fI with 
Ihe Pygmies, /101 e!ll.'fI witiz the Eskimos, al1d Ihal l/lese people are illfaa 
products of larger-scale processes <:if sodal challge which have made them 
alld cOIltimle to make thelll wlrat they are - has come as sOlllelhing <:if a 
slwck that l!(Is imiuced a virlHal (n'sis ill thefreld [of alllhropologyf." 

The 15,000 or 20,000 years that have passed since the late Paleolithic 
were not a cultural and social vacuum but deeply affected even the most 
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isolated aboriginal peoples today. Today's 'primitives' - and they are dis
appearing like snowflakes in a sununer heat wave - underwent complex 

developments that separate them from the late Paleolithic peoples whose 

remains are the objects of extravagant fantasies. 

In the 19605 many anthropologists adopted idealized visions of'prim

irive' innocence and well-being. A 'Man the Hunter' symposium, held at 
the University of Chicago in April 1969, promulgated a myth of 'affiu
ent' foraging cultures and the existence ofprisrine 'primitive' communi
ties.:oJ It gave the mystical 'counterculture' and later New Age children an 
idea that they wanted to hear: namely, that civilization is bad, and that 
neo-primitives (an oxymoron) adorned with flowers and beads are 
deliriously good. Various 'Pleistocene', 'Paleolithic', and 'early Neolithic' 

spiritualities sprouted up like mushrooms after a rain. 
Careful research done since the 'Man the Hunter' conference indicates 

that people in foraging cultures suffered and suffer from considerable 
material insecurity. Monographic material reviewing aborigines at vari

ous levels of 'primitivity' are at odds with 1960s myths that our ancestors 
enjoyed 'affluence' and lived enviably pacific or untroubled lives. Many 
of the modern-day foragers whom anthropologists once described as 
enjoying 'affiuent', even leisurely lives actually suffered serious material 
deprivations, and their lives were often quite short. 

Nor should we be under any illusions that aboribrinal foragers are a 
direct continuation of Paleolithic foragers; rather, they were driven from 
stable, largely horticultural ways of life into inhospitable deserts and 
forests. The Kalahari desert San people, or Bushmen, are a striking case 
in point, as Edwin N. Wilmsen and his colleagues have shown." These 
hunter-gatherers, so widely celebrated in the pop anthropology literature 
of the past few decades as a leisurely and materially secure people, seem 
to have undergone several transitions from food cultivators and pastoral
ists to hunter-gatherers. To call them Paleolithic, let alone idealize their 

lifeway. as 'amuent', is arguable to say the least. Their much-lauded 
cooperative outlook and tendency to share things was easily undennined 
in recent decades, and they now seem to be as acquisitive as the 
Europeans with whom they have been favorably contrasted. 

Reasonable speculations based on similar facts can be made about 
many other present-day bands that were probably pushed back into 
inhospitable areas by competing tribes as well as by Europeans, and who 
Were obliged to use very simple, often attenuated tool-kits by compari
son with the more advanced techniques they had developed earlier. 
Some were forced to adopt simpler and less satisfactory ways of life 
because of invaders and competitors for resources. Thus the Yuqui 
Indians, 'discovered' in the 1950s, initially seemed free of European 
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inJIuence and 'blessed' with tools that were even more primitive than 
those ofiate Paleolithic peoples of some 30,000 years ago.� The Yuqui 
had never seen Europeans until their lands were invaded by missionaries 
(whom they initially killed) and the Amazon jungle near their conunu� 
nity domain was deforested. They wore no dothing, and their weapons 
consisted exclusively of bows and arrows. They had no tools apan from 
the clawed legs of animals. 

But significantly, their society had a slave caste, and after further study, 
anthropologislS have good reason to believe that tht,"ir ancestors had once 
had a fairly complex horticultural society with pottery and social hierat_ 
clues. They became foragers because centuries earlier they were obliged 
to flee farther and fanher into the Amazon forest to escape predatory 
European cololum, until they lost all memory of their past. 

Present-day band and tribal peoples musr have undcrgonc considerable 
cultural changes since the late Paleolithic. Indeed, due not only to their 
contact with other cultures, as well as Euro-American ones, they proba
bly differ considerably from their own ancestors of only a few centuries 
ago. 

Our early ancestors were probably not hunters, despite many claims by 
primitivists and sociobiologists that human beings are genetically predis
posed to hunt or have an inborn love of wildlife. As I have noted ealier, 
archaeological artifacts and a growing body of anthropological opinion 
now suppOrt the view th:lt, until the middle Paleolithic, about a miUion 
years ago, early homl.uds were more likely to be the prey than the preda
tor. Using stone implements to crack open the long bones of herbivores 
for nurrow, they were more likely scavengers than predators. 

Tlus way of acquiring protein-rich foods countervails the present-day 
im"ge of 'man the hunter'. As Robert J. Blumenschine and John A. 
Cavallo observe: 'This questioll [of Man the Hunter] matters perhaps as 
much as any in evolutionary studies because it touches on the definition 
of human nature, Unfortunately, the answer given by the theory of Man 
the Hunter is based more on sexual and other prejudices than on the 
fossil record and the ecology of finding food. ,�, The literature on this sub
ject has grown so consider.lbly that the conclusion of 'man the scaveng:er' 
is now becoming the conventional wisdom of paleoanthropologists. 

After tracing the 'Man the Hunter' notion from the 1969 conference, 
U!umenschine and Cavallo show that closer studies in the late 1970s and 
the 1980s produced increasing evidence that our hominid and even 
Homo ancestors were soplusticated scavengers, gaining an edge on other 
scavengers by developing increasingly effective crushing and cutting 
tools. Although the opportunistic hunting of small animals probably 
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always e:-.;sted among honunids and humans, it is likdy chat until hunun 

beings developed projectil e  weapons like spears and I3ter bows and 

rroWS, they scavenged on the prey of powerful predators, particularly �eopards, who often leave their partly eaten kill in trees. Their sharp CUt
ting tools and hand 3.xes may have given them key advantages over other 
scavengers: they could quickly butcher animal rcmains before they were 

driven away by large predators, and they could crush open long bones 

that contained nutritious marrow and that even hyenas, ,vith their pow
erful jaws, could not crack open. This scavenger position has been sup
ported most recently by the detailed studies of Donald Johanson, the 
discoverer of the Lucy fossil, and his colleag1.les.l' 

In what paleoanthropologists increasingly call the 'Human 
Revolution' - reflected in changes in the technological and artistic evi
dence of Homo sapiens sapiws in Europe some 40,000 years ago - a rich 
repertoire of implements was developed. as well a$ an, with a rapidity 
and on a scale that has no precedent in earlier times. In part, tlus revolu
tion can bc attributed to the development of syllabic languages; partly, 
toO, the revolution can be attributed to a very rich cultural evolution, the 
dabor.ltion of human conununal ties into fairly complex social institu
tions like dans and probably tribal fomu of organization. 

In a sense, hunun beings as we know them had arrived. They were 
rich in potentialities for self-<:onsciousncss, complex communication, 
rationality, coopention, and social organization, marked by innovative 
abilities and a capacity to know, intervene, and change the natural world 
purposefully to a degree unknown to any other Iife-fonn. 

How did these people deal with the world prllCtic4/fy, whatever their 
spiritual equipment nuy have been? What can we leU from the archaeo
logical and ethnographic evidence about Paleolithic "ttitudes toward 
Conservation and wildlife? How ecological were rhey in dealing with 
Other life-forms exutentially, not only spiritually? 

We have every reason to believe th"t 3S fur hack as the times of Homo 
errwu, our ancestors were prepared to alter their '",,>i!d' environment in 
every way that served their advantage. Having b'3ined the ability to use 
fire, crectm probably burned away forests to create grasslands 011 which 
game were to subsist for millions of years. Moreover, we have every 
reaSOn to suspect that erealls cunningly used torches to stampede game 
animals over cliffi and chase ofT predators to gain access to their kills. 

If HomQ rreclIls altered the environment over time with fire, it is certain 
thJt more evolved forms of the human genus did so on 3 sweeping scale. 
Much of what seems like original b'fassland in Eurasia, Africa, and the 
Americas might still be covered by dense forestS were it not for the burn
illb'S Our distant ancestors systematically practiced over many thousands of 
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years. Indeed. large parts of pre-Columbian America looked more like 
parkland than forest at the time of European contact, because of the 
repeated fires native peoples lit to provide open spaces for large herbi_ 
vores, for the removal of brush that could conceal their enemies, and fOr 
gardening. 

As Stephen J. Pyne observes in his detailed study, Fire in America, 'the 
virgin forcst was not encountered in the sixteenth and seventeenth cen_ 
tury; it was invented in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth cen
turies. For this condition, Indian fire practices were largely responsible.'l::I 
Evidence of human activities in dense forest areas appear to be suffi_ 
ciently widespread for modern anthropologists and botanists to question 
how 'original' many tropical forests actually were, even in the Amazon 
and certainly in tropical Nrica. 

Our Paleolithic ancestors, like any other life-fornl, almost certainly used 
their habitats to the full. In North America, the retreat of the last glaciers 
about 11 ,000 years ago was marked by the rapid e.xtinction of more than 
80 per cent of the great Pleistocene mammals - an immensely higher 
percentage of extinctions than those that occurred in the immediate 
postglacial period on other continents. As Paul S. Martin has put it, the 
last retreat of the glaciers in America was probably marked by 'overkill' 
of large mammals, primarily by peoples with increasingly sophisticated 
weapons and hunting techniques.>(; Long before Europearu landed on 
American shores, fauna like the mammotll, mastodon, giant ground 
sloth, huge armadillos, saber-toothed tigers, dire wolves, large beavers, 
and various bear species, as well as camels and horses - which had 
evolved on the continent and survived only because they had migrated 
to Eurasia - were completely gone. 

Some have tried to explain the disappearance of these species as a 
result of the ecological changes that followed the retreat of the glaciers. 
Perhaps, but many of these mammals had survived previous glacial and 
interglacial alterations, giving us little reason to suppose they could not 
survive the last of the postglacial climatic and ecological changes. What 
makes it difficult to accept an explanation based entirely on climatic 
change is the fairly recent discovery of a remarkably well-preserved 
mastodon, an animal presumably dependent upon the widely prevalent 
spruce-tree environments of the glacial period. The stomach remains of 
this extinct animal indicate that it had adapted quite satisfactorily to the 
bog-type environment favored by animals like the moose, which was 
widespread in the immediate postglacial world. 

Significantly, the many ecological niches opened by these extinctions 
of Pleistocene fauna in North America were subsequently occupied by 
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Old World animals, which gave North America its celebrated charac
the 

a biotic 'paradise': short-horned bison, elk, moose, caribou, 
t�r h:rn sheep, and the like. Unlike camels and horses, these animals did 
b.g 

A · · b , · d · c  volve on the mencan contment ut rat ler lIugrate to It [rom 
not e 
Eunsia. 

Still, we are not obliged to accept the 'overkill' afb'llment to agree that 

many now-e:xtinct fauna were hunted down by proto-Indian foragers 

and ultimately extenninated, without any 'spiritual' restrictions on their 

ways. Whatever their 'Paleolithic spirituality' may have been, they were 

prepared to hunt game with few 'spiritual' constraints. Deep layers of 

bison bones have been found at the foot of cliffs, over which Indians 

stampeded thousands of animals for centuries, probably in numbers that 

far e:xceeded the uses to which theit carcasses could have been put. 
Accullluiatioru of bones at one site examined by Brian Reeves of the 
University of California reached a depth of thirty-five feet. At still 
another site,Jack Brink of the ArchaeolOgical Survey of Alberta estimates 
that, over the centuries, 123,000 bison were stampeded over a single 
'jump site' by Indian hunters. As Brian Fagan observes in his survey of 
such cliff sites, 'the Blackfoot practiced bison hunting and butchering on 
J near-industrial scale for many centuries', settling down nearby in semi
pennanent camps, 'trading the spoils of the chase to people living long 
distances away. 'r! 

N2tive Americans were by no means the only foraging peoples who 
enb':lged in the massive and systematic killing of animals. Late Paleolithic 
hunters in Syria, for example, seem to have learned how to 'funnel' 
gazelles into killing and butchering sites during their seasonal migrations 
until they were completely extenninated.:!3 ln Pyrenean passes and other 
mountain areas, such practices occnrred until game was virtually or com
pletely 'wiped out. Indeed, fertility rituals may have been a very practical 
response to the decline of the great faunal herd animals that had fallcn 
prey to late Paleolithic foragers. The disappearance of these game animals 
can hardly be attribnted to climatic changes alone. The domestication of 
animals may even have preserved certain species whose extinction was at 
risk, as the hunting prowess of late Paleolithic peoples became increas
ingly sophisticated and deadly. 

No native American hunting practices, to be sure, exculpate the 
Illassive e:xtennination of wildlife that followed the settlement of the 
Americas by Europeans. The destnlCtion of the great bison herds on the 
plains - possibly exceeding forty million in two or three decades - by 
white hunters in the nineteenth century has no equal among native 
peoples. I wish only to emphasize that the American Indian, Pyrenean, 
and Syrian hunters of thousands of years ago did no more than what any 
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animal would have dom': they tried to find ample quantities of food 
good shelter - in short, to survive and to use their intelligence to 
their lives as comfomble as possible. 

Nor is there any reason to believe th�t quasi-religious scruples about 
'sacredness' of life made our prehisroric ancestors necessarily kinder 
gentler in their treatment of wildlife than people are today. 

Modern �borib>ines nororiously mistreated the animals they caught, 
oftcn inflicting needless pain upon them. For generations, gardening 
peoples in Borneo made a practice of killing pigs by furiously beating 
them to death. on the theory that their roasted flesh w�s p�rticul�rly 
tender after these practices. Eskimos were extremely harsh in dealing with 
their huskies, often kicking and striking them with little or no compunc_ 
tion, as were many Plains Indians in their treatment of theif own dogs. 
Colin Turnbull, in his generous and appreciative account of the lturi 

forest pygmies of Central Africa, was shocked to see how a sindula, a 
tasty dogIike creature, was tormented after it was caught in a net follow
ing a collective hunt. Repeatedly speared to the laughter of the pygmies, 
observes a shocked Turnbull, the animal 'still writhed and fought' until 'a 
third spear pierced its he�rt', and it was finally put out of its misery. 
Turnbull reports: 

AI 0111" limts I /Wllt SUfi Pygmirs sillgrirJg fralhrrs ciff birds thai wrrr 
slill alillt, txplaillill,,� Illat tlrt mrat is mort ullder if dralll comrs slalvly. 
And tlrr Irunting dogs. vaillable as tlley art, get kickrd arormd tnercilessly 

from tlrr day tlley art bom to IIII' day Illey die. , . ,  WI,tn I talktd to tilt 
Pygmirs aborlt Ilrti, Irtallnerlt oj animals, tlley larrglltd at Int and said, 
'nt fOrtSI Iras giVfrl tIS anjmals fo, food - sllould l/Jt rtjiUt this gift and 

slarvt?' 1 tllollght oj flrrkty farms and 71ranhgiving. and oj tllr milliorrs 
oj animals rtartd by 011' Ollltr sociny lVitll tilt soil' irl/tntiOIl oj slauglrtr,
jr�� IlIernfo,food.:!O 

These are the remarks not of �n arrogant European but of �n anthro
pologist whose affection for the pygmies is attested in every line of his 
writings. 

My point is not to exculpate abuses of animals today by adducing abu
sive attitudes amollg 'primitive' peoples - cruelty to animals is inhuman 
and insupportable wherever and whenever it is practiced. But it is the 
height of naivety to suppose that because Paleolithic or modern foragers 
occasionally exercised a pragmatic restraint on killing certain species or 
tabooed them �lto!;ether, they regarded them or their lives as ·sacred'. 
Often a \vide gulf existed between what they seemed to believe (gener
ally for very utilitarian reasons) and what they actually practiced. 
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' n"ly uphfting exclamations by cemin rnodtrrr native American 
SeelTll b' 

IlS �nd spokespeople, for example - to the effect that the wolf, 
sh:l.Iua gl "  . "  b h ' d  h . bear or ea e IS our COUSin or our rot er - 0 not mean t at 
bison, ' 
h · ,ncestors treated these animals with fervent consanb'Uinity only a t elr 

feW generations earlier. 

Rituals crntering on food animals like bison or bears were often per

folTlled for very practical reasons: to 'coo:,,' them into becoming prey 

during a hunt or to allay their 'spirits' after they were killed. The prag

matic core of these ceremonies rested on analogical premises that are no 

different in principle from chil dish fears of encountering werewolves or 
v�llIpire bats. Their ceremonies took the fom) they did because they 

knew little about the biotic fuctors that produce game for hunts. To early 
peoples, spirits abounded everywhere. not because they thought every
thing was alive but because the dream world itself was a continual source 
of perplexity. These spirits were not necessaril y  benign; indeed. if any
thing, they were often malevolent. Disease, it was believed, was caused 
by spirits, as were births, be they of children. bison calves, or bear cubs. 
If our hte Paleolithic ancestors probably knew little or nothing about 
human reproduction, why should they have known more about animal 
reproduction? If they believed that human children arc created by spirits, 
why should they have had a different view of bison calves or bear cubs? 

SuptTstition being superstition, aborih>inal spirit-beliefS were not only 
wrong but often ecologically deleterious. Calvin Martin has recently 
opined that before European contact, boreal forest Algon1ci�ns were con
servationists who hunted selectively. in .1 'contractual' rel�tionship with 
game animals by which both humans and animals agreed not to 'ruin' 
each other. After contact, when the Algonkians died of European dis
eases in great numbers, they regarded the animals as having violated the 
'Contract' and spread epidemics aillong the tribes. As a result of this 
alleged breach of faith, so Martin's thesis goes. the Algonkian! slaugh
ten:d animals wantonly in the belief that they were malevolent disease 
agl'nu .... This thesis has been strongly controverted: sOlne anthropologists 
have found that the Cree, with whom Martin deals, may never have 
been conservationists at all, 

Indeed, Crees seem to have believed 'that b>al11e animals killed by 
hunters spontaneously regenerate after death or reincarnate as fetal 
animals', as Robert A. Brightman observes in a fascinating review of the 
Iiter:lture on their mah>ico-religious concepts. 

Malliloba Crus ill II,e 1980s calI llris pro{tss akwanaham otoskana, 
'/animal} fOVf'rs il5 bollI'S'. Suc/r tl'rrllS are takerl for ,'!ranltd by somr 
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em flappers. I WQS la/d a/I Il mllnbtr oj oaosiollS 11,0/ all adull, IfllPlKd 
animal .vas 't"� same olle' that had bet'll killed llie prtvious ,vinttr. 
Modern Crus also stale thaI n'tual procedllTes Jor disposing oj animal 
bones and blood prefigmr alld iliflrrwce animal "generaljoll mId reillcar. 
/lalion. TIlis know/ellge lIIas pftse/lt in Ihe tlineteellth and eighteenth (tn
wries and probably den'vesfro/tl archaic strata of Algol/qw',lU cu/tUft.)' 

Brightman's condus.ion from Cree attitudes toward animals demonstrates 
that 'ecological wisdom' depends far more upon k nowledge and rational 
behavior than upon the vagaries of spiritism. Brigh.mlan observes: 

if hunten are IIl1llWQrt that ollimals rail be managed, tilt)' may also be 
Imowo" that fllry alii bt hllnten to dtpletion. It call1lot bt asmmed that 
Crus and others illvo/vtd ill gaml' dtpltlionI initially ImdefS(ood thei, 
oum rail' OJ dl'l1'1minalllS. Rather Ilran inhibitiJl.R overkill, religious defin
iliolls oj Ihl' humml-m,imal rrlaliotlship encouraged it itlsofar as they 
prrmised an environmem oj pdmordial abundallce ill which .Rome could 
tlOI be des/rOYI'd b'lt only lemporadly displaced. Some cOlllempomry Rock 
Cn'es reproduce Ihis IradiliollOl tmderstanding. Similarly, soml' 
OSllaburgh HOIlse Ojibwas stolen ill the 19605 thaI caml'fllatiott was 
ullnecessary because animals IWrI' ;givt'II' to hlllllerJ wlren they lVetr 
needed. TI,esI' wldrrstamJill,�s aft' held also by SUMmit AtllOpaskan 
grOlipSY 

The Ojibwa view that animals are 'given' to the hunters, presumably by 
beneficent spirits, is very similar to the lturi forest pygmy's view, as it was 
presented to TurnbuU. As we have seen, the pygmies frankJy declared 
that they could tonnent animals mercilessly because the forest spirit gave 
captured game to their community for their Own disposition. In fact, 
although there is a certain amount of evidence for conservation among 
the forest Indians of North America, far more evidence exists for I/Uk of 
conservation among forI'S( tribes such as the Montab'lUis and very S[rik
ingly among lroquoians in the Great LIkes region, who believed dut, 
'for aU kinds of animals. whether they Ileed them or not, . . .  they must 
kill all they find, for fear, as they say. that if they do not take them the 
beasts would go and tell the others how they had been hunted and that 
thcn, in times of want. they would not find any more,'" There are as 
many, possibly more, reaSOIlS for believing that precontact Indian 
spiritism fostercd overkill of game animals rather than for holding the 
ecomystical belief that they lived in 'fraternal' solidarity with them. 

Again, these examples arc not intended to defame native American or 
Afric.an forage�, still less exculpate the predatory behavior of Euro-
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/l.JIlcricans for their wamon destruction of \vildlife environments 
throughout the world. I simply wish to explode ecomystical and primi_ 

tivistiC myths that forage� were somehow less pragmatic in dealing with 

their environment than any other life-fonn. In fact, they used it to the 

hilt, all their spiritism to the contrary notwithstanding. Moreover, thc 
relationships of foragers to animals were very tenuous. The fact that late 

Paleolithic hunters paintcd animals on their cave walls or sculpted them 

does not mean that they viewed them as 'brothers' any more than they 
would view a mushroom as kin. The notion that a particular species. or 

for that matter, all animals, had a Chief Spirit was no inducement for 
nearing illdiltidual animals with any more 'respect' than the worship of 
God. in the Western world, has made individuals ooze with kindness for 
the less fortunate humans in their midst. 

If foragers regarded the world as alive. as ecomystics claim. this view 
call be explained by the fact that much of it It'dS alive. Their world was 
largely organic, and it was the only world they kncw. If it was sacred in 
their eyes (assuming they conceived of the sacred in any modern Euro
American sense), it may very well be due to their strong and pragmatic 
nced to 'conununicate' with their environment - more realistically, to 
(oll/ral it to some degree. Mabric and rituals were seen as effective means 
of attaining very pragmatic ends and of explaining an unknown spirit 
world that appeared in their dreams. Unlike modem humans, they did 
nO! understand the real origins of disease, the causes of sudden ehanges in 
the weather, eclipses, earthquakes, even the full meaning of death. 

To extol magico-religious attitudes irrespectivc of their truthfulness. 
simply because they have a superficial affinity with certain ecological sen
sibilities today is grossly misleading. If modern foragers hold an idyllic 
·Paleolithie spirituality' as though time had not affected their thinking 
after 20,000 years, they hold such beliefS because of ignorance, not 
bt'c3.use of any archaic wisdom. Notions celebrated as 'Paleolithic' by 
modcm ccomystics and primitivists rest more on analogy than on sup
ponabJe ideas, and they are inspired morc by a spirit world deriving from 
int'xplicable drearru than by ecological understanding. 

To call for the revival of'Paleolithic spirituality' is to ask human beinb'S 
to accept ignorance as a value, indeed, to 'disenchant' the fascinating 
world that has been opened to them by science, philosophy, social 
theory. and psychology. Humanity's hope. I wish to contend, lies not in 
a return to a mythopoeic past that was riddled by ignorance and supersti
tion and naive awe; nor does it lie in a passive acceptance of the status 
qltO, rid<Ued by greed, competition, and domination. It lies in a future 
that will dT3w from the past whatever is worth retaining, including the 
highly cooperative spirit that existed \vithin foraging but largely parochial 
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'primitive' communities on the ont: hand, as well as the universalism and 
sense of human conunonality that movements for emancipation 
advocated in the modern era. 

If cooperation and universality can be melded together, there is a 
sibility that a truly rational society might emergt: in which a 

enchanted' humanity nourishes a spirituality illfonned by sharing, 

society infonned by cooperation, and by a sensibility that glves 
recognition to the well-being of the natural as well as the social world. 

Prirnitivism stands woefully at odds with any attempt to achieve such a 
sensibility. In one sense or another, it seeks to turn back the clock, to 
back to a mythic Golden Age of intellectual and social innocence 
never existed. In the best of cases, primitivism aq,"Ues for a non-rational 
mentality based on contrived myths about 'primitive reverence' for a 
mystified Nature in which humans can intervene only for the most lim
ited reasons. In the worst of cases, it offers a misanthropic view of 
humanity, an identification of Nature with pristine wildt:rness, and a 
hatred of rationality, science, and technology. 

Both views are antihumanistic. Resting 011 deep ecology's biocell
trism, and on a host of ideas developed by postmodernisrs, they deny the 
unique position of humanity in social evolution, or worse, they dissolve 
it in a mythic animal-human community that renders any distinctions 
between animals and humans impossible to make - ironically depriving 
human beings of any responsibility for non-human life and its welfare. 
Once again, Harold Fromm's 'invisible puppeteer' is at work, mistaking 
the seemingly autonomous antics of the puppets for the puppeteer's 

manipulation of them. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Technophobia and its tri bulations 

From the eighteenth century onward, enlightened humanism advanced 
three basic ideals that it identified with progress. 

The first and most important of these ideals was a renewed focus on 
reason: the use of logical thought in dealing with reality. Since the rime 
of the classical cultures of ancient Greece and, to some extent, Rome, 
reason had been relegated, at best, to a handmaiden of theology. Since 
that time, social arrangements, not to speak of the natural wocld, had not 
been explained in rational tenllS. feudal hierarchies and royal power 
were looked upon as God-given, while social inequities were seen as the 
unchallengeable dispensation of a deity whose judgment was taken on 
faith. Tlus outlook was reinforced by the State as well as the Church. 
indeed by tradition as well as by biblical precept, however much radical 
heretics and popular uprisinb'S disavowed them from time to time. 

The eighteenth-century Enlightenment stridently and effectively chal
len�d this theistic view of worldly affiLirs. It persistently counterposcd 
rational understanding to unthinking belief in claims to knowledge and 
truth, be they in the realm of human relationships or in the natural 
world. In this respect, the Enlightenment surpassed the Renaissance of a 
century or twO earlier, wluch invoked Greco-Roman canons of an and 
rhetoric, revering that highly idealized ancient past rather than an innov
ative present and a rational future. 

Second, and following from its emphasis on reason, the 
Enlightenment advanced an increasingly secular view of social reality - of 
a new polity that enhanced individual freedom and legitimated social 
institutions rationally, be they pan of responsive constitutional monar
chies or republics. Voltaire's famous Cl)' 'Ecrasez {'infaml'!' meant not nec
essarily a denial of the Church doctrine and institutions but rather its 
inf.unous control over political, moral, and civil affairs on the strength of 
dogma, fear, and tradition. Many of the Enlighteners sought to separate 
Church from State, leaving the Church with the authority only of a 
moral force on society. 
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Tlus demand, to be sure, was more than an attempt to obviate ecdesi

. _ , meddling in the civil life of a po lity. As rationalists, the aStiCal . . 
Enlightcners were deep�y conccrn

.
ed \�Ith the a��crse role of super:stt

. ",ysticisill and mmdless beliefs III detemumng human behaVIor. Don, ' . . 
5 erstition, in particular, they believed, had to be balllshed from the op 

human beings viewed each other, through scientific explanations of way . 
reality in strictly naruralistic tenns. Even more than EnlIghtenment 
'mechanists'. whose influence has been deprecated and exaggerated by 
antihumanists these days, the subtler critical thinkers of the time, such as 
Denis Didcrot, stressed the focal importance of the natural world as an 
arena of human inquiry, indeed, as a guide to human behavior. To equate 
the Enlightenment's naturalism with narrow-minded mechanism, ,vith
om regard for the evolutionary and dialectica1 theories that were also 
very much in the air, is to caricature it in support of modem-day mysti
cal and irrational ends. 

Last, and vel)' significant, the Enlightenment placed a strong premium 
on the need to control natural forces on behalf of human material well
being. The appalling disparities in wealth in eighteenth-century society; 
the persistent famines that plab'\Jed france; the dire misery of the under
classes in cities and villages (all bucolic images of rural society notwith
standing); Ihe uncenainties of economic life; material scarcity and the 
necessity for arduous toil, which limited participation in public life - all 
contributed 10 the enthusiastic embrace of advances in science and tech
nology, with their potential for extending human freedom and personal 
dignity. 

This point cannot be emphasized tOO strongly, Although the 
Enlighteners did not challenge private ownership of land and the means 
of production - worked main.ly by peasants and craftsmen - they were 
almost one in their commitment to suppon scientific and technological 
advances for social purposes - nOt ideological 'hubris' for the purpose of 
'dOminating nature'. As the lavish technical illustrations in Diderot's 
monumental Etuydoper/;/l indicate, the Enlightenment celebrated human 
ingenuity and its promise to produce a sufficiency in the means of life, 
indeed, to case labor - with its implicit message of a more participatory 
polity - not to 'subdue' natural forces out of a lust for domination. 

If the Enlightenment saw Prometheus as the mythic agent for promot
ing hUnlan welfare, it was nOt because it no longer respected first nature; 
indeed, few centuries exhibited a greater devotion to the 'natural' than 
the eighteenth century - be it tecimologically, behaviorally, education
ally, or morally. Rather, the Enlightenment directly associated the 
removal of want and toil from humaluty with social improvement and a 
relatively free polity. 

,., 
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The great democratic revolUlions of the eighteenth ccntury - particu_ 
larly the American and Frellch - were predominantly political events, 
although they had widespread economic ramifications for the redistribu_ 
tion of property ownership. Their b'Tcatest long-range achievements 
were in the realm of personal liberty, upholding the autonomy of the 
individual in a volatile economic world. The cry of 'liberty, equality, fra_ 
ternity' rang somewhat hoUow, however, as the great majority of people 
who had made these revolutions continued to live in material want, toil_ 
ing on the land and in newly emerging factories from daWIl [0 dusk. 
'Liberty', without the means of life and the free time to exercise it, 
seemed merdy rhetorical. 'Equality', in tum, became a mockery of rev_ 
olurionary ideals as old privileges based on statuS differences were 
replaced with new privileges based on differences in wealth. 

In the nineteenth century the focus of radicalism shifted overwhehn
ingly from exclusively political egalitarianism to marerial egalitarianism, to 
a fonn of equality that allowed not only personal political freedom but 
also dignity and leisure to all laboring classes, be they on the land, in craft 
shops, or in factories. More specifically, the various socialisms of the early 
nineteenth century avowed the need for a cooperative society that would 
bring not only po litical but economic egalitarianism to humanity - a 
society based on the satisfaction of human material needs with mininul 
toil. If humanity were to achieve a truly democratic polity, working 
people had to acquire the means ofl ife and sufficient free time to patti 
cipate in it. 

It was in rhis context that the underprivil eged masses of Europe and 
the Americas viewed technological advances. Despite Luddite opposition 
to the usc of machinery chat subverted traditional crafts (a provisional 
opposition, let me add, that did not challenge tt'clmologicaJ advance as 
such, present-day distortions of Luddism to the contrary), the laboring 
classes viewed the potentialities for human bettemlent opened by the 
industrial world with considerable hope and incorporated them into their 
programs for social change. 

Indeed, the resistance to industrialism came mainly from the romantic 
intellectuals, artists, and mystics who decried the loss of a rural society 
that they idealized, steeped it in quasi-feudal traditions and a mythopoeic 
mentality. Not only did these romantics damn the patently hamUul 
effects of capitalist self-interest and exploitative methods of production, 
they decried reason and the Enlightenment itself. Whatever the benign 
intentions of the nineteenth-century romantic movement, their ideas 
later fed into a seemingly 'populist' movement that culminated in 
Gennan fascism. 
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. ificantly, Karl Mar.<, the most influential socialist theorist of the last Sign . hi f h  -.• d- - ' nWrv, identified the ac evemenc 0 t e matenou precon mons lor a c�pe�ti\'e and free society with the spread of capitalism. He held this �ew not because he admired capitalist social relations but because he 

believed that a market economy based on competition would yield vast 

advances in technological development. Such advances, he contended, 

\"ould eventually establish the technical basis for achieving the largely 

olitical and cultural goals of the Enlightenment as well as the material p . 
' .1: goalS of the emerging SOCIaLIst movement. 

There is a trab";c irony in the fact that Marx enshrined a class and 
e:<ploitative social system - capitalism - as an 'historically necessary' stage 
for achieving an economically emancipated society. Even as capitalism 
corroded the hereditary ruling stratum of feudalism, it did not challenge 
domination as such - capitalists were no less domineering than their feu
dal predecessors. The bourgeois system of domination that they created, 
however, was harder to define - and hence all the more effective. By 
creating a myth of individual autonomy - and identifying it with the 
achievement of the great democratic revolutions - the emerging bour
b�oisk could legitimate its de flleto rule over society. It made capitalism 
seem like the result of gritty personal enterprise, parsimony, and ingenu
ity. Its precept of fOT1n1l/ equa/iry - be it before the law or in the name of 
't'quality of opportunity' - concealed tile mbsftlutivf' inequa[;ry in wealth 
and influence in society. Indeed, capitalist apologists even denied that 
capitalism was, properly speaking, a class society at all, inasmuch as 'any
one' could become a capitalist if he or she so chose. 

Marx was intensely aware of this obscurantist subterfuge and properly 
designated capitalist social relationships as the most mystified in history: a 
system whereby class rule was shrewdly concealed by the myth of ' equal 
Opportunity'. This mystification of social relationships remains one of the 
mOSt compelling facts of modern-day class rule. In the past twO centuries. 
it has greatly conditioned ways of thinking generally to\V;lrd mystifica
tion, from which current antihumanistic ideologies strongly benefit. 

Marx's claim that capitalism provided the technological preconditions 
fOr socialism and hence was 'progressive', however, raised problems in 
transfomung society that he never theoretically anticipated. How could a 
society structured around competition lead, even after a social upheaval, 
to Olle structured around cooperation? How could a society, sedimented 
by a long history of class rule, lead, even after a social upheaval, to one 
Structured around substantive equality? These problems were not ade
quately resolved by tile socialist movements of the nineteenth and cady 
twentieth century - and they linger with us to this day. 
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Yet in many respects, Marx's emphasis on the impetus that ,,;pit�i, .. 
gives to technological dcvelopment was prescient. 

Th� mar�et economy that attained predominance In Europe 
Amenca dunng the past two centuries did innovate an industrial 'P'P'''_ 
tus unprecedented in human history. It fostered a broad naturalistic 
scientific understanding of the world, greater by far thall the m)"hop'''''i, 
ins

.
ights of the past, clouded as they were in naive illusions. At least on a stnctly pragmatic and instrumental level, capitalism carried much of the world out of an illusory animism, religiosity, and parochialism _ the 

'enchanted' world so treasured by the romantics - and into a secular 
world that encouraged human activity and rational inquiry. 

At the same time, the capitalist system was a class and exploitative soci� 
ety that was riddled by contradictions and that made for profound social 
and ultimately ecological instability. From the 1830s to the turn of the 
century, the 'progressive' dimensions otten overshadowed its ugly and 
deeply antih�mani5tic aspects, although exploited classes waged desperate 
struggles ab>a1nst them throughout the Euro-Amerian world. 

Yet even these conflicts were eventually marginalized by refonns won 
by trade UniO

�
lS

. 
and labor parties of one kind or another. Inevitably, �urope�n SOCIalIst movements flirted with the idea of sufficiently 

Improvmg the apitalist order so as (Q render it more equibble and ulti_ 
mately more cooperative - perhaps even more socialistic. Even as 
European and American socialist parties were drenched in the radical 
rhetoric of the previous century, they made socialism in England, 
Gennany, and France increasingly parliamentary rather than insurrec
tionary, and they themselves became loyal oppositions rather than revo
lutionary challenges. 

The
. 

First World War exploded the myth of a slow, progressive social 
evolutton from a capitalistic society to a cooperative society. Beaten 
down by four unrelenting years of trench \varfare and horrityingly lethal 
weapons, soldiers from the mass anrues of Europe returned home either 
to topple an entrenched social order in the East or threaten it menacingly 
in the West. 

It was during the interwar period, between 1918 and 1939, that 
Europ("a� soc�ety faced its greatest moment of truth: either it would carry 
out 

.
the histonc�y crucial task of replacing a market society with a coop

er.ltJve one, or It would spin ofT into an ominous period of terrible reactiOI�. The tragic failure of various socialist movem("nts in this period to 
achieve the gre�t goals they had elaborated over the nineteenth century 
ser:ed to nounsh the epochal crisis opened in August 1914 _ a crisis 
wlueh even the Second World War, bloodier and more destructive than 
the First, has failed to resolve. 
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c. < the Second World War fonned a sharp boundary between one In [;lC , 
r ,pitalist development and another. The preindustrial culture of r,1 0 c, e 

1920s and 1930s in America and Europe had not yet been entirely 
"" 

b.d by the economy; indeed, as dominant as capitalism had become 
absor e . . 

he end of the nin("teemh century econollllcally, It was far from all-
by �sive socially. Its system of market relationships - what early t\venti

�I_ce[ltury social theorists called co�lInodificatiOl
.
l - had n

.
ot yet �ulJy 

- < cd into the largely preindustnal everyday bfe of falmly relauon
penet ... 
shi s, personal associations, and community ties. fn the years following: the Second World War, however, this disparity 

between culture and economics chanb>ed drastically. Starting in the ea�ly 

19505 the apitalistic market expanded throughout the world, to a POlllt 
where it is now ubiquitous and all�penetrating, even by comparison with 
the capitalism of merely a generation or two ago. It now penneates 
nearly every facet of ordinary life, from the bedroom to the schoolroom, 
front the kitchen to the church. This market society, with its defining 
values of production, consumption, profit, and growth, was only dimly 
anticipated by Marx in the 18505, even as his major works unmasked the 
competitive imperatives of capitalist expansion and its accompanying 
culture of material acquisition. Consumption for the sake of consump
tion, or what we now call 'consumerism', which Marx could not have 
foreseen, became the counterpart of what he had denoted as 'production 
for the sake of production' - a driven fonn of general economic growth 
that has enveloped the consumer as well as the producer, and has become 
an end in itself, irrespective of social needs or consequences. 

Capitalism, aberted by its 'progressive' technoloboical achievements, has 
[hereby acquired a rec/m% gico/ persona - a projection of itself as the indus
trial 'logic' of science and technology as such. Thus, added to its self
mystification as a society of 'individual autonomy' and 'political 
freedom', it has acquired still anotlrtr IllY" cif mystification - the myth that 
science, technology, and even reason constitute its imperative for unre
lenting e.xpansion. 

This cunning mystification has beguiled nearly all ecomystics and has 
enhanced the 'mystery' surrounding capitalism's econOlruc and market 
operations. Not only has the specious sobriquet ;mlllSlTiai society become 
synonymous with cilpitaiism, but today it has virtually replaced it, com
pounding the mystification that surrounded capitalism from its inception. 

This mystification may be the most obstre�rous of all, having gener
ated a sizable literature, even a tradition, that assigns uncanny powers to 
technology Ilpart from the social context that determines its use. It 
becomes difficult for the ordinary person to sec that it is not science and 
technology that threaten to turn the entire world into a huge market and 
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factory; rather, it is the market and factory that threaten to "''''h''Olo.l 
gize', to objectify or commodifY the human spirit and reduce the natural 
world to mere raw materials for capital ex:pansioll. 

Thus, the dazzling scientific leaps and technological innovations that 
have occurred since the Second World War IIrr Iht product oj wry dislina 
sOOnl rrflltiomllips and an �'-grol/Jillg ,"liTke, society. The notion that science 
and technology arc 'autonomous' of society, that thcy themselves 
controlling f.ac[O� in guiding society, is perhaps one of the most insidious 
illusions of our time. That science and technics conduct lines of research 
and open visions toward /lew developments is certainly true, but these 
developments acc rigorously b'1lidcd by the prevailing market society 
rather than the other Wi!.y around. 

Although society abets scientific and technological developments. 
society also aoorts the explontion of new techniques. depending upon 
the needs that guide corponte research. These needs are overwhelmingly 
economic. centering on corporate profit and expansionary interests, as 
witness the stimuli given by large enterprises to lines of scientific research 
that promise to give them economic hegemony, while willfully ignoring 
others that, although interesting to scientists or engineers, are not consid
ered sufficiendy profitable from a business standpoint. 

Thus it took yeal'S to arouse the interest of business in organic agricul
ture:, solar and wind power, non-polluting fuels, recycling techniques. 
and lIlany other inviting technologies. Indeed, with the rise of the envi
ronmental movement in the 19705, it was often necessary for scientists 
and engineers to establish precarious and privately funded institutes in 
which they could devote themselves to developing 'environmentally 
friendly' technologies that industry obdurately ignored or even dis
avowed. Where laq,>e corporate enterprises and governmental agencies 
finally undertook research to explore the possibilities of what I have 
called 'ecotechnics', they conunonly did so only after considerable pub
lic pressure. Even today, various technologies that would improve safety 

in tnnsportation - alluring as they may be to engineers eager to sophisti
cate them - srill lie woefully on drawing boards becau§c they are either 
too costly or too unprofitable from a corponte standpoint. Notoriously. 
the profit-oriented approach guides research in a host of technical areas. 
including steel-making facilities that, were they put to use, would yield 
products that are lasting, unlike the 'planned obsolescence' worked into 
appliances, cars, homes, and even tools today. 

The factory model around which capitalism is structured has given social 

relationships themselvC5 a technological fonn, just as in the Middle Ages 

Christianity gave social rebtionships a religious fonn. In a sense, every 

,,, 

TECHNOI'tK>8lA AND ITS m8ULATIONS 

is a 'megamachine', to use Lewis Mumford's word for ways of 
nctor)' 

h I· d . . 
bilizing: labor. Nor are megamac ines pecu lar to mo ern socIetIes 

:;ed Oll high technology. They existed thousands of years ago, in the 

Ncar East and in the Ro�a
.
" wo

.
rld. when tool� were �rdly more 

3dvanced than in the Neohthic penod. The pyranuds of anaent Egypt, 

the lemplC5 of MC5opotamia, and the roads of Rome were constructed 

primarily by the brute labor of serfS and sJaves. In t1�e early mod�rn 

period, capitalism simply mobilized labor more mechalllcally by maktng 

the rural cottage worker an appendage to the spinning wheel and hand 

loom. In time, the two wen� brought together in the fonn of a factory 

that now encompasses society as a whole, not only its economy. 

Today, the unbridled expansion of the market transforms nearly all tra

ditional personal relationships into commodity ties, fostering a belief in 

the merits of consumption and a highly synthetic image of 'the: good life'. 

Technological innovation has merely made this commodification of 

everyday life easier to achieve. To be sure, modern technologies may be 

used, as in the case of television, to promote the s,lle of goods, to influ

ence taste, and to create new 'wants'. Yet by the same token, advertising 

techniques were always in use, whether in medieval fairs, Renaissance 

nurkets, or large pre capitalist commercial centers. For centuries, the 

churches :md mosques of precapitalist society were inunenscly effective 

networks for promoting ecclesiastical, noble, and royal interests, preach
ing messages of quiet accept:lIlce of duties, awe toward saints, and defer
ence toward one's social 'betten'. Deep-seated social crises were 
necessary before the captivC5 of clerics could dislodge ecclesiastical 
control over the minds of the oppresscd - a process that is far from 
completed today, with or without televangelists. 

Convenely, even the highly civilized societies of the ancient world 
regarded technological advances with astonishing indifference at best and 
active hostility at worst, primarily because servile human labor was cheap 
and readil y available. Not that the steam engine and the paddle wheel 
were unknown, but they were never put to industrial uses. Ironically, 
WeU into the Middle Ages, when Christianity (which technophobes 
regard as one of the most antinaturalistic of ideologies) reached its height, 
the powers that be often saw technological advances as demonic, not as 
an inspiration for pursuing the 'domination of nature'. 

While C:tpit.llism has turned to technology with a fervor unknown to 
�ny previous society and dressed it in the mystifying garb of an 'industrial 
society', capitalists have notoriously neglected very important technolo
gies and chosen to develop precisely those techniquC5 that benefit its 
unique imperative for growth and its inflated appetite for profit. 
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I have eX4mined at some lenb>th (he extent to which technology is 
eronomous or dependent phenomenon because ecomysticism tends emphasize its autonomy from society and the mystique of a ", "hnoh'8ical imperative', crudely obscuring the profoundly sodal factors 'h"rp,,,,mote or inhibit technological innovation. Given this simplistic 
modcrn technology and a 'technological mentality' become the 
pal, often the exclusive causcs of environmental ills, Cultural malaise, 
the loss of 'primal' innocence. 

Moreover, contemporary critiques of technology Often [;;,o:
f 
:;;:�::: hand with primitivism and ecomysticism. The sophistication ( 

we are often told, has alienated us from 'nature' and our 'primal' roots rendering us merely parts ofa vast 'megamachine' that threatens not orn; to destroy the natural world but to diminish our awe before Ihe 'sacred' in the biosphere, our 'feeling' for life, and our contact with the 'spiritual'. From the romantics of the last century, to Gennan conservative writers early in the present one, an effiuvium ofbooh and periodicals has sur_ faced, stressing the 'autonomy' of technological development and either explicitly or implicitly calling for a rerum to technically simpler ways of life. The more primitivistic of the recent technophobic writers call for a return to the pristine lives of Paleolithic cave dwellers, Neolithic horti_ culturists, or mcdiev"J serfs and craftspeople. 
Whether such views can be accepted at face value is. to put it gently, arguable. Owing to the massive inroads personal computen have made into the lives even of technophobes, who are usually unprepared to sacrifice tillS highly soplllsticated device for the quill. one would think that they are as natural as fruit and thrive in Californiall orange groves. Indeed, few of technophobia's outstanding spokespersons have abandoned the horrors of the civilization they decry to live hennetic lives free from technological subversion; nor do they desist from accepting fees for ��� �nd lectures that

. 
in:e�gh against the megamachine and its 'dcspirit!ZIng unpact on the mdivl dual and society. Indeed. olle primitivistic, technophobic periodical confessed, 'We got a computer - and we bate id" W�ch causes one to wonder: why acquire one at all when the great revolutions of the past were summoned to action by simple handpresscs? 

If this kind of cant and silliness were all that technophobia produced, it 
could easily be disreg<lrded. But technophobia raises serious antihumanis_ 
tic issues that require critical examination. 

First, technophobia sets up a rn.isleading enemy for committed envi
ronmenu!ists and culture critics, fedirecting their aw:ntiOIl away from 
patently SOCial concerns. Well-mealLing people are urged to focus on a 
problem that cannot be seriously fought - specifically, technology _ 
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, h Y a'!Tce it is a problem in the first place. 
1111ng t e to • • fl ;lSSu 

d technophobes leave unanswered the strategJc quesuon 0 lOW 
Secon

d
' -n· c socie'"" could be possible, if its members bcked the 

Iy eIllOC... ·' . .  . a tru 
s of life and the free time to exerCise theLr freedoms. Cbl lllS that a 

nIean
.

. 
' way of life would allow for 'banker's hours', to use Jerry 'primJtlve . . 1 d ' . I d • pression are Simply fallacIOUS. Man er s sources, nouns Ie Manders ex ' . . . _. fl" 1960s and 1970s craze for the virtues ofabonglnaJ ways 0 lIe, are 

on lhe 
I · · Ch questionable. if not complete y speCIOUS, as we saw In aptet nOW very k d . 

U uess people arc prepared to give up literacy, boo s, mo ern mUSIC, 

5. �ca1 comfort. and the gTCat wealth of philosophical, scientific, and 

�:ra1 ideas associated with civiliz.atio�, the basic decision the
.
y face is 

how to use their vast fund of technolOSIcal knowledge and deVices, not 

wilt/her to use them. . .  
This decision is of momentous SOCial proportlons - and �lUst

. 
not be 

based strictly 011 a subjective love or distaste for technologIc,,1 mnova

ciOIl. In a better world, humanity might choose to discard many compo

nents ofits current technological equipment, possibly sopillsticlte others, 

lnd innovate ecologically more desirable ways of producing things. But 

without a technics that will free hUlltalllty from onerous toil - and with

out values that stress democratic fonns of social organization in which 

tvtryOIJt can participate - all hopes for a free society in the future are 
chimeras. 

Technological innovation, in itself, will not increase the free time that 
is needed for a democratic political culture. Indeed, in  class societies the 
use of technologies to displace labor by machines, to deforest vast areas of 
the planet, to exploit low-wage populations in the Third World - all 
raise precisely the social issue of the ways in which technolob'Y is used. 

Nor arc aU technologies neutral in their impact on social and ecologi
ea.! well-being - or even necessarily desirable. Clearly some technologies, 
such as nuclear weapons and power plants, should be banned completely. 
The same can be said for agricultural and industrial biocides, surveilbnce 
devices. high-tech welponry, and a host of other socially and ecologically 
harmful techniques. 

But to glibly abstract technology from its social context, to let destruc
tive current uses of technologies outweigh their potentially morc rational 
application in a better society, would deny us the opportunity to choose 
what technologies $llOrild be used and the forms they will take. Various 
SOcieties me 1 given technology in radically different ways: some for per
sonally profitable and exploitative ends: othen use it restrictively. owing 
to traditions of parsimony or feus of social instability; and still others 
Illight well use it rationally, to "dvlnce human freedom, self-develop
menl, and an ecological sensibility. 
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Modern technophobes, especially of the mystical persuasion, tend 
confuse social with technological factors. Lanb>don Winner, one of 
more infonned critics of technology, indiscriminately intermingles 
with technological factors, an approach that often makes the most 
cious defenses of technophobia seem almost plausible. Winner observes: 

if the experience oj modem society shows us anything it is that reelm% 

gil'S are not merely aids to human activity, but also powerful JOffes acting 
10 reshape that (Utivily mJd its meaning. 77le irJlrodlirliOlJ of a robot to all 
indJlslrial workplace not only increases productivity, bJII ojretJ radically 

changes Ihe process of production, redijllling what 'work' means in that 
setting. U!1Jen a sophisticated new technique or imtrmnem is adopted in 
medical pmctice, il lranifonns /101 only what doctOfs do, /mt a/so the ways 

people think about health, sickness, and medical care. Widespread alter
ations of this kind in tl'chniqrJes of comnJlmication, Iranspoflarion, mallll

Jac/urillg, agrimlmfl', mId Ihe like are largely what distinguishes our times 
Jrom early pen'ods of human history. nJr kinds of things we are apl to see 
as 'mere' teclll1olo�ical entilies become much more inurestillg and problem
alic if we begin to obsewe how broadly they are involved in ClJtJditions of 
social and moral life.l 

But how a technology affects social context depends entirely on which 
new technologies are introduced and the reasons for introducing them. 
In a cooperative society - unlike the one in which we live today - a 
robot introduced into a factory environment might remove people from 
onerous toil and assembly- line drudgery, leaving them free to engage in 
pleasurable and creative activity. On the other hand, in a market, profit
oriented society like the olle in which we live today, a robot would 
probably intensify the exploitation of workers whose tasks are orches
trated by the presence of a robot and increase the economic problems of 
those who are displaced by it. Winner's unitary statement about the 
impact of a robot on work, in effect, lacks sufficient social contextuality 
and tends to be more obfuscatory than illuminating. 

Implicit in Winner's notion of 'technological somnambulism', in which 
'we so willingly sleepwalk through the process of reconstituting the con
ditions of human existence', is his own social somnambulism.' For 
Winner, the existing society is a given, seemingly unalterable phenome
non, the background for existing and future technological innovation. 
That technology autonomously orchestrates rather than is orchestrated 
by the social eonte..xt in which tools and machines exist is essentially 
assumed. That the reduction of work by a robot may, in fact, make life 
easier, indeed richer, that its effects could be minimal or even desirable, is 
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ot spelled out in his book, which is tilted toward theorists who see tech-o . .  
[\01010' as shapmg socIety. 

Like many technophobes who are preoccupied with unexplained 

'technological imperatives' and the psychic effects of technological 

change. Winner marginalizes the centrality of social issues. Thus, he calls 

upon his readers t� be aware of the ramifications oftec�nolob>ical change 
upon society and Its values - a rather foggy request, smce the nature of 
the present society, its conflicting interests, and rational alternatives to the 
present human condition remain une:o • .-plored and are as problematically 
intenneshed as ever with each other. So are questions about who con
trols the development of technology. In the harsh, real world, those who 
decide which new technologies arc or are not to be introduced into 
workplaces, hospitals, offices, and factories are the proprietors of those 
operations. Not even managers, engineers, and scientists - or what has 
been loosely called the 'new class' - make long-range decisions about the 
use of technologies in the modern economy. Ultimately, it is the owners 
and directors of a particular concern - least of all ordinary citizens - who 
decide what kind of technology will be used in a given enterprise, as the 
fonnulation of recent 'down-sizing' policies by large corporations 
throughout the world so clearly reveal. 

These owners and directors are concerned less with the social, psycho
logical, and ideological impacts of a new technology than with the profit 
and competitive advantages it may yield. Less socially visible than the 
corporate 'bosses' of an earlier era, like the old John D. Rockefeller, con
temporary 'bosses' are often highly professional and well trained in the 
more complex aspects of business management and engineering. And 
their authority stems ultimately from their power as owners and directors 
at the apex of the economic pyramid, not merely as knowledgeable 
technical personnel. 

Winner's outlook tends to conceal the real issues of social pOWCT. Much 
as technolob'Y may enhance the operations of a given society, it is a dis
tinct means deployed by self-serving owners and directors to exercise 
their power and incn::ase their gains. By emphasizing the rJfcr:ts that new 
technologies have upon people and their values, Winner's book keeps us 
f�m clearly understanding that these effects :lre the results of manipula
tlOIlS by definable social elites whose behavior, in real life, is guided 
Overv.rhelmingly by economic f

.
lcts - not by the extent to which ordi

nary people sufTer from 'technological somnambulism'. 
Douhtless, as Winner argues, technological changes 'affect the texture 

of modern life', but social changes affect modern life f.1r more drasticaUy. 
thus, a Renaissance banker of some four hundred years ago - say, a 
member of the Fugger banking family - held a view of the world, 
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possessed an individualized sense of self, and had politic;!.] values 
were much morc akin to those of a modern businessman than, say, 
Athenian citizen in Periclean times. Yet Greek and Renaissance 
nologics were remarkably similar by comparison with Renaissance 
modern ones. Both the Fugger hanker and the modem banker lived in 
calculating, money-oriented, egoistic, and cOllunercial world that 
many Greeks would have seemed debasing and asocial. Athenians 
fifth century DC were expected to place the intereStS of the polis or 
called 'city state' before personal considerations and generally 
conunerce as a degr.tding activity, unfit for an authentic citizen, an 
tude that stood in marked contrast to Fugger and mOde�

:y

::��;� I Although the technological distance between commercially 
Renaissance bankers and Athenians was relatively small, the 
cal distance between the two was immense. 

Winner's assertion of technological autonomy ultimately becomes 
technological determinism. If 'our instrumcnn are institutions in the 
making', as he fatalistically decl3res, and 'tcdme has at last become 
politl'ia', then our behavior is detemnned by technological faCtors. Nor is 
there any real hope that the 'political wisdom of a democracy' can 'discie 
pline' technological innovation, since 'it would require qualities of judi
ciousncs.s in the populace that have rarely been applied to the judgement 
of instrumentallfunctional affairs. 'I His book, TIlt: W1'(1/r and the R�llCto" 
ends with a question: '[alt present our society seems to prefer . . .  monu
ments to gib>antism, war, and the overstepping of natural and cultun.l 
boundaries. Such are the accomplislunents we support with our dollan 
and our votes. How long will it be until we are ready to do anything bet
ter?'· Which question sidesteps the issue of how effective voting can be 
in a political system that is an olib>archy of the powerful and wealthy - a 
fact that leaves the preferences of 'our society' very much in doubt and 
its exposure to radically fresh alternatives very limited. so say the least. 

Among the less sophisticated technophobcs, like Jerry Mander, the ambi
guities that mark Winner's treannent of technology become wild 
s1og:meering, laced with appeals to the 'sacred' and genuflections before 
'primitives', whom Mander ecumenically calls 'Indians' whether they are 
native to the Americas or nOt. 

Intellectually, Mander's In the Absence of Ihe Sacred is a cacophony of 
wildly discorcbnt arguments that intermingles the social and the techno
logical wi th a degree of abandon that verges on the embarrassing: 
Technology, we are told, is all-pervasive. It invades our consciousness 
and, with each generation of techEncal development, separates u� front 
the natural world by enfolding us in a purely technological environment. 

1 .. 

TeCHNOPH081A AND ITS TR8ULAnoNS 

. the Illcbr,unachinc image rears its terrifying hcad: 'The web of Agam, 
I d . .  . 

. teractions among machincs becomes more comp ex an more JIlVlSI-
on 

I 'le the total effect is more powerful and pervasive. We become �. w u . . Ore enclosed and ever less aware of that fact. Our enVlrorunent IS cver 111 
much a product of our invention that it becomes a single worldwide :achine. We live inside it, and are a piece of it." In Mander's view, this 

'web of interactions' is almost entirely a prod\lCt of technology as such 

and the mentality it breeds. 
. . A director of the Berkeley-based Elmwood InstItute, Mander deltvers 

what Kirkpatrick Sale enthusiastically lauds as a 'skewering critique of 

modern technology, in which cars, telephones, computers, banks, bio
genetics and television . . .  all are shown to be part of a mad "m��tec�

nolob'Y" that is destroying the world's resources and robonzmg Its 
eoples." The reader canllot help but wonder which of these terrifying �echnolobrjcal artifacts are actually used by the Elmwood Institute's mem

bers and associates. Indeed, Mander, who robustly celebrates the fact that 
he merely uses 'an old IBM Selectric', may well be an exception among 
his associates.'o In any case, like personal computers, not even old, indeed 
ancient IBM Selectrics grow on trees. 

In a heady passage, Mander celebrates his technologically simple child
hood world in the Bron.'t of the 1930s and 1940s, during which time Ins 
mother's 'favorite activity was shopping' and a physician, whose principal 
pharmaceutical seems to have bcen aspitin, attended to his family's health 
needs. The Mander fmUIy of this blissful en had a television in the living 
room that featured Milton Bede. at a time when broadcasting was 
happil y  restricted to seven hours each day. Mander senior's prize posses
sion was a Buick sedan that he rotated only every three years and the 
Manders were satisfied with annual family trips to Florida. plus a Stay at 
summer camp for Mander junior. ' !  

Yet how free of 'consumerism' and 'technology' was this halcyon en, 
forty or fifty years ago? Did Mrs Mander beat the dirt out of her family's 
dothing with a scrub board and squeeze out the water ,vith rollers, while 
Mr Mander indulged his passion for new Buicks? Did she clean the floon 
on her knees? Did she carry heavy shopping bags, filled with food staples, 
or was she drivcn to and from market by Mander senior in a new Buick? 

Mander junior does not enter into these trivial dt:tails. But having 
grown up in the same Bronx milieu a genention or so earlier, I feel 
obligcd to protest that the Manders enjoyed emincntly privileged 
middle_class comforts and technologica1 goodies that were entirely 
unknown to me, my family, and my friends. From the very beginning of 
thc 1920s to well into the I 930s, my own family did not even own even 
a ndio, still less a car, television set, or telephone. Nor were they so 
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privileged as to make trips to Florida or send me to summer camp. At the 
onset of the Depression, my mother and I did not even have a family 
physician. Instead, when we were sick, we sat for hours in the clinics of 
New York City's public hospitals, hoping to receive (IIry kind of medical 
attention. 

I am not trying to 6'l.liit Mander or trade experiences with him. His 
technophobia is premised on a fairly well-to-do way of life, as is the 
technophobia of so many baby boomers of late. His deprecation of 
antibiotics rings hollow at a time when chil dren underwent dangerous 
mastoid-bone surgery for deadly ear infections and elderly people 
became seriously ill from even minor wounds. Without antibiotics, I 
would probably have died of a Streptococcus infection in the early 1940s. 
There is a sickening arrogance in technophobcs who, having enjoyed the 
fruits of middle-class, even wealthy life-styles, condemn appliances that 
freed women from considerable domestic drudgery, machines that freed 
worker5 from mentally debilitating tasks on assembly lines, and opened 
altematives to starvation in lands that were once completely at the mercy 
of 'Mother Nature' and 'Her' many climatic vagaries. 

In e.xtolling the relative technological simplicity of his Bronx child
hood, Mander, in fact, is extolling a {II/tillY' - the Jewish immigrant 
middle-class way of life - that was preindustrial in many respects, that 
had not yet been completely penetrated by the marketplace. Its language, 
values, family structure, and ideals were ultimately eroded !lot by tech
nology - which, in fact, its members generally prized as much as Mr 
Mander did his Buick - but by the socially invasive power of capitalism 
and its commodity orientation. 

My own mother, an Eastern European immigrant, welcomed with 
almost sublime ecstasy her first 'Frigidaire' and her access to washing and 
drying machines. To own a motorized vehicle in my childhood and 
youth wouJd have been reb':l.rded as an unimaginable luxury, indeed a 
mark of new social Status. SUnuner vacations were hardly common 
among poor people who had to haggle for lower food prices. As an adult, 
I worked as a foundryman and auto worker; to be finally free from that 
toil was an occupational epiphany of a kind at least as intense as the one 
Mander himself seems to have experienced after he left his work with 
advertising agencies and drifted into the Elmwood Institute. 

Mander's careless confusion of the preindustrial cultunl roots of his fam
ily with the social uses of technology lead to the same ideological disarray 
that marks Winner's more sophisticated book. Despite their different 
levels of discussion, both writers repeatecUy confuse the promise of 
technological innovation in a fIltiolltll society with its abuses in the pmcrll 
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'rrational one. With considerable aplomb, we are shown that technology �oes not, after all, produce more leisure today - as though 'today' were 

sotllehow 'forever' - or that radicals of past generations did nOt know 

that technology can be used for exploitative ends under capitalism, as it 

can be for liberating ends in a cooperative society. 
Worse still, teclmology creates llIore work, we are told - with minimal 

references to society, because people must now hold twO jobs instead of 
one, as a result of the way an innovation currently yields partial employ
ment and lowered income. That an avariciow class of proprietors and 
administrators must - and want to - gain a 'competitive edge' in the mar
ket with unseemly profits and that money leads to exploitation aU but 

eludes Mander, who develops a serious case of social somnambulism. 

The vested economic interests that use technological innovations to 
exploit rather than diminish labor are not only freed of their odium. but 
scented by flamboyant denundations of technics as such. 

Thus, after conceding that medical technolob'Y 'on the whole, aids 
longer life and that is good', Mander, as a constrast, then mingles apples 
with oranges by reminding us that the murder rate in the United States 
has skyrocketed, that the prison population is bursting, that suicide and 
dmg use have reached epidemic proportions, that 32 million Americans 
live in poverty, that 13 per cent of the population has no health insur
ance, that 3 million people are homeless, that 27 per cent are functionally 
illiterate, and that 28 million American adults sutTer from one or another 
kind of mental disorder." One is obliged to ask - is all this really because 
of tl'C/fIl% gy? 

FinaUy, having recited more statistics on the extent of environmental 
degradation, Mander might be expected to deliver a powerful rebuke 
against a society that pennits, indeed fosters, these terrible, patently 
social, �buses, Instead, we are told: 'Given that technology was supposed 
to make life better. and given its Dppartm failure in both the social and the 
envirOlmlental spheres, shouJdn't reason dictate that we sharply question 
the wild claims we have accepted about technology?'LJ 

Penneated as his book is by social amnesia, the reader often has the 
feeling that if only people could all get together in a huge encounter 
group. possibly at the Elmwood Institute, all our problems could be 
happily resolved. We are, it �ppears, entranced by a 'pro-technology 
paradigm' that has dazzled us into a belief in the promise of'technotopia'. 
If only we could remove its inlrtrcnt DJlJlcal to our psyches, we might -
guided by the 'sacred,' as defined by California's version of native 
American sensibi lities - find our way to self and possibly social redemp
tion. " 

As to society, Mander's insights are sparsC'. The most seminal thought 
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in III the Absenu if the Sacred is that 'corporations are machines,' by which 
he means that corporations constitute a business technology and are the 
product of a 'technological mentality'.'� That corporations are impersonal 
and amoral - hence, machinelike - might make this fonnulation a rea
sonably good metaphor, provided that Mander explored their function as 
sources of profit and capital accumulation. But these basic attributes of 
any capitalistic enterprise are given m.inimal attention. 'The Profit 
Imperative', one of his subheadings, receives four scant lines, and no 
analysis is given to back up his conclusion that 'profit is the ultimate mea
sure of all corporate decisions'. ,. 'The Growth Imperative', which imme
diately follows Mander's impressively abbreviated discussion of profit, 
occupies less than half a page, and it too is notable for its lack of serious 
analysis of the impelling factors in capital expansion. Last, Mander sees 
'Competition and Aggression' primarily as an internal problem within 
individual corporations, a fonn of personal agonistic activity comparable 
to the behavior of competing professional football players." 

Mander's interpretation of technology is basically obscurantist: conceived 
as a quasi-mystical 'web of interactions', technology not only takes on an 
almost psychic and self-generative life of its own, but it is given an over
powering presence in every dimension of human affairs. In Marx's con
cept of the 'fetishism of commodities', people who make the things they 
consume seem under capitalism to be mysteriously ruled by them; so for 
Mander, technology, which results from interactions between human 
beings and the natural world, becomes a mysterious 'autonomous' force 
that plays a fonnative and overriding role in the human condition. To 
understand the authentic reality of the human condition today, we are 
thus obliged to strip away not only the fetishism of commodities but also 
the fetishism of technology. Not only do we live far more within a very 
real web of commodity relationships than technological ones, but we are 
justifiably far more affiicted by a market-oriented mentality than by a 
technological one. We are far more concerned with securing a living 
than with assessing the extent to which technology affects ollr psyches. 
Our thinking is fashioned along quantified lines more because of our 
attempts to balance a dwindling domestic budget than because of the 
influence of Cartesian mechanism. 

The social amnesia that afflicts technophobes and antihumanists gener
ates an arrogance toward the seemingly mundane problems that people 
ordinaril y face, a New Age arrOb'3nce much greater than the arrogance of 
so-called 'technotopians' (a category that seems to include almost every
one who is seriously concerned with human welfare and the achieve
ment of a materially abundant society). Indeed, left to its own devices, 
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he present society might well produce environmental dislocations so 

�rofound that humanity will be obliged to live in a 'technotopia', an arti

ficially created environment, with no appeals what(':ver for a return to the 

'sacred', least of all to a contrived 'Paleolithic spirituality', will be able to 

bring back the ozone layer, restore a breathable atmosphere, undo the 

d;unage to basic biogeochemical cycles, and cleanse a hopelessly poisoned 

water supply. If such a sweeping ecolob>1cal regression were ever to 

occur, future generations might well have to build domes over their 

cities, create oxygen-making machines, and produce synthetic food. 

Such a nightmarish future - with its despotic political consequences -
would not be the product of technolob>1cal innovation or thinking. It 
would be the product of a social system that, by its competitive nature -
with or without technological innovations - is incapable of placing any 
limitS on growth and limits on the acquisition of profit with which to 
Wow. If the competitive market society continues to expand unopposed, 
it \vill be because the serious radical movements for social change of 
former decades have been supplanted in recent years by antihumanist, 
mystical. and technophobic cults for self-redemption and narcissistic 
epiphanies. 

As to Mander's knowledge of the 'sacred', much of the anthropology 
in 111 Ihe Absel1u if the Sacred is questionable, drawn largely from the 
native 'Man the Hunter' school of the 1960s and 1970s. 

Mander is characteristic of the more widely read antitechnological writ
ers around these days, and like many of his pop confreres, has nourished 
a great deal of today's rising technophobia. But other theorists deal philo
sophically with technology, in writings that have broad implications for 
the contlict between enlightened humanism and antihumanism. Jacques 
Ellul's Techllological Society, one ofthe ancestral literary sources of present
day technophobia, criticizes not only technolob'Y as such but techllique; 

indeed, he gives the tenn such a broad scope that it can essentially be 
defined as nearly allY means for effectuating a goal today: 'The tenn tech
lIique, as I use it,' he writes, 'does not mean machines, technology, or tlus 
or that procedure for attaining an end. In our technolob>1cal society, tech
nique is the totality if methods rationally arrived at and havillg absolute 1]icierrcy 
(for a given stage of development) in every field of human activity.' It 
might well be supposed that Ellul is ta1lcing as much about human-gener
ated causality in the modem world as he is about tools and machines.'s 

Although Ellul gives lIS no specific reason to believe that technique as 
such IS good or bad, it clearly becomes degraded when reason and con
sciousness enter into technical operations. Inasmuch as every tech,ucal 
operation unavoidably involves reason and consciousness, it is hard to 
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believe that techlliqlle can ever exclude thought. Thus the two words are 
functionaUy interchangeable. Indeed, if EUul is to be taken seriously, 
humanity has always been living in a technological age insofar as thought 
and tools have been operationally interactive with each other. 

Claiming that he does 'not deny the existence of individual action or 
of some inner sphere of freedom,' Ellul notes that 'these are not dis
cernible at the most general level of analysis.''' Tlus entrance into the 
'inner sphere of freedom' necessaril y  renders his book into an interpre_ 
tive, not merely a factual, work - which means that we can only ask 
whether his interpretations arc true and his facts accuDte. On both 
accounts, Ellul significantly f..Uls us. In a work d14t grandly marches from 
the 'primitive' to the Industrial Revolution and 'reports' on the 'charac
terology of technique' in general - its 'modem chancteristics', its influ
ence on the economy, its interaction with the State, and so on through a 
host of highly nuanced issues and topics - interpretation, of course, is 
utterly unavoidable. Indeed, from the moment he enters into a discussion 
of 'primitive technique', he expresses views on magic that rest on uncer
tain and speculative grounds. So too in his discussion of the ancient 
Mediterranean, Asian, and Christian worlds, during which, apart from a 
tangential reference to Archimedes, he completely omits the extraordi
nary technological achievements of the Hellenistic age, But what is at 
issue, here, is not that Ellul is to be faulted for loading his book with 
interpretations. Quite to the contrary, the fault lies with his utterly 
bizarre insistence that he doesn'l do so! 

Although Ellul asserts that in his book he has 'deliberately nOt gone 
beyond description' and denies that he is 'a pessimist', the conclusions of 
Ius considerable tome flagrantly belie these disavowals.llI In fact. he is a 
clumsy technological detenninist - perhaps not a 'rigorous' one, as he 
puts it, but signifiC3ncly so. And he is immellSely pessimistic. What Ellul 
docs is to fonnulate a ubiquitous 'dialectic' of technique that inexorably 
ends in a dictatorial 'megamachine'. His closing chapter, 'A Look at the 
Future', which ends \vith 'A Look at the Year 2000', describes 

Ilrt' monolilhi, la/mi(al world llrat is {omiug /0 be. II is vrmiry /0 prettrld 
i/ [ml be clreeked or Juidtd. Imlred, tire Iwman race is hfgimli,r,� (orY;ls
edly /0 III/den/mId al 1<lS1 rlrat il is lirling i,r a new amI urifamiliar rmi
verse. TIre new {Ieclmolo.!!icalj order was Ineant 10 be a buffer belrveell 111(/11 
and naluTe. Urifortunaleiy, il /ras evoltlt'd aUlonomously ill JIIe/! a LVay 
Ilrat mall has losl all (011l1lC1 wilh Iris natural jramezvcrk alld has liJ do 
only !Ililh lire organized lec/mical irrlenllediary LV/rich sustains relatiollS 
both lVith Ihe Iwrld of life and the world of bmlt maliN.!' 

Anticipating Mander and others like him, Ellul declares: 'Enclosed 
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. hin his artificial creation, man finds that there is "no exit"; that he 
,,,, 

, pierce the shell of technology to find again the ancient milieu to c�nJ\o ''-' 
I · I, Ile was adapted for hundreds of thousands of years. Wl1C 

ThiS pr('bpsarian vision of an 'ancient milieu to which [manl was adapted 

for hundreds of thousands of years' , the mOSt ragged myth advance�
.
by 

primitivists. ecomystics, and technophobes, collapses under cntlcal 

scrutiny. Although the different hominid species wefe variously vegetar

ian food-boatherers, scavengers, and - perhaps only within the past 60,000 

years - fairly soplusticated hunters, t.here is e'.'�n eviden�� that th�y began 

to systematically cultivate food dunng certam seasons III the Nile valley 
SOffie 30,000 years ago, when much of Europe was still glaciated and the 
famous Magdalenian culture was flourishing in southern France and the 
Pyrtnees. 

It is important to stress these variations not only because they COntro
vert the fiction of a single 'Paleolithic sensibility' but because EUul, like 
so nlany other technophobes, bases his account of 'why the first steps 
were taken' toward a 'technological society' exclusively on ideological 
and subjective factors. Mter r�jecting the common notion tim these 
'steps' were the result of scientific progress, 'which prepared th� way for 
technical progress, but it cannot explain it', and noting that it would 
'exaggerate the force of [Enligluerunent) philosophic ideas and systems' 
to give them 'the highest place in the lustory of techniques', Ellul settles 
upon 'the optimistic atlnosphere of the eighteenth century, more than 
[Enlightenment] philosophy.'ll 

This explanation is e. .... 1:r.lordinary. Relying on Lewis Mumford's very 
uneven account of the development of technics - the descriptive vivid
ness of Mumford's narrations and style can easily be Ilustaken for a causal 
account - Ellul concedes U14t the accretions of small technical advances 
finally bid the basis for a qualitative leap, together with population 
increases, a flexible economic life, and. most decisively, 'the plasticity of 
the social milieu.'!t 

But as to what mddt for this 'plasticity' and. presumably, the receptiv
ity of 'people' to sweeping technological innovations, Ellul gives us a 
jumble of ideological reasons ranging from the impact of Christianity to 
the breakup of traditional social groups. To be sure, the bourgeoisie, Ellul 
concedes, did play a role in catapulting the preindustrial eighteenth cen
tury into the highly industrial nineteenth century, 'but it was not enough 
to carry the whole of society along with it. '3 That the bourgeoisie did 
not need 'the whole of society' to go along with it owing to its econonuc 
POwer seems to elude Ellul. In fact, rather absurdly. Ellul tells us that 
'Kart Marx rehabilitated technique in the eyes of the workers' by 
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preaching that it 'can be liberating' - as though Marx were that influen. 
tial in 'the middle of the nineteenth century', which Ellul regards as his 
golden moment - and the industrial proletariat sprang up like mush. 
rooms after a vigorous rain following the publication (barely noticed) of 
the Commu,,;s/ MDJlijmo in 1848!lf. 

Philosophically sophisticated technophobes who find the likes of Mander 
particularly cnlde can always tum to the works of Martin Heidegger, 
who essentially elevates t((hJlt (and presumably technology) to a largely 
metaphysical category, The tortured complexities of Heidegger's ontol_ 
ob')' ofBting are beyond the scope of this chapter, nor is it possible, here, 
to cope in any det:lil wi th a philosophy that notoriously followed so 
many different 'woodpaths' and engaged in so many 'turns' - to use 
Heidegger's own jargon. My account ofHeidegger's 'ontology' is admit_ 
tedly selective and focused on its unadorned essentials. I may add that 
Heidegger, not to speak of his many disciples, was very much at odds 
with himself from the 1920s to the last years of his life in the 19705, 

Insofar as Heidegger can be said to have had a project to shape human 
lifeways, it was as an endeavor to resist, or should I say, demur from, 
what he conceived to be an all-encroaching technocratic mentality and 
civilization that rendered human beings 'inauthentic' in their relationship 
to a presumably self-b>enerative reality, 'isness', or more esoterically, 
'Being' (&in). NO[ unlike many Gemun reactionaries, Heidegger 
viewed 'modernity' with its democraric spirit, rationalism, respect for the 
individual, and technological advances as a 'fulling' (QJalltll) from a pri. 
mal and naive innocence in which humanity once 'dwelled', remnants of 
which he believed e.xistcd in the rustic world into which he was born a 
century ago. 

'Authenticity', it can be said without any philosophical frills, lay in the 
pristine Teutonic world of the tribal Gennans who retained their ties 
with 'the Gods', and with later peoples who still tried to nourish their 
past antidst the blighted traits of the modern world. Since some authon 
try to muddy Heidegger's prelapsarian message by focusing on his 
assumed belief in individual freedom and ignoring his hatred of the 
French Revolution and its cgalirarian, 'herd'-like democracy of the 
'They', it is worth emphasizing that such a view \vithen in the light of 
his denial of individuality. 'The individual by himself counts for noth
ing', he declared after becoming a member of the National Socialist party 
in 1933, 'The mtc of our Yolk in its state counts for everything.'),! 

As a member of the Nazi party, which he remained up to the defeat of 
Gennany twelve yean later, his antihumanism reached strident, often 
blatantly reactionary proportions. Newly appointed as the rector of the 
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t)nivenity of Freiburg upon Hiller's ascent to power, he readily 

adopted the fiihrer-principle of Gemun fascism and preferred the tide 

Rt/.!/of.Fiil1ref, hailing the spirit of National Socialism as an antidotc to 

'the darkening of the world, the l1ight of the gods, the destruction of the 

earth [by technology], the transfonnation of men into a mass, the hatred 

and suspicion of everything free and creative. ':'II His most unsavory 
remarks were directed in the lectures, from which these lines are taken, 

'from a metaphysical point of view', against 'the pincen' created by 
America and Russia that threaten to squeeze 'the mrthemlost corner of 
the globe . . .  by technology and . . .  econontic exploitation. ':01 

Technology, as Heidegger construes it, is 'no mere means, Technology 
is a way of revealing. If we give heed to tllis, then another whole realm 
for the essence of technology will open itself up to us. It is the realm of 
revealing, i.e., oftruth.'lO After which Heidegger rolls out technolob,),'s 
transfomlations, indeed mutations, which give rise to a mood of an.xiety 
and finally hubris, anthropocentricity, and the mechanical coercion of 
things into mere objects for human use and exploitation, 

Heidegger's views on technology are part of a larger weltanschauung 
which is toO multicolored to discuss here, and demands a degree of inter
pretive effort we must forgo for the present in thc Context of a criticism 
of technophobia. Suffice it to say that there is a good deal of primitivistic 
animism in Heidegger's treatment of the 'revealing' that occun when 
(<<hut is a 'dearing' for the 'expression' of a crafted material - not unlike 
the Eskimo sculptor who believes (quite wrongly, I may add) that he is 
'bringing out' a hidden fonn that lies in the walrus ivory he is carving. 
But this issue must be seen more as a maner of metaphysics than ofa spir
itually charged technique. Thus, when Heidegger praises a windmill, in 
COntrast to the 'challenge' to a tract ofland from which the 'hauling out 
of coal and ore' is subjected, he is uo/ being 'ecological'. Heide�>er is 
Concerned with a windmill, not as an ecological technology, but more 
metaphysically with the norioll that 'its sails do indeed turn in the wind; 
they are left entirely to the wind's blowing'. The windmill 'does not 
unlock energy from the air currents in order to store it'.)' Like man in 
relation to Being, it is a mediulJl for the 'realization' of wind, /lot an 
artifact for acquiring power. 

l3asically, this interpretation ofa technological interrelationship reflects 
a regression - socially and psychologically as well as metaphysically - into 
quietism. Heidegger advances a message of passivity or passivity con
ceived as a human activity, an endeavor to let thillgs be and 'disclose' 
themselves, 'Letting things be' would be little more thall a trite Taoist 
and Buddhist precept were it not that Heideggcr as a National Socialist 
became all too ideologically engaged, rather than 'letting things be', 
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when he was busily undoing 'intellectualism,' democracy, and techno_ 
logical intervention into the 'world'. 

Considering the time, the place, and the abstract way in which 
Heidegger treated humanity's 'Fall' into technological 'inauthenticity' - a 
'Fall' that he, like Ellul, regarded as inevitable, albeit a metaphysical, 
nighnnare - it is not hard to see why he could tnvialize the Holocaust, 

when he deigned to notice it at all, as part of a techno-industrial 'cond.i_ 

tion', 'Agriculture is now a motorized (motorisierle) food industry, in 
essence the same as the manufacturing of corpses in the gas chambers and 
extennination camps,' he coldly observed, 'the same as the blockade and 
starvation of the countryside, the same as the production of the hydrogen 

bombs. >n In placing the industrial meollS by which many Jews were killed 

before the ideological ends that guided their Nazi extemtinators, 

Heidegger essentially displaces the barbarism of a specific state apparatus, 

of which he was a part, by the technical proficiency he can attribute to the 
world at large! These immensely revealing ofThanded remarks, drawn from 

a speech he gave in Bremen in 1949, are beneath contempt. But they 

point to a way of thinking that gave an autonomy to technique that has 
fearful moral consequences which we are living with these days in the 

name of the sacred, a phraseology that Heidegger would find very con
genial were he alive today. 

Indeed, technophobia, followed to its logical and crudely primitivistic 
conclusions, finally devolves into a dark reactionism � and a paralyzing 

quietism. For if our confrontation with civilization turns on passivity 
before a 'disclosing of Being' , a mere 'dwelling' on the earth, and a 'let
ting things be', to use Heidegger's verbiage � much of which has slipped 

into deep ecology's vocabulary as well � the choice between supporting 

barbarism and enlightened humanism has no ethical foundations to 
sustain it. Freed of values grounded in objectivity, we are lost in a quasi

religious antihumanism, a spirituality that can with the same equanimity 

hear the cry of a bird and ignore the anguish of six million once-living 

people who were put to death by the National Socialist state. 
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anointed Fal",,, of Nation.l Soci:";'t 
philosophy as more th.n .n ideologic.1 
mioc,...·.nt. No less i, F.ri.s's book 3n 
indictment of Heidcggeri1n mand.nm. big 
and sm.ll. in the ac.dcmy to(hy. 
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CHAPTER 7 

Postmodernist ni hilism 

The most �c�demically entrenched attack upon humanism, the 
Enlightenment, and reason are the highly influential philosophlcal ten
dencies that go under the name ofposnnodemism. It is a'1'l.1able whether 
this name adequately encompasses such disparate, even idiosyncratic 
views as those of Friedrich Nietzsche, Martin Heidegger, Michel 
Foucault, Jacques Derrida and a constellation of fonner French leftists 
such as Jean-Fran�ois Lyotard, Gilles Dcleuze, and Jean Baudrillard, to 

cite the most well-known to an Anglo-American readership. 
YCt cenain basic commonalities, I believe, justly designate their work 

as postmodenlist or poststnLcturalist (the two words are often used inter
changeably). To be sure, Nietzsche and Heidegger belong to a time 
when anti-Enlightenment sentiments were still rooted in the ronuntic 
reaction to rhe effects of the French Revolution and the emergence of 
industrial capitalism. Although these two thinkers e.xpressed their senti
ments in very different tones and fonnulations, they were alike part of an 

annmodemist tradition that dates back to the nineteemh century and the 
eady part of the twenticth. To many elite intellectuals of these genera
tions, the mechanization of society by capita lism and the rue of a grow
ing socialistic working-class movement seemed equally repellent 
alternatives to a vaguely 'heroic' and 'inspired' past. 

Basically, however, Nietzsche and Heidegger advanced philosophies of 
disillusiorunent and disenchantment. The world to which Nietzsche 
spoke was undergoing the cultural transition from a seemingly colorful 
preindustrial society to a gray. deadening commercial one. Heidegger, 
although himself a product of south Gennan Catholic reactionism. found 
an audience in Weimar-era disillusionment - not only with Gennan 
imperial pretensions during the Great War but with the pretensions of 
the socialist movement, which had patently f.1iled to fulfill the promise 
opened by the Uolshevik Revolution. 

Despite their differences in style and their different social pedigrces, 
however, both Nietzsche and Heidegger addressed the fragmentation, 
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. and loss of belief in progress that increasingly troubled intellec-
anoUlle. . .  . 

als of their respecnve tmles. Although a b'ener:Hlon apart, they pro-

� d d a common cultural field, so to speak, within which later thinkers 
VI d

e
.oumalists found the resources for basically antimodernin sentiments, an J
ailly as addition.a.l disillusionments arose in the troubled postWar "P' 

world of the mid-twentieth century. 

The years following the Second World War produced a new sense of 

failure, panicularly in France, which was not really one of the 'victors' in 

the conflict. Defeated by the Nazis in 1940, France had had to be liberated 
by mainly Anglo-American annies. Nor was France quite an 

.
'occupied' 

ower like most countries the Gennan annies had taken over III Europe; indeed, given the degree of French co-existence and even collaboration 
with the Nazis i n  the early years of the war, many of itS citizens joined 
the Resistance only when it became clear that Gennany was destined to 
lose the war. Nter the liberation and a brief social honeymoon of 
national unity - in which leftists, moderates, and conservatives professed 
to join hands to achleve national rejuvenation - the country was wracked 
by the Cold War policies of its most prestigious pany, the Communists; 
by the Third Republic's efforts to retain itS holdings in Indochina: by 
its debacle in A11:;eria; and in the 19505, by a Gaullist Founh Republic 
that was detennined to radically modernize the country, at least 
economically. 

Culturally, French intellectuals tried to relive the hopeful mood of the 
liberation days for as long as po�ible, partiCUlarly in the fonn of Jean-Paul 
Sanf(�'s existentialist philosophy, with its strong emphasis Oil individual 
autonomy and its professed commitment to humanism. But Sartre and his 
colleagues had badly misjudged the roots of their largely personalistic 
philosophy of 'existence' - namely HeideSb'er and even more absurdly, 
Soren Kierkegaard, whose angst-ridden personalistic theology never 
found a congenial home among liberal or radical French intellectuals. 

Although Heidegger himself publicly renounced Sanre's humanistic 
thrust in his 'Letter on Humanism', the Gemun thinker, largely discred
ited at home because of his Nazi affiliations, had now acquired a Gallic 
audience for his antimodernism and anti-rationalism - an audience that 
was to grow significantly and reach into the English-speaking world. 
Sanre, in turn, behaved with the notorious flippancy that was to be the 
ultimate undoing of his influence in French cultural life. Skipping from 
Russian Communism to Chinese Maoism and thence to various shades 
of anarchism (the latter, as he professed in the last years of his life, was the 
abiding basis for his views), he made somewhat of a political buffoon of 
himself, despite the influence of hls humanism alliong young indcpen
dent�llunded French radicals. 
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No minot factor in shaping the direction of pOStwar French was the Communist Parry, which initially seemed to offer a viabl darion for many French intellectuals. who joined it, however ton
'
,p,,"; ily. in considerable numbers. Its cnonnous influence with the class - a class that was historically derached from. indeed hostiJ Fra

.
ncc's seemin

,
g1y :ffete 

.
in

.
tcUccru

,
a1s - appeared to offer an earthy 

e 
native to Sartre 5 exmennalist ambIguities. 

Not that Sartre was oblivious to the social problems of France; quite the contrary. he was the engaged intellectual par rxcellel1((', however and unstable his politics. But the Conununists seemed like a pilla strength beside the ColIC intellectualism that Sartre seemed to 
r 

The morally 'rejuvenating' and earthy working class to which Conunulli�ts �ere tied offered a kind of social and personal therapy who fell wnhln the party's orbit. 

Examining the problems that besieged French intellectuals from the of the war to the 196Qs helps co understand how French postmodemiun arose and, more imporuntly, how it acquired its enonnous influence. So far as the 'Idtist' postmodemists are concerned _ such as Lyotard, Deleuze, and Baudrillard - the influence of postmodemism must be 
�elated

. 
to the abort�d srudent uprising of May-Junc 1968, particularly In Pans, and the failure of the uprising to enlist the support of the Conununist Party, which turned upon the students with what seemed to many like coullterrevolutionary fury. 

The student revolt and the working class gelleral strike that erupted in May had nothing to do intellectually with postmodernism which W2S still largely unknown even co many politically sophisticated ;tudenc ndicals. The emerging academic 'stars' of the 1960s like Michel Foucault did not
. 
�rectly influence the French Student movement and its May-June Upnslll�, or the evenements as they have been called. It was mainly Same's humarusm, the largely Parisian liberurian socialism of Cornelius Castoriadis's Socill/isme Oil barbarie group, Guy Debord's Situationisc:s, Henri Lefebvre's critique of everyday life, and an indefinable cultural anarchism that nourished the views held by most of the ndica1 students. I 

But the failure of the uprising, together with the decline of the New Left �enerally in Europe and America, opened the way to a nihilistic 
�eactlon whose effects are still being felt to this very day. Postmodernism 
�s not only a nihilistic reaction to the failures imputed to Enlightenment Ideals of reason, science, and progress but more proximately a cultural 
�eaCtlon to the f;lilures of various socialisms to achieve a rational society 111 France and elsewhere in our century. This historic failure reached its 
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c , of the May-June events of 1968 - which is not to �y _..I; in thc dclea . 
d ' hi I' ' I  jUV'r . odcm thinkers can be so situate III [ 5 ustonca 

that 1111 major poson 

work and sequence. 
. ",,,,, 

II b h;lt the immedi;lte factors leading to the ascendancy of 
It llUywe c t  

d h ad '  • '11 be fo .. ·onen in the future an t at postm enusm onodcrmsm WI ·.. . . . " 
pO' viii ' 'y to an even more antihumarustlc reaction III Its . _"� \ b'lve w 
1tsCl' . holds But the specific circumstances that catapulted ClidellllC strong . 

h ' , , 
h H 'd w-, Foucault Derrida et a/. to sue pronunence In N' [%Sc e el e=,"" , ' , 

" • d d's of the twentieth century can be located in the inabil-
the last twO eca t: . ' I' , 

I ·  TV movements up to and mcluding the 1960s, to e mu-
i'" of revo utlona_, . . ' 
" .c ,'ve obstacles [hat an increasingly IIldustnal and conunerclal JUte llle nus I . '  

society places in the way of achieving a raoonal society. 

Not surprisingly, there is a certain symmetry between the emergence of 
oo .. rnism as a widely accepted ideology and the emergence of the posnn ... . '  . '  social circulIlstances that have made It 50 WIdely ac�eptable. Vanous soc�-

eties rio foster ideologies that render their pathologies tolerable by myso
fying the problems they raise. From the pri�tive world through the 
ancient to the medieval, world views conconutantly sought to uphold 
the hegemony of those in power and to explain the c�ses that unset�ed 
those eras. But they also took on a cathartically rebellious fonn agamst 
the established social order. Early Christianity, like Mithraism before it 
and the Refonnation later on, is 3 striking case in point. 

Today's market socicty is no exception to this rule. The very tendency 
of mature capitalism to fragment traditional social and cultural relations 
by means of commodification yields reactionary cultura.! sequelae of its 
own: specifically, a consolidating ideology that holds the mind captive to 
the social order in the Vt'1}' nl1t11e of jmgmetltatiotl I1ml its alleged virtUl's. If the 
social order cannot make a vinue out of hope, it C;ln try to make a virtue 
OUt of despair. I am not claiming that postmodernists necessaril y  bear a 
personal intention of becoming ideological supports for any social system 
or that they are the mere creatures of capital. Dut what makes any given 
body of ideas acceptable or academically respectable more often has to do 
with the social functions it serves rather than with the quality of the 
insights it offers. Indeed, many oftlte insights that have madc postmod
ernism so attractive are not very new and have been recycled, often 
unknowingly, from a warehouse of Western and even Eastern ideas that 
Were available in various fornlS for several centuries, indeed several mil
lennia. 

The more one feds disempowcred about the human condition and 
bereft of social commitment, the more one becomes cynical and thereby 
captive to the prevailing social order. To the extent that hope and belief 
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in progress arc lost, a disamung relativism, ahistoricism, and uilirrot.dy 
nihilism replace any belief in the objectivity of truth, the reality of 
tory, and the power of reason to change the world. Beliefs that 
social quietism and a withdrawal into personal life, in turn, tend 
neutralize an activist and interventionist mentality oriented toward the 
public sphere. 

By contending that reason is questionable as a path to ascertaining 
truth, indeed that it is simply a social artifact and that truth is merely a 
social artifice, posnnodernism advances this process, as docs its denial that 
an objective history exists - a denial that divests the present of any ethi_ 
cal moorings and social meaning. Civilization cea�es to be regarded as a 
reahn of rational attainments; indeed the very idea of progress as a basis 
for hope and social foresight begins to fade, if not disappear completely. 

Moreover, such sweeping claims tend to obscure the social fac[Ors that 
have created the 'postmodem condition' (to use Jean-Fran"ois Lyotard's 
phrase); in fact, by rendering social analysis anemic, even bloodless, post
modernism tends [0 underpin the 1/0111$ qllo precisely by challenging its 

effects rather than its underlying workings. Considerations of space make 
it impossible for me to explore postmodemism generally, still less provide 
an exposition of its ever-changing, even convoluted ideas. Rather, I shall 
confine myself to examining those aspects of posonodernism that are 
antihumanist in the sense I am using the word ill this book - as subvert
ing a belief in the power of reason, science, and technology to render 
society and the human experience rational and free. 

Within tlus delimited scope, posonodernism can clearly be seen as a 
fragmenting and relativizing ideology par ('xctlltnct that reflects the 
anomie and despair so widespread in the dosing years of the century. In 
this respect posonodemism, precisely because it is a 'weary' and nihilistic 
body of ideas, may very well serve to validate the present society or even 
render it possible for its acolytes to 'dwell' rather innocuously within the 
existing set of social conditions, however much they regard themselves as 
social rebels, especially concerning issues that do not challenge the struc
ture of the present society. 

Its denigration of reason, coherence, and hi5toricism, can hardly pro
vide a sense of direction for popular restiveness or the intellectual means 
for contesting the anti-ecological and multinational capitalism of our 
time, still less provide the bases for a serious project for social change. 
Rather, it more often leads to a pervasive relativism and to a dismember
ing of the 'universalist' projeclS initiated by Enlightenment thinkers and 
their more radical descendants). so as to produce a fonn of social myopia. 
Put bluntly: it disanns all serious oppositional tendencies toward the pre
vailing society, apart from the narcissistic adventures of mere personal 
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U· ·,n dealing with the frustrations the society arouses in oppressed rebe Ion 

b marginal culUlrai groups. 
U�o underst:lIld how this often socially deflective approach of postmod-

. h" elller<>ed we must look, if only cursorily, into the proximate e[T1.lSIll . ,, '  
rs of the postInodern outlook and the way they provided the 

ancesto . . 
mises for the deva/ualioll of all values - rather than responding sen-

p�, to Friedrich Nietzsche's call for a 'transvaluation of all values'. ou�y 

That Nietzsche's name appears in nearly every discussion of posnnod

rrUslIl is by no means accidental. Indeed, he has been embraced by :therwise opposing theoristS across the philosophical and political 

s ectrums, even before his death in 1900, with an enthusiasm that is tttle less than extraordinary. The extent of his influence today has few 
precedents, with the exce

.
prian 0: Kant, Hcg�l, and Marx. . . . . Until faidy recently, Nietzsche s name conjured up an elmst beheflll a 

'SupenU3n', a hatred of Christianity, and corrosive attaeks on socialism, 
democracy, and the slavish masses or 'herd'. Indeed, his philosophy was 
seen as ideological furniture for the various reactionary beliefs that flour
ished in his time and that came to terrifying fruition in our own century. 
The bvorable recognition he received from rabid reactionaries, and even 
the imprimatur of the Nazis on his writings, as edited by Ius reactionary 
anti-Semitic sister, Elizabeth FOrster-Nietzsche - together with a per
sonal visit by Hitler to the Nietzsche archives - reinforced the belief that 
Nietzsche was a precursor of National Socialism. 

Yet NielZsche's proclivity for slapping the face of bourgeois philistines 
earned him encomiums from socialists and anarchists as well. Radials of 
all kinds delighted in his militant individualism, with its kinship to the 
ideas of the alleged anarchist Ma.x Stirner. He enjoyed great popularity 
among militant syndicalists, such as Salvador Segui, a leader of the 
Spalush syndicalist union, the National Confederation of Labor (CN11, 
and the anarchist, Emma Goldman, who praised Ius vibrant iconoclasm 
and hatred of the German state, as did socialists like Jack London. Many 
MuxiSts solidarized \vith Nietzsehe's biting criticisms of bourgeois 
mean-spiritedness and vulgarity, while the father of Zionism, Theodore 
Henl, admired his strident contempt for anti-Semites and the praises he 
heaped 01) the Jews. 

That Nietzsche was neither a German nationalist nor an anti-Selnite, 
:u X) many supposed, 110 longer requires elucidation today. He was 
Indeed individualist, and a biting critic of mass culture and the 'slave 
mentality' inculcated in the 'herd' by Christianity. His broader philo
sophical norions of the Obenne"stlJ, of eternal recurrence, of life as the 
\viU to power', and his personal values shall not concern us here. 
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Nietzsche's thinking provides a base for posnnodernist thought in that, 
more brilliantly than any other writer of the last century, he made rela_ 
tivism a pivotal tenet of his outlook. By doing so, he called into question 
all the seeming certainties of tr:!ditional philosophies based on objective 
truth. Not chat he denied the existence of an objective world, or, more 
properly, even cared very earnestly to discuss this lr:!ditional ph.ilosophi_ 
cal question; the most important conclusion he drew from his relativism 
was his reduction of facu to interpretations with no objective validity of 
thC'ir own. His viC'ws thereby seemed to pemut the freedom to shuffle 
opinions around without concern for whether they are verifiable inde_ 
pendently of the observer who fonnulates them. Nietzsche's agnosticism, 
if Such it can be called, implied that it is meaningless to speak of an objec_ 
tive realm in which values, theories, and experience can be based. 

This rebtivism or 'perspectivism', as Nietzsche called Ius view, is built 
on Gustav Teichmilller's notion that every body of ideas is a simple, par
ti al, and incomplete perspective on a highly complex world. Each view 
of the world, for Teichmilller, was equally valid with any other - a piv_ 
otal contribution to postmodern thinking - although his views are rarely, 
if ever discussed these days. Yet his approach that any body of ideas is 
partial, indeed that it contributes to an increasingly broader understand
ing of reality - was hardly new: Hegel, and much earlier Aristotle, 
assumed such a 'perspectivist' approach to the philosophical views that 
preceded their own. Moreover, TeichmOlier assumed that there is a real
ity, however complex and unfathomable, that is beyond mere interpreta
tion, and that it can be known by reason as well as by experience. 

Nietzsche questions this tradirional conclusion. In a posthumously 
published fragmcnt he asks: 

What Ihl'll js Imll,? A mobi/l' onllY oj melaphors, IIII'I""Y"'II5, alld 
11IIthrop"",orphisI/IS - ill short, a SI///I oj III/mall relatiO/l$, which hallt 
�tll I'llhanud, tramposl'd, alld I'mbellished poetically alld rhtlorically, 
alld whi(h after I""g uu SU//I finll, (anollical, I1Ifd obligatory 10 a people: 
mu/u a� i/IWiOllS aboul which o/Ie has forgolll'lI this is Ivlwt they are; 
metaphors which aft wom oul alld wilhollt SI'IISUOUS power; eoills which 
have 10sI Iheir pi,tu�s alld IIQW //Ialler ollly as melal, 110 10llger as (oim.l 

lly omitting the certainties of truth from his discussion, Nietzsche pre
sents a r:!dical relativism - a subjective, evcn linguistic relativism - that 
has entered into postmodernism with a vengeance. Thus: 
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slly; bul 1'1't'1I this is illftrprelatioll. n,t 'mbjl'a' is /lot something gilll'II, 
it is somrllu·/lg added alld illlltflll'd alld projtctrd bl'l,i"d wllat ll,tre is. -

Filially, is il IItcl'SSllry 10 posil all illltrpl'tll'f bthilld Iht illlerpretalio"s? 

E,,," this is illlltlltioll, IIYp"llIesis.' 

None of tilese sutements prevent Nietzsche, in principle, from exercis

ing the privilege of saying as much as he cares to say about ideas and real

ity, leasl of all \vithin the very philosophical realm he professes to reject. 

He even has a full philosophy, by no means far removed from the meta
physics he denounces. Nietzsche presenrs his 'perspectives', such as his 
notion of eternal recurrence, as though they have objective validity or 
facticity. Notwithsunding: recent attempts to render this notion a 
metaphoric quality, Nietzsche himself actuaUy wanted to study the 
natural sciences to find ontologlcal evidence for this cyclical belief. 

Although a number of Nietzsche's failings - art,'llably - were criticized 
by Heideggcr and later by postmodernlsts, Ius lasting imprint 011 pOSt
modernist thought cannot be ignored. By reducing truth to linb'llistic tr:!
ditions and facts to interpretations, he provides poStlnodemists with the 
means - as well as the stylistic brilliance and fervent nUliuncy - to radi
cally subjectivize truth and fans, and to deny the validity of any objective 
concept of history as universalistic, indeed as more than a disjointed, 
variable, and free-floating collection of narratives. The same fragmenting: 
�nd seenungly subversive strategy could also be applied to science, 
reason. the subject, and social theory, all of wh.ich posnnodcmists were 
to cast as specific social or even personal creations. 

III a harsh deprecation of 'man' and reason, NietzSChe rega.les us with 
the fable of an incoruequenrial 'star on which clever animals invented 
knowledge' during 'the haughtiest alld most mendacious minute of 
"world history" -yet only a minute' in cosmic time. after which 'the star 
grew cold, and the clever animals had to die'. Nor does the fable suffi
ciently illustrate, as Nietzsche puts it, 'how wretched, how shadowy and 
flighty, how aimless and arbitrary, the human intellect appears in nature. 
Thert' have been etemities when it did 1I0t exist; and when it is done for 
again, nothing will have happened . . . .  There is nothing in nature so 
despicable or insignificant that it cannOt immediately be blown up like a 
bag by a slight breath of this power of knowledge. '. 

Nietzsche's explicit depreciation of humanity, his denigr:!tion of 
reaSon, and his view of truth as little more than metaphor reverberated 
among Illany reactionaries who followt'd him, people whom he probably 
Would have dt'nounced as Rl.'ic/ISII1I'IUc/'f'II, as he was to designate Richard 
Wagner for surrendering to Gt'nnan nationalism. His idiosyncratic mind 
and his brilliant style lures us too easil y into his literary orbit and mystifies 
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us with pithy and colorful generalizations. Yet the Im;"""h"o"', ,,,, ...... that underpin so much of his thought should not be ignored. N'"",,;: 
was no angel, and to his credit, he would have despised anyone 
called him Ollt. His inscibility, at once COa..xillg and bullying, self-ccrtaiQ and contradictory, may account for the ability or his books to speak to very broad spectrum of thinkers at different times. a 

As criticism of the late Victorian wodd whose philistinism infected. Germany no less than England, his work is sparkling when it is not reck_ lessly self-adulatory. Waves of metaphors and an unrelenting linguistic 
brilliance carry the reader away. That his works were taken seriously dur_ ing a period of social reaction some seventy or eighty years after his death. and elicited a vast number of commentaries on him as one of the 
three most influential philosophers of our era, side by side with Marx and 
Freud, is not surprising, Social reaction breeds cultural decadence, and 
the most articulate academic critics of that decadence, dr:twn in great part 
from a disillusioned French left, came to be among the most compelling 
symptoms of decadence itself 

What filiations do postmodernists claim 'with Nietzsche, and what have 
they added to his putative insights? 

Certainly, Nietzsche's inunediate, indeed 'progranunatic' contribution 
is his perspect:ivism, his radical if undertheorized relativism. To this we 
must add his candid anti-rationalism, his linguistic interpretation of &c
tieity, his denial of objectivity, and his view of the subject as something 
'invented and projected behind what there is' � even to the point where 
he challenges the existence of 'an interpretcr behind the interpretation', 
Not only are these par:tdoxes dizzying, but Nietzsche himself was hardly 
prone to deny that they existed unresolved. 

In the Paris of the 19505 and early 19605, however, poststruauralist 
and later postmodemist inteUectuals were not disciplined readers of cat
lier philosophers and tended to glide over such paradoxes, which often 
verge on outright contradictions. In fact, they even celebrated, when it 
was opportune, the needed 'ambiguities' that challenge the so-called 
'logocentric' thinking of modernity and humanism. 

The most important of French postwar phil osophers to claim the 
direct heritage of Nietzsche - and sty listically the most bewitching - was 
Michel Foucault. Eschewing labels like postJllodernism, he simply 
declared, 'I am a Nietzschean', shortly before his death in 1984, and with 
wry humor he deprecated postmodemism as a fad. Although Foucault 
earned a b'Iowing audience with his early works and some distinction as a 
thinker inside France. he really catapulted into the public eye after the 
May-June events.' 
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It's reader;hip grew with the publication of Madnm and 
Fouca� 'I France in 1961 and its translation in an abridged foml into 

C· '/izatrOIl Il 1111 ' 1963 followed by his best-selling 'DIe Order of 'DIings in 1965, 
English III ' . f .  , work seemed no more relevant to the radical culture 0 the tulle 
Yet 
I�onnan 0, Drown's Lift Against Death, to which it was compared 

�hali
N j} York Times book review. His reputation swelled with the publi-

10 
� l'I f Discil,/itJe ond Prllli!" in 1975, followed by its translation into caOon 0 . _ .  
gl. h within nvo years. In the mne years that remailled to him, En IS • • , 

], became one of the most liOnized, sought-after, and acclauned foucau . . . . 
. teUecruals on the acadeInlc scene, not only III France but III the Umted 
�:tes, Oy the 1980s many critics hailed him as the s£eatest thinker of the 
late twentieth century. 

Why this enOnTIOUS acclaim for a historian whose work is often anec
dotal and who as a speculative thinker is not very searching? Foucault 
owes a great deal of his immense reputation to the failure of 1968 and its 
aftemlath, not to any role he played as an initiator of or even a major 
influence on the May-June events. His books unquestionably speak to an 
intellectual need associated with the (Jlftlemellt!: the critique of power, 
the ideology of the traditional left, and the celebration of marginalized 
life-styles, He is deeply concerned with the masked fonos of domination 
in everyday life that rarely reach the level of ordinary consciousness. In 
this respect he often followed paths reconnoitered by Henri Lefebvre, 
who pioneered the study of everyday life (Ie quotidirn) as far back as the 
19405. Moreover, many of his readers saw Foucault's books as critiques 
of civilization as such and of any belief in progress, a view that was to 
come very much into vogue in the seventies and the decades that 
followed.6 

Foucault is above all a chronicler of domination, regarded by many of his 
readers, all his excursions into language and the 'human sciences' 
notwithstanding; indeed, m.any present-clay Parisians see him primarily as 
a historian, not as a philosopher. In the early and mid-19705, Foucault's 
critique of domination, if by no Illeans original, seemed particularly 
appropriate. The 1968 student uprising in Paris had been not only a 
revolt against the myth that socialism existed in Stalinist Russia but evi
dence ofa growing sensitivity on the part of French academics to youth 
SubCUltures that placed an expanded interpretation of scl.fhood on the 
agenda of 50cial liberation. In tllis respect rhe New Left initially stood in 
marked Contrast to the economistic doctrines of the Old Left, which, in 
Fr.l.nce, at le;j,st. was still organized into powerful parties. Freedom and 
domination seemed to acquire a broader meaning than they had had in 
the past, especially when colored by a radical aestheticism steeped in 
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Dadaist and Surrealist traditions rather than in Marxist Of Communist 
ones. 

Understandably, the f.tilure of the May-June revolt did nOt diminish 
the new fascination with largely cultural interpretations of social devel_ 
opment. Quite to the contnry: radicals of nearly all kinds saw a need for 
studies of (Ollcrtfl: fonns of dominarion; for investigations into the oppres_ 
sive dimensions of everyday life, whether in the past or the present; 
indeed, for accounts of subjugation and coercion that eschewed 'grand', 
seemingly abstract. and finalistic theories abom history and the future of 
society. 

Foucault's critique of dominatiOIl and power now became increasingly 
popular: it managed to satisfY these needs in varying degrees. earning 
considerable. and in Frnllce, popular acclaim. Not only did his books, 
interviews, and lecrures describe oppressions that ordinarily take the fonn 
of rational and humane dispensations, such as asylums that profess to 
'treat' the insane and prisons that profess to 'rehabilitate' their inmates; 
his criticisms of domination and power were ubiquitous, e.'{tending from 
asylums and prisons to the most minute fearures of everyday life. 

Moreover, whatever he intended his work to achieve, Foucault 
attacked im/ilutiollJ as such. In one of his most interesting dialogues -
with a Maoist, Pierre Victor - he defends the 1792 September massacres 
during the French Revolution, in which seemingly uncontrolled crowds, 
fearing 'internal enemies' of the Revolution. brutally killed thousands of 
prisoners in the jails of the Paris area; most of the latter weTe not political 
prisoners but prostitutes, debtors, and minor malefactors. The massacres, 
Foucault declares. were 'a political act against the manipulation of those 
in power, and an act of vengeance against the oppressive classes.' He 
favorably contrasts tlus 'popular justice' executed by a crowd with the 
institutionalized 'authoritarian manner' in which the Paris Commune of 
1792 

sel aborlt s/a��illg a (Ollrt: judges behind a lablc, repmwtiug a third party 
sla"diug betlwell the pople who rwrt '�alll;,rgfor vt'IIgemru', ilndthe 
acwscd who llIi'rt either guilty' or 'illllowrl'; aIr investigation 10 establish 
the 'Im/h' or to oblai" a '(OIifejSiolr'; delibtTatiotl itl order 10 fitld 0111 
what lvaS 'jrlS/'" Celli Iiii' tlot see the embryonic, albritfragiltfonn of a 
Slale opparalrrs rtappcan·,r� /reTe!' 

This passage is plainly directed againsl institutionalization in any form -
as though the crowd's behavior were entirely spontaneous (which it 
probably was not) and the Commune's creation of an ad /roc 'court' cOOP 
stituted an 'embryoluc state apparatus' (which it did nOI, under the 
circumstances), Lacking any searchin!,; theoretical or historical conte.xtup 
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i Foucault'S statements on the profoundly important issue of just 

al ��nellt for criminal behavior are completely reckless and only seelll
�re...l r.adicaJ. To see an 'embryonic' state power in institutionalized 
1Ilb'y " ' cl c ' . • d d i e ' 

interaction even 1Il Its stnc y lUnCtionaJ an a JOC lonns, IS as 
human ' . . " 
, I'"tic as it is misleadin<>. Carried to ItS logical conclUSion, Foucault s 

simp "' , . . . ' ' , w essentially excludes the posslblhty that allY kind of society can eXist :�thOt1t domination, unless it is a frec-wheeling mass of individuals who 

somehow congeal into 'functional' b�e$ like the �eptem�er cro\:ds. 

That the arbitnriness of crowd 'actions may undenrune the Imper.lt1ves 

f organized and rational human behavior seems to have been under
�

heorizcd at best or barely reached the level of conscious formulation at 

worst. Foucault's anecdotal and almost microscopic Ireannent of power 

notwithstanding, his very endeavor to show its ubiquity in fact makes 

ower tOO cosmic and elusive to grasp. We know the details of power�fi:en quite marginal details - but we do nOt know the premisfi and the 

$fm(/ure of power, notably, the cnJcial social relations that underpin it, 

Seen only as the exercise of coercion (which the crowds of September 

1792 certainly exercised!), power becomes too ubiquitous to cope with, 

It is eveT)'\vhere - and, functionally, beyond comprehension - however 
much it may vary in degrees or be concentrated by instirutions, There is 
no good reason why the September massacre crowds that bnltally slaugh
tered the prisoners were more 'free' or desirable than a court set up by 
the Paris Commune to sift enemies of the revolution from petty crimi
nals, 

More specifically, power itself is noe something whose elimination is 
actually po�ible. Hienrchy, domination, and cla�es can and should be 
eliminated, as should the usc of power to force people to ace against their 
will. But the libtrotory use of power, the empowennent of the disem· 
powered, is indispensable for creating a society based on self-manage
ment and the need for social responsibility - in short, free irlSfiwtiolls, It 
setms inconceivable that people could have a frce society, both as social 
and personal beings, without c1ainung power, instirutionaiizing it for 
conunOll and r:ltionally guided ends, and intervening in the natural 
wodd to meet rational needs. 

Foucaulr's opposition to institutions as such significantly impairs his 
critique of power, Not only does the substantial and fonnal e.xercise of 
power vex hiIn; instirutionalization in all fonns is so integrally related to 
the exercise of power that his critique is completely reductionist, which 
is to say, vanlously abstr.act, Institutions are part of even the simplest of 
human affiliations, be they funilies, clans, tribes, or mUlucipaiitics of one 
kind or another, not 10 speak of the multitude of'establislunents' human 
bcin!,;S require simply 10 have a society, Thus, Foucault exhibits little or 
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no concern about the IUlluri of power. His pseudo-libertarian approach is 
ultimately so sweeping as to vl:rge on extreme individualism. No distinc_ 
tion is made between power hdd by state institutions and power claimed 
by popular institutions or between institutions that lead to tyranny and 
those that lead to freedom. Not surprisingly, FOUCl.ult. a politic:u activist 
ill his own way, was COlllllllued to episodic events: to demonstrations, 
protests, battles with the police - in short, to discontinuous occurrences, 
local situations that arc entirely ephemeral, that come and go in the (lux 
of mere (vents and never lead to the fomlation of broad social 
movements. Advancing no constructive structural analysis of power as 
such, Foucault offcl'i no remedies for social change beyond the impact of 
incidents - tumultuous at best and passive at worst. 

Like a gnomic wanderer with a taste for the marginal, Foucault 
searches historical accounts with an eye for the cryptic episode - the 
mythic, the 'masked', indeed, the irrational, of which he is not a critic in 
principle, but a cc!ebr:lIlt, living below the level of conscious, forthright 
exploration. If Nietzsche declared that God is dead, Foucault announces 
'the end of man'; but where Nietzsche was militant in his pronounce
ment, Foucault is hazy and elliptical. The ofien convoluted prose of Tne 
Order oj TIIl'flRS, with its emphasis on the ontogenetic role of language, 
tells us little more than what Nietzsche was to say in his aflinnation of 
human ephemerality. 

Indeed, using language mythopoeically with a sense of private mys
tery, Foucault announces humanity's burial: 

TIlliS, tile 11ISI mall is al tlte same time older and }'f'1 YOllrlgn tltllll lite 
dealh of God; sill{e Itt Itas killtd Cod, il is III' Itimst!! wllo mllSI allswtr 
Jor Iris 01/111 fillilllde; bill sin(l' il is ill IiiI' dtalli oj God Ilral lIe speaks, 
tlrinks, and exisu, /lis murder ilst!! is doomed 10 die; Ill'll' gods, tlrt same 
gods, an' aln'ady swtllillg IlltJlIllITI' Ocea,,; mall will dislIppeaT. Rallln 
Ilrall lire dealll oj Cod - or, rallter, ill the //lake oj tlral dealh allrl ill pTO

Jo,md (olTtlatiOll with il - //Ilrat NielzS{lre's thougltt heraids is lire end oj 
Iris murderer; il is th� �xplosioll oj mali's Jace ill laugltter, and tire refilm 
oJrlre masks.' 

This is a singularly reactionary st3tement. It heralds the coming of 'new 
gods, the same gods' in 'the future Ocean', and with its quasi-mystical 
and ambiguous prose, it epitomizes Foucault's rejection of the 
Enlightemllent, which tried to eliminate God from the human condition 
:lIId bring humanity face to face with itself and with reality by removing 
its mythic 'masks'. In the Niet:zschean myth of eternal recurrence, as 
Foucault seems to see it, the 'death of God' prepares the way not only for 

'the cnd of man', but for the retUTn of other gods and atavistic 'masks' -

", 
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if not [he physical destruction of humanity itself in a nuclear holocaust. 

/U for [nlth, Foucawt declares that it 

im'l outside power, Ill(king in pow�r {Olllfary 10 a myth ",hose history alld 

fmcliom would repay flrthn study. Imtll iSII't the rnvam of fru spirits, 

lire (hild oj prolrll(led salitrrde, nor tlrr privilege oj those ",lto Irllvt SlIl
teeded in liberating themstlws. Tmtl, is 1I Ihing oj Ihis world: it is pro
du(ed only by virfue oj nm/liple Jonns of {oll$lfailll. And it illdu(rs regular 
effects oj pow�r. Ell(iI society /rru its rfgime oj Imll" its 'general politics' 4" 
ITlltit: Ihal is, the IYfH'S oj discourse which it ll(Upts and makts fill/(/ioll ,:1$ 
tTlle; tlte mtcltalll'sms alld i,utallers which cllable OIlC til distinguish tme 
and false statements, lire me,ms by ",lrich ell(lr is sallctiMed; the tt(n
niqul's all/i procedures aaorded va/lu ill lite acquisition oJITllIII; tire stallls 
tift/WSI' wlw are charged with sayi,1S what (0"'115 as tmf.· 

Foucault, in effect, escalates Nietzsche's own perspectivism without 
adding any dialectic of truth, of knowledge, of thought, and least of all of 
history. The reader is left with only the impoverished relativism of a 
fLxed time and place, of power in all its 'masks'. History appears as 'data' 
organized into 'regimes of truth', each of which is essentially hennetic 
:lIld self-enclosed. Given these specific 'reboimes of truth', social freedom 
is cMentially impossible because power, as exercised by these 'regimes', is 
irlftgra/ to social life as such. The 'regimes of truth' do depend to one 
degree or another on each other, in the fom) of shredded 'h:mcl-me
downs', not as a developing continuum, let aJone a universalistic one. 

There is enough in Foucault's often equivocaJ and cryptic writings to 
suggest that he denies the possibility that we can actuaUy attain social lib
eration. We may resist the social order perhaps, but only in the defensive 
actions of 'locaJ insurrections', as Foucault calls them. We can defY, 
proten, strike a blow against the all-embracing authority of 'regimes of 
truth', but a radica.l breach with the established order and its replacement 
with a truly liberated one is precluded by the premise: that social life and 
its indispensable institutionali:zation is essentially a system of subordina
tion and domination that we merely 'reinscribe' when we try to replace 
one social fonn with another. 10 

There can be little doubt that Foucault was a humane man, viscerally 
cOncerned about the injustices that existed in the world, and frequently 
prepared to act militantly in defense of human rights. But he offers no 
basic philosophy for his actions and in many ways vitiates the emergence 
of One. As a critic of power he in fact leaves us quite powerless to change 
OUr fate, and foresees, along with Nietzsche, not on.ly the end of God but 
the end of man. His explicit antihumanism. his rejection of the pocentiaJ-
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iries opened by the Enlighterunent, his ahistoridsm. and his treatment 
truth as a 'regime' of domination arc too debilitating in their social effects 
to support the image of the enb'3ged French intellectual. He dritted from 
Stalinism to Maoism to a life-style anarchism - morc properly, nihilism_ 
within a span of only two decades. It is as a defining thinker of poststtuc_ 
turalism and postmodemism that his basic iclc;I,s are of concern here. 

A variety of thinkers who emerged along with Foucault in the eady 
1960s and flourished after the collapse of the 1968 events laid the basis for 
what is now generically called postmodemisIlI. The most notable of this 
group are Jacques Derrida, Jean-Frantiois Lyotard, Gilles Ddeuze and 
Feli"( Guamri, and Jean Baudrillard, several of whom made their careers 
in the United States as well as France. Not all of these writer.; accept a 

posonodcrnist label. but their work rarely justifies this disclaimer and all 
of them, without exception, can validly be regarded as bitter opponents 
of the ensemble of ideas I have called enligluened humanism. 

Apart from Foucault, the most widely known of the group is Jacques 
Derridl., a French Algerian of Sephardic Jewish ancestry, whose books. 
articles, and lectures have had an enonnous influence in Anglo-American 
universities. And it is with Derrida and his intellectual grounding that we 
will be principally concerned in most of the pages that follow. 

If Foucault expressly placed himself in the tradition of Nietzsche. 
Derrida places himselfin the tradition of the later Heide!;£er. The extent 
to which these two 'traditions' can in fact be clearly distinguished from 
each other is aCf,'Uable: Nietzsche could have nourished both French 
thinkers in fonnulating their lIlany conunon and defining views. As we 
have seen, he had already 'abolished' the subject (or 'interpretator'), the 
objectivity of truth, and the significance of humanity in the cosmic 
nature of things. These are major motif5 in both Foucault and Derrida. 
But Derrida himself has insisted upon his filiations with - and transcen
dence of - Heidegger, particularly in the closing: pages of the 'Ends of 
Man' and in his OjSpirif, and there is no reason why we should not eke 
him at his word as well as acknowledge his reservations." 

Today's academic investment in Heidegger (as well as in Foucault and 

Derrida) is so immense that anyone who challenges Heidegger's statuS as 
the 'greatest philosopher' of the twentieth century risks b'lrnering oppro
brium verging on defamation. Yet the emperor, in fact, is wearing very 
few clothes indeed. Far from being a significant philosopher, Martin 
Heidegger is not only grossly overrated as a thinker but he is one of the 
most reactionary on the spectrum of Wdflllls(ilawmg thought. 

More pretentious and mystical than his acolytes are prone to acknowl
edge, Heidegger was a product of south Gern13n provincialism." The 
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. tory of his ideas from the 19205 to his last works in the 1970s situ
traje

,
"

·Ol in what Fritz Stern has called a Kuilllrreli!!ioll that atCS 1 . 

rmbrrl(ed Iwlicmalism . . .  for if il1sistrd 011 Ihe idi'lllily oj Ctnl1a" ideal· 
ism and lIaliaFla/ism. TIlt tHtIIU oj tht GfflmUi ntllioll IvaS o:pTtssed in 
its spiril, rtvetlltd by ifS artiSU mId IlIink-ers, alld tll timts sliII Ttfleeted ill 
tilt lift of tlrt simplt, IIIrspoiltd folk . . . .  Common rVl'I't lilt lmnelltafiollS 

aborlt lilt dulillt oJllrt Cmnmr spirif, tire defeat oJidtalism by theJortts 
of rcalism ill politics alld of materialism ill bIlSim!H.1l 

Although he was initially trained in theology, Heidegger's 1920s writings 

retain a secularity that probably stemmed from his training with Edmund 
Husser!, the distinguished 'father' of modern phenomenology, who 
called upon philosophers to remove the multitude of assumptions that 
overlie direct access to 'the facts' - an appeal that ended, oddly enough, 
in a v3riant of idealism rather than empiricism. As Husserl's assistant and 
his chosen successor at the University of Freiburg, Heidegger, f.ar from 

'going b�ck to the facts', essentially mystified them. In his Btil/g and Timr 
(1927), the work that made his reputation in Gennany and abroad and 
that he dedicated to Husser! 'in friendship and admiration', Heidegger's 
jargon freights psychologica1 notions with an 'olltoloboi.cal' perspective 
that onJy superficially resembles ontology as an inquiry into the nature of 
reality. I n fact, Heidegger essentially intellectualized his regional provin
cialism and reactionism into a metaphysical psycholob'Y - much more 
than a philosophy - and made inteUectual history by transfonning moods 
:md sentiments into categories. The WOrk for which he is still best 
known, Bting aNd Timt, published in 1927, found a ready audience in 
Gennany, particularly among young people and academic mandariru 
affiicted by the alienation, cultural pessimism, and Wtltschmtrz of the 
Weimar era. 

Heide!;£er professed to break, root and branch, with what he took to 
be 2,500 years of West em philosophica1 thought - that is to say, in fact, 
with traditional ontology itself. Far from producing a new ontology, he 
subverted ontology by using traditional categories like 'Being' and 
'Time' to radically redefine its appropriate concerns. From Plato's time 
onward, Heidegger contended, ontology had steadily focused on an 
elaboration of the ultimate foundations of temporal phenomena, be those 
foundations Platonic 'fonns' , Aristotelian substance, the Cartesian sub
ject, materialism's matter, or contemporary science's energy. Heidegger's 
complaint. let me emphasize, is not worth a pfennig as criticism, for these 
traditional foci were and still s/rorlld be the real concerns of ontology, 
regardless of whether one agrees with a specific ontological view such as 
Pbto'� or Descartes's. 
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But for Heidegger. this line of thought has 'concealed' or lost contact 
with what it means for phenomena 'to be'. It straitjackets 'isness' Or 
'Being' (Sti,,) in ntional catt-boories, instead of letting specific beings Or 
enrities (Stittldr) simply 'be' or 'manifest' themselves for what they 
'really' arc. In the cou� of tins 'concealment', human beinb"S become 
separated from 'Being'. indeed, from 'things themselves', and they 
develop a productivist mcnulity that views entities as mere objects fOr 
human USc. Heidegger reduces ontology to a Conn of cultural and psy
chological criticism, overlaid by a verbiage that restates the ontological 
cOllcept of 'Being' as 'self-realization' rather than reality in all its forms 
and characteristics. 

In OUf OWIJ time, according to Heidegger, we arc totally enveloped by 
a manipulative and technocratic attitude toward things, such that, 
divested from our contact with 'Being' , we arc left on our own, leading 
'inauthentic' lives in which we dread our own finiteness and mortality, 
Far from heroically affinning the certainty of death and becorning 
'authentic' in our affinnation of our humanness, or Daseitr (literally: 
Being.there), with its wealth of possibilities, we have disengaged our
sdves from nature and retreated into the crude materialism and everyday 
trivialities that occupy the lives of what Heidegger calls the 'They' (dOJ 
Mall) or, equivalent.ly, what Nietzsche called the 'herd'. We are pemle
ated by AlIglt. 'thrown' imo a world that is marked by 'ambiguity'. 'idle 
tilk', a 'falling' (Veiftllltll) of Dtlstill into the herdlike world that renders 
our 'Being-in-the-world' (which Heidegger designates as the basic state 
of DOJtill) increasingly 'inauthentic' (Illltigelltlicll), 

Being alld Time essentially borrows themes from Soren Kierkegaard, 
Nietzsche, and anti-Enlightenment ideas from Gennan romantic conser
vatives to explicue our 'fall' or 'falling' from authenticity to inauthentic
ity, using a metaphysical terminology that transfonru verbs into nouns, 
To fal1, for example, is a verb, loaded with religious meaning, but it is 
hard to say what it signifies when it is nrrned into the metaphysical noun 
f(//ljll��. as is the case with 'thrownness', which essentially deals with the 
fact that we do not crcate the world in which we find ourselves. It is clear 
from a reading of &ing and Timt that we have been 'falling' for some 
time, now, and yet Heidegger's use of the tenn suggests a quasi.rdigious 
descent that the Bible encapsulated into a single event, Be that as it may, 
it is hard to avoid the feding that Heidegger's 'fa.ll.ing' is a secular version 
of the biblical 'faU' and includes the penalty, as we shall see, of a loss for 
which we are or have been paying a grave, almost apocalyptic penalty in 
his later works. 

Nor does Heidegger always provide us with clear fonnulations that 
have, in fact, been stated more succinctly by other thinkers before him, 
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Consider the following dense statement in Bting and Time: 'Even if 

Dasein is "assured" in its belief about its "wh.ither''', we are told, 'all this 

counlS for nothing as against the phenomenal facts of the case: for the 

rnood brings Dasein before the "that-it·is" of ilS "there", which, as such, 

stares it in the face with the inexorability of an enigma. 'II Allow me to 

Suggest that this is ovecloaded verbiage for a condition that MJrx, for 

example, noted more pithily when he wrote: 'Men make theif own his

tor)" but they do not make it JUSt as they please: they do not make it 

under circumstances chosen by themselves, but under circumstances 
directly encountered, glven and transmitted by the past." s 

It is nece�ry to tear off Heidegger's linguistic mask - one that hides 

the 'authentic' face ofpostmodernism genernlly - if we arc to get to the 
essentials of the Heidegger-Derrida connection. The ease with which 
Heidegger's language pennits him to engage in circular reasoning; his 
typically mystical recourse to 'silence' as the mode of discourse for 'con
science'; his contradictory emphasis on personalism on the one hand and 
the subordination of individual inclinations to the collective 'destiny' of 
the 'Volk', on the other - all can be examined only in a book-length 
account of Heideggerian thought. 

lIut Heidegger's observation on the relationship of the individual to 
what scems uncomfortably like a Volks,gmlfinsr/wjt or cthnic 'people's 
community' - so central to Gennan reactionary and National Socialist 
'moods' - is too compelling to ignore, Destiny 'is how we desib'llate t.lle 
historicizing of the community, of a Volk,' Heidegger tells us in &i,rg and 
Time, nor is destiny 'something that puts itself together out of individual 
fates, any more than Being-with-one-another can be conceived as the 
occurting together of several Subjects. OUf fates have already been 
guided in advance, in our Being with one another in the same world and 
in Our resolutencss for definite possibilities.' Indeed, as Heidegger adds a 
few paragraphs later, glven the 'authentic repetition of a possibility that 
has been - the possibility that Dasein may choose its her" - is grounded 
existentially in anticipatory resoluteness.'" 

In such passages Heldegger is already, as early as in &il1g and Time, 
insinuating a 'leadership principle' into his 'ontology', What is unam
biguous is that he is a reactionary elitist, for whom the 'They' - bluntly, 
the Nietzschean 'herd' - is the inauthentic raw nuterial of the authentic 
few, most notably the Gemlan reactionary mandarins who arc guided by 
Conscience, guilt, care, and a heroic stance toward the certainty of death, J� an outst.lllding study of the relationship of Heideggcr's 'ontology' to 
his. political philosophy, Richard Wolin observes that, following 
i-Ierdegger's thought, the 'They', or 
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those who dlvcll in tilt publi( sphar of tlft'rydaYllf'SS an lIinwd as esSt'II
tially incQptlblr of self-mle. illSitad, Iht only ItiaMt political pllilosophy 
thar jolla[vs from fhis siandpoint lVould be braunly ditist: SillCt tile 
majority of cilium remain ilJ(opable of leading Inttlllillg{lIl livts wlrell left 
/0 thdr own devites, c!reir oldy hope Jar 'redemptioll' lies ill flrr imposiliofl 

oj a 'higher spiritual m;ssiol1 '  Jrom above." 

Notoriously, Hcidcggcr became a fervent member of the National 
Socialist party in 1933 and remained onc umil the collapse of the Third 
Reich. NomriQusly. too, whatever differences he may have had with 
more dogmatic approaches [0 Nazism, he tried to 'elevate' it by enlarg
ing its 'spirirual mission', albeit still retaining much of its folk philosophy_ 
To deny this part of Heideggcr's life and philosophy is totaUy unjustified 
in the light of what is now known about his own cynical attempts to 
conceal his past. 

Nor did he show any contrition after the war for h.is membership in 
the Nazi Parry. His failure to confrOnt the Shoah or 'Holocaust', or even 
to acknowledge its distinctiveness, is beneath contempt, as are his con
trived excuses for removing his original dedication of Beillg and Time to 
Edmund Husserl - his former mentor was Jewish - and for his own 
sil ence upon Hussed's death in 1936. Indeed, during the thinies, after he 
entered the National Socialist Parry, his 'philosophy' began to acquire an 

increasingly antihumanistic, abstract, and essentially suprahuman form. 
Thus, in &iug and Time, Being can only manifest itself through mati, 

or Dasein, which, unlike all other 'entities', has a capacity to understand 
Being. By the 1930s, Heidegger's conception of DQseill as an individual 
phenomenon vaporizes into a collective and essentially viJlkiKh concept, 
and Being acquires a quasi-mystical autonomy. In a pithy and insightful 
interpretation of Heidegger's 'turn' (Kehn:) in the mid-1930s ;,md the 
19405, Richard Wolin observes that the thought of the later Heidegger 
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0PJXors at time$ to be a $lImmory justijicatioll of humatl pa$$iI>ity Qlld 
il/a(fiall (Gelassenheit) . . . .  Being ossumN the chafacter of 011 om/Jipo
lelll primal force, a Jim Immoved mover' /a fim(/ioll Ihal Aristotle 
assigned to 'Jis o/Jtological CedI, lV/JOse 'preSetlOll.( provrs 10 be tht 

delenl1i/Jative, ultimate illSt,wft for eVe/lIS ill Ihe Imvly world of Imlllall 

affairs. [tl itJ other-worldly Jupremacy, Ilrisforce bOlh lVillrdr<IJvsfrom Ihe 
(ribrillal of Imlllall ff'aSOI/ ami difies tire meagtr {aparitits oj hrllllan 
descripliol/: 'A &illg tlral I/ot ouly surpasses 0/1 IH-ilrgs - and thus all 
mel/ - brrt wlrich like alJ IlI/knowl/ Cod Tfsts and "nsencts" ill its Olllli 
Imth, ill that it is somerirJIc$ prtSfllt and sometimes abselll, (all never bt 
rxploitled lil..'e a beillg ill ais/rll{e: imtrad il Cdtl ollly be "evoktd". " .  
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The collapse of the Third Reich did nOt eliminate Heidegger's lingering 

loyalty to the 'spiritual mission' of the 'National Revolution', as Hitler's 

ascent to power was called by its adherents - and his emphasis on 

National Socialism's regenerative 'spiritual" potentialities, as distinguished 

froill its very secular perfonnance, b>:lve Heidegger a great deal of legit i

macy among his later French- and English-speaking sycophants. It is hard 

to tell whether Heidegger was a naif tr:lppcd in a misguided skein of 

fascist intrigue and betrayal or whether his French admirers decided to 

behave like naifi trapped in an unsavory admiration for the fomler rector 

of Freiburg University. 
R;!.I1lbunctiously fascistic and nationalistic in his speeches and lectures 

during the eady 19305, Heidegger's metaphysics now ;!cquired a more 
'restful', indeed fatalistic tone, turning to poetry, particularly HOlderlin's, 
the ontogenetic role of language, and philosophical allusions to a 
quietism that are redolent of Asian theisms. His postwar writings were 
penncated by mysticism, indeed by an apocalyptic theism. In an interview 
he gave to the German weekly Du Spirgcl in September 1966 (on the 
condition that it be published posthumously), he confronted the threat of 
the 'technological state' and philosophy's role in resisting its encroach
ment with the following conclusions: 

if I may allSlWf qllickly and perllaps sOlllelVllat vehemently, but from 
long reflection: Philosophy /IIil/ /101 bt ablt to bring abollt a diml 
tlJrI"J:e of th� PTfswt state of Ihe world. TItis is tme 1I0t only of philoso
phy but of all merely human meditaliol/S and e"deavors. Oniy a ,«ad 
(<11/ sallf us. [ t!riuk the MJfy possibilily oj salvathm lift to //5 is to pff'J1aTf 
readincss, Ilrrough thi/thug and poetry,Jor lire appearm!Ce oJ tire god or for 
III� absence oj lire god durin,£ Ihe dec/ine; so tlJm wt' do I/ot, simply pllt, 
die meullill,£less deaths, bw thai wherr wt dtcliu�, rue dedi"e ill '''�fQ{� of 
lire absent god." 

In a sense, the interview was Heidegger's testament - and also a fasci
nating clarification of his views which COIn be traced back even to HeilJg 
atJd Time. It is often safer to take Heidegger's statements at face value 
than to rely on his exegetists to adorn them with overloaded imerpreta
tions that remove us from the essential meaning of his words - a solution, 
to be sure, that would bankrupt many commentators on Heidegger who 
have managed to tender his works and postmodernism a hennetic world 
accessible only to devout initiates. 

The entry of French postwar philosophers into the murky waters of 
I-leideggerian thought was a disaster to serious reflection - and we are 
nill bearing the burden they imposed as this century nears its end. 
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Whatever Nietzsche and Heideggcr wrote, their French admirers 
cIed up to even more ObSCUl'C. and in many respects, morc ,ncin",i"" 
levels than the two Gennans achieved, albeit short of turning to 
and nationalism. One oCthe most vexing members of this crew ;"'1'''QI"', 
Derrida, whose use of Hcidcgger left a tr.lil of wreckage in 
American literary criticism that has also passed over into social thought. 

An indefutigable writer and lecturer with an enonnous foUowing, 
Derrida has made par.adox. contradiction, linguistic juggling:, and 
inchoate thinking into virtues. Many of his verbal gymnastics derive 
from Heidegger, although he cannot be denied the responsibility for 
gcncr.l.ring considerable confusion in his own right. To enter into the 
Derridean skein of criss-crossing ideas, assertions, inscriptions, and Con_ 
voluted 'horizons', 'spaces', and self-indulgent queries that, in my view, 
muddle r.lther than clarify a viewpoint is beyond the scope of this book. 
Indeed, more than one book would be needed to give Derrida his due
and I do not mean this in any complimentary sense. 

The relationship of Derrida to Heidegger has been meticulously 
chronicled, step by step and word by word. in an essay by Charles 
Spinosa.» Despite his rather easygoing style, Spinosa's comparison is 
demanding, and I shall do no more than take up the salient commonali_ 
ties that he identifies. 

The conventional belief has been that Derrida's filiations with 
Heidegger began with Hcidegger's 'tum' from a more or less rraditioruU 
ontology to explicit antihumanism after the war. Yet Spinosa shows quite 
inadvertently that Being ami Timt feeds as much into Derrida's thinking as 
docs Heidegger's very influential postwar antihum:lnist essay, 'The 
Question Concerning Technology', as well as other essays of the late 
19405 and 19505. 

This relationship is nOt simply an academic issue. Derrida has empha
sized that in Heilig alld Timt, written in the late 19205, and p3niculady in 
his 19305 writings, Heidegger was still tied to a 'metaphysics of presence' 
- that is, a metaphysics of underlying foundations that charncterized the 
traditional ontologies of Westt:rn philosophy from PI3to :lnd Aristotle to 
Hegel and even including Nietzsche. For Derrida, this 'metaphysics of 
presence' constitutes the premises of humanism. anthropocentrism, 
science, and rntionalism - which, yes, led ultimatcly to fascism! Indeed, 
if I read Derrida's analysis correctly, National Socialism is a result of 
humanism, possibly even its apogee. 

Thus it is worth referring to one of Heidegger's more repulsive Nazi 
'texts', most famously his 'Self-Assertion of the Genmm University', the 
lecture he gave on assuming the renorship of the University of Freiburg 
in 1933, to get a sense of what Derridcans reboard as Heidcgger's explicit 
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1 I 'humanism'_ Laced with references to 'spirit' and the 'spiritual 
or alen _ .  L :_..J 

d h;p' that the university must undertake m servmg the T mIU 
lea ers . d " f d '  ' I Heidegg!Cr's address actually pIVOts aroun a rejection 0 aca enuc 
ReIC 1, . . , , b 

d as merely 'negative liberty and appeals for the more su stan-
free om 
, ' 1- "01$ of scrvice by students that result from 'three bonds'. All three 

tlve c .. . 
1 'Iy Hiderian' 'The three bonds by the people, to the destlily of the arC argc . . . . 

, .piritual missIOn - are equally pmtHlfflwl to the Genn:ln essence. 
state, lit � . . . . . 
TI three services that are from It - Labour ServICe, Military Service, 

" 
f - , k '" d Knowledge Service - are equaUy necessary and 0 equal ran . -

all 
Nor was Heidegger free of the jingoistic and racist rhetoric of the time 

when he referred to 'Spirit' _ He tOld his listeners: 

Spirit is /lot empty dtvtr,less, /lor lite lIonwmlllillal play oj wit, IIor lilt 
bormdless dnfl oj fllfional diss«,ioll, Itt a/one world reason; spino, is tlte 
pn'mordially alllmed knowing reso/mmess tOlvam flrr fssenCt of Being. 
A,rd tire spiritual world of a ]>top/t [Volk] is IIOt thr SrJpffstmC/JIre of a 
culturt allY //Jore lil<llr it is <lit annory filled witlr usefirl inJonnation and 
I,aluts; it is tilt poult'r that most deeply preseroes flit people's ear/II- and 
blood-barmd strengths as tilt power Ihor most deeply aroused atlll most 
profolllldly slHlkts the ]>toplt's eximrJ(t.:!! 

It requires enonnous credulity - or naivety � to regard such passages 
from (he rectoral address as spiritual, still less as being in accord with a 
traditional, presumably humanistic metaphysics of spirit; rather, it is an 
odious exercise in fascist rhetoric. In their devastating account of 'the 
"French Heideggerians" gathered around Jacques Derrida', Luc Ferry 
and Alain Renault observe that, confronted \vith the question of 
Heidegger's Nazism', they 

hlll,t irrevocably cho$/'/! tlltir sidt and Jound tllnr cOfrupt through aIr 
extrdordilrary ft(olllllltlldatioll: if Htid�tr was a Nazi, whi(1r 110 Ollt 
now (all displItt, it (ertail/ly WIlS 1101 becarrse Ire condtmlltd the world oj 
democratic hl/mallism al/d t/I/U SQJV lilt QPpeal oj Q (ollStfll(ltiw rtvolll
lioll; alld if, QS olle Slrldellt of Derrida's [Philippe LacOllt-LAluJfl/,t/ 
(oolly aHtrts, 'Nazism is a ImmduislIl ' (sic), IV!' slwllld judgt Ilrat tilt 
Hriilrgger of 1933 was lIallJmlly led 10 Nazism becall5l' Ire was srm ill 
rlre grip rif a /rulIlallist;c alld spin'llIalistic Iraditioll Ire irad 1101 yet ade
qualely drcotlSlmcred, Q.E.D.l1 

[n fact, Derrida's Of Spirit: Heide,Io!IW arrd Ilrt Question bears out that Ferry 
and Renault have taken aim with considerable accurncy." Derrid:l's 'text' 
begins with a tangled series of questions on the meaning of'Spirit' (Gtist) 
that leads the reader into an increasingly abstract discussion of the reetora! 
address. It requires no intellectual astuteness to see that, however much 
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Heidegger used philosophical verbiage to give a high tone to his address, 
it was meant to serve the needs of the Nazi regime. This fact does not 
dude Derrida, but his comments on the address are marked by numerous 
equivocations, in which he seems to take Heidegger's manipulation of 
philosophical temts, particularly 'spirit', i n  a strictly philosophical sense. 
Accordingly, Derrich observes that 'one {oliid say that [HeideggerJ spiri_ 
tualizes National Socialism. And one could reproach him for this, as he 
will later reproach Nietzsche for having exalted the spirit of vengeance 
into a "spirit of vengeance" spiritualized to the highest point' - as if 
Heidegger's words and Nietzsche's were of comparable significance in 
tlLis connection and Heidegger were dealing essentially with philosophi_ 
cal issues in his rectoral address: 

'But on the other [1] hand,' Derrida proceeds, treating both sides of the 
argument as if they were equally valid, 

by taking tire risk oj spiritualizing nazism, he miglrt I!I have bet/r trying 
to absolve or save il by marking il wil/r l/ris tifJirmatiorr [I} (spiriwality, 
science, q'ltstioning, etc.). By tire sam[ token, Ihis sets apart Heidcgger's 
commi/mcnl mId breaks f IJ all I!ffiliation. TIris address seems no longer to 
belong simply I!I 'O the 'ideological' ramp in wl!iclr otle appeals /0 obSCllrt 

forces -forus wirich wOlild tlol be spiritual, bill l1afrlral, biological, radal, 
(J{{ofdirrg /0 tmyllrirrg bllt spiriwal irrle1pTl'laliol1 oj 'eartlr and blood. ns 

This deconstruction of the address is all the more UI1S2VOry becawe 
Heidegger's address was eminrl/tly ideological and did appeal to these 
'obscure forces', such as 'the people's earth- and blood-bound strengths', 
even dignifYing them with sweeping references to Plato, Greek philoso
phy, Hegel - and General von Clausewitz, the theorist IHlT txullttrce of 
German militarism.» 

As to Heidegger's and Demda's similarities: despite their different 
emphases - notably, Heidegger's 011 the rural craftsman in his shop and 
Demda's on language - the distinctions betv.Teell the tv.To are not partic
ularly significant. Heidegger's notion of'equipment', the tools and tech
niques with which a craftsman works, corresponds to Derrida's notion of 
diffirarrct, or the way we linguistically understand definitions. Our under
standing of phenomena depends on differences or contrasts in meaning 
such as truelfalse, reallimaginary, discoveredlinvented, and so forth, For 
Derrida, a 'signified concept is never present in and of itself', Indeed, 
'every concept is inscribed in a cirain or in a system within which it refers 
to the other, to other concepts, by means of the sYJtematic play of differ
ences. 'l"I 

will not bebbor the way Heide!;b'Cr's 'equipment' and Derrich's 
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d[fJhallct converge 10 practice except to note that Derrida is only too 

conscious of their similarities in the dosing pages of his essay 'Diffirmru'; 

and that we are not exanLining a post-'rurn' or postwar Heidegger but 

thl" author of &ing and Timt himself. Spinosa b'Oes all to show that 

Derrida's dijfirall" 

comt'S 1tt1)' c/OSt to Hridegger's IIO/iOll oj m'tali,,� (being) Oil" we makt 
odjllstmtrllS for serirrg tlrillgs ill lenns of systems oj dj.fftfl'llctS irrstead oj 
prallicts Of wmpOlll'Trts. . No person (OlIlroIs differance. TIral rvould 
hi! likt thinking tlrol somtotre cOlllro/s long"a,�. We mighl as wf'll say 
lirat {WIrCII) a new way oj revealing is irappening this amowrlS /0 plltting 
Derrida's insight oOOm diffcrance itlfO HeideJ'JtT'S lallgllagt.71 

At times, in fact, Derrida seems to out-Heidegger Heidegger. For it is 
not 'persons' who 'control dj.ffermICt' - still less society - but, vaguely and 
impersonally, 'systems', thereby reifying beyond lived experience and 
history the way in which d!ffertlrlces 'reveal' themselves. Aside from the 
similarities betv.Teen the two men, the differences between them are 
advances and retreats, clarifications and obfuscations, around their 
respective degrees of antihumanism. Where Derrida (as of this writing) 
shares Heidegger's view that philosophy is the originating source of all 
our cultural achievements - and problems - he adds nothing to the basi
cally idealistic claim that Heidegger made early in his career, when he 
�w metaphysics as the detennining factor in human behavior. 

Although a good deal more can be wrinen about the correspondences 
between Heideggcr and Derrida, the parallel ends in the way that the 
two men focus on 'the Other'. In Hcidegger's case, the section on 'Every 
Being-one's-Self (as an individual - M . .B.J and the "They'" or, shall we 
�y, using Nietzschean language, 'the herd', addresses in &illg alld Till1t 
the leveling down process induced by the 'herd', with its later implica
tions of an authentic elite and a 'hero'. In Derrida's case, the 'play of dif
ferences supposes . . .  syntheses and referrals which forbid at any moment, 
or in any sense, that a simple dement be prest/II in and ofitsdf, referring 
only to itself', so that 'no element can function as a sign without refer
ring to another dement. '''' 

[n both cases, there does seem to be a 'leveling' down process which, 
be it acconunodation to the 'They' in Hcidegger's case that leads to an 
eLte or hero, or a link in the 'chain' of 'differences' in Derrida's case that 
arc c.'(panded into 'othernesses' by the 'play of dijfiranct' to include ali 
that traditional phil osophy tries to suppress by creating an ossifYing 
'metaphysics of presence' with its fomts, a priori categories, prime 
movers. Viewed from this abstract phi[osophical perspective, Derrida, 
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like Foucault, exhibits a concern for the 'Others' that literally constitUte 
the 'margil15 of philosophy'. 

From a literary standpoint, this suppressed 'Other' includes the hidden 
meanings within a 'text'; from a social standpoint, it includes the sup� 
pressed 'Other', such as women, non-Western peoples, marginals. and 
the like - in both cases the victims of Western 'logocentrism'. 
'Deconstruction', to citc the practice that Den'ida brings to textual analy_ 
ses, undennines 'logocentrisrn' and an all-pervasive 'metaphysics afpres
enee' by revealing the element of dijJermru - the hidden referents _ 
whose exposure subverts the seeming coherence of a particular work. In 
'mankind', for example, deconstruction finds traces of the repressed 
other, 'womankind' - or perhaps ki'ld as such, man or woman. 
Deconstruction decenters the privileged sign - say, man - that 'inscribes' 
itself on a 'text'. These privil el:,'ed signs are continually undermined by 
radically unstable Of marginal signs, ('undecidables') and very signifi_ 
cantly by 'deferment', in which one sign always refers to other signs that 
are implicit in a given work, thereby destabilizing a 'text's' 'Iogocentric' 
claims to coherence. One can thus think of deconstruction as a sort of 
octopus whose anns are continually extending outward toward hidden 
or implicit 'others' that serve to undermine the centrality of a 'text's' 
strucrure and identity - indeed, a sort of free association, which allows 
the critic to wander unrestricted in any direction he or she chooses. 

Deconstruction is thus a formula - and practice - for incoherence in the 
name of in-depth critique. Immanent critique, to be sure, is eminendy 
desirable, as long as it is not arbitrary. But by virtue of its anti-'Iogocen
trism', deconstruction can mean almost anything. In current usage it can 
range from the most flippant criticisms to almost incomprehensible 
'metaphysical' analyses. In 1968, Derrida himself described it in apoca
lyptic temIS, when apocalypses were highly fashionable, after which its 
meaning seeIns to have aged with time from a 'radical trembling' to a 
fatalistic recognition that Western rationalism is 50 completely with us, 
even in 'traces', that 'breaks afe always, and fatally, reinscribed in an old 
cloth that must continually, incenninably he undone'.J(I By privileging 
the written 'text' over speech, deconstruction removes the reader from 
the author of a work and places him or her completely in the hands of 
the interpreter - or at the mercy of Harold Fromm's 'invisible pup
peteer'. (See Chapter 4.) 

In fact, decoIlStruction so depersonalizes the 'text' that it safely 
removes the reader from heated issues that arc often raised in a literary 
work. Freed of that existential content, these deracinated writings can be 
coolly manipulated into any configuration one chooses like checker 
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pieces 011 a blank board. Arthur C. Danco observes: 

T(l treat philosophical texts ofter the malUler � Derrida, simply as nct
works � reciprocal relationships, is precisely 10 pul them at a distance Jrom 

its readtrs so intraversable as to make it impossible that they be abolll us 
itl the way literatllre requires. TIley become simply artifacts made � 

words, with no references save internal ones or incidental extemal ones. 
Atld reading them becomes extemal, as thollgh tlley had nothing to do 

wilh liS, were merely tllere, intricately IVfOljght composites � logical lace

work, puzzling and pretty and pointless." 

Danto, if anything, is too kind to the Derrideans and deconstructionists. 
Often deconstmctionists subject the reader to a barrage of elusive ques
tions, so characteristic ofDerrida's own 'texts', that they turn from hor
tatory queries into unrestrained free association. In a pointed illustration 
of deconstruction at work, David Lehman shows how an eight-line ele
giac poem expressing bereavement for the death of a girl, 'A Slumber 
Did My Spirit Seal', from the 'Lucy' series by Wordsworth, was con
toned by a prominent deconstructionist, J. Hillis Miller, into a drifting 
jargon-laden interpretation. The poem is short enough to be cited in full: 

A slumber did my spirit seal; 
I had no human fears; 
She seem a thing that could not feel 
The touch of earthly years. 

No motion has she now, no force; 
She neither hears nor sees; 
Rolled round in earth's diurnal course 
With rocks, and stones, and trees. 

Not only does Miller treat this simple, economical, and touching poem 
as a 'play of tropes' that 'leads to a suspension of fully rationalizable 
meaning in the experience of an aporia or boggling of the mind' (I shall 
make no attempt to interpret this jargon), but as Lehman observes, Miller 
aven. 

that the poem presenlS 'mCltller Iti agaitlsl daughter or sister, or perhaps 

any felNille Jamily member as agaitlSl some JIIoman from olliside Ihe fam
ily, tlwt is, mCilher, sister, or darlghter as against mislress or lIIife, in shorl, 
i'ICCSIIW/jS desires o,RaillSt legitimate sexual feelings. '  For Mil/er insists 
Ihal the poem is 'odder' Ihan it looks, stf/mger aml lllClre ellr.Rlllalic thall 
IraditiotTai inte/jJretations 0/10111. TIle poet's '/' is absetll itT tlte poem's sec

ond stallza, Miller noles; perhaps 'the speaker has lost his seljllood' as a 
consequence of Liley's drath." 
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Miller's free association continues, often quite arbitraril y, until we I� 
complete sight of the 'text' and find ourselves entangled in the etymo� 
logical derivation of the name Lucy - it comes from the Latin root for 
'light' which alloW'S Miller 'co take one final leap', The poem, he says, is 
an allegory of loss. But it is not a dead girl that Wordsworth mourns for. 
it is 'the lost source of light, the father SUIl as 10g05, as head power and 
fount of meaning.'''' We may or may not be dealing any longer with what 
Wordsworth wrote, but it is clear that we lrc completely in the hands of 
the critic. 

It remains to survey several other French leftist intellectuals who carved 
posnnodernist ruches for themselves after the failure of May-June 1968. 
Gilles Deleuze. an academic. and FelL" GU<lttaci, a leftist militant and 
practitioner of an experimental psychoanalytic clinic, bolted across 
post-1968 firmament with a book they co-authored in 1972, 
Oedipus: CapitdlislI1 and Slhizophrwia.l' It essentially melded elements . 
the works ofWilhehn Reich, R. D. Laing, David Cooper, Norman 
Brown, and Michel Foucault into an exploration of uses of sexuality for 
coercion and liberation, a theme that was already common in the 
English-speiling world of the 1960s and 1970s. In France this theme 
seerru to have been relatively new; hence the encomia that the book 
received for its 'originality'. 

'The truth is that sexuality is everywhere', declaim Dcleuze and 
Guattari, as though the statement were extr.lordinary, if not OU[r.lb>eOus. 
Sexuality is not only physically polymorphous, it is socially polymor
phous as wdl. Thus: 'H.itler got fascists sexually aroused', declare the twO 
amhors. 'Flags, nations, amues, banks get a lot of people aroused. A rev
olutionary machine is nothing if it docs not acquire at least as much force 
as these coercive machines have for producing breaks and mobilizing 
flows.'J! These concepts arc as close to Wilhelm Reich's as one can get 
without quoting from him directly. 

For Deleuze and Guattari, schizophrenia is more a social pathology 
than an intrafamilial one, an insight that, they claim, distinguishes them 
from Freud's 'mommy and daddy' approach. The job of radical inteUec
tuals is to probe this social domain that encompasses seenungly individual 
pathologies, but to do so on a micropolitical level- indeed, one redolent 
of Henri Lefebvre's emphasis on II' quolidiell. A truly revolutionary move
ment must not be so preoccupied with larger social issues that it fails to 
release energy blockages in individual human 'desiring machines' - espe
cially if it is to provide a r.ldical alternative to the sexual arousal produced 
by fascism, 'flags, nations, mnics', and so on. Thus, Deleuze and Guattari 

contend, 'a revolutionary group at the preconscious level remains :I srlb-
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. d ,rollI' , even in seiring power, as long as this power itself refers to a 
Jilgate .� 

d I d " d '  '. f force that continues to enslave an crus 1 esmng-pro uctlOn. 
form 0 

I I f'd . .  d "  h 
. 

H ¥ing attained the conscious eve 0 esmng-pro uctton , owever, It 
, 

" unclear how a revolutionary 'madune' is to advance beyond a (t'tilalO 
.�;ve 'life-style' anarchism, raging with desire and a libidinal sexual poli-
,� . - and try to change society as a whole. OCSThis Atrfi. Ckdipus badly needed another volume to address this prob

kOl. What its admirers got as a companion work, eight years later (1980), 

was A TI,ousl!lrd Plateaus, adorned with the same subtitle as the previous 
book. Clpilalism and Schizoplmflia. Far from confronting the issues of 
social change, Deleuze and Gumari in this work ran riot in a self-indul
gent exercise in literary styles, inteUectuai caprices, excursions into fiel.ds 
of trivia such as 'ticks and quilts and fuzzy subsets and noology and polit
ical economy', wrote the English translator, Brian Massumi, who warned 

the reader, 'It is difficult to know how to approach' the book.:n Leaving 
aside 'its complex technical vocabulary', as Massumi puts it with exces
sive civility, 'the authors recommend that you read it as you would listen 
to a record. ')I 

In short, the question of how to advance 'desiring machines' along 
socially revolutionary lines was not answered. Instead, immunized to 
critical scrutiny by their language, style, and disorder, Ddeuze and 
Gumari launched a typical postnlodernist attack upon rational thinking 
and its intellectual consequences. Comparing reason to a 'tree', they 
challenged this longstanding Western metaphor for knowledge that has 
roots (foundations), fonn Qogic), and strucrure (coherence), opposing to 
it their own metaphor of the 'rhizome', which snakes along under
ground, putting out tendrils that evoke notions of multiplicity, hetero
geneity. decenteredness, fonnlessness - in effect, incoherence. This 
'rhiwmatic' imagery and method brings us back to Foucault, whose 
minoanalyses tend to dissolve history into episodes and discontinuous 
eVents. Not surprisingly, Foucault wrote a wannly approving introduc
tion to Ihrti-CkdipllS. 

Around the �Ille time that Allti-CkdiprlS was causing a stir in France, 
)ean-Franr;ois Lyotard also began to shine in the postmodernist world. 
Even more dogmatic than Guattari as a leftist, who was an avowed 
'autonomist', Lyotard migrated from the SocialismI' 011 barbarie group to 
the dOb'lnatic Workers' Power during the 1968 il/brelt/ellts. After his 
enthusiasm for the marginal ill the left diminished. he decided to aban
don the 'proletarian revolution' for academic postmooernism. Lyotard's 
POSitions in this new incarnation have undergone so many changes that the differences between lum and Derrid1 are now minimal, in my view. 
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No less a deconstructionist than Derrida in fields th:lt range beyond Iiter� 
anlre, Lyotard created his own 'grammatology' out of a combination 
Nietzsche and WittgellStein, laced with Paul Feyerabend's chaotic 'epis
temological anarchism'. It is nOt very fruitful to examine how Lyotard's 
'pragmatiC1 of language' yield the not particularly stlnling conclusion 
that 'to speak is to fight. 'JO 

More important, for our purposes, is that Lyotard exhibits a Sturdy 
hostility to reason, objectivity, and truth. All events afe really narratives' 
their 'objectivity' consists in whether we commit them to paper as a nar� 
rative or nOt. In one dialogue with h.imself, the voice I win call Lyotard_1 
declares: 'When I tell my Story, I am not acting as a mouthpiece for some 
universal ltistoty. And I make no claim to being a professional theorist. or 
to be saving the world by reminding it of a lost meaning.' 'What!' the 
second voice, Lyotard-II, e."claims. 'So the [ParisJ Commune, Cronstadt. 
and Budapest in '56 are JUSt stories! And what about the people who 
died?' 

Lyotard-I dismisses this complaint with the observation: 'The dead 
aren't dead until the living have recorded their deaths in narratives. 
Death is a matter of archives. You are dead when stories are told about 
you, and when only stories arc told about yOll. And you are free to 
expand the archive as much as YOll like, by including in it even the m� 
anodyne of documents.'1O Events are simply stories; theories are merely 
'concealed narratives' - 'narratives' that presumably require deconstruc_ 
tion; and we should 'not be taken by their claims to be valid for all time' 
- as though such claims are usually voiced. This Nietzschean-perspec
tivist view of events and theories is a cOlIunonpJace in the postmodemisr: 
world and I�ilds [Q 'agonistic' duds betwe�n various texts rath�r than 
explorations ofr�a1ity. 

Like Lyotard, Jean Baudrillard is an academic of the French left. He 
essentially expanded Marx's theory of commodity fetishism into a cri· 
tique of the 'consumer society', \vith its psychologically overwhelming 
media imagery and 'spectacles'. 

Capitalist commodities, according to Baudrillard, produce a 'hyperciv
ilization' of signs, iI symbolic realm of 'sign values', which suppl�ments 
Marx's economically oriented realm of 'exchange values'. Indeed, 'sign 
values' may involve not only symbolic intanb"bles but 'the exchange of 

looks, the present which comes and goes, prodigality, festival - and also 
destruction (which returns to non-value what production has erected. 

valorized). " !  My removing symbolic exchange, according to Baudrillard. 

society can undennine the Strictly productivist logic of capitalism. 
By the late 1970s, Baudrillard was describing our era as a rime o( 
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. ul,o· ons' in which sig'" "quire a life of their own and come to 
'su11 , ' 
dominate social life. The real is replaced by its image or simulation, as in 

eievision dramas, where actors who play doctors and detectives arc 

�licited for technical advice. Hyperreality replaces reality; indeed, 

borrowing a word from Marshall McLuhan, images are 'imploded' into 

collages, and advertising saturates the media to the point where images. 

t:lcillg olle after the other on television programs, fonn a dazzling and 

deadening blur. [n the (ace of simulations that take over their lives, 

people become enervated and apathetic, such that this 'implosion' 

contracts experience into imagery that renders once-prized mores and 

political ideas meaningless. 

In the end, Baudrillard is so overtaken by his notion of the implosion 

of simulations that, as he claims, power itself'undergoes a metamorpho

sis into signs and is intJenltd on the basis of signs.">J [t may well b e  that 

Baudrillard was being overtaken by his own discussion of simulations and 

was becoming absorbed into the implosion he explored. In any case, he 

calls for a decentering of power so radical that even the llticropolitics of 

Ddeuze and Guattari were insufficiently 'molecular'. Finally, in his later 

writings. ltis absorption into the world of simulations is really completed, 

with the: result that his work is now part of the very consteUation of 

images that bombard us today. 
Having jettisoned even symbolic exchange as a social desideratum, 

Baudrillard ends up with �n arid nihilism. 'If being a nihilist is to be 
obsessed with the mode of disappear3nce, and no longer with the mode 
of production, then I am a nihilist,' he declaimed ill the mid-1980s. 
'Disappearance, aphanisis, implosion, fury of the Vfflcln�;ndffl lthe disap� 
pearing). " )  But a radical nihilism that once challenged the social order, he 
observes, is 'utopia'. The system itself is also nihilist, in the sellSe that it 
has the power to reverse evtrylhil1g in indifferentiation, including that 
'which denies it. ' .. 

This passage, which Douglas Kellner has called a 'cul-de-sac', did not 
mark the end of Baudrillard's voyage into the 'hyperreal'." But in my 
view this OI/-dt-sac tells us all we need to know about the frivolities of 
postmodernist phil osophy - if we can dignifY postmodernism by regard
ing it as a pltilosophy. 
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CHAPTER 8 

-------------------------

Science and anti-science: 

anything goes 

posonodernism is a concept that has been applied nOt only to philosophy 
but to architectural, Iitenry, cultural, and behavioral styles as well. To be 
postlllodern is to be 'hip' today, to an extent that the word has become 
part of the very contemporary culture it professes to criticize. TillS might 
render it quite hann1ess, indeed ludicrous, were it not for its impact on 
what has been called the sociolob'Y of science. In the scientific realm, rel
ativisric moods nourished by posmlOdernism's antihumanism are corro
sive not only of popular attitudes toward scientific research but, as we 
shall see shortly, toward reason itself. 

By scienct, let me emphasize, I am referring to the real stuff: physics, 
chemistry, biology, physical anthropology, and their offipring, such as 
astrophysics, biochemistry, molecular biology, and archaeology. What 
minimally defines these disciplines as sciences is the fact that they presup
pose that external reality is relatively orderly, and many of its facets or 
levels of development can be discovered and systematized into verifiable, 
testable, and predictable laws, which in tum may have a direct practical 
application to human needs and desires. 

Studies of society, human behavior, economics, and the like, that deal 
more with the speculative unceminties of theory than with the more 
ungible facts of the natural world, are so dependent upon vagaries of 
human volition and arbitrary human interactions that they can be called 
sciences only by undennining the intCl,>tity of sciences dependent upon 
lawful and predictable behavior. To regard 'social studies', including eco
nontics, sociology, and psycholob'Y as 'sciences' is to make the word and 
its criteria for truth meaningless.' 

Nor should Kiwct, let me emphasize, be confused with sOtlllism. 

Scientism is a state of mind or even a creed that claims that the scientific 
techniques and criteria used typically in physics can be applied to all 
domains of knowledge and human activity. Advancing the idea that the 
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full wealth of experience cm be encompassed by sciemilic analysis, 
a view toward achieving the effective control (ratiollaliz:aion) ofhuIllaQ 
beings as well as the natural world, it emphasizes efficiency and valuc� 
free 'objectivity' in social affairs. Although scientism has been prevalent 
over the past two centuries, it is a naive failing of the Enlightenment 
thinkers and of many nineteemh-cenrury writers Oil social theory and 
politics, even utopians like Charles Fourier - a failing that persists in 
words like social scimu and political scit'llce. 

The distinction between science and scientism should be strongly 
emphasized, since the twO are very commonly confused, with the result 
that science as such is blamed for the harmful effects of scientism on 
social life, noubly for fostering the dehumanization and mechanization 
of everyday life. 

The distinctions between science and scientism bear directly on the 
'sociologies of science' that arc fashionable today. Postmodernists and 
antihumanists alike make a strong point when they criticize the 'scienti
zation', more properly the ralio"alizalioll of everyday life and work. Such 
criticisms have been made for generations - not exclusively by the 
romantics from whom antihuman.ists draw so much of their inspiration 
but also by humanistic social thinkers, from Mane and Ma.x Weber to 
C. Wright Mills and Herbert Marcusc. 

What gave a major impetus to postmodernist and antihumanin assaults 
on the objectivity of science was Thomas S. Kuhn's nlt� Slmctrirt <if 
Scielllifi' Revolutions, initially published in 1962) - a work that Pau1 
Hoyn.ingen-Huene, in his survey of Kuhn's 'philosophy of science', has 
described as 'among the most in.fluential academic books of the past 
quarter-century', one that 'has given rise to what is now an unmanage
ably vast secondary li terature '.J 

An essential thesis of Kuhn's book is that the scienti6c understanding 
of truth and its advances come in paradigms, by which he means certain 
'universally recognized scienti6c achievements that for a time provide 
modd problems and solutions to a conununity of practitioners'.' Major 
scientific 'revolutions' consist not simply of piecemeal accretions of 
theories and facts; rather, they arc radical 'paradi!9n shifts' that arc 
brought about when a prevailing scientific consensus changes. A new 
consensus may be caused by the appearance of lllore explanatory 
hypotheses and supportive data for them, or even by mere swings of 
opinion among scientists themselves. 

After a sufficiently large number of 'anomalies' emerge in the 'no[lll2! 
science' that marks an esublished paradigm, a 'new paradigm' is caiJed for 
that, in effect, constitutes all entirely new way of thillking about a spe-
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cUic field of science - after which a ne�v 'nonnal
. 
science' cons

,
olidates 

. If within the newly accepted paradib'lll . SpeCJficaiJy, Kuhn s book 
'':lIlines the conservative Mhavior of scientific conununities over history: �·Ieir tendency to hold on to the prevailing 'paradigm'. Kuhn, whose 

definition of a paradigm is £1irly restricted, can hardly be held responsible 

for the £1Ct that the word has been expanded to mean a veritable world 

outlook by New Agers, deep ecologists, and other ideological children of 

the 1960s 'counteTculture'. 

But to what extent did Kuhn lay the basis for a 'sociology' or 'philosophy 
of science'? 

The sizable literature that has grown up around Kuhn '$ writings vari
ously characterizes his views as neo-Kantian, phenomenological, empiri
cal, and in a broad sense posmlodernist. But a closer look at TIre S/mClllrl' 
rif Scil!lltific RCl1olrilions suggests that it is largely a psychological account of 
how science undergoes 'revolutions' or 'paradigm shifts'. It is decidedly 
Iro/a study in epistemology, still less an analysis or modification of'sden
rific method'. 

Kuhn himself has not been shy about citing the psychologists who 
inspired a good many of his reOections, notably Jean Piaget [who} has 
illuminated both the various worlds of the gro,ving child and the process 
oftr:lIlsition from one to the next'; similarly, his reading of 'papers in the 
psycholob'Y of perception, particularly [those of] the Gestalt psycholo
gists.' He also credits the influence of B. L. Whorl's 'speculations about 
the effect oflanguagc on world view' and W. V.O. Quine's 'ph.ilosophical 
puzzles of the analytic-synthetic distinction', which appear to have sensi
tized him to psychological behavior rather than a philosophical outlook.! 

So far as the methodologies of science are concerned, Kuhn's COntri
butions have largely been marginal and descriptive. Kuhn, in fact, did 110/ 
write a book on 'scientific method', despite the general misconceptions 
on this SCore. Explorations about the merits of inducrion and deduction 
date back to Aristotle's day, some 2,300 years ago, and were fonnalized 
during the Middle Ages by Christian scholastics. The importance of 
experimentation (Francis Bacon), of combining speculative hypotheses 
with a deductive approach (William Whewcll), and of using callons of 
agreement and difference to detennille the causes of natural phenomena 
Oohn Stuart Mill) - aiJ of these methodological points have J long pedi
gree. 111 recent times, even more sophisticated and abstruse views of 
�cientific method were advanced by the logical positivist principle of ver-
16�bility and Karl Popper's method of falsification, which contends that a 
SCientific hypothesis has to be capable of being proven false before it is 
Wonhy of consideration as possibly true. 
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Kuhn does not engage these methodological issues. Rather, he exam_ 
ines how scientists come to accept 'normal science' in their specific fields, 
how they conservatively try to integrate 'anomalies' into a dominant par

adigm, how alternative paradigms that deal more adequately with 
troubling anomalies shake them into doubt, and finally how scientists 
undergo a kind of'religious convenion' or 'political revolution' (Kuhn's 
own expressions) in achieving a 'shift' from an old paradigm [0 a new 
one. 

Essentially what Kuhn shows is that scientists are like most people. Far 
from being omniscient and objective intellectual mandarins, they are 
typical human beings.. Like most people, they tend to resist change when 
they have been schooled into a specific paradib'Tll or outlook. They quar_ 
rd (sometimes quite unreasonably) over the validity and s.igni.ficance of 
obvious Jnomalies that challenge entrenched beliefS. They enter into 
'crises' about the competing views they face; but in time they accept a 
new paradib'1TI as 'nomlal scio!nce' - until they are obliged to undeIb'O the 
agon.ies of another paradigm shift. They arc subject to all the fiery pas
sions, conditioned reflexes, entrenched customs, mental blocks, and 
agonistic compulsions that mark ordinary human behavior. 

Yet after all is said and done - and Kuhn gives it little attention - they 
significantly rio something else that i1 notfrivolOrl1. In contrast to religious 
fanatics, befogged mystics, and confirmed anti-rationalists, scientists are 
obli�rI to respond, sooner or later, to the imperatives of facts, logical 
inferences, and rational evaluation. They may not follow 'scientific 
method', in all of their experimental procedures; but minimally they 
have to pro� their claims mathematically, experimentally, or both, with
out recoune to supemarural or mystical factors. 

In this connection, the various specific scientific methods - inductive, 
deductive, or hypothetico-deductive - arc nOt merely a set of pn"KtdrlrtJ 
for arriving at the troth of a given hypothesis. Very significantly, they 
serve to suppon larger experimental m·ten·a for establishing the validity of 
scientific hypotheses. That is to say, no matter 110111 scientisrs am·� at their 
hypotheses - whether through intuition, chit-chat, dreams, fantasies, or 
systematic thinking - they must subject them to carefully formulated, 
experimental. and logical standards of proof befort! their hypotheses are 
acceptable in the scientific world. 

Nor have these rriterill - with their demanding naturalism, reality prin
ciplt!, and logical consistency - been surpasst!d by any of the criteria 
advanced by the supernatural and mystical critics of science, still less by 
gossipy posrmodernist and antihumanist accounts of 'how' scientisrs 
behave in and OUf of their laboratorit!s, libraries, class rooms, conference 
rooms, cafeterias, or bedrooms. 
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In short, what we otten call scientific met/rod - an ideal procedure at best 

. 'ht more appropriately be called sciellfifr{ criteria - namely, stancbrds 
_ HUg . . . . . . I ' 1 f roof that, however Idiosyncratically sClentlSts amve at t lelf conc u-
� P, ,till oblige them to fonnulate them as verifiable - nOt intuitive or Slon , 

..... tical - speculations and facts. Ill,-
d 1 h ' I' Kuhn, to be quite fair, '¥;IS not so ern e as to exp ore t e pnvate rves 

f scientists in Tilt StmarlTt of Stitntifrc Rtvollll;OIlS. Rather, he examined �ow, as a corIUnuniry, scientists often confront anomalies in 'nomw 
science', new paradigms, and paradib'lTI shifts. Alas, his demonstration 

that scientists commonly do not follow step-by-step procedures based on 

icy canons of objectivity touched off a literature that was intended to 

subvert scientific methods of verification as such, indeed of the integrity 

of science as a source of knowledge about the real world. 

The passionate endeavor of many antihum3nists - panicularly New Age 
mystics. anti-rationalists, self-styled 'countcrculturnlists', and postmod
ernists - to deny the capacity of science to explain even limited aspects of 
reality has generated a stormy debate that actually turns more on !row 

scientiStS do science rather than the criteria for scientific verification. That 
is to say, the debate focuses on the 'idiosyncratic' way ill which scientistS 
engage in doing science instead of 011 the ultimate criteria that justify or 
disqualify their work. In an ideological leap that can be regarded as an 
amazing non-sequitur, antihumaniscs often use these scientific behav
ioural idiosyncrasies to reach the facile conclusion that science jl$t/f is a 
myth. 

One would suppose that antihumanim who stake out this crassly illog
ical claim might thereafter welcome science into their fold, inasmuch as 
the procedure they impute to scientists closcly resembles the intellectual 
chaos that marks their own fields, variously Taoism, Buddhism, and a 
POt-pourri of Californian and Stonehenb<e mysticisms. 

This phenomenon, let me note, is not strictly American or British: it 
has fOund a rich spawning ground in Paris, the home of postmodernism 
and its 'discourse'. For its rising star, Bruno Latour, the confusion 
between how scientisrs behave and what they discover has generated a 
posttnodemist uproar. Latour, a professor at the Ecole Nation31e 
SuperieurI' des Mines in Paris, gained a measure of repute as an 'anthro
polOgist' of science when, in collaboration with Steve Woolgar, a British 
'sociolo!-,'lst', he produced a 'field study' - Llborator)' ufe: TIlt CorlS/rllaiol1 
oj Scirlltific Facts _ that describes the behavior of scientists at the Salk 
Institute for Biological Studies at La Jolla, California.· Latour seems to 
have done most of the 'fieldwork', going into the jungles of a scientific 
laboratory with the mental outlook of a Franz Boas or a Claude Levi-
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Strauss. At times he assisted in scientific research and interviewed th� 
scientists and members of the Institute. as well as listening to them and 
observing their interactions. 

Clearly influenced by Kuhn's book, Latour found precisely what h� 
was looking for - namely, that scientists behave like human beings. 
Designating the Institute's scientists as a 'tribe', our fieldworker notes that 
every few minutes his subjects ex:change remarks about a new scientific 
paper here, an old one there, and a new word-of-mO�lth scientific find_ 
ing elsewherc; in short, how they interact with each other, not unlike 
gifted primates in a cage. 

As the trivial observations of our worthy 'anthropologist' mount in 
number, he perceives descent from 'order to disorder', in which 'the 
routine work carried out' in the laboratory rests - surprise! - 'on the rou_ 
tinely occurring minutiae of scientific activity'.' We soon learn, based on 
observations of this nature, that 'scientists' statements systematically 
conceal the namre of the activity which typically gives rise to their 
research reports." The use of the word activity rather than results seems to 
assume the worst about the behavior of scientists, notably that they hide 
their behavioral waywardness in formal ObselYations or analyses. 

Having settled into his behavioral smdy of scientists at work, Latour 
makes a quantum leap to assert that scientists do not live up to their 
claims of practising an orderly methodology. Facts are 'socially con
structed', not discovered, he concludes, as a consequence of the microrela
tional give-and-take that makes up laboratory routines; their validity 
seems to hinge more on subjective interplay in the social world than the 
realities (if any) of the natural world. This conclusion seems to support 
the postmodemist notion that reality is actually chaotic and is only orga
nized by disorderly scientists into orderly schemes. 

Thus we learn that 

scientific acrivity {sic] is lIot 'abOllt nature', it is afi(fcefight to construct 
reality. Tne laboratory is the workplace and the set of prodllctiveforces, 
which makes (ons/metioll possible. Every time a statrmem stabilises, it is 
reintroduced illto the laboratory (ill the gllise of a macltine, insm·ption 
device, skill, r01ltil1e, prejudice, deduction, programme, and so on), and it 
is IIsed to increase the difference between statemmts. TIle cost of dlal/eng
ing tlte reified statement is impossibly high. Reality is secreted." 

Alas, very little in Latour and Woolgar's book supports so sweeping a 
conclusion, which is far more mystifying: than the alleged 'reified state
ments' that scientists ostensibly fear to challenge. To the contrary, seem
ingly 'rewed statements' are repeatedly subjected to enormous challenges 

these days, and furious debates are waged In scientific journals from issue 
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. e obviously at odds with Latour's claim that reality 'is secreted'. 
� - . . 

Indeed, I fail to see that Latour's fieldwork reveals more than the flow 

f ossip about the comings and goings, vab>aries and mteractions of 
o ie�tistS. Yet with 'philosophical' aplomb, Latour and Woolgar render a :cerdict of stunningly relativistic proportions: 

Orrr a{(Ormt offact COllslmction ill a biology laboratory is neither superior 
nor inferior to those produced by scielltists themselves. It is lIot superior 
because we do /lot claim to have allY belief access 10 'reality', and we do 
,lOr claim to be able to escape from ollr descriptiOlI of scientific activity: lite 
comtmctiott of order orrt if disorder at a cost, alld witltollt recourse to any 

preexisrillg order. It! a frmdamelltal smse, Ollf awn aCC01lllt is 110 more 
tilall a fiction.lO 

Stripped of their postmodernist verbiage, Latour and Woolgar almost 
pride then15elves in acknowledging that their work is merely a fiction. 
Inasmuch as they offer no criteria at all by which to judge our supposi
tions about the natural world, we are deprived of all 'preexisting order' as 
a basis for formulating truthful statements about reality. Thus we are con
demned to an ongoing and unresolvable problem - one that apparently 
angered the book's original publishers, who rightly declared that 'they 
were not in the habit of publishing anything that "proclaimed its own 
worthlessness'''!'' Accordingly, in the revised edition the authors added a 
postscript that, after considerable wordplay, concludes that scientific 
'interpretations do not so much inform as penonn'. Having turned scien
tists into actors, with perfOrnlanCe as their criterion, Lttour and Woolgar 
dismissively declare that 'our scientists are obviously berter equipped at 
performing the world we live in than we are at deconstntcting ir.'" 

One might suppose that Latour would hereafter have found silence the 
better part of valor, but instead he undertook an even more ambitious 
work, Scieucc ill Actioll. Here he conceives the world of science as a war 
of all against all, wherein each white-coated participant parries one 
'fiction' against all the others, until the battle of papers, alliances, and 
hiStrionics becomes too fonnidable to provide any reliable truths about 
the natural world. Hence: '[sJince the settlement of a controversy is the 
cause of Nature's representation, not its consequence, we can never use 
this COnsequence, Nature, to ex:plain how and why a controversy has 
been settled. 'Il Not only science but now the natural world itself is a 
Social artifact. Trapped in a no-man's-land in the scientific battleground, 
we are at a loss as to how to determine the objective validity of any sci
entific conclusions whatever. 

As Paul R. Gross and Norman Levitt have aptly observed, if we accept 
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Latour's notion of science as a fonn of conflict resolution rather than as 
the investigation of truth, 'WI: must believe that William Harvey's view 
of the circulation of the blood prevailed over that of his critics not 
�cause blood Oows from the heart through the arteries and returns to 
the heart through the veins, but because Harvey was able to construct � 
"representation" and wheedle a place for it among the accepted conve� 
tions of the savanu!'" 

Beneath much of the 'analysis' in Latour's posunodernist engagement 
with science, he seems to be intent on trying to deny science's ability to 
understand the natura.! world but conceivably to a denial of the validity 
of reason iuelf. This deprecation of science can easil y  pass over into 
theism, a conclusion to which wandering minds at the end of the twen� 
tieth century seem to be particularly vulnerable. 

The anti-scientific literature is almost too diverse to categorize with any 
subtlety. Given its mixed messages and its appeal to various constituen
cies, much of it is blissfully contradictory from book to book, chapter to 
chapter, even page to page. Some feminists have tried to genderizc 
everything from algebra to biology, with results that verge on the hilari
ous. Spiritualists and mystics have tried to place science in the service of 
largely religious ends, even as their theistic brothers and sisters flatly con
demn science as tht source of the 'disenchantment' of humanity and the 
natural world. Still others confuse what science i$ with the fact that 
science is often rlSerf for ends that are patently destructive, such :as 
weapons research and the exploibtion of labor. Epistemological anar
chists, tOO, have edged their way into this terrain, denying that science 
has any valid rational grounds and supporting an intellectual 'liberality' 
that verges on chaos - indeed, the more chaotic the better. 

Among feminisu who try to genderize science, rhetoric often seems to 
replace insight and intuition is often celebrated as a source of a chthonic 
wisdom to which males are more or less impervious. Maryanne 
Campbell and Randall K. Campbell-Wright have, for example, called for 
what they refer to as a 'feminist algebra', which involves no advance 
beyond existing algebraic studies but rather demands a restatement of 
problems in college algebra textbooks that presumably involve 'gender 
stereotypes' and where 'mathematics is portrayed as a woman whose 
nature desires to be the conquered Other'. As a corrective, students 
should be asked to calculate how 'Sue and Debbie', a lesbian couple, will 
finance their new home, rather than 'Tom and Debbie'. Whether rewrit
ing textbook questions in tillS manner will induce female students to take 
a greater interest in algebra is arguable; but to assume that using female 
names can lure women into solving logical problems that they otherwise 
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nt entertaining is not without aspects demeaning to women. U �he now-abundant literature on uniquely female ways of thinking, 

living, (eding, and understanding might well make women seem like the 

verly sensitive beings that Victorian males and patriarchs of old reboarded �enJ. Rather than segregate women into a ghetto, this traditionally 

atriarchal image of their capabil ities must be dispensed with altogether. �hat is troubling is that far too many self-styled 'feminists' not only 

allow for these updated Victorian stereotypes but 3ctually celebrate them! 

The nine co-authors of the Biology and Gender Study Group, for 

example, regard scientific depictions of mammalian fertilization as gen

der_hiaseJ. Spenn. after all, are portrayed as active, while the egg is 
supine and pa1>Sive. In such masculinized biology, the study group 
observes, 'the fertilizing spenn is a hero who survives while others perish, 
a soldier. a shard of steel, a successful suitor, and the cause of movement 
in the egg. The ovum is a passive victim, a whore, and finally, a proper 
lady whose fulfillment is attained." · Such interpret�tions bring the quar
rel between dogmatic feminists and the masculine world down to the 
cytological leveL where epithets like I,i(lim and wlr()re verge on the ridicu
lous - and arc actually cheapl:ned in meaning. Reductions of patriarchy 
to gynecology did indeed exist in eadier times, but such views have long 
since perished, and what fragments remain of them are under serious 
:lnault. Indeed, the majority of new studenu in American medical 
.schools are now female. It is hard to imagine thaI women find any com
fon in learning, as David Freeman puts it in the June 1992 i1>Sue of 
Di$(OWT, that there is an 'a&,'Tessive egg', one th3t, 'pins la spennauzoon] 
down III spite of its drorts to escape', then 'yanks' it in, engaging in what 
SOme might compare to rape. 

Equally silly are the attempts to gendcrize physics and chemistry - and 
in the process lessen their validity as serious disciplines. These attempts 
are Often made on epistemological grounds. Women, some feminist 
ideologues argue, have a deeper, more org:lIIic, intuitional, and neu
rosensitiw apparatus for undersunding the cosmos, in contrast to males 
who are mechanistic, 'logoccntric', and rather dull neurologically. 
Accordingly, women view physical reality with insights that are alien to 
their gender counterparts. Such views have nourished the revived appre
ciation of Hemletic and Gnostic 'wisdom' ,  occult, magical. and mystical 
notions that date back to ancil:nt times. 

Carolyn Merchant's Death of Nalun!: Women, Ecology, mill tile Sderrtific 
Rello/mimr has done more to stimulate this interest than any single book 
in recell( memory." Finding [hat the rise of science, industrial capiblism, 
and modern patriarchy was historically accompanied by a decline in a 
more female-oriented, nature-friendly culmre, Merchant e:"l:presses 
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strong affinities for prescientific cosmologies, which were among 
more 'feminine' and 'ecological' outlooks. What we learn 
Merchant is that 'the Scientific Revolution' is an 'idcolob'Y of' ",""" .. 
over nature", an ontology of interchangeable atomic and human 
and a methodology of "penetration" into her [fint nature'sl ;"'''"''� secrets,''' Thus to kllolV first nature, to 'probe' the 'secrets' of the 
world, becomes an enterprise morc like rape than cliscovery - let 
discoveries that could benefit humanity and the rcst of first nature :lS 

This dr-l.lna has its villains and heroes - and the book gives p" e'ri,,,,, 
intcrprct:ltions of their views, with considcr:lble equivocation. 
notorious villain is Francis Bacon, whose 'science' is basically 
- fixated on technology and the 'rape of the Earth', to use the 
ecofeminism. Merchant 'deconstructs' Bacon from a 
century vantage point as a brutal miso�,'ynist for seeking to 'wrest' 
'secrets' ofa felninine 'Nature' as though 'She' were a witch, :;�::;�::�� 

the tortures of the Inquisition. If Bacon's call for scientific e. 
tion is entangled with the mechanical torture of witches. we have 
to doubt that this view can really be supported; unlike witch P'::�,��'� 
on the Continent. the English III Bacon's time did not subject 
or men- accused of witchcnft to mechanical torture, which has not 
vented the sizable readership of Merchant's book from regarding 
as the archetypal scientist-misob'Ynist. 

TlUt Bacon lived in an England riddled with hunger, '��:�:: 

brutality, an enormously high mortality nte, and the economic 
sion of its yeomanry; and that his txplirit goal, so dearly revt'aled in 
utopia, 11lt Nt/v Atlalltis, was the alleviation of povt'ny and the ''''''' .. � 
of early death - problems which he hoped, with good reason, could 
removed by technological advances and improvt'd living . .  
owing to the application of science to technics - all of this gains little, 
any mention, in "flit Death oj Nawrt. Nor does the fact that 
Merchant's heroes, Pance!sus, was an avowed misogynist who oxP""'� 
disdained women. 

Today, many key feminist voices deprecate science qua science, 
indeed, 'masculine' fomu of reason. Not only does this ��:,�;�;'�:i�� 
ditional patriarchal images of women as brainless bundles 
induced emotions who must invent uniquely female ways 
and innately possess 'organic wisdom', but these trends in feminism 
directly into anti-rationalism. Women who attend many American 
versicies are being fed messages that divest them of the insights they 
to deal with the uses - morally and social beneficent - to WI";;:'.lh;;I�::::��� 

discoveries and rationality can be put. No less disturbing, a 
and posnnodernist images of science are now associated with 
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ins of dIe Left, which in fomler ye�rs fervently her.1lded scimtific �s re�� as technological advances with tht' det'p conviction thar in a rational 
VI . nI they could be placed in the service of human freedom and used to SOCle-, f h . 

d 
. .  

diminish the impact 0 t elsm an supersnnoll. 

The �;t'lleral deprecation of �ience s� rampant
. 
these dAys h� not �re-

d many rn""tics from trymg to bnng twentieth-century science mto venlC ,-
con[onnity with v�rious theisms or spiritualisms. 

Perhaps among the most successful such effort, at least in tenus of 

book sales. is Frigof Capra's Tao oj Physics.'· Celebrating the extent to 
wruch modem physics conforms to mysticism, particularly the Eastern 
genres, the book has reached up to a lnillion readers since its publication 
in 1975. Scientists - least of all Capra, who holds a doctorate from the 
University of Vienna and has done research ill various highly regarded 
institutions around the world - should not be mistaken for science. As 
Latour has shown, they are people - and their heads Illay be filled with 
bizarre notions as well as sound truths. Thus it should not surprise us to 
learn thai Niels Bohr, J. Robert Oppenheimer (the 'father' of the atom 
bOlllb), and Werner Heisenberg (whose relationship with Nazi nJiliury 
projects has yet to be clarified) believed that there were affinities between 
modern physics and Eastern religions. Einstein was a pantheist of a 
Spinozist variety - and quite a few Nobel prize winners were supporters 
of Nazi 'spirituality'. That brilliant scientists are sometimes ideological 
nailS tells us nothing about science as such. 

FrigofCapra, for example, is a mystic. The statt'd purpost' of his work 
ij to ",xplorr (tilt} rrlalionship bttWft/1 aJ/lltpu oj modtm phY5ics and lilt 
b<ui( idt<u in the philosophical and ftligiolu traditiOlls oj tlU' Far E<uI. 
TIlt tlVO Joundations oj hlltlltit,h (tnillry physics - quaI/will theory alld 
Ttlatiltely thtery - betlt Jerre liS to Stt fltt world vt1)' ""uh iu t"t way a 
Hindu, Buddh ist er Taoist Ste$ ii, d"d how tlu similan'ty Slrt'rgtl,ellS 
IjJhtu ,lit' look at Iht menl attempts 10 combi"", IhcSt Iwo t"rorie5 it, orner 
10 des'ribt thc phl'uomt/la oj Iht submicroscopic uJ()r1d: th, propertie5 and 
inlrmcticm5 oj Ihe subatomic particles oj ",hid, all mlllter is maill'. 

Indeed, Capra finds wall-to-wall similarities between particlc physics 
and mysticism: 'The parallels to modern physics appear not on.ly in the 
Vcrlas of Hinduism, in the [ Chillg, or in the Buddhist Hums, but also in 
the fragments of Heraclitus, in the Sufism of Ibn Arabi, or in the teach
ings of the Yaqui sorcerer DonJuan.'� 

If Capra had Jailed to meld quantum th(':ory and relativity theory, giv(,:11 
their Sweeping generality, to such a swceping aTTaY of mystical ideologies 
- With thcir many variations, nuances, �nd idiosyncrasies - it would have 
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been a miracle. Modern physics does indeed defY commonsensical 

ception, and proponelUs of the mysticisms that Capra cites are aU 
ready to celebrate astonishing similarities. Like mystics, physicists 

indeed 'now dealing with a nonsensory experience of reality' (��:::d�' 

with sophisticated technical equipment).l' And like mystics, F 
often do 'experience' the univene 'as a dynamic, inseparable 

which always includes the observer in an essential w:ly' (although at 

ferent levels of organization).:!! 
After parading his various Eastern religions - Hinduism, Buddhism, 

Chinese thought, Taoism, and Zen - Capra returns us to the 'Unity or 
All Thinb'S" 'Beyond the World of Opposites' , and 'The Cosmic Dance' 

wherein he matches richly formulated troths or discoveries in p.';,1o' 

and relativity physics with quotations from Eastern mystical textS, 

when they fCild like metaphon rather than insights. In tills ,d«,;, ' 
jumble, the Eastern sages talk in vague phrases that often have m"ltil,le 

meanings, ;l.S befits most religious teachers, who normally hedge 

statements lest a prophecy fail to materialize ill reality. Meanwhile, 

WeStern physicists seem intent on providing rational explanations 

theories and discoveries with mathematical fonnulas and experiential evi� 

dence. It may help followers of the Tao [Q know that 'Man follows the 

laws of the earth; I Earth follows the laws of heaven; I Heaven follows 

the laws of Tno; I Tao follows the laws of its intrinsic nature,'lJ but it will 
hardly help them undentand the insights of modern physics. In 

years, Capra's Tllmillg Poi/ll: Sciellu, Society alld Ille Risillg eUllllff, 

lished in 1982, went on to cclectically wed modern physics, Prigogine's 

systems theory of chemical dissipative structures, 'holistic' health, and 

solar energy - a bouquet of dubiously rebted areas of knowledge 

which it would be hard to find at least Ollt idea that did not constitute a 

palliative for our psychic discomforts. 

One can, of coune, try to reconcile modern science witll a homemade 

theology that fits its advances. Thus: 'The breakdown of classical science 

and the rise of modern physics,' observes james W. jones, 'provide 

resources for a new theology of nature.' And if jones has his way, 

will be theolob'Y with a vengeance. 

TIle physical world is groJwdell i,l (11111 arises out oj the immmrnal dil/illt 

Spiril; ellenlS Ihal make up Ihe physical world are giv!'I1 tliei, fonn by tire 

ft'tr att ofCed; lite ImiwfJr is a IIlIily in divtrsily . . . .  God's immanence 

is Ihe prfS/!/Iu oj the Spirit Wilhill marler; his IraJ1Sullilwce is his freedom 

10 give /he Jllliverst the foml IIMI it has (throlJ.l!h Ihe imposilion of (I.'1/aill 
symml'lries) al1l/ IO (OllStillltt the 1'11et/ls of the universe, 1101 ill n chaolic aT 

arbitral)' !/lay, bill as tire praducl of free (lIrd (arefitl riwicc by which Ollt 
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p<'ssibifity amollg ltIa/ly is broll.�ht to fmitioll.l' 

On the whole, this Christological work with Spinozistic tendencies 
�vowedly agrees with Capra's thesis on the oneness of the universe 
although jones seems eager to Stress its diversity as well. More explidtl; 
ChriSTian and expressly antiscicntific, Philip Sherr.ud warns us that 'man's 
sove[('ign faculty or organ of knowing it not the [sicJ reason and . . .  his 

knowled�c is not consequently confined to the sphere of the rationa!.' In 

addition to reason, he possesses a 'supra-rational faculty or o'1,>an, olle 

through which he is capable of entering ioto direct cOIIUllunion with the 

divine, of experiencin� directly spiritual or metaphysical realities, and so 
of knowing the truth or nature of each thin�. '3 

Where, then, have we gone wrong? Why have we failed to exercise 

our 'supr3-rational faculty' for 'entering into direct communion with t.he 
divine' and experiencing reality directly? The sn;l.kc in our garden is, of 
course, 'modern science'. which 'presupposes a radical reshaping of our 
whole menta! outlook. It involves a new appro;l.ch to being, a new 

�pproac� t� nature, �n short, 3. new philosophy. ' We have been warped 
mto behevmg thac soence 'represents a great bre3.k-through, a Illarvelous 
advance on the part of m:mkind, even a sign of our coming of age'. 

But now t�at we 3.re beginning 'to see the consequences of OUf capit
Ubtlon to [sclenceJ - and we arc only now beginning to see these conse
quences' - that is. our loss of direct communication with the divine and 
the natural. and - 'we are not so sure'. Aillon� the 'fruits' of this misad_ 
venture, 'dear for all to see, and implicit in the philosophy on which it is 
ba�ed,

. 
is 

.
the dehumanization both of lJlan and of the society that he has 

built In Its narne.'!(; Sherrard, let me emphasize, is no holy roller in a 
Chautauqua tent, nor a telev;angelist; more than half of his small book is 
based 0

.
11 lectures he gave at King's College, University of London, 

�peakin� respecc.bility, authority, and intellectual probity. 

NO discu ' f ' d '  , 
. SSlon 0 sCience all Its travails would be complete, however, 

wtthout {aki , ' , P I K  F b ' , , . ng III 0 account au . eyera end, whose anU-ratlOna!lSI11 
IS so explicit d h i " , . an w ose re atlvism IS so e:<treme that his suppOrt for a 
methodolo<h - , h'  ' fb 
h 

eo-c .... anarc Ism consISts 0 {tic more than paeans to chaos in 
:hc reaJ� ofthou�ht. Whether wittingly or not, Feyerabend establishes 

e. premIses for a universal ethical nihilism. Accordingly his work taken 
at Its f; �, ' , 

ace Value, would represent a hopeless dead end for 'scientific 
Illethod' _ _ ' .  . or even sClenufic cntena. 

'./hhe book that catapulted Feyerabend to public attention, Agai/lst r t od· 0 It if A I "  
ad 

. II me 0 all IIarrnSII( 1111'01}' of Know/edRI', published in 1975, 
Vances a s ' gI , d' -I' . . f eemln ' y ra 1C .... cntlque 0 allY method for detennining 
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scientific truth, and of any criteria for judging its validity." Not 
Feyerabend is against scientific method as such, any more than he 
against scientific research. Dut he challenges its claim to exclusivity 
source oftnlth about the naruml world. 

Tn itself, this challenge would not be objectionable - or unusual _  
Feyerabend had smously explored other ways of pursuing knowledge 
which scientific criuria may or may not have a place. E. A. Burtt's 
Mtlaplrysital Fa/mJa/iollS <if Modl'fII ScitIlCI', published in 1923, remains 
this day an exemplary account of early science that unearths its 
physical presuppositions with clarity and responsibility.lI Similarly, 
ous evolutionary schools of philosophy have explored approaches to 
natural world that are morc qualitative than the largely, o

:
:��::
:
: 

approach favored by most scientists - which is not to reject tl 
contributions that the physical sciences have made, 

Nor do I wish to suggest that society does not exercise a m";o,, ;nB. 
ence on the areas of research that scientists emphasize or the ,,,,,,g;o 
they adopt in studying them. Quite to the contrary: scientists are 
asocial beings, immunized from social life as a whole ;

:,
�h

��;��;::
:
;:

:
: The considerable attention briven to mechanics as a field 

in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Italy, for example, cannot 
divorced from Mediterranean society's growing need for machinery, 
artillery whose accuracy required a better knowledge of the '"'j""""' . 
cannonballs, and for better fortification, as the notebooks and letten 
Leonardo da Vinci reveal. Similarly, in the nineteenth century the 
opment of theories of biological evolution stimulated a more dov",,,!,, 
mental approach to phenomena that had been preceded not only 
Lanurck and by Hegel. Nor can we ignore the social uses to 
scientific theories have been put, as social Darwinism and all irs 
offspring anest. 

Nor are scientists immune to dogmas of their own. But scientific 
teria still require txptrimtlliation and pro#, irrespective of the ltoU), in 
scientists fonnulate hypotheses. How scientists arrive at their hypotheses 
an interesting subject for psychological investigation, but it has ",0, �:;�:�: 
bearing on whether their hypotheses can be validated, or on 
scientists arc dealing with J{lCIS rather than chimerical illusions. 

Feyerabend radically shifts the ground ofthese central issues. �:�:��' 

he tries to show that there is no fi..xed way to fonnulate a I 
hypothesis - an issue that by itself is rather trite - his account of wh)' 
proof is accepted in preference to another is often arbitrary. Sc';"", 
becomes a playground for all kinds of ideas. This arena could be 
creative, but in the anarchic 'marketplace of ideas' that he celebrates, 
crystal-gazer, a fortune-teller, and a shaman who offers occult 
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I e  no less standing in principle than a scientist who offers a care-'onS laV . o reasoned explanation of a phenomenon and proof of �ts sollndnc
.
ss. 

(ul
ly 

he mundane world of everyday life, to substitute mystical In f . ' C". [ b ild logy for trigonometry 10 constructlOg the sted lrame 0 a u -nuJllero . 
, ould lead to catastrophe. There is nothing like practice - and the InS W . 
results it yields - to deCIde the tnlth of �n approach. Doubcles.s, b�ad 
�reas of research and knowledge involve a great deal of spcc.ulauon, like 
h ong!in and strucrure of the universe and problems 10 quantum " , I ' ' 
rnechlllia. But if a crystal-gazer's intuitions and raoon� . m�ulI)' arc 

"illy valid 'methods', reason has no special claim over divmatlon. The oq 
b d ' ld " 'ecsratic trances' of Rabbi Akiba, according to Feyera en , Yle gell/fUle 

oburvatiollS once we decide to accept his way of life as a measure of r.eal
. nd his mind is as independent of his body as the chosen observations tty, a 
teU him.''"' 

This is accepting a lot indeed, notably a Nietzschean penpectivism, 
which could validatc any view alice 'wc decide' to accept {III}' 'way oflife 
as a measure of reality'. It is no caricature of this line of reasoning to say 
that once we accept Torquemada's 'way of life as a measure of reality', 
the Spanish Inquisition also yielded 'genuine observations' - and results. 
In fact, briven Feyerabelld's radical relativism, who is to say which oOOel
vations are and which are not 'genuine'? 

When advised that science 'works', Feyenbend anemically replies that 
'it often fails and many success stories are rumours, not faCts. ';10 This 
Feyerabendian legerdemain simply side-steps a problem with which he 
apparently cannot cope - namely, that a science that dMs 110/ work is even
wally, often quickly, discarded, which alas is not true of many other self
styled 'disciplines'. 

Nor does Feyerabend clarify very much by asserting tlut 'the effi
ciency of science is detennined by criteria that belong to Ihe scientific 
tradition and thus call1lot be regarded as objective judges' - a sheer 
sophism that tells us nothing about the fact that science, when it is cor
rect, 'liust work in practice if it is to retain its legitimacy. This observation 
should make us wonder why the Rabbi Akiba's visions should be 
regarded as reliable 'once we decide to accept his way oflife as reality', to 
repeat Feyerabend's case for the venerable sage. If we accept Stalin or 
Hitler's 'way of life as reality', on what ground can one complain about 
thl:" horrors of the b'tllag or the monstrosities of Auschwitz? 

Cannil y, Feyerabend immunizes himself to critical evaluation by 
aVOwedly refusing to take himself seriously. The guiding maxim of 
.1g{lilfJt Ml'llrod can be summed lip as (ill the author's phrase), 'anything 
goes'. This maxim is apparently meant to express militantly Feyerabend's 
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judgment that 'the idea of a fi.xed method, or of a fLxed theory 
Ttlriolltlliry, rests on too naive a view of man and his social surroundings.'ll 

Yet Agtlillst Merhod is not without a certain 'methodology' of its OWn: 
that of grossly overstating me vie\vs agairut which Feyerabend often 
directs his criticisms. The 'fLxed' methods and 'fixed' theories of rationa]� 
ity that bother Feyerabend are by no mearu as 'fixed' in the lIlinds ofsci� 
entisr.s and rationalists as Feyerabend would have us believe. Science and 
reason have been extraordinarily open to variation and change: they have 
been among the most liberating forces in a history plagued by falUtical 
dogmatism and superstition. Indeed, Feyerabend demo lishes straw argu_ 
ments when he deals with 'fixities' in scientific Int/hod that are ostensibly 
$<Icrosanct hut are trarugressed in actual research - which in no way chal_ 
lenges the scientific eri/eriolJ that proof is the ultimate arbiter of truth. 

Nor is Feyerabend's 'method' free of social influences in its own right. 
By the 1970s, in fact, almost anything did 'go' in Berkeley, California, 
Feyerabend's academic habitat in the United States, where the 'counter_ 
culture' carried idiosyncratic behavior and irrationalism to the point of 
absurdity - with a great deal of public approval. TlXby, in fact, 'anything 
goes' in epidemic proportions, as anyone who visits a bookstore or dial.! 
a 'telemystic's 900 number will quickly detennine. Feyerabend's guiding 
ma.xim places superstition, Rabbi Abba's 'ecstatic trances', and even out
right shamanism - like Carlos Castanada's visions of 'reality' as expressed 
in n,t TtachiNgs oj DOli JUtlll - on ;m equal footing with scientific criteria. 
Feyerabend's work, in effect, is a socially conditioned account of me 
'deconstruction' of science and reason in a mystical milieu, demolishing 
simplistic 'fDeities' by using Dadaesque rhetoric rather than intellectual 
firepower. This seemingly provocative endeavor - so very much attuned 
to sociocultural changes in the Californian 'scene' - is more sensational
istic than infonnative and, worn:, is often m.i�eading. 

In the first place, Feyernbcnd is not an anarchist, as he observes in :;II 
rather confusing footnote. Anarchism 'as it has been practised in the past 
and as it is being practised today by an ever increasing number of people 
has features [ am not prepared to suppOrt,' he expbins uneasily. 'It cares 
little for human lives and human happiness (except for the lives and the 
happiness of those who belong to some special group) : and it contains 
precisely the kind of I'urit;mical dedication and seriousness which I 
detest' - except, Feyerabend adds, for 'some exquisite exceptions such as 
[Daniell Cohn-Bendit, but they are in the minority.'}! 

To anyone who lived in 19605 and 19705 Berkeley and was not con
fined to a bennetic ivory tower, this portrayal of the anarchic, often 
highly personalistic tendencies that wafted through New Left and the 
'counterculture' in 1975, ;,round the time AgtliNSI Method was written, is 
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gross misconception. A sizable corps of lifestyle anarchists were aban�olling; the socialistic content that serious social anarchists like Michael 

Bakunin and Peter Kropotkin had claimed for their anti-authoritarian 

beliefs ;md were preoccupied with their own egos and desires. 

feyerabend's vicw of Cohn-Dendit, moreover, is very naive. 'Red 
Danny's' commimlcnt to anarchic ideas was always tenuolls and he is 
currently fulfilling his new ideals as a rtalo or pragmaticaUy oriented 

officeholder in the Gennan Green Party. Finally, Feyerabend's observa
cons reveal that too often his 'antimethodological' technique consists of 
tossing off irresponsible remarks and judb'l'Tlenu tx ctltlztdrn, as though his 
own as.sertion of an idea were sufficient to b>1ve it validity. 

[n fact, the very es.sence of a Feyerabendian contention is its notable 
bck of seriousness and responsibility. Far from being an 'anarchist', 
Fcyerabend, as it turns out, confesses he is rrally a Dadaist, who is 'utterly 
unimpressed by any serious enterprise', who 'smells a rat whenever 
pt:oplc stop SIlllling and assume that attitude and those facial expressions 
which indicate that something important is about to be said. A Dadaist is 
cOllvinced that a worthwhile life will arise only when we start taking 
thinb'S 1(�IJl/y . . . .  It is for these reasons that J now prefer to use the teml 
Dadaism' to designatc his beliefS.'» Alas, we would do well to rake many 
enterprises very seriou�y these days, and there is no reason why anyone 
should care a fig for the facial expressions with which they are under
t;lken. Feyerabend's own Dadaesquc cuteness begins to wear thin, in fact, 
when he often delivers his harangues with extraordinary and labored 
seriousness, indeed, with a dense complc!xity that renders them very 
inaccessible to the general reader. 

The paradox that suffuses Feyerabend's Against Mt/hod is that its author 
insistently wants us to take him 11f1)' seriously indeed, particularly when 
he impugns 'fi'Ced' ideas, while at the same time he claims to be a happy
go-lucky bon vivant in the realm of ideas. feyerabend, in effect, wants to 
have his cake and eat it too. His criticisms of 'method' are very challeng
ing indeed - and if they are found to be flawed, their author canllot be 
permitted to saucily hidc behind a Dadaesque veil to avoid the challenges 
they are obliged to confront. 

Yet. surprisingly, almost everything in Agains/ MrtlJod that has histori
cal importance was explored more significantly by Kuhn. such as the 
problems of how and why Ptolemaic cosmolob'Y gave way to 
COpernican cosmology and Aristotelian mechanics to Galilean mechan
ics. Feyerabend is at pains to advise liS, as Kuhn, Latour and their con
f�res have done, that scientists use every 'trick' they can to advance OUT 
knowledge of me world, in contrast to conventional claims that they are 
'systeillatic' in their fonnulations of hypotheses. 
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Moreover, Feyerabend, no less than Kuhn, is oriented toward 
chology. His emendations of Kuhn tend to be more dizzying in 
details than enlightening in their substance. His knowledge of science 
so highly selective and esoteric that he seems to know a great deal 
derails, but surprisingly little about the overall picture which they 
when viewed together and coherently. 

But rhe 'Copernican revolution' and its spinoffi are not reducible 
matte� of psycholob'Y nor do they allow for Dadaesque 
GaJileo's defense of the Copernican world view occurred at a 
astronomy was still embattled with the Church and trying to ""blOb 
itself ab>ainst theological dogma. Far from involvlllg a mere difference ' 
'pe�pectives', the conflict opposed radically different approaches 
about the nature of reality as well as the means for ascertaining them. 

Similarly, when Darwin advanced his theory of evolution based 
natural selection, science was still embattled with religion and '"IP"oti. 
ti on. The stonn that followed the publication ofT71t Origin of Specie5, 
later, Tile DesCi'nl of Mall, pitted rationality against faith, fact against illu. 
sion, and above all, conflicting ways of detennining truth - in short, 
objective investigation and verification against mere tradition. By the 
time science came into its own at the end of the last century, Kuhn's rev. 
olutionary 'paradigm shifts' were less stonny; indeed, they were extraor· 
dinarily placid compared with those times when science had yet to 
establish itself as truth rather than the work of Lucifer. 

Generally, the emergence of science as a basic fonn of ascen:a.ining 
truth in contrast to the claims of religion can be dighted only by risking 
a regression into superstition and cultural barbarism. \Vhat Feyerabend 
has to explain is the historical unevenness ofthese adv3llccs, not e:a.mine 
[hem as though they arc intellectual aniElcts that have no social context 
or history. Thus, to place the problems that confronted Galileo and those 
that confronted Einstein on a 'level playing field', as though scientific cri
teria [hat had yet to be accepted four centuries ago were confronted with 
the same problems they encounter today, is to parody history and battles 
long overcome. If anything. there 3re 'par.J.digm shifts' that happen so 
rapidly today that scienti sts scarcely have the time to assimilate a new one 
before anomalies have accumulated to produce the need for another one, 
as witness recent developments in cosmology. 

As a historian, Feyerabend is essentially a posrmodernist. He is no dif
ferent in hi5 treatment of data than Theodore Zelden is in his treatment 
of history, which presumably attempts to liberate the past from such 
annoying constraints as dates, causal accounts of events, discussions of 
class, and even the confines of nationality. In a somewhat similar vein. 
Hayden White turns history into an atemporal aesthetic that vi ews 
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conventional events in the past as mere 'texts' in the present. 

Feyerabcnd's other complaints against 'methodologists' are trite. Thus: 

'[sjcientifiC inv�ti��on. says [Karl] Popper, stn"s with a problem and 

prOCeeds by solvmg It, we arc told solemnly. One need not be an admirer 

ofKarl lJopper to see that this statement is a cliche. Hut for Feyerabend. 

popper's 'characterization does not consider that problems may be 
wrongly fonnulated' - how, if 'anything goes,' can he know tltis? - 'that 
one may inquire about properties of things and processes which later 

vieWS declare to be non-existent' - again, how can he be Slfrt of this? 

'problems of this kind are not solwd,' he adds, 'they are dillOlwd and 

removed from the domain of legitimate inquiry'" - which provides us 
with more wordplay than insight. 

In fact, there is a ceruin measure of intellectual demagoguery, here, 
which not even a claimed affinity for the disordering strategy of Dadaism 
excuses. I have no doubt that Popper understood only toO well that 
problems must be correctly fonnulated before they can be solved; 
indeed, that problems raised by the notion of the Earth's absolute veloc
ity were 'dissolved' by relativity theol)', an example that in no way cha.l
lenges how Popper or any rational person vieWl the 'problem'. 

It is hardly stunning to !carn that 'changes of ontology ... arc often 
accomp:utied by collleptual cJumgd, as Feyerabend thumpingly declares." 
Such cliches, often elaborated \vith references to both known and virtu
aJiy unknown figures i n  the history of science. abound throughout 
Feyerabend's works and arc woven into badly wriuen, very serious, 
esoteric, and intramural arguments that are annoyingly at odds with his 
pretensions to be a flippant, light-heaned, and ever-channing Dadaist. 

Nor docs the sound and fury generated by Feyerabend justify seeing 
science as a parochial dogma that somehow oppresses us all. In fuct, 
science demands very much of itself - factual verifiability and rational 
speculation - to ever become dogmatized, however much its results are 
ntisused. For Feyerabend to tremble before the prospect of scientific 
abuses without telling us that scientific results are grossly misused in the 
modern world, most particularly by the corporate and po litical powers 
that control it, is to raise a problem that is as feckless as his asocial inter
Pretations of scientific ltistory. Nor is it news to learn, as Feyerabend tells 
us, that endless frauds have been perpetrated in the name of science. 
Stalin's Trofim Lysenko is no more evidence of the f.,ilings of genetics, as 
Feyt'r.lbend suggests, than HimmIer's Josef Mengcle is evidence of the 
failin� of modern medicine. 

Indeed, science is today more democratic in its tolerance of hetero
doxy and more naturalistic in its criteria for proof than any other body of 
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ideas around. For at! the amihunlanisc complaints that M:ience 
toO much power over the human mind, it stands almost alone in 
minncnt to an ingrained naturalism and frcc exchange of ideas. It 
one of the earliest modern exemplars of the democratic spirit ill the 
ern world. The $Cientific societies that emerged in England in the 
(tenth century, followed rapidly by others on the Continent and 
America, were geuerally open to anyone of any social class, based on 
merit of their work and the e:<tent of their Khievcments. 
Leeuwenhoek, for example, who as a mere Ieosmakcr would 
qualify for an appearance at the British court, was mOTC than welcome 
:he British Royal Society, as we[e men of comp3r.1ble stature. 
was morc open and free, fact was more earnestly accepted oVv<�,';n��:.�:� 
than in any other institutions in the European world. The " 
llenjamin Franklin was respected both for Ius scientific studies and for 
social ideas, and he was greeted with no condescension by his ";;,n,ti6;, 
pe!!l"5, whJt!!ver th!!ir social class and political beliefs. That this d,m,,,. 
racy and naturalism ultimately rest on stern evidence rather than 
sentiment - 'cold' as science may seem In its claims to objectivity -
nonetheless a primary bulwark ab'ainst superstition, ideological 'Y,'nny. 
and mysticism todlY. Its edifice, for all its social difficulties, should 
challenged on ideologically tendentious and 'methodologically' fi;l'p"nt 
grounds - least of all by il�unctions like 'anything goes'. 

AU of this brings us to what seems to be Feyen.bend's basic "'mpl'rine 
the ills of Western reason. The rationalist claim that 'human beings are 
rational animals', he reminds us, is merely 'One view among many', 
There is also, we are told, 

the .,ielt> thaI IlrIma/JS art misfils i,l IiiI' Jnt/uria/worM, IIIIt/bll' 10 Imdu
srtllld Iheir positioll Q/ld Ihl'ir pllrpOSI' and 'wilh a diSlinctil'!' m:ed' for sa/
IIll1ioll; Ibue is tlJe ltiew, closely w/ated to rill' 0111' just ml'rrtirml'd, Illal 
lumlmls cOllsist � fI divilll' spark I'llclosed i,l all eaTtirl'll IICSSel, a 'Irate � 

gaM embedded ill dirt' tIS tirl' GlloSlies lverl' i" lire irabit � saying, 'witll 
tire dis/illC/ille lIud' for libera/iOlI by faith. And tlrese �rt I/O/ jIm abstract 
mId 'cn1,riciolls ' views - tlrey IlfIlle been, allil still are, pnrt � tile lilli'S of 
milliollS of pt'opl ... )6 

In the Fl!yerabendian world, these views arc all equally valid, including 
Don Juan's alleged visions and Rabbi Ak.iba's ecstatic experiences. 
Reason, in Feyerabl!nd's view, is merely Olle tradition among m:my to 
which he extends an earnest farewell. 

Indeed: '[b]eing a tradition, [reason] is neither good nor bad, it simply 
is,' Feyerabend observes in Slie"" mId a Fr(e Society, a summing-up that 
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sseS all that is repellent about posmlOdernism. 'The same applies to 
e,q>re 

'1 U�ditiOIlS - they are neither good nor bad, they simply are. 

;ey become
. �?d or �ad

. 
(ra��nal/irrational; pious/impious; 

dVllncedl'"prinutJve ; humamtanan/VlciOus; etc.) only when looked at �Ill the point of view of some other t�di��n. 'J! 
From this expression of amoral subJectwlty, Feyerabend goes on to 

declare: 

'Objl'llillely' tllere is "01 /tll/ci, fa choose hilwCtn Q/ui-setnlflsrn n"d 

Irrmwtlilflrillllism. Bllt mdsm will appear viciolls to n /wJnnrritflrinll while 
illmlallilflrimlism will apptar vflpid to a racist. Relativism (i" tire old 
n"d simple serrse � Protagoras) jliVfS all ndeqllate n«01ll1l of tire siWalioll 
w/lie!! tirus emerges. Porverfrll traditiolls tlrat have mta/lS offorring others 
10 adopt tlreir ways have of cOllrse little IIlefor the relnliOllfl/ c/lnmeler if 
Ilnltie jlldjlements (and tire phi/osopllw who deferrd t/rem art he/ped by 
SOIllI;' mtl,er elemmtary logrcnl mis/nkes) and Illey ((/11 t/lflke tlleir viaims 

Jorget it as well (tlris is (nlled 'edIlCfllioll'). Bllt let lire victims JleI 1II0re 
pOlller, let Ihem reville tlreir own Iraditiolls and tire al'l'artlll slIl'erlority 
will disappear like a (good ar bad - dcpelldi7l,� all Ihe tradition) dremll .)iI 

Let me note that these remarks, which reduce ethical issues to a power 
game between equally subjective 'traditions' that merely 'are', can no 
longer be regarded as a product of a naive relativism. Despite 
Feyerabend's denunciations of the inhumanities of our time, they pro
vide the brfoundwork for a cynicism that reduces every ethical outlook to 
a matter of taste. The 'prevalence' of one ethiol judgment over another 
depends upon the power it can exercise - socially as well as inteUectually. 
Like Jean Baudrillard's capitulation to social and cultural conditions as 
they are, Feyen.bend, with his anarchistic epistemology, leaves his read
ers to an amoral vacuum in which 'anything goes' - including, by his 
Own admission, anti-Semitism and racism. And if 'anything goes' in this 
b�ttle between n.cism and humallitariallism, Feyerabcnd's ethically 
neutral ma."\.-im supports the side th�t wins. 

It is not the enlightened Prot.1goras who is spe�king through 
Feyerabend's mouth, but rather Plato's caricature of the cmde sophist in 
the First Book of TIle Rep"blie, not.1bly Thrasymachus - whose view was 
that 'might is right'. 
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Notes 

] Hence I do not uS<." the word!; ...n"'''1:Y or 
psyclwlogy as more than thcorclinl 'J'CCUI3-
lions. Like philosophy, they clculy 1.:."" a 
pi", in the dcvclopmenl ofknow1cdb"C. 
but Kicn«s they definitely .. c noI. My 
rcsp«1 (Ot ,hcO«t;cal sp:cubuon, which 
also OCCUI'$ in tho: 'hm! 5Cicnco:l'. is 
immense and I would nO( w;l1l1 10 ddbtc 
its imporuncc. What is disquieting. how
ever, is [he ptclc."ion Ihal JOci.l thcorizing 
un produce ,h .. kind of comJ>('lIins lows 
,lut physicim and chemistS fommi.>lC. 
DoubdC'Sl 1000iomctrin, like Emile 
Durkheim'Slludy or suicide:. closely 
rcs.:rnbles a Kien!it;' endeavor and occu
pies a gray zone between the ml"",] Ki
ences and !.DCia] theories. But the mOte 
sweeping cbinu [0 ccnaimy made by w
called 'roc; •• scicnmts', such :lS Karl 
M.n"heim or Talcon Pusonl, 3r' .cm.lly 
• form of speculative IheoretiC5 that cannot 
claim to have the kind of rigor dcm",ded 
of a physicist. 

2 Thomas S. Kuhn. 1M S/rul/U'" of 
StimtiJit RtwI",ions (Chic.b'O: Universicy 
of Chicago ,,�. 1%2; cnlal"!, .... d 1970). 
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CHAPTER9 

Re-enchanting humanity 

To the extent that space and possibly the patience of the reader aUow, I 
have tried to criticilly eX:llnine an historic shift away from the 
Enlightenment to an antihurnanist outlook that Incorporates a postrnod_ 
ernist celebration of mysticism and anti-rationalism, and very signifi_ 
cantly, a subsuming of any social issues, inteUectual critique, and moral 
criteria by a crude biok'bo1sm of one kind or another. 

Uy 110 means is my account of this shift complete; there are f.u too 
many antihurnanistlls abroad for me to include them all. Nor is it clear 
what fonns this shift- will take in the yea!) ahead. As we have seen, major 
antihum:;mist tendencies seek in varying degrees to reduce human behav
ior to the morality of the gene, and human beings to intelligent fleas tlut 
feed on a mystified Gaia, or to froit flies competing with each other in a 
mind1ess biological struggle over limited means of life in the macabre 
play of Malthusian demogr.Jphics. 

I have tried to give the reader a critical view of the explicitly antihu
manistic notions of mystical ecology that abound today, and of a regres
sive primitivism predicated on a hatred of civilization as such and of 
science and technology in particular, both of which are commonly 
regarded as the principal causal facto!) in producing the pathologies of 
what anti humanists and postmodernists dismiss as modernity. 

There is, to be sure, nothing new about a rise of interest in religion 
during times of crisis and personal disempowennent: it is the perennial 
palliative of a society in decline. Hence it is not surprising that one of the 
fastt:st-growing products on tilt: market today, possibly second only to 
television seTS and VCRs, is reiibo 1on. What is dizzying is the rapidity with 
which this vaST ideological countt:rrevoll1tion has occurred. Within a 
span of less than twenty-five years, I have seen (as have many older read� 
ers of this book) a militant if theatrical social radicalism, influenced by 
anarchic and cultural socialists, give way to a political quietism that is 
almost unprecedentt.-d in this century. A neu' wisdom of passively 

dwelling and 'be-ing' on Gaia has defused social protest and revolution-
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at)' visions. The cry 'tht: personal is the political' has been reversed to 

read 'the political is the personal'. Where the fonner once linked the fate 

ohhe individual to the broader society and called for social intervention 

as a foml of personal realization, the latter has displaced the social by the 
personal and calls for social ,vithdrawal as a foml of personal redemption. 

What do nostrums that draw from an ostensibly scientific field like socio
biology hlve in common ,vith posnllodernism, whose adherents often 
exhibit an aversion for reason? Indeed, in what way can seemingly 

science-based nostrums with roots in genetics and demographics be 

linked to mythic if not religious cults like allgelology? 
However different they may be in specific respects, the one feature 

that these antihumanisms share is what developmentally oriented 
philosophers would call tht:ir lack of mt:diations. Uy mediations, I mean 
that their thinking lacks the plWSfd and arti(rlll1lcd unfoldings that reflect 
and articulate developmenr:.u processes in the real world. From the vt:ry 
outset, antihumanists think, feel, ;md sense phenomena immediately, 
directly, intuitively - and reductivdy. Whereas the inunediate is elemen
tal, simple, initial, and given, the mediated is the result of a deve/opmfllt, 

the ascertainable phase of a continuum. Yet mediations are also distinc
tive, delineable, and 'detenninate', to use philosophical language - phases 
that lend themselves to conceptual clarity and rational interpretation. To 
antihumanists, reflection, ideation, and the processual dt:lenrunatioru 
that elller into the apprehension of a phenomenon poUute its 'aUlhentic
il)" . Howevet much antihumanists may disagree ,vilh one another on a 
variety of issues, in varying degrees they Iry to grasp phenolllena in their 
'pure' and reductivdy primal 'be-ing', free from the 'imposition' of 
ration:u c;uegories - all of which, 10 one deb'Tee or another, stand in the 
way of b'TaSping Ihe 'authenticity' of phenomena. I am nOt using tenns 
like 'being' and 'authenticity', so basic to Heidegger's philosophical 
vocabulary, in a Heideggerian sense here; the tmtl! is that ( have no 
choice but to use this language, since there are no satisfactory synonyms 
fOr these words. 

Thus, fmldatncntallO the morality of the gene, the dynamics of popu
lations. the cybernetia of the Gaia hypothesis, the allegedly unspoiled 
attributes ofprilnitive society, the fear oftechnolob'Y and science as such, 
and the rejection of reason is a deVOtion to primality. It is upon genes. 
POpulations dynamics, the primitive, and an uncomplicated technics that 
any discussion of philosophical, ecological, and social issues is anchored. 

Their unmcdiated primality does /lOt prevent antihumanists from 
exploding with wild speculations about the present lnd the future, but 
they are dismally minimalist. For antihumanists, the origins or substrate 
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of things, from genes to the 'Big Bang', from reproductive behavior to l 
primal 'Cosmic Self' often radically determines what those things are. 
Results arc confused with their origins. A ntinim;Uism of the thinnest 
kind is the surest way [Q 'get in touch' with one's 'feelings' and with the 
world, particularly a natural world conceived as virginal and unspoiled. 

If genes determine many. perhaps most of our actions and values, cul. 
rure is merely an artificial impediment that improperly redirects our 
'inner self" away from doing wl!Jt our molecular fundaments denund In 
the face of Gaia's cosmic dictates, moreover, we wane into biological 
insignificance. Indeed, we taint om own capacity for self-realization if 
we intervene beyond the imperatives of meeting our simplest needs, in 
the larger Self of which we are mere constituents. Inasmuch as we are no 
more than animals, we can increase our numbers geometrically like fruit 
£lies, but our means of life increase arithmetically, which presumably 
explains why we have the ecological and social dislocations that plague 
us. Worse still, technologies have an 'imperative' of their own. One 
technological innovation blindly leads to another until an industrial 
revolution emerges to befoul streams, oceans, and air, deforesting the 
planet, desiccating the soil, and warming the globe. 

Having shed our primal 'Paleolithic sensibility', we are degraded crea· 
tures, intervening as we do in a once-pristine Nature. The braps we have 
opened between our 'natural' past and our 'industrial' civilization must 
be closed by returning to the same primal hannony that shaped the 
behavior of our remote ancestors. How far back we have to go -
whether to the dictates of our 'moral' or 'wise' genes, to the impulses of 
our hOininid animality, to the foraging psyche of Paleolithic hunters, to 
the presumed pacifism of nlstic Neolithic matriarchies, or to the various 
behavioral patterns of a simple preindustrial and prescienti6c past - is 
negotiable. 

Like it or not, Heidegger has done more than any thinker in this cen
tury, however indirectly, to provide us with the vocabulary, prelapsarian 
mentality, and spirituality for this unmediated orientation toward reality. 
In large measure, the imagery of an unmediated world ill which we are 
'One' with first nature and with each other in 'interconnections' that di5-' 
solve our individuality, selfhood, and rationality in a black hole of anti� 
modernism can be attributed to him, however unfamiliar many 
contemporary antihumanists are with his writinb'S' 

This antihumanist outlook is by no means as hannless as it may seem. In 
fact, disturbing consequences follow from any philosophy of immediacy. 

The first one is the abolition of history - the denial of history's reality, 
importance, unity, :md meaning. Our evolution out of first nature and 
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ond primal fonns of association is viewed as a 'Fall'; a steady loss of bey . _ " (" cl di " . d our pri5tinc arumau� III u ng ou
.
r responSiveness .t� genet.lc . . a� 

demographic imperatIves), a corruptlon of our hOlmrud senslbllltJ.es 

(which. we are repeatedly advised, were shaped over two or three mil

�on years by a Paleolithic 'hunring' \vay of life), a descent from our 

'direct' conununication with first nature into (variously) agriculture, 
urbanity, advanced technology, and science, and finally our objectifica
tion and massi6cation by quasi-mystical technological 'imperatives'. 

Thus was the edenic Golden Age of the Paleolithic superseded by the 
Silver Age of the Neolithic, the Bronze Age of fortress cities, and the 
[ron Age of industrial civilization. 

TillS succession of ages represents not history in the sense of a progres

sive development away from primality but an atrophying, a steady ero
sian, 3 regressive undoing of our 'inner nature'. Civilization raises ever 
more mediations - impediments to our genetic, dernogr3phic. ecologi
cal. 'presencing', and intuitive awareness of our 'Oneness' with the ani
mal world, first nature, Gaia, or the cosmos. True self-fulfilment lies in 
plumbing the bosom of our OrigillS - whatever their depths - in a pre
conceived hannony that constitutes our 'authentic' destiny. History is 
merely a series of 'narratives' at ben, each of which has no meaning, or a 
fall at worst. one that portends the apocalyptic destruction of the bio
sphere and ourselves. 

I do not claim that all antihumanim hold this precise constellation of 
beliefs. Many would hesitate to condenUl civilization or even science and 
technology as such; srill others would not want to sacrifice the benefits 

they e�oy as a result of technological innovation, such as their comput
ers, cameras, binoculars, and fa.'{ machines. But a growing number of 
�ntihumanists do hold all the views I have described and, in faCt, are 
more consistent in following the logic of their beliefs than their half
heaned colleague'S. 

On social issues, moreover, antihumanim share conul1onalities that 
CUlnot be ignored. If there is no 'unitary' history, there can be no 
progress. This denial of progress does not prevent antihumanists from 
insisting that history has directionality - that is. a vaSt re.Crrss in human 
affairs. The notion that a rational infrastructure, so to speak, can be dis
cerned in history (despite the terrible failings, even horrors. that mark its 
course) in which human intellectuality dol'S become more sophisticated, 
ethics does become more responsive to protesting oppressions and social 
�mictions, an dol'S become more sensitive to the human condition, soci
ety do�s become more secular, and knowledge is increasingly guided by 
thoughtful reflection and the criteria of proof - all of these developments 
are denied by antihumanists or fractured into episodic narrntives, each of 
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which is dealt with relativistically, as though it had a life of its own apart 
from the whole. 

The very concept of advances in ideas, values, political ideals, social 
systems, productive power, and insights is eschewed for episodic evenrs, 
for constellations of 'local' or 'discontinuous' phenomena, to USe 
Foucauldian terms. The notion of a meaningful history of humanity that 
includes an ascent from primality to complexity, indeed from animality 
to increasing humanity, is displaced by mere dlrOIJidrs that consist mainly 
of anecdotal events and particularistic cultural phenomena. 

Having dispensed with the very idea of prOb'TCSS - even \vith criteria 
for judging what is and is not progressive -antihumanism leaves us:u sea, 
bereft of any notion of civilization. Inasmuch as the fall of humanity 
refers more often to these chronicles than to any progressive ascent. 
human beings are little more than alienated beinb'S who are the makers as 
well as the victims of a technocratic world, the product of their own 
hubris, rationality, and innate greediness or aggressiveness rooted in their 
genetic makeup, according to sociobiologists, or in their technically 
oriented culture, according to most postmodenlists. 

However distant many of the authors I have discussed may be from 
popular cuirure, Nietzsche, Heidegger, Foucault. and Derrida speak to 
millions of people today through the impres.arios of widely viewed tele
vision documentaries, such as Bill Moyers. David Suzuki, and Desmond 
Morris. These impresarios themselves may have very little acquaintance 
with antihumanist philosophers, but in an era of dark pessimism, the 
public appetite for antihumanistic meS5.1ges is growing rapidly. The close 
proximity, indeed, the conflation, of antihumanist campus thinkers with 
Yuppie-type New Age ideologies is remarkable. Shoddy antihumanistic 
or antimodernist journalists who may never have read a line of 
Nietzsche. Heidegger, Foucault, or Derrida regale us with books that 
define human beinb'S as mere 'dwellers' on the planet who must recover 
their primal 'authenticity' by 'deconstructing' civilization, denying puta
tive 'myths' of prOb'Tess, and 'decentecing' human claims to uniqueness. 
We are derided for our 'Iogocentcity', 'ethnocentricity', 'anthropocen
trieity', 'Eurocentricity', or - for white males - 'phallocentricity'. 

In calling for the 're-enchanting' of humanity, [ refer - playfully - to the 
importlnce of recognizing humanity's potentiality for creating a rational, 
ecologically oriented, aesthetically exciting, and deeply humane world 
based on an ethics of complementarity and a society of sharing. 

I use the word polclltia/ily advisedly. The conventional way of explor
ing phenomena - through what I call conventional reason or conven
tional logic - is to intellectually carve Out a realm of experience and 
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b·ect it to dose analysis. Given :l particular object, we take it ap:Ht, so '" � 
d h · ·  d · hi h to speak, and explore its c�mponent5 an t elr lI�terr atlo

�
l.S ps, � en 

econstruct it, all with a vIew toward understanding how It funCtiOns. �hiS way of thinking is appropriate for making a watch or constructing a 

bridge, and even for detemuning how a living organism maintains itself. 
Without the rules of cOllventional logic, which are rigorously analytical 
and date back in the history of logic to Aristotle's syllogisms in Ius Prior 

Allalrlie!, we could not engage in the multitude ofactivitics that make up 

our everyday lives. A syllogism (Aristotle uses the word dedl/(/ion) is 'a 
discourse in which. ccruin things being stated, something other than 
what is stated follows of necessity from their being so' (23b1B). Most 
f.lIllously in elementary philosophy courses, syllo{,ristic logic is iIlustr:J.ted 

by the propositions: 'All men are mortal I Socrates is a Illan I Therefore 
Socrates is mortal. 'I 

But such a deductive system of propositions does not adequately 
encompass processes, developmenls, ;!nd the ruifoldillS of phenomem in 
which potentialities, like seeds, initiate the beromilJg of a given thing or 
condition. It cannot provide us with all adequate way of thinking out the 
evolution or history of an ever-differentiating potentiality and grasp its 
phases in a rational, eductive manner - indeed, of situating lnind and 
body, the natural and the social, the individual and the collective, neces
sity and freedom in fomlative dualities tim are not petrified 'dualisms', 
but rather new and complementary modes of emergent phenomena that 
enrich an unfolding continuum. Hence the tendency of so many people 
today to adhere to a simplistic n:ductiOlusm that subsumes all differenti
ation or else to adopt a view of diversity in which utterly unrelated 
phenomena - a mere plurality of beings - are prOlniscuously united into 
a specious 'Oneness' like so many multicolored billiard balls contained in 
a wr:J.ck. 

No - to understand evolution, to think historically, requires more 
than conventional logic. We have to ascertain the inunanent drives that 
impel undifferentiated potentialities into ever-greater ditTerentiation, 
complexity, and wholeness. We are obliged to ascertain the b'Tcat parallels 
in history that unify humanity - the many sillularities among indepen
dently developing cultures, the common issues that human beings con
front throughout lustory. and the common solutions they so of tell devise. 

It is not my intention to discuss dia!ectical logic, as it is usually called 
in COlUmst to conventional logic, except to emphasize that we cannot 
undcrsL1nd humanity, society, and their emergence out of first nature 
without recognizing humanity's potentiality to become more than a 
Product of biological laws. however useful biolob'Y may be as a source 
of insight into the animalistic attributes of human beings.l Like all 
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phenomena, humans are always undergoing tr.msfonnation. They can no 
morc be viewed with fixity than first nature can be reduced to a scenic 
view 011 a picture postcard. 

As I have emphasized, human biology is roared in an evolutionary 
elaboration of a specialized physical system - the nervous system - as wen 
as a variety of anatomical attributes (stereoscopic vision, free forearms, 
opposable thumbs. and an oral flexibility ill producing complex sounds) 
that have made it possible for our species to advance from adaptive 
behavior to innovative behavior. The unfolding of this potentiality 
marked a decisive breach with first nature that yielded the creation of a 
predominantly cultural evolution, or second nature. Tins breach, far 
from being a malevolent and aberrant creation of 'man the destroyer' it., 
above all, the consequence of potentialities that are latent in the evolu_ 
tion of life itself and that can very well yield the image of 'man the 
creator'. 

To object that human beings might never have evolved but for chance 
occurrences over the course of ol'b>anic evolution ignores the compelling 
fact that humanity dol'S exist. and that it did not emerge ab 110VO. In vary
ing degrees. humanity's emergence followed from developmental poten
tialities and a clearly discernible logic with a surprising degree of 
evolutionary autogeny. We are products of a self-developmental ten
dency in natural evolution. not only chance events and conjunctions of 
them. 

Nor is it necess.ary to invoke supernatural agents to account for 
humanity's appearance. But by the same token. tlus species could not 
have emerged unless there were potentialities in first nature to account 
for human evolution. 

I have also addressed the emergence of culture or second nature in e<lr
lier chapters. emphasizing irs institutional roots in biological facts such as 
age b'TOuPS. gender differences, and kinship ties. It is with the develop
ment of society - of history and morc precisely with the appearance of 
civilization - that we are obliged to ask if humaluty has indeed pro
gressed or, if not, whether it (all progress. 

If many antihumanislS see humanity's redemption in the fonn of a retreat 
to a lloll-interventionist, passive rdationslup with the natural world, I 
wish to contend, by contrast, that a crucial function of culture is to ren
der it possible for humanity to rationally and creativr/y intervene in the 
world and improve upon existing conditions, be they the product of 
natural evolution or social development. 

More specifically. the monumental work of social evolution or second 
nature is to innovativdy trmucl'lJd the narrow cultural horizons of early 
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alutv however beneficent many of them may be; to go beyond the hulll - I ' . . . 
I ' biologically condinoned SOCIal world. based on age cohorts, gender ear � . . . . . 

1 ' I " 1 cliJfel"Cnces, and kinship nes, Into an mcreasIng y ulUversa Isnc, secu ar, 

d hopefuUy rational world. The function of second mture has been to ,n 
,fonn the parochial domain of ethluc communities, in which people ",n , 

were frab'luented into kin groups based on a commor, ancestry. Int� a 
universal Immllllilas in wluch people recogluze themselves as a species; 
indeed, to tr.Insfonn tribalized people into urbanized citizens, to ex�r�ise 
superstition through the insight5 of reason, and -:- by no 

.
means a tnflin

.
g 

Cl5k - to endow human beings with the matenal secunry to free their 
bodies and nunds from economic uncertainty, the drudgery of coil, and 

craven submission to the seemingly overwhelming forces of first nature. 
In short, insofir as humanity has ascended from a domain of passive 

animality guided by genetic makeup, myths, and material insecurities, 
into a 1Il0re creative, civilized, and free second nature, the function of 
social cvolution in the view of an enlightened humanism is the creation 
of a society guided by reason. It is in such a mtional society that wc can 
be truly human, according to nonm worthy of being caUed ethical. 

In a very real sense, then, we are still unfinished as human beings 
because we have not as yet fulfilled our potentialiry for cooperation, 
understanding, and rational behavior. An enlightened humanism calls on 
us to be rational as well as imaginative, socially eonunitted as well as 
highly individuated. and publicly involved as well as personally rounded. 
This enlightened humanism may sound to antihumanislS like the rabid 
anthropocentrism of an unreconstructed humanist. But ill my view 
humanity is faced with immense social and ecological dislocatiollS 1I0t 
because there is too much civilization but rather because we arc /101 rivi
liud tncmgIJ. I make 110 claim that social evolution has unilinearly and 
merrily unfolded to\v,lrd civil ization or that it will necessarily do so. Nor 
is thrre any guarantee that we will fulml our potentialities to achieve a 
free, rational, and self-conscious society. Even so starkly teleological a 
philosopher as Hegel viewed 'History' as a 'sbughterbench', however 
much he regarded social development as the unfolding of reason toward 
complete human enlightenment. 

Indeed, Hegel was hardly Uluque in his harsh judgment of history. 
Many of the eighteenth-century French En..lighteners advanced images of 
history even more critical than his. Opponents of the Enlightenment 
have mainly caricatured its thinkers and simplified its message. exaggerat
ing its humanist outlook as a crude allthropocentrism if only to lughlight 
their own anrihumalust outlook. 

Dut merely to agree that history has been a bloody s1aughterbench, in 
which people conunonly acted with terrible brutality, prtSUppous the 
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existence of standards of humaneness, rationality, and virtue that prOvide 
the basis for defining tim brutality. Without such standards, firmly 
grounded in reality as well as in philosophical thought, we are lost in t 
sea of meaningless adjectives and a relativism in which what is humane, 
rational, and vinuous is merely a matter of personal opinion and individ
ual wte. This personalistic and relativistic approach divestS us of the 
nonns by which we may define what it means to be human - and hence 
our unique potentiality as social as well as individual beings. 

In a very broad sense, our potentiality for achieving a rational society 
consistS in the attainment ofJrudom. Freedom consists ofa multitude of 
interrelated attainments: the opportunity to choose between various 
courses of action, to shape our personal and social lives creatively, to deal 
with each other and the natural world humanely, to be b'l.1ided by an 
ethics of complementarity, to create communal fonns of social organiu_ 
tion, and to use reason in all our affairs. Hence rationally guided choice, 
certain basic virtues, and radically democratic institutions, constitute the 
partly realiud potentialities for attaining humanness and achieving a free 
Immcmilas. 

Freedom in tlus substantial sense is not attainable by animals. Guided 
by genetic imperatives, the immediate needs of survival and reproduc
tion, and instinct, and distinctly !inuted in learning ability, animals gener
ally make adaptive adjustIllcnts to environmental circumstances. 
Normally, an animal does not 'make' its world; it exists within a world in 
which it finds itself Indeed, the survival of many species is highly vul
nerable even to slight changes in habitat. The primitivist identification of 
'wildness' or 'wil derness' with freedom in any human sense ofmultitudi
nous choices and innovations is grossly misplaced: the behavior of crea
tures that exist 'in the wild' is greatly restricted by imperatives beyond 
their understanding and control. No lion is born free, unless by freedom 
we simply mean the absence of physical confincment. An animal's e.xis
tence is sigruficantly dctennined by its inborn behavioral equipment, its 
fairly circumscribed learning capacity, and its inherited physical ability to 
sustain itself in a highly precarious world. 

To be sure, a relatively intelligent animal will try to find tree cover or 
a den, say, to avoid the chilling effects of rain: but unless it is imprinted 
genetically to do so or has learned to build a very crude shelter against 
inclement wcather, it is very much on its own in meeting climatic 
changes and similar envirorunental problems. 

By contrJst, human beings (and to a limited degree, certain non
human primates) can literally create choices which do not exist in their 
natural habitats. They call imagine a great variety of altematives from 
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hich 10 choose, constructing them in fomu that do not exist in first 

::ture. With extraordinary flexibility, they Gm remake their immediate 
I\vironments to suit dearly understood or anticipated needs. And very 

�ignificant!y, they can articulate thr�ugh speech, \�riting, coo�erati�n, 
and by other expressive representatlons, such as pIctures, speCific alms 
that gO far beyond mere survival, comfort, and self-defense. Reasoning 
by analogy or by inference and deduction, they can create increasin�y 
complex and effective institutions, customs, and methods of systematic 
learning. nonnally developing appropriate \v:lys to guarantee the satisfuc

tion of their emotional as well as their material needs. 
[n shan, human beings can begin, however linuted their consciousness 

at first, to discover that they have the potentiality to go well beyond the 
existing circumstances of their lives and, with the passing of generations, 
develop - conceptually as well as materially - new needs and expanding 
ideas about their own cultural domain. They can establish definable sys
tCll15 of rights and duties; they can rationally explain - even in mythic 
fonn - their place in the world as well as in their communities; and they 
can create mutable bands, tribes, villages, cities, and other elaborate forms 
of social oq,-.:aruzation. Not only can they create cultures, but depending 
upon time. place, and circumstances, they can expand their cultures and 
50cial ideas. These can be structured and embodied in a variety of ways 
by creating new methods of working together, distributing the products 
of their work, formulating belief systenu, establishing institutions, and 
thinking out richer or more complex ideas about life and its meaning, 
including broad notions of justice and freedom. 

To understand the vast historical movement of culture requires dialec
tical thinking beyond conventional logic, with its basis in the 'law of 
iclentity'. For it obliges liS to deal with a dialectic of becomillg, of educing 
/lew phases out of the seemingly fixed, easily analyzable static facts. It 
obliges liS to address a seemingly antithetical 'other' that always repre
sents what is new and often alien to what is old, even as the new incor
poraTes and modifies older realities. 

Yet innovative as we may be as human beings, we nevertheless retain 
strong animalistic desires to adapt to what exists unless it is difficult, if not 
impossible, for us to continue. Our allimal heritage thus lives on in us as 
a stultifYing conservatism that we may lIot shake ofT unless the imperative 
to change a given state of affairs and beliefS systems emerges as a com
pelling need or desire. The 'other' or antithesis of what exists is, by virtue 
of its uncertainty, often very fearsome; it threatens to disestablish deeply 
entrenched ways of life and belief systell15. Indeed. there is no way of 
knOwing how far an antithesis may unsettle stable, time-honored institu
tions, beliefS, reciprocities, social and personal habits. 
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Ie is out of this crucible of choices - whethrr presented to us by new cir_ 
cumst:mces or cre:l.ted by human consciousness - that the events that 
fonn humanity's chronicles emerge. Events and chronicles are merely 
changes understood without regard for their meaning, developmental 
context, or connections to one another - in short, as mere d;splaulne/lts in 
social affilirs, like the movemtnt of ha.lls over a billiard t;tble. However 
c:uefully reported they may be by chroniclers such as Herodotus Or 
Froimrt, such events do not have to be situated in a broad continuum of 
time. They are mere t1�1I1S in the simple sense that they an: indistin_ 
guishable from episodes, however significant they may be for the people 
who are involved in them. 

It makes littie difference over the long tenn if events and episodes are 
remembered or fott.'"Otten, retained or dispensed with, celebrated or 
ignored. If remembered, they arc usually more entertaining than instruc_ 
tive. As animalistic phenomena, they are /lot the consequences ofa ratio
nal development that enlarges overall human experience. They are 
important to those who have been afftcted by tiIem, but they are limited 
to specific times and places. 

The OdYJuy, which recapitulates important aspects of human history 
in mythic fonn, tells us of the island 'of the Lotus-eaters, who feast on 
fruit' that deprives men 'of any desire' and renders them 'forgetful of 
home', indeed of recollection of the past or concern for the future.) They 
live in an eternal present in which the immcdiacy of existence is perpet
ual. They live on the bounty of Nature in bliss and meaninglessness. In 
fact, they do not e.'cist in time conceived as a flow of changing phenom
ena, still less as part of an expansive development. The Lotus-caters exist 
on the level of animals, for whom existence is always fi."ed in the present 
and the immediately given - a condition, , should add, that some primi
tivists regard as the edcnic condition of humanity, to which it should 
now return, having been afllicted by the 'n.ighnnare' of history and civi
lization. 

Such episodes afe not what I mean by history. Events may be com
piled as chronicles, ulUliediated by any association beyond sequential 
dates: history, by contr.lst, is an account of a del,r/opmml that unfolds as a 
consequence of the rational elaboration of humanity's potentiality fOf 
freedolll and self-consciousness. History is in great measure the develop
ment of humanity away from the Island of the Lotus Eatcr5 into the inno
vative fullness of freedom and sdf-consciousness. It consists of the 
mediations or 'steps' by which human beings have raised themselves out 
of a �ultural void into a cultural development that has a complex past, a 
confhcted present, and the prospect of an emancipatory future. 

History, then, is not what Foucault calls a 'genealogy', by which he 
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mealls 'local, discontinuous, disqualified, illegitimate knowledges', and 

wruch he contrasts with history and its 'claims of a unirnry body of 

theory which would filter, hierarchise and order [those knowledgesJ in 

tht' name of some true knowledge and some arbitrary idea of what 

cOllstitutes 2 science and its objects." Given Foucault's proclivity for 

arbitT2ry, 'illegitimate' assortments of faCts and events that constitute his 

own 'encapsulation' of various IOrtures, oppressions, 2nd hdls, he carica
lUres any endeavor to unearth a development;tl meaning even in 'local' 

and 'discontinuous illegitimate knowledges'. Foucault's 'genealogies' 

order events through 'liktrs' of his own that are all the more dogmatic 
because his premises remain unstated, in contrast to many 'unitary' 
histories he arrobr.mtiy rejects. 

Indeed, ifit 'hierarchises' human development to aSsert that olle era is 
[!\ore expansive in its concept of freedom, humaneness, rationality, and 
values than an earlier one, then historians can cheerfully acknowledge 
the accusation that they are hierarchical. Uut so much the worse, then, 
for the 'genealogist', who would dissolve the unfolding of human poten
tiality or fragment it into scattered 'discontinuous, illegitimate knowl
edges' that provide us with nothing from which we can develop any 
perspective beyond the local - and that limit us to celebrating the 
episodic, the riotous, and the 'eatatic' as acts of 'resistance' to hierarchy. 

On the other hand, to recognize a rational thread of development and 
rationally educible advances - yes, progress - in human affairs does not 
mean that there have not been discontinuities, regressions. diversions, 
and blind alleys. There has been no unilinear and undeviating advance in 
human affairs. History would indeed be mysterious if it consisted of an 
unbroken and predestined march toward an idyllic world, unsullied by 
btutalities and horrors. 

Uut it is far too easy and perverse to make the breaches in second 
nature into a focal theme. No view is cheaper and more noxious than 
Theodor Adorno's dictum, 'No universal history leads from S3v.1gery to 
humanitarianism, but there is one leading from the slingshot to the 
megaton bomb." Whatever Adorno meant by Imivcrllli, there is a massive 
history of humanity that consists of growing sensibilities. material 
achievements, culture, and, let it not be forgotten. great movements 
guided by high ideals to achieve a free society. 

[n f.1ct, antihumanists and their 'genealogists' have an advantage over any 
endeavor to insightfully explore history: they can count on a general 
ignorance of extraordinary parallels over the course of humanity'S devel
opment - parallds [hat reveal a remarkable 'unitary' cultural dimension 
to Our species's history. They can also count on the laziness of thought 
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th;u is easily wearied by nuances, explanatiom, and the painstaking effort 
to detemune 'what went wrong' in history and why certain eVents have 
warped historical development. particularly during this century. 

Given the current popularity of Foucauldian 'discontinuities', what is 
surprising when we consult history is how unitary it actually has been in 
areas of the world that did not have contaCt wi th each other for 
inmlenseiy long periods of time - indeed, for 10,000 years and possibly 
morc - when enonnous changes occurred in the human condition. In 
many regions of the globe a distinct social evolution occuITed that 
brought growing populations out of small bands into tribal. feudal, and 
even imperial fonns of oq,'ani zation. with almost identical material 
advances from foraging to large-scale agriculture. What is striking is the 
incredible similarity of progression in the belief systems and cultural fea
tures these regions shared over the course of their developments, from a 
simplistic belief in spirits probably derived from dreams to spiritual cos
mologies and priestly !,;uilds of imposing proportions. 

Arguably, the often minute c\lltural features these hi storical civiliza_ 
tiOIU shared may have been derivative. carried by traders or diffused by a 
multitudt! of possible contacts across land masses - or they might have 
developed independently. However unlikely it may be, the ancient Near 
East, for 1!.xamplc, may have inspired the agricultural developments, city
states. and kingships in India and tht' Far East by diffusing agriculture and 
certain political institutions across Asia. 

But it is as certain as any archaeological facts can be that major cultural 
and material traits arose quite independently in Mesoamerica, a region 
that could not have had contaCt with the Near East after the late 
Paleolithic. What is surprising when Mesopotamia and Mesoamerica are 
compared is not the fairly secondaty differences that divide them but the 
enonnous simibrities that unite them. These similarities - not only their 
shared economic and cultural traits but their shared evolution from bands 
to large city-states - reveal a stunning unity in human history, from tribal 
life to fairly advanced civilizations. 

The Paleoindians who crossed the large land bridge from Asia to 
America wcre undoubted1y hte Paleolithic humer-gatherers with a tool
kit th�t could not have been more advanced than, say, that of the 
hunting people who painted caves in the Pyrenees region some 30.000 
to 1 5 .000 years ago. With the retreat of the glacie� about 10,000 yt!a� 
ago, Paleoindians left Asia and continued to develop soci:llly in the 
Americas. with only tcntative contacts from Viking seafarers and stray 
marine�. It is now gt!neraUy accepted that they learned very little, indeed 
probably nothing of allY imporunce, from Europeans and Asians for 
thousands of yea�. 
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Yet archaeologists Gill trace an independent development in 

Mesoamerican inhabitants from nomadic foragers o'1.>anized in fairly 

Cb<:l.litarian and simp
.
l� bands in[O i�creasingly hierarchica� trib�, villa

.
ge 

!'3rdening commulUtleS, feudal agncultural systems. warnng klllgly CIty :rltes. and finally in the case of central Mexico. monarchical empires. All 
exhibit extraordinary parallels with the development of social life else
where in the world. 

By the same token, in the Near East, late Paleolithic hunting bands 

and tribes underwent a tramitiOIl to gardening viUages at least IO,{X)(} 

years ago and thence on to temple and kingly city-states based on the 
large-scale cultivation of grains (wheat and barley) about 6,000 years ago. 

Remarkably, in Mesoamerica there is evidence of grain (maize) cultiva
cion and village gardening around 6,000 years ago, foUowed by a shift 
frolll nomadic foraging to a relatively settled village lift!. 

Both regions went on [0 nuster pictographic writing. pottery. metal
lurgy. irrigation, and large-scale agriculture; and a highly functional cal
endar and mathematics (the Maya even discovered the zero). Both 
domesticated animals and plants. Both developed priestly, warrior, noble, 
and royal castes, together with temples, palaces, monumental architec
tun:, and city-states - entirely independently of each other. Eventually, 
ill both regions, some cities expanded to an immense si�e, supporting 
ever more craftspeople, merchants, and bureaucrats. Fin:dly, the Aztecs 
developed an empire comparable in territory, population, and adminis
trative techniques to some of the centralized statl!S in the early Ncar East. 
In Mesoamerica as in Mesopotamia, cities enb>aged in the mass m:mufac
ture and trade over wide areas, making it possible for their populations to 
expand far beyond their agricultural base. 

The extent to which status groups, quasi-feudal ties, religious prac
tices, building techniques, and building materials resembled each other in 
both regions is almost uncanny. Complex status and class systems 
emerged, along with religious belief systems, deified kings and priestly 
corpor.ttions. Architectural styles were nomlally geometrical, indicating 
not only a similarity of style but a conunand of shared mathematical and 
5tructural strategies. Commonalities appear even in such seemingly trivial 
f�cts as the usc of straw to make clay bricks. 

In both regions these city-states became involved morc and more in 
internecine warfare over control of trade routes and land. S�tcmatic 
warfare was conducted to take captives for large-scale human sacrifices, 
as was the case not only among the Aztecs but among the Chinese of 
Anyang during the Shang dynasty some 3,300 years ago. It would be pre
POSterous to ignore this shared evolution ill Mesopotamia and 
Mesoamerica by emphasizing their local differences. 
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My account of these extraordinary similarities - and many more could 
be cited - is not designed to suppon the notion of an unw.lvering unilin� 
ear history that all civilizations had to follow. Indeed, for mjllennia, many 
people did not develop beyond the band and tribal level of social organi� 
zation and fonging or horticultural techniques. Nor, where civilizations 
developed, did every one of thelll follow a path that corresponds to that 
of Mesoamerican and Mesopotamian civilizations. Peru's highly tOtalit:aI� 
ian Inca empire certainly followed a significantly different trajectory. 
Moreover, the furious warfare in the Mesoamerican 'classic era', some 
1,700 to 1,000 years ago, led to the widespread mmu;u destruction of 
city-states, for reasons that are still unclear. So destructive was this war_ 
fare that many once well-cultivated, irrigated, and densely inhabited 
areas reverted to tropical jungles. Warfare seems to have become a cul_ 
turally hypertrophic featme, wherein an increasingly warrior-oriented 
society developed such exaggerated fonns and fUllctions, beyond any ser_ 
vice they provided for the cities, that they became ends in themselves and 
tore down an entire centuries-old society.' 

Here, to be sure, the parallels diverge. In both cases Mesopotamia and 
Mesoamerica independently laid the bases - more precisely, created the 
potentiality - for parallel civilizations. But Mesoamerica saw the destruc
tion of city-states by cultural hypertrophy that led to social stagnation. 
while Mesopotamian cultural achievements were picked up by Greece, 
later Rome, and Europe, and advanced to a more rational vision of a 
futme that no tribal society could have developed. 

However varied in details, even if warfare was endemic and shamans 
or priests coJ1iured up terrifying 'imaginaries' (to usc Cornelius 
Castoriadis's expression) that legitimate ongoing bloody sacrifices, these 
societies followed a unifying: logic once they developed agrarian cultures 
and learned to vastly increase their food supply. Food cultivation makes 
possible large populations, often followed by an increasing division of 
labor. When powerful status groups, fonned by alliances between chiefS, 
elders, and shamans, evolved, they all gained prestige, power. and mater
ial advantages by their collaboration. NonnaUy, if not invariably, such 
societies followed a remarkably common path toward state fonnation, a 
warrior caste, and economic exploitation that either gave rise to cos
mopolitan empires - or led to the ruin of a reb>1onal civilization. Indeed, 
what is surprising, then, are the shared stages of development - different 
in time, to be sure, but almost identical in trajectory - that unite 
Mesoamerican and Mesopotamian development, commonalities that 
Oatly contradict the Foucauldian notion that a 'unitary' history of 

humanity is a dogma imposed upon social re;uity by hislOrians with a 

'totalitarian' predisposition for historical directivity and coherence. 
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The reasons a culture area undergoes a general breakdown rather than 

advance toward a greater debrree of freedom and self-consciousness 

requires more of a nuanced analysis of history than tlippant, selective 

Foucauldian assertions about the nticroscopic 'institutionalization' of 
power. Adntirable as Foucault's concern for the ntistreatment of impris
oned people may be, his account of the ·birth of the prison' in DiscipUue 

(H!d Pm!is!! is often misleading: owing: precisely to its lilnited range of nar

rative material. The institutionalization ofpunisiUTlent, in fact, was quite 
as extensive and regimented in the Roman world, for example, as it was 
in the njneteenth century, and the 'alen gaze' that figures in Foucault's 
account of Jeremy Bentham's proposed 'panoptic' design for surveillance 
over prisoners was beggared by various all-encompassing surveillance 
techniques that were employed throughout history, panicularly in 
ancient latifundia and in modern plantations worked by slave labor. 

Foucault's 'genealogical' strategy emphasizes selective secondary, ter
tiary. and even hypothetical events - a strategy that grossly enlarges their 
meaning and implications at the expense of larger forces, patterns, and 
sequences that are found in broad historical accounts. Every bureaucracy 
and system of coercive power tends to expand and increase its power if it 
can - and such was the case historically, as legal and disciplinary systems 
bec:llne more enuenched at various times, no less in ancient Rome than 
in modem Europe. Little in Foucault's work on the institutionalization 
of power demonstrates that the modem world has been more cocrcive 
and punitive than earlier periods of history. 

Indeed, antihumanist and postmodernist emphases on the minutiae of 
experience - valuable as their data may be in sensitizing us to authoritar
ian institutions and attitudes - often miss the forest for the trees. They are 
no substitute for broader historical accounts that reveal g:reat cultural 
evolutionary processes that enlarge the promise for human emancipation. 
An able archaeologist like V. Gordon Chil de, for example - however 
limited his detailed knowledge of the past may have been, twO genera
tiOll5 ago - still deserves respectful reading because he had a stronger 
grasp of macroscopic changes in history than the laq,'e1y empirical and 
P05unodernist monographers of recent times, whose dOb'lllatie denial of a 
'unitary' development of humanity abandons U5 to a warehouse offactual 
debris.' Contrary to what Foucault suggests, the institutionalization of 
punishment (and the reduction or elimination of earlier fonns of physical 
PU�lishment like the removal of h:lIlds, limbs, and finally death by qUJr
tenng) was more the product of a 5pecific society than it was a causal 
f�etot in shaping that society. 

'The urban revolution', a5 Childe called it, beginning some 7,000 
years ago, marked a vast turning point in social evolution, as did the 
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